
 SALE 26 PART 1 – 1.00pm  SATURDAY 23rd FEBRUARY 2019   

BOX LOTS   
Box lots are open to ROOM BIDDERS ONLY and must be collected on the day   

1 Deceased Estate lot as received from family. Usual world accumulation with majority used in stockbooks & sorted in 
envs but noted Aust pre-decimals to 5/- kangaroos & to 1/4d KGV (both of these vals x 3 incl one "OS" of each) & 
Navigators to 10/- in Seven Seas album. Also, GB to QV 1/- Jubilee & Seahorses to 5/- plus KGVI to £1 all used. A 
neat 5/- QV Telegraph with central "sock on the nose" Liverpool Seaforth 1878 cds is a highlight. Some Aust Terrs plus 
Fiji & PNG MUH issues in a tin amongst others. Later Aust to 2008 used incl one vol in quality Prinz black paged 
stockbook with 1971 Christmas block of 7 MLH. Folder of Aust 1970/80's FDC's with vals to $10 Painting (approx. 200) 
& Netherlands used on Hagners with issues to 2010. 1981 Royal Wedding in 2 vols with MUH issues in commem 
albums plus NZ $20 MT Cook FDC's x 2. Hours of sorting required but may reward. (1000s) $80 

2 PNG early 1980's MUH & couple of covers in stockbook, common Malta used in stockbook plus Barbados, Jamaica & 
a few other Commonwealth in stockbooks. Noted small lot of telegraphs incl GB QV ½d, 1d MLH, ½d, 3d & 1/- used, 
USA & South Africa used accumulation in large Chinese stockbook (100s) plus America's Cup books & M/S sets (2) & 
commercially used "Express" covers (c100). A general "balance of consignment mixed lot. $80 

3 Large box with usual mixed world & Australia in albums & loose on/off paper. Noted 1977 Silver Jubilee cover 
collection in commem album (52 covers) & 1981 Royal Wedding MLH Omnibus with album, NZ on Hagners incl some 
MUH/MLH, USA in stockbook but patchy, odd early GB decimal MUH sets & GB Army Post Office WWI cds's & Censor 
marks on piece including a couple in mauve for "Bombay". Aust 5/- Arms used x 150+ & 10/- x 35+ with SS album 
1913-1965 with MUH & used noting kangaroos to 2/- & KGV to 1/4d used but later 2/6d vals & Birds set MUH. (1000's) $75 

4 Collectors clean-out in large plastic crate noting GB pre-decimal with later decimal MUH commems (FV £100+) plus 
250+ Benham silk covers, the majority FDC's with pictorial pmks. (retail at $2 ea. min). Also stockbook of thematic 
birds, 2 stockbooks of Channel Is & IOM & a third with more GB & another 200+ FDC's from Philart, Sturt, Cotswold & 
Royal Mail producers. A worthwhile lot with a low reserve. $50 

5 British Commonwealth with 1980's MUH sets in stockbook, many 1980's Royalty & 1983 Commonwealth Day sets 
MUH, GB used Machins accum in two stockbooks plus foreign with mostly MUH in stockbook. Also Netherlands 
collection in hingeless album with majority from 1950-1969. Cat. €970+ (100s) $100 

6 Large tub with collectors "unwanted" incl World used noting South Africa KGV to QEII with vals to 6d plus stockbooks 
of Aust & NZ. Also 2 shoeboxes of Aust 1980's FDC's (100s) & a binder of empty Hagners in good cond. An old time 
collection contains Aust pre-decimals with vals to £1 Robes F/U (small fault) & GB to 10/- KGVI plus a 1977 QEII Silver 
Jubilee MLH in commem album. Pickings with care. (1000s) $60 

7 Australian box lot with heavily dupl used sorted chronologically in large stockbooks, mainly letter rate pre-decimal but 
with a few kangaroos/KGV lower vals, 3 other stockbooks with heavily dupl used also with scattered kangaroos/KGV, 
an ACSC KGV catalogue (2014 ed) & a cake tin with off paper 1940's-1960's commem. The largest stockbook also 
contains 6d chestnut kangaroo with "OS" ovpt, CofA wmk x 3 MUH & 1970 Anpex M/S's x2 MUH plus a smattering of 
Victoria mint (5). Noted "Australia Post 200 Years" $5.50 sheetlet CTO, 1963 Red Cross corner block of 6 MUH with 
ACSC 395f "white spot in bowl" variety (Cat. $40) & a GB no wmk castles set in marginal pairs MUH plus odds 
annotated on 3 album pages & Hagner. Well worth reserve. (1000s) $150 

8 World used on/off paper sorted by country into bags & envs. Strong in GB & Aust but appears fairly common. Some 
pre-decimal plain covers with Wynyard, Tas & Burnie, Tas crisp, clear cds's. This lot is been sold commission free with 
all funds going to Red Cross Australia, so please bid generously. $20 

9 Mixed group with German 2009 "Daimler" medallion cover through to an album of Malta & San Marino with MUH & 
used from QV for the latter plus the usual mixture of world used on/off paper in envs & in old time albums interspersed 
with MUH & odd pres pack etc. "As new" quality stockbook with 100's of recent Aust on piece with useful F/U, Italy 
1985 + 1986 pres books with issues MUH plus postal stationary cards etc, s/book of Aust pre-decimals incl MUH 
blocks of 4 (common) but noted Kingsford Smith MUH set, Hutt River MUH issues in original packets & an album of 
Nauru FDC's. Odd surprise like a GB 5/- crimson QV (SG 181) tucked in Chinese stockbook (Cat. £250+), so worth a 
rummage. Even a 1939 Aust Stamp Monthly with the late Nelson Eustis advertising Airmail covers! $100 

10 A-Z world in 7 peg albums with some £2-£5 cat val used noted, Aust packs (FV $35+), photo album with 1950's/60's 
FDC's with some plain covers with a "small" Busselton cds cancel & an Aust States album, brand new from a company 
called "Old World Stamps" with a space for all shades. perfs etc. Useful ACSC in ring binder format with the States 
section in full & Aust common decimals in an "as new" SG Senator binder with pages (these retail at $85). Other world 
stamps in stockbooks & a 1986 yearbook with stamps (FV $26). Interesting mixed lot with face value & SG album 
covering the reserve! (1000's) $80 

11 Mixed world accumulation noting USA, Ireland on leaves, British Commonwealth on Hagners in binder noting Br. 
Guiana KGVI 60¢, $2 & $3 MLH, GB 1990-2002 Xmas sets with the same theme for Aust, NZ, Christmas Is, S.Africa 
etc on leaves & Hagners, UN cover album, FDC album with KGVI Morocco Agencies 1937 reg covers, GB 1940 set on 
plain FDC & Gibraltar 1950 airmail cover to Australia. Also the usual Aust 1978-1980's FDC's & some MUH. Finally, 
literature incl Cigarette Card & Hutt River cats, Ace 1995 & 1998 Airmail auction cats, 1977 Silver Jubilee album with 
stamps in place, small box with lots of Fiji KGVI & early QEII dupl on stockcards & in packets. Good lot & mainly fine. $100 

12 Common world used on leaves in springback plus ranges of used Germany, USA, Australia & others in 3 large Chinese 
stockbooks noting AAT Joint Issue "Scientific Research" AP book. (100s) $30 

13 Diverse lot with British Commonwealth & foreign incl Argentina (mostly MUH/MLH) with duplication. Quantity of 
Balkans especially Bosnia Herzegovina, Serbia & early Yugoslavia (mixed cond), Brazil incls range of Varig private 
mint Airs & some early 1950's Germany used (Cat. value £340) incl West Germany 1952 Youth Hostels very F/U & 
Berlin 1952 Beethoven F/U. Noted old stockbook of South African provinces plus much more incl covers. Conservative 
reserve against catalogue. (100s) $100 

14 Deceased estate as received with no obvious highlights though did sight swans on a variety of world post cards (8) with 
postmarks incl Brisbane St, Perth in black & blue ink, Broad Arrow, Caversham, Perth & Southern Cross x 2, Territories 
incl Norfolk Butterfly defin low vals in complete MUH sheets, Cocos 1979 Postal Services & Christmas pres packs 
unopened x 24, Christmas Is 1980 M/S packs x 10, Nauru packs x 100+ with dup incl defins to $5, PNG packs x 66 & 
1979 year packs x 16 plus other MUH issues in bags eg Nauru $1 London 1980 M/S x 35, Samoa 1980 QM B'day 
sheetlets x 15, 1980 $ Zeapex M/S's x 35, etc. Quality Lighthouse stockbook of MUH pre-decimal blocks to 2/3d vals. 
World used in stockbooks are heavily duplicated in places though did note QV low vals & KGVI vals to 1/3d & 2/6d  
plus a F/U £1 Robes & 1/- Vic Cent in Aust & 10/- Seahorses x 2 in GB so pickings with care. Also noted a brand new 
SG 2018 Collect British Stamps catalogue. Viewing suggested. (1000s) $75 



15 Substantial quantity of on-paper better quality office mail from wide range of countries noting India 2016 Mother Teresa 
M/S & US $1 airlift with many 1000's in "box within the carton". In addition a stockbook with MLH/used Latin America 
incl many Cuba 1970's-1980's CTO sets plus other countries from earlies with majority post-1950, a Prinz stockbook 
with mainly pre-1950 Latin America MLH/used, Lighthouse stockbook with closely overlapping mainly lightly dupl 
MLH/used Neth Antilles, Iran, Belgium, Transvaal, Virgin Is (incl £1 RSW MLH with stained perf), Seychelles MLH/used 
incl RSW MLH & BIOT set of 15 ovpts MLH. Also Sierra Leone QV, Somali incl 1950 Airs (9 of 11 in set + 80¢ Express) 
F/U (Cat. £150), "BA Somalia" KGVI ovpts MLH to 1/-, Cayman Is incl KGV pictorials to 6d used plus another 3 
stockbooks noting useful Luxembourg in one & more on Hagners with Liechtenstein as well. Finally, a lot of stamps on 
leaves with interesting cancels eg. "India used abroad", a few small cards with Japan odds, glassines with various incl 
one with Mozambique 1948/49 used dupl plus odd card/cover & other philatelic bits. A "superior" box lot! (1000s) $150 

16 Plastic tub with 2 albums of G.B., PHQ Cards, 400+ GB FDC’s incl Royal Mail, Cotswold & Benham 1980’s to 2008. 

Noted, Aust & G.B. cats. Plus an 1840 1d black. World in s/books and on/off paper completes this lot that is Well worth 

reserve. 

$60 

17 New Zealand with 1959-1979 Health M/S's MUH/MLH, 1972-1985 mostly used collection & some literature, Samoa 
1962-1986 mainly MUH collection on hingeless leaves & 1930's-1960's foreign Olympic & sport range in stockbook 
mostly MUH/MLH but mixed cond. Smaller box with Pacific incl packs & booklets, Papua, other odds & ends. (100s) $90 

18 World mint & used on/off paper but main value in Aust & GB FDC's from 1970's to 2001 (c150) plus 250+ GB Benham 
FDC's & commem covers in VG cond. Also noted a ACSC cat in the old ring binder format which is still useful for 
research & 2 Royal Mail yearbooks with stamps. A clean lot. (1000s) $50 

19 A better quality box lot with Germany 1940-1945 MUH incomplete but noting 1940 "Brown Ribbon" & "Hamburg Derby" 
in Lindner hingeless leaves (151 stamps, incl Hitler heads to 5RM), pre-WWII odds on Hagners from various countries, 
NZ 1935/72 MLH on printed leaves with pictorials to 3/- simplified, complete 1944-1972 incl M/S's, SG "Improved" 
album with sparse range in mixed cond before Aust heavily dupl used in Lighthouse stockbook with mainly Sturt & 
Kingsford Smith 2d & 3d vals. Also, Sweden, USA & others in peg album, leaves & on Hagners noting Cuba 1936-1955 
MLH, 1944 Muscat officials (Cat. £20), sparse China & more Canada. Main value in Germany MUH & NZ MLH. (100s) $150 

20 Pre-decimal Aust loose in shoe box noting perfs & cds cancels with "Ex Ace Auctions" written on it so it must be good! 
Also world on/off paper with vals to $5 & $10 F/U for Canada & $5 for Australia incl some Int Post. More world off paper 
sorted into small envs in alphabetical order & yet another shoebox of world & Aust with useful high vals F/U. An 
enjoyable sorting exercise especially if looking for Aust modern F/U. (1000s) $60 

21 Very diverse lot with Lighthouse blocks stockbook with mainly Australian 1981-1985 FDC's & PSE's with special 
cachets & odd pack plus Tonga "Tin Can Mail" covers (3), Aust 18¢ Flying Doctor complete sheet of 100, USA 1981 
birds & flowers sheet of 50 (Cat. £45), 1972 Silver Wedding omnibus MUH in album plus old stockbook with early 
1980's MUH with more in another stockbook of the same period (total FV c$50). Also assorted mint/used world in 
random order at back noting Bulgaria 1927 Airs (Cat. £85), Canada 1970's PO folders with MUH, 2 cigar boxes & bag 
with on/off paper various circa 1960's/90's & 3 binders with Australia (odd AAT, PNG too) of 1980's MUH & 1960's 
used low vals. Tuscany 1851/52 1¢ & 9¢ defective used with 1974 BPA certs & 2 binders with circuit sheets of Cwealth 
mounted in 1976/77 with comically low selling prices eg Nigeria KGVI 4d orange mint at $2 compared with current vals!  $150 

22 Australia pre-decimal on/off paper in old time suitcase with original leather straps as received from deceased estate. 
Some in bundleware & odd early decimal noted. Postmark potential noting MIL P.O. KARRAI cds. Also, odd KGV & 
perfin sighted. Thousands & thousands - Who dares Wins!! $60 

23 A mainly British Commonwealth accumulation on circuit sheets, album pages, Hagners, in packets, on FDCs etc. 
Collector's accumulation of left overs with many countries represented. Nothing scarce but will be fun to sort. (1000s) $50 

24 1960's-1990's Australian used sorted in numerous envs with vals to $10 Gardens plus some pre-decimal World for the 
same period also sorted in envs. all jammed into approx. 12 shoe boxes. Noted one box of Germany from 1960's to 
2000's plus some covers incl Aust Int Post used on commercial mail to the UK. Happy sorting!! (1000s) $50 

25 Primarily Aust & Great Britain sorted in envs plus unsorted on/off paper in tins, bags, ice cream containers etc. Other 
world noted but not in same quantity. Also some covers, mainly FDC's, plus 8 collectable teaspoons. This lot is being 
sold commission free with all funds going to the Cancer Council, so please bid generously. $40 

26 Large tub of world & Australia on/off paper loose & in bags. Massive quantity & ideal for packet makers or long winter 
nights!! Literally 10,000's with seemingly little duplication from a quick "trawl". Weighs Kg $60 

27 Great Britain Benham silk FDC's from 1980's-1990's x 250+ are worth the reserve alone but also incls world used (with 
some mint) on & off paper noting 60 Simplex pages of GB decimals both MH & used, GB PHQ cards & 200+ standard 
1970's/80's FDC's. Three Royal Mail yearbooks with stamps makes this an attractive lot. $70 

28 Huge tub of material as donated to the RSPCA on our road trips. Incls WWF album with 10 MUH sets & 40 FDC's incl 
the Uganda Elephant set (Cat. £25 for MUH & F/U), Singapore FDC's x 28, bags & containers of world & Aust used incl 
a large padded bag of charity mix from an office with many overseas. Some stockbooks with pickings in pre-QEII etc. 
(1000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to the RSPCA, so please bid generously. $40 

29 World sorted in bags & small containers but value is in photocopy paper box full (weighs Kg) of Aust pre-decimals used 
with WA pmk potential & some private perfins & odd KGV noted. One find covers the cost! (1000s) $60 

30 FDC's, covers & cards with special cachets plus a few commercial covers with lots of GB 1990 FDC's. Other countries 
incl Andorra, 1977 Silver Wedding & some packs. Housed in large Vicenzi biscuit tin. (200+) $40 

31 World covers & postcards loose in shallow box. Totally random noting couple of censored (overseas) covers, Australia 
KGV 4½d (3) with Aerial Mail h/s & 1928-1941 range to WA addressee, Tsarist pre-stamped envs & postcards unused. 
Some pre-1900 European, GB & NZ etc to 1980's. Mixed cond in places but likely to be "finds". (100s) $100 

32 Large Chinese stockbooks x 7 with cheap & colourful ranges of Maldives (150), Antigua (72), Dominica (155), Burundi 
(314), Grenada (480), Nicaragua (600), Manama (285), Nyasaland (68), Ras Al Khaima (300) & Chad (95). Lots of 
"back of the book" & very few complete sets but stockbooks & stamps are in good cond throughout. (2500+) $50 

33 Bags & albums sorted into GB, New Zealand, Germany, Spain & others plus an Aust album of pre-decimals noting 1/- 
ANZAC (heavy used) & a range of KGV tucked in album. Appears common & as donated to charity. (1000s) This lot is 
been sold commission free with all funds going to Red Cross Australia, so please bid generously. $30 

34 Stockbook of Aust perfins (100s) incl "G/NSW", "VG", "WA" & a few "OS", Hagners of MLH & used odds, empty 
Hagners (83) in very good cond & Aust Terrs valid for postage (some no gum) with a face value of approx. $400 
approx. plus Aust & world on/off paper incl some dec commercial mail & FDC's from mainly1980's with a few to 2013. $75 

35 All world countries in Chinese stockbooks with vast majority used however odd MUH incl some France commems. 
Main value in 300+ Benham silk commem covers incl sets for the Popes UK visit & British Military anniversaries/events. 
Some albums in thematic order for flowers, butterflies etc plus some 1970's-1980's FDC's. Could be useful to re-seller. $75 



36 Massive quantity of World in numerous albums & stockbooks. Best is GB with 1840 1d black used (faults), 2/6d QV 
good used with attractive bold cancel, KGV re-engraved Seahorses F/U & KGVI Festival High vals to £1 MLH. Other 
countries incl Singapore/Malaysia, Ceylon/India, France, Argentina, Russia, Canada & USA plus the usual Eastern 
Block countries. (1000s) Lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to Red Cross, so please bid generously. $50 

37 World & Aust on/off paper with some sorted in one country envs. Majority appear used but literally thousands so only a 
quick look. Noted odd Aust KGV, a couple of PNC's &1990's-2000's on paper. As received by charity & unchecked. 
(1000s) This lot is been sold commission free with all funds going to Animal Aid Abroad, so please bid generously. $50 

38 World roughly sorted in Chinese stockbooks noting some MUH United Nations otherwise mainly used. The highlight is 
a 3 volume GB collection with some basic QV surface printed though incls an 1883/84 5/- rose (SG 180) with purple 
fiscal cancel, KEVII to 10/- but heavy cancels & Seahorses to 10/- used with early QEII pre-decimals MLH (common). 
Useful later to 2014 incl some MUH & CTO M/S's. A useful starter lot for GB with some culling. (100s)  $50 

39 Range of WA Swans on old PSWA circuit sheets incl numerous postmarks (approx. 300) PTSA $120+ plus other WA 
swans & States to 2/6d on Hagners & more loose in bags along with Kangaroos to 5/- incl some attractive cds 
examples. Noted other countries incl USA, Malta, Netherlands, India etc plus a bundle of Aust pre-decimal WCS FDC's 
& a Black Caviar pres pack. Potential "finds" on circuit sheets as they do not look very picked over. (1000s) $75 

40 "Balance of consignment" eclectic lot incl PPC album with 150 b&w & col cards c1910 incl greetings cards, 
topographical, comedy, portraits, Ireland, Scotland, Canada, England, quite a variety in fact. Cond mostly well above 
average plus another album containing 60+ cards incl Franco-British Exhibition 1908 (23), Oxford University William 
Blake series (15) plus various others.  A third album contains 1900-1970 World Postal History with approx. 120 items in 
variable cond. Also a small folder with a diverse range of "various" noting cinderellas, Aust Railway stamps, Postal 
Notes, Aust FDCs etc incl 15th Feb 1932 large lyrebird FDC (damaged but scarce). Finally a biscuit tin with mostly low 
val Aust & state stamps. An interesting sort with potential. $100 

41 Late lot just making the cut! Seems to be a mix of 2 generations of collectors with "old time" albums & later more 
modern in Chinese stockbooks. That leads us onto the China in complete sheets & large blocks (probably reprints) plus 
CTO sheets & large multiples of Eastern Europe & North Korea, mainly from 1960's. Also 1948/49 used issues from 
various countries mounted on leaves in 2 foolscap binders with many on/off paper between pages & in envs noting 
kangaroos to 9d & odd KGV. Also noted b&w postcards, BOAC flight covers, Guthrie FDC's (these usually sell around 
the $15-$20 mark) plus a "Boans" 2/- Flannel Flower ($30+). A photo album contains 34 WWII Military mail with a 
variety of ACF, "Active Service" & Telegram envs some with Censor cachets & various cds's for RAAF , Unit Postal 
Stations & Aust Army. Noted a "British Commonwealth Occupation Force Japan" aerogramme. A rapid look at the 
springback albums suggests a fairly basic run though a few in the £10-£20 cat range. A pre-decimal Aust vol contains 
MUH/MLH multiples & used incl some Perfins. Approx. $70 of MUH Aust FV present incl a 22c sheet & some PNC's 
noting a 2001 Army (retails $120). Finally there is a 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used in good cond 
& well centered that has been removed & can be viewed at reception. Viewing suggested!! (1000s) $100  
 

As a result of the increased number of box lots and the logistics of storing these and delivering them to the 
auction venue, we have had to simply list them by lot number below. We have NOT sighted the contents as 
they are being delivered by the respective vendors on the auction day. On the basis all box lots need to be 
paid for and collected on the day, we rely on the bidder to have viewed these before bidding. The conservative 
reserves combined with past box lots from such vendors would indicate that they are worth taking the time to 
peruse. Those box lots with extended descriptions have all been viewed by the describers here at Ace Stamp  
Auctions & thus can vouch for the contents. Thank you.    
Lots 42-62: Reserve $30 each.  Lots 63-71:    Reserve $40 each.   

WORLD COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS & SELECTIONS 
 

72 Abu Dhabi 1964-1972 complete MUH to 1972 (excl 1970/71 defins & 1971 surcharge). A fresh group Cat. £1230+ (70) $400 
73 Aden 1937-1956 defins on Hagners incl Dhows MLH/used to 8a, 1937 to 10R MLH & to 5R used & surcharges to 10R 

MLH & to 5R (+ extra) used plus a few QEII to 2/-. Total cat. £350+ (78) $60 
74 Austria 1850-1970 modest collection on printed leaves of mainly used plus 2 Hagners of later commems. Well over 

700 stamps but nothing scarce however good value at reserve. $50 
75 Austria 1922-1955 mainly MUH/MLH sets & part sets on leaves in "as new" SG binder. Noted 1922 Musicians, 1923 

towns, 1925/27 defins to 80g (60g stained), 1926 Niebelung Legends, 1934 charity set of 6 & 1935 Airs to 5s all MLH. 
Also 1936 Ski Championships MUH, Inventors & 1937 Doctors MLH, 1948 costumes to 10s & a few others incl 1955 
Republic 10th Anniv MLH plus a couple used on Hagners. Total cat. $700+ (100s) $150 

76 Austria 1945-2004 post-war collection in 7 quality Safe hingeless albums. Early 1945-59 range is mixed MUH/MLH 
(some in variable cond) with a catalogue value exceeding £800 but main value in the comprehensive 1960-2003 period 
which is fine MUH with a cat. value of £4000+ plus 2004 & some other modern items. Total cat. value is £5240+ (100s) $500 

77 Austria 1946-1957 MUH range, not complete but incls 1948/59 costumes (27 vals incl 1s red & 10s), 1948 Creative 
Artists, Salzburg Cathedral Fund, 1949 POW, 1950 Plebiscite & 1949/50 commem singles. Also 1957 defins to 20s & 
noted Hitler ovpts to 5RM. Cat. £500+ (c290) $120 

78 Austria 1948-1951 MLH group of better items comprising 1948 costumes 1s claret (Cat. £130), 10s (Cat. £50), 1949 
Child Welfare, 1950 Corintheum Plebiscite & 1951 Reconstruction Fund sets. All fresh. Cat. £480+ as MUH. (13) $75 

79 Austria Post-Anschluss assembly of 68 covers & cards with German stamps tied by Wien, Graz or Innsbruck cancels, 
some with mixed franking & others with German issues only. Noted registered, mourning & special cachets & Airmails 
ranging from 1938 to 1944 with many better adhesives all protected by clear glassines. A worthwhile lot. $120 

80 Bahrain 1933-1957 MLH range on stockcards incl KGV with 5 vals to 12a & KGVI 1938/41 3p (2), 9d, 1a, 2a, 3a, 1R 
MLH, 2R & 5R MUH x 2. Also 1942/45 3p, 1a3p, 1½a, 12a, 1948 to 5R with a few extras incl 2R on 2/6d (3). 1950 
rupee vals used with extra 10R, 1952/54 to 12a & 1955/60 2R x 2 & 5R plus 1948-1957 commems (no RSW) noted 
along with 1957/59 to 75np with extras. All fine & fresh. Cat. £400+ (100+) $80 

81 Barbados 1892-1965 MLH & used on leaves with 1892 to both 2/6d MLH but odd tone spot on a few incl both 2/6d. 
1920 Victory simplified to 3/-, 1925 Bridge to 3/- & 1938 to 5/- with these mainly F/U before 1939 Tercentenary MLH, 
1950 to $2.40, 1953 ditto (both sets used) & 1965 to $1 MLH plus a few commems. Cat. £550+ (108) $80 



82 Belgium 1849-1909 largely used with duplication especially in early issues incl shades & perfs noting 1849 Epaulettes 
(3 each), many 1851-61 imperf Medallions with & without wmks plus paper & oval size variations incl 1¢ (MLH, 2 used) 
& 40¢ (15) plus 1863-65 perfd Medallions incl 1¢ perf. 12½ & perf. 14½ unused, line perf. 12½ used & 40¢ (6). Also 
1865/66 (4), 1866/67 Lions incl 1¢ unused & imperf single used, 2¢ (4) & 5¢ in both perfs unused & 6 used. 1869/80 
5¢, 8¢ (2) & other values with shades to 1f (8), 1883 (4f, one 20¢ is unused), 1884/91 2f (2), 1893/1900 (excl 1f SG 89) 
& 1905/08 sets with labels. Variable cond but many are good to fine with this being an excellent buy with a cat. value 
exceeding £14,500. Ideal starter range. (390+) $440 

83 Bermuda KGVI high value key plates. A comprehensive MLH group on leaves all annotated with SG Cat. numbers & 
prices totalling £2500+. Comprises shades & perfs for 2/- (8), 2/6d (5), 5/- (4), 10/- (6), 12/6d (2) & £1 (4). Fine 
throughout & quoted SG numbers appear correct. (29) $600 

84 British Guiana 1862-1900 MLH/used range on double sided Hagner. Modest range incl 1890 "One Cent" surcharges 
on $1 to $4. Mixed cond. (50) $30 

85 British Guiana 1931-1934 various to 48¢ MLH (15) & a few used, KGVI to $3 incl 2 of 96¢, $2 & $3 MLH (23). Also 
Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1953 to 1/- MLH & Turks & Caicos KGVI 1938/45 to 10/- used incl x 2 all to 3d. Fine 
throughout. Cat. £250+ (76) $60 

86 Burma 1921/22c Forces Mail with 38 covers from Fort Dufferin to South Wales bearing India KGV franking 
combinations to 2a per cover. All addressed to "Miss Williams" St Dogmaels, Pembrokeshire. (38) $40 

87 Canada 1858-1988 MUH/MLH & used in Harris album with mounts added. Mixed cond pre-950 but many better incl 
KEVII 20¢ F/U & some both MLH & used to 1960's incl coils before the majority is MUH. Good "back of the book" incl 
OHMS & "G" ovpts plus a range of Newfoundland & odd PEI. Well worth reserve despite odd fault. (100s) $120 

88 Canada 1870-1978 used collection with 1897 Jubilee ½¢ to 5¢ F/U, 1897/98 "four leaves" to 8¢ (excl 6¢), 1908 5¢ & 
10¢ Quebec F/U, KGV to $1 & 1930/31 to $1 with average later but some attractive cancels in KGV/VI period. Also 
Special Delivery 1935/40 with 8 different & a few "G" ovpts before Newfoundland oddments incl 1910 3¢ olive (Cat. 
£24), 1935 Silver Jubilee & 1937 short & long Coronation sets. (394 Canada, 77 Newfoundland) $80 

89 Canada 1903-2011 used dupl "odds" arranged on 43 "as new" Prinz double sided pages with these worth more than 
the contents! (100s) $30 

90 Canada & Newfoundland MLH & used with dupl in quality Prinz stockbook. Items flagged with cat. numbers noting 
Newfoundland 1919 Contingent 10¢, 12¢ & 36¢ MLH & 15¢ Prussian blue used. Canada fine used 1927 Confed/ 
Historical, 1928/29 50¢ & $1, 1930/01 50¢, 1933 Conference ovpt, 1935 $1, 1937/38 50¢ & $1 are all cds examples 
plus lots of second grade to 1950 plus a few MLH incl 1942/48 50¢ & 1946 Peace 50¢ & $1. Also some useful Officials 
& Special Delivery incl perf "OHMS" on 17¢ (SG OS16). Mixed bag but well worth reserve. (100s) $75 

91 China 1939 25¢, 50¢ & $1 "Flag & Map" on evenly toned MUH blocks of 4 plus 1947 regd & 1948 air mail covers to 
USA & Shanghai Local Post stationery (7 diff) with 1893/94 cds's with addressee blocked out on all but one. Also noted 
env with 1¢ on 2¢ bisect, ½¢, 1¢ & 2¢ wrappers & 1¢, 2¢ & 5¢ PSE's. Mixed cond. $50 

92 Cook Islands 1893-1970 on leaves with 2/- Admiral, 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1949 to 3/- (2/- & 3/- used), 1963 to 5/- & 
1965 Churchill to 5/- plus first decimal "flowers/QEII" to $2 with phosphors & CTO. Common later incl MLH/CTO, 
sometimes both. (100s) $40 

93 Cook Islands (Aitutaki, Penrhyn) plus Niue. Comprehensive MUH/MLH collection with varieties all attractively written 
up on hinged leaves. Aitutaki incls 1903 to 1/- with 3 shades in all vals, 1909 to 1/-, 1915 6d & 1/- & 1917 surface 
printed to 3d & recess to 1/- incl 3d vertical pair plus 1920 pictorials x 2, 1924 set MLH, ½d & 1d in F/U blocks. 
Penrhyn 1902 incl blocks showing broken "N" on 1d, 1903 3d (2), 6d, 1/- (3 ea) plus broken "P" in 3d, 1914 x 3 shades 
for each with 1917 in both perfs to 1/- (excl 6d perf. 14x13½), 1917/20 normal & close settings of ovpt & 1920 pictorials 
x3. Also 1927 blocks of ½d & 1d plus singles to 2½d. Niue 1902 2½d (7) with ink varieties, ½ & 1d shades & spaced 
"VE" variety (3) in pair with normal, 1d with missing stop after "Peni" (6) & spaced "De" & noted 1903 1/- "Tahae" flaw 
(SG 15, Cat. £650) plus 5 shades of normal. 1911 KEVII x 4 of 6d incl unlisted variety "tiny stop after Niue", 1915 2½d 
deep blue x 6, KGV incl 3d vertical pair & pl. 18 upper left marginal block with both perfs in single sets of 4. 1918 "Long 
Tom" QV 2/- (3), 2/6d (2) & 5/- plus DLR 5/- (2), 10/- & £1 & Cowan 5/-, 10/- & £1. 1920 pictorials x 4 sets, 1925 to 4d, 
1927/28 2/- deep (5) & light (3) blue, 1931 2d surcharge x 11 with minor ovpt varieties & ditto in marginal block of 18. 
Also 1932 no wmk to 1/-, upper margin 2d block with double horizontal perfs at top (SG 57a, Cat. £140) with only 16 
known of which 11 show top margin. Finally 1932/36 single NZ & star to 1/- (3) incl shades & 1940 reprints, 1935 Silver 
Jubilee with ovpt varieties, 1938 1/- (1), 2/- (2), 3/-, 1941 Arms 2/6d, £1 single wmk, 2/6d (6), 5/-, 10/-, £1 multiple wmk 
plus 1944 pictorials incl paper & gum changes, 1950 to 3/- (2 sets) & 1967 5/- pale yellowish green x 2 marginal MUH 
shades. Fine throughout & cat. £2000+ for Niue alone. Impressive assembly! (100s) $2,000 

94 Cook Islands 1920's pictorials incl Penrhyn, Aitutaki & Niue with varieties of vignette plate positioned on ½d & 1d plus 
blocks showing varieties are constant. Odd wmk variety before 1932 types MLH then used from Makea/Torea 
oddments incl 2/6d Arms ovptd Cook Islands, 1949 2/- & some early ovpts on NZ for Niue, Aitutaki & Penrhyn. Also 
1937 Coronation sets on regd covers (2) & section illustrating diff postmark types (incl on 1893 2½d).  Partially written 
up on leaves & Hagners in binder. Mainly fine. (100s) $100 

95 Cook Islands 1932-1967 attractively written up collection. Incls 1932 defins with shade & perf varieties in all wmks, 
1935 Silver Jubilee x 2 sets plus narrow "K" & "B" varieties on 1d, "E" on 2½d, "N" on 6d, 1936 2/- (2) & 3/- (3) 
"Admirals", 2/6d & 5/- Arms ovptd Cook Islands, 1937 plate blocks, 1943 upright wmk 2/6d, 5/- & inverted wmk 2/6d 
plus £1, 1944/45 pictorials incl paper & gum changes & blocks. Later comprehensive with shades yielding extra sets of 
1949 & 1964 sets to 3/-, 1966 Churchill CTO pairs normal & missing dot over "i" in Memorian plus other varieties in this 
ovpt. Airs incl "large plane" on £1 & missing plane. Impressive lot with conservative estimate. $400 

96 Cyprus MUH/MLH & used in quality VST stockbook. KEVII/KGVI sparse before QEII defins to £1 (original issue plus 
ovpts), 1962 to £1 & 1960/67 comprehensive commems. Extensive used with a few QV & KEVII plus more KGV with 
MCA to 12p, script to 18p, 1928 to 18p, 1934 4p, 6p & 9p, 1935 SJ, 1938 to £1 with dupl to 18p, 1949 UPU, 1953 to 
£1, ditto 1960 ovpts, 1962 £1 & 1967 to £1 plus a good range of commems & later odds to early "euro" issues. (c1000) $160 

97 Czechoslovakia 1918-1921 Postal Cards written up on exhibition leaves noting 2 January 1919 Austrian 10h card 
from Strackonice to Praha, CSR ovptd 10h on 8h post & reply cards (6 unused, 7 used) plus uprated for transmission 
to Barcelona, then Hradcany Castle 10h (4 unused, 3 used plus uprated, 15h used, 15h uprated with 5h to Salzburg & 
censored (1920) during the period when the military censored international mail. Also 20h special cards to USA (2 
unused), "S.O." ovptd 15h unused plus uprated with "S.O." ovptd for 5h & 20h unused. Finally, 2 uprated (1x taxed 
20h, reflecting recent rate increase). Well researched with majority fine. Exhibited by Ross Wood at Thailand 2013 (83) $500 

98 Czechoslovakia 1930 Airs duplicated MUH in large quality black leaved Prinz stockbook. Sorted into types, shades & 
perfs noting 2 plate blocks, several other blocks, singles & printer's waste/trials on pink paper. None of the scarce perfs 
present but totals incl 2k x16, 3k x15 (& one imperf MLH), 4k x20 deep blue & x15 blackish blue, 5k x10, 10k x7 & 20k 
x10 incl perf. 12¼ block. Couple of used plus hinged extras. Ex Ross Wood. (c150) $80 



99 Czechoslovakia 1930's-1953 A disorganised range mainly MUH in old stockbook incl Bohemia & Moravia &Slovakia. 
Some stuck to each other or adhering to leaves but useful pickings incl 1946 Airs & 1949 ovpts MUH. Also Czech Rep 
1990's M/S's MUH with a face value of 173kr) inside front cover. Conservative reserve. (100s) $30 

100 Czechoslovakia Accum incl 1918-1952 on large leaves (425), 1949/53 FDI cards (53) with a used cat. of £100, used 
Slovenia, Czech used to 1970's loose & on Hagners noting 1922 & 1930 Airs & 1990's Czech Rep on Vario & Hagners 
plus some cheap Russia & Finland & Scandinavia too. Disorganised, but lots to sort. (100s) $40 

101 Czechoslovakia "Regional Buildings Definitives Issued 1971-1992" titled exhibit. 48 pages for 3 frames, it uses 43 
cards & covers plus singles & multiples of MUH & used stamps to illustrate rates, numbers printed, designers & paper 
variations. Incls registered, tax, airmail, printed matter, internal & external usage. Adhesives incl MUH blocks of 40 of 
the top two values of the set. A difficult group to assemble, especially the commercially used examples Ex Ross Wood. $300 

102 Czechoslovakia MUH/MLH & used collections to 1980's in 5 albums plus extras on Hagners. A very good clean 
general range with approx. 80% completeness with good early 1950's in MLH & used all mounted in cat order. (1000+) $50 

103 Denmark 1851-2002 range with page of imperfs & shilling vals before a very good range throughout incl back-of-book 
material plus some useful DWI & a few Faroes, Greenland & Schlesurig. Mixed cond at first then mainly fine. Majority 
used with some MLH. High vat. value. (100s) $90 

104 Denmark 1875-2000 used accum in 2 stockbooks with back-of-book on pages incl 1921 Porto opts used. 1975-1979 
MUH (Cat. value £130+) plus a few booklet panes, bundle of covers & an accum of 1909-1979 Child Welfare 
cinderellas mostly MUH. Also, some Sweden 1960's MUH multiples & Greenland used. (100s) $80 

105 Dominica 1903-1937 MLH/used selection on 2 Hangers. MLH incl 1903/07 CC wmk 1d to 2/- (Cat. £100), 1908/20 
MCA 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- (Cat. £112) plus 1921/22 set (excl 2/-). Also 1923/33 complete to 2/- plus 3/- & 4/- & Silver Jubilee 
& Coronation plus various War Tax incl SG 56 in plate 1 block of 4 & SG 55/a pair. A few used incl 1908/20 to 1/-, 
1923/33 to 1/- & 1908/20 5/- KGV. Mostly fine. Total cat. £500+ (79) $150 

106 Dubai 1963-1972 near complete collection plus a few Ajman at back. First set is MLH before fine MUH to 1972 incl 
M/S's plus several CTO extras. Also noted 1963 Red Cross 3np imperf block of 4, 1964 New York World Fair 3np block 
& 5np imperf pair with unisphere colour omitted. Also 1966 Gulf States Summit x 3 sets & "England Winners" M/S in 
both perf & imperf format. Missing only1964 s/c, TB & 1967 ovpts & odd later. Total cat. £1500 plus varieties & CTO. $340 

107 Dubai Largely defins incl 1964 & 1966/67 surcharges noting 10r on 10r x 19 (SG 245, Cat. £22ea), 1967 5R x 21, 10R 
x 5 & 1963 10R (2). Nearly all are fine cds examples. Total cat. £700+ (100s) $100 

108 Egypt 1920's-1980's MUH, MLH & used accumulation on Hagners. Some 1930's MLH sets & some defins with heavy 
dupl used before 1970's-1980's MUH plus 1951 Agricultural. Expo M/S pair. Mostly fine. (500+) $50 

109 Falkland Is 1929-1955 mainly used on leaves incl 1933 to 6d, 1938 5/-, 10/- & £1 plus 1952 & 1955 6d & 1/- (1955 
MLH). Also Silver Jubilee & 1937 Coronation MLH. Total Cat. £500+ (28) $130 

110 Falkland Is & Deps KGVI 1938 to £1 MLH (latter & few others MUH) plus short sets to 1/3d MLH & ovpts for 
Dependencies with 2 MLH sets of 32 plus "thick" maps set of 8. Cat. £800+ (105) $220 

111 Fiji 1938-1950 to £1 MUH/MLH incl dies & perf varieties (excl ½d perf. 14). Basic set of 22 plus 8 varieties (Cat. 
£275+). Also Pitcairn Is 1940 set of 10 F/U & 1957 set of 12 MLH. Total cat. £360 (52) $80 

112 Fiji 2006 (July)-2008 (Nov) range of MUH & CTO commem sets incls 9 provisional surcharges to 18¢. Useful for this 
period. STC £200+ (100's) $90 

113 Fiji & Solomon Is 1970's-1995 MUH range on Hagners, the former comprising 65 sets & M/S's x2 ea. & latter with 
over 60 M/S's & sets all with price stickers noting SG catalogue numbers hence ideal for re-sale. The conservative 
selling prices total $400+ of which Solomon Is $150. STC £1200+ $150 

114 France 1875-1948 covers x 8 all addressed to USA incl 1875 & 1876 bearing 40¢ franking & addressed to West Point 
Military Academy. Also 1902 roughly opened stampless cover Tonkin (Fr. Indo China) to France. Four 1940's covers 
bear frankings of 30, 35, 50 & 90f, the 30f cover sent seamail. Fair to good cond. (9 items) $30 

115 France 1972-1985 mainly used with dupl in Lindner "dual" type album. Good album to expand on as approx. 70% 
complete. Used are a mix of cds & machine cancels but clean throughout. (1000+) $100 

116 Germany 1872-1999 good to fine used range on Hagners. Duplicated but worth checking for shades. Incls "small 
shield" x 28 dupl to 5g, "large shield" x 77 incl 1874 "2½" (3) & "9" chestnut with others to 5g & 7k. Later incls 1890's 
cds on 2m x 6 & "Pfennige" shades to 50pf. STC Cat. £3500+ (155) $200 

117 Germany 1900-1949 mixed MLH/used range noting Germania "Reichspost" to 50pf MLH, a few booklet se-tenant pairs 
& triplets, 1934 Airs MLH & used to 3RM plus a few post WWII zone issues to 5m (SG 948) MLH & used. Also Russian 
Zone Goethe set MLH & used. Mostly good to fine. Cat. £400+ (140) $75 

118 Germany 1932-1945 incl 1933 4m Chicago Flight Airmails used (faults), 1933 & 1935 Welfare sets used, 1936 
Olympic M/S MLH & many other useful sets MLH or used. Back-of-book range incls some covers & unused postal 
stationery. Cat. value £2350+. Also a good range of 1927-1938 se-tenant & tete-beche items, some booklet planes 
MUH/MLH/used with an additional cat. value of €1200+. Cond varies but many are fine, viewing recommended. (100s) $250 

119 Germany "The Faces of Adolf Hitler 1933-1945" written up collection in large Lighthouse album with slipcase. Begins 
with "ex libris" label on light brown tinted granite paper with design of German Eagle & Acorn with Oak Leaves & Party 
Swastika centred over "Adolf Hitler" in stylised sans-serif lettering. First portrait of Hitler on any official postal article 
was 6pf postcard commemorating Nuremburg Rally of 30-1-33, showing Hitler & Hindenburg in profile, which is present 
here as an unused example. M/S's incls 1937 48th birthday MLH & CTO, ditto imperf MLH (cnr crease), 10-6-37 
surcharged & rouletted MVLH & 3-9-37 ditto with side panels ovptd. Postcards incl 1936 "1000km of Autobahn", 1938 
"One People...", "The Fuhrer Speaks" photo portrait, "49th Birthday" cover, Nuremburg Rally green card CTO, 
Congress (2 diff card stocks), ditto for Harvest Festival, 4-12-38 Sudetenland Map, 13-4-39 "Birthplace", 20-4-39 "50th 
Birthday", 2-9-39 "Patriot" portrait, 30-1-41 "Not Worth a Pfennig" caricature of Chamberlain with Hitler/Mussolini stamp 
tied by pictorial cachet at left & 30-1-41 Italian Hitler/Mussolini postcard with set of 6. Also Italian East Africa set of 8 
with same design for Libya. 1941 "52nd Birthday" postcard + stamps mint with vertically & horizontally grilled gum, full 
sheet of 12pf, Reichsmark values perf. 12½ & 14 (x2 of latter). Gen Govt issues, Nov 1944 "Inselpost" ovpt on 25-80pf 
Hitler heads (prepared for use in Crete & Aegean Islands, but not issued), ovpts on Austria (2 May 1945 plus 3pf x 2), 
"CSR" ovpts for Ustinard Laben in Czechoslovakia, 10-9-45 regd cover (Krippen, Saxony) with re-usage of envelope 
during paper shortage & 12pf imperf "post" partially covering Hitler 12pf. Other interesting items incl b&w 1934 Rocket 
Mail postcard featuring "Zucker's Controlled Aerial Torpedo" with imperf vignette tied signed by Zucker on reverse 
along with Nazi Party cachet plus Bohemia & Moravia Hitler heads to 2k ovptd with Czech inscription & Coat of Arms. 
No "long sets" of Austrian ovpts on Hitler or used Reichsmark vals, but many scarce & sought-after cards in addition to 
the minisheets. Viewing will impress. (100s) $500 

120 Germany 1949-1990 West & unified to 2009 on printed leaves largely complete used for defins & commems (see 
separate lot for semi-postals). Odd MLH incl 1959 Beethoven Hall M/S. Complete to 1997, then about 40 items short of 
completion. Mostly fine. (c2000) $100 



121 Germany 1949-1990 West & later unified to 2007 noting 1949 (excl 8pf), 1950 Bach & 1951 plus all later Relief Funds 
with majority used incl nearly all Child Welfare, Christmas & other semi-postals over 90% complete. Separate 1962-
2005 complete MLH incl M/S's. Highly attractive thematics. (1000+) $160 

122 Germany-West 1949-1957 MLH selection incl 1949 30pf UPU used, Refugee Relief MLH & used, 1950 Bach & 1951 
Lubeck Church used, 1953 Transport & 1953 Relief Fund MLH plus other useful. Cat. £800+ (MLH 34, 23 F/U) $75 

123 Germany-West 1949-1992 MLH & used in Schaubek standard album. Missing 20 commems between 1949-1955 & a 
few defins but incls 1949 Parliament & UPU, Bavaria Stamp Cent (MLH) & 1951 20pf Church plus other better singles. 
Majority fresh MLH after 1950's. Missing 1959 M/S & few later items. Won't require much spent to complete as over 
90% complete. (1000+) $200 

124 Germany-West 1962-1983 range of FDC's PTSA $1 to $5 with a variety of pmks with majority fine & unaddressed. 
Reserved to clear. (75+) $20 

125 Germany-West & Berlin ETB cards in 2 shoeboxes, the former with 1974-1980 complete (125), 1982 (13), 1984 (15) 
& 1985-1993 complete (319) plus 1994 (22). Berlin from 1976-1990 with 150 incl 1976-1979 & 1985-1987 complete. 
Cat. c$600 (644) $100 

126 Germany-Berlin 1948-1963 MLH on leaves incl 1948 "black" ovpts complete, 1949/54 buildings 80pf & 1dm to 5dm, 
1949 Relief Fund, 1950 orchestra, 1951 Lortzing, 1951/53 bells complete & 1953 reconstruction. Later missing only 
1954 70pf hunting lodge. Fresh & very lightly hinged. Cat. £2800+ as MUH. (176) $250 

127 Gibraltar 1886-1935 MUH/MLH collection written up on leaves noting 1886 ½d & 1d ovpts on Bermuda MLH & used, 
1886 Br.Currency to 1/- (excl 4d & 6d) MLH, 1889 Spanish Currency surcharges (excl 40¢) MLH plus 40¢, 50¢, 75¢ 
ovptd "Specimen", extras of 5¢ (3), 10¢ (2), 25¢ on 2d (3), 25¢ on 2½d (2) & 75¢ (2) plus 1889/96 Spanish Currency 
set of 12 MLH with 1p bistre used x2 & extras incl "Specimen" 20¢ (SG 24), 1p (SG 31) with MUH/MLH blocks of 40¢ & 
50¢ 1898 Br. Currency plus "Specimen" 5¢ (2) to 2½d (2 of latter) in addition to 2½d used with wmk inverted (Cat. 
£90). 1891 "Stamp Duty" adhesives (no gum, top perfs cut off) listed by Barefoot as 1884 set of 8 (Cat. £230), 1903 to 
8/-, extras to 1/-, 1904 to 2/- with extras to 1/- incl ord & chalky papers, 1907 "Specimen" to 1/- & 1907/10 to 4/- incl 
extras (excl 6d) to 2/-. Also 1912 "Specimen" (6) to 1/- plus emerald paper (Dec 1923), 1912/24 MCA to 2/- with 
shades & incl 1/- ordinary paper (SG 81a, Cat. £900). 1921/27 "Specimen" (6) to 3d, set to 4/- with extras in all vals incl 
2/- pl.1 top left block of 4 (SG 99a). Finally  1925/32 1/- shades (20) plus SG 102a "Specimen" perfin, 2/- (5), 2/6d (8), 
5/- (3), 10/-, £1, 1931 2d "Specimen" perfin, sets with extras in both perfs showing shades, 1½d perf 14 pl.1 block & 
single, OHMS cover to England & 1935 Silver Jubilee x 3 sets plus marginal set & used 6d with broken flagstaff (not 
listed in SG) & 2d mint with "extra flagstaff" (Cat. £75). Odd toned gum or foxed perf but over 95% fine MLH & highly 
recommended. Enormous catalogue value when "extras" are included. (460+) $1,300 

128 Gibraltar 1886-1971 postal stationery collection written up on album leaves using Higgins & Gage info for postcards, 
lettercards, registered envelopes & wrappers. Very good coverage noting "SPECIMEN" ovpt on 1889 15¢ on 1½d p/c, 
1896 20¢ Reg'd env (flap on address) to Madrid (1897) with 10¢ adhesive & "Imperial German Consulate Gibraltar" 
embossed label over flap, 1898/1902 1d p/c (3) with "SPECIMEN" ovpts, KEVII ½d, 1d p/c & 2d reg env KGV 1d p/c &  
1933 pictorial lettercard. Also, QEII 1962 6d & 1971 10d (2) regd letters. Majority VG to fine cond. (50+ items) $340 

129 Gibraltar 1937-1952 issues written up on leaves in binder with all perfs & wmk varieties complete with majority MLH & 
odd MUH & used. KGVI 2d grey perf. 13½ wmk sideways used with others all MLH to £1 incl shades, minor retouches 
& plate/imprint blocks of some vals. Also 1937 Coronation ordinary & registered FDC's, 1950 Legislative Council blocks 
& 1/- broken "R" variety, 1948 RSW x 2 & 1949 UPU. Write up is more detailed than SG listing perf. 14 line & comb 
types, gum variations etc. The following numbers of each of the shilling values (combining all perfs) gives an indication 
of the scope of this collection; 1/- x 24 incl pl.2 block & DLR imprint pair, 2/- x 24 incl imprint block, 5/- x 11, 10/- x 8 & 
£1 x 5. Majority fine. Cat. £6250 (357 + 2 covers) $1,200 

130 Gibraltar 1952-1970 specialised MUH collection written up on leaves. 1953 defins incl many extras in shades with at 
least 5 of each value to 1/- incl blocks of 10 x 5d & 1/- indicating re-touches. Also 2/- x 3 & imprint block of 8, 5/- x 3, 
10/- & £1 x 2 each plus 4d & 6d Airletters, 1960 defins to £1 x 2 & up to 5 of vals to 2/-. Also noted 6d aerogramme, 
1967 defins to £1 plus paper varieties of all vals & odd flaw incl £1 "jewel in crown" plus lower value flaws in positional 
blocks. All commem & PD's complete to 1970 incl some marginal blocks. Odd MLH but majority fine MUH. (c300) $300 

131 Gibraltar 1971-1996 specialised collection appearing complete in mainly MUH condition & written up on leaves in 2 
volumes. Incls shades, extras in blocks, booklets & strips. 1971 historical scenes defins incl all vals to £1 x 2 & block of 
4 each. Also noted 1971 Military Uniforms (3rd series) 10p with inverted wmk & 1978 Coronation 25th Anniv sheetlet 
plates 1A (2), 1C, D, E & F. High cat. value. (100s) $200 

132 Gibraltar 1971-2016 MUH in mounts on album leaves in "Senator" binder. No defins or sheetlets but commems are 
complete (excl 2 singles) &the total FV exceeds £500. Attractive thematic issues & hard to obtain these later issues. $360 

133 Gibraltar 1994-1999 MUH range with high degree of completeness all on Hagners. Noted 1999 to £3, commem sets & 
M/S's plus £5 booklets. Cat. c£80 (c100 + 12 M/S, 3 booklets) $80 

134 Great Britain QV surface printed range to 2001. Largely used with duplication but noted £10 Britannia x7. Average 
used KEVII 2/6d & 5/- (2x latter) & KGVI 10/- dark blue good used. Very mixed cond reflected in reserve. (1000+) $30 

135 Great Britain QV to QEII in 5 vols with 1840 1d black (3 margins) used followed by a common range of QV used 
followed by a mix of MLH & used to 1951 noting 1948 £1 SW MLH. Strong in QEII with majority appearing MLH & with 
a FV of £500+ ($900+). Some used odds but value in the huge FV. (100s)  $250 

136 Great Britain 1840-1880 small range used on printed leaves incl 1840 1d black with black Maltese Cross & 3½ 
margins plus 1847/54 6d lilac cut square & approx. 70 1d red plates with light dupl. Surface printed x 8 incl 6d grey for 
plates 15, 17 & 18. Generally sound & above average. (c180) $75 

137 Great Britain 1840-1966 high quality MUH/MLH & used range in black-leaved stockbook. Highlights abound incl 1840 
2d blue x 2 (one thinned at top), 1847/54 embossed 6d pair & 4 singles cut square plus 2 cut to shape, 10d (4) & 1/- (2) 
all cut square, 2d blue imperfs with lines (6 incl pair), surface printed with "flags" showing SG numbers incl 2/- blue (4), 
1867 5/- (blotchy BN), 1883 2/6d, 5/- (4 ea) & 10/- plus "lilac & greens" to 1/-. Various "no gum" of very high cat. value 
noted incl 8d orange. MLH incl 1881 1d "14 dots" x 2, 1881/92 to both 1/- & 1870/79 ½d in 7 diff plates with extras. 
Officials used incl I.R. Official 6d grey (2) & Govt Parcels 6d, 9d & 1/-. KEVII MLH x 40 to 1/- incl shades & perfs with 
used to £1. KGV seahorses are average used to 10/- & £1 PUC is good used. Other MLH incl 1924/45 BEE sets (also 
used) & KGVI £1 RSW MLH but no other high vals. QEII MUH/MLH incl Wildings & all good phosphor commems MLH 
plus a few MUH. Odd cover & 1914 cds on London Brighton & South Coast Railway 2d green on piece. Should be 
viewed to fully appreciate the scope & quality, the QV used generally above average. Cat. well over £40,000. (800+) $3,000 



138 Great Britain 1840-1970 SG printed album with largely used incl PD's, Officials & regionals. Noted 1840 1d black (3 
margins with black m/c), QV surface printed of high cat value but most only average cond however vals to 10/- (1883) 
& attractive KEVII £1 with Guernsey cds (shortish lower left corner perf) & simplified to 5/-. KGV 6d perf. 14, BEE 
1924/25 used, while Seahorses have faults in first set to 10/- but sound re-engraved. Nearly complete KGVI to 1970 
incl early 1960's phosphor commems. PD's complete used to 1994 incl extra set of 1937/38, 1959/63 & 1968/69. 
Useful QV/KEVII officials (33). Cond mixed but KGVI/QEII better than pre-1937. Low reserve, viewing recommended. $600 

139 Great Britain 1840-1986 collection largely MUH/MLH on hingeless leaves in 2 Davo albums. The following QV items 
being used; 1840 1d black (4 margins with red M/C), 1841 1d & 2d imperfs, 1855/57 1/-, 1862 to 1/- (9d pulled perf at 
left), 1865 4d & 1/-, 1867/80 9d, 10d, 1/- & 2/-, 1876/80 4d sage pl.16 & 8d plus 1880 ½d green & 2d. Also 1883 3d on 
3d (very F/U), "lilac & greens" to 1/- & 2/6d & 10/- vals. MLH incl 1854/57 & 1854/79 1d examples, 1873 3d pl.17, 6d 
pl.18 (ovptd "Specimen"), 1880/83 1/- brown, 1887/1900 to 1/- & KEVII simplified (15) to 1/- plus KGV Downey Heads 
(10). Also 1912/22 to 1/- (excl 1d, 3d, 4d), 1924 to 1/-, 1925 BEE (MVLH), 1934/36 photograph to 1/- plus commems to 
2½d. A good coverage of later incl 1951 Festival, Wildings, 1955 Waterlow Castles with most later commems incl 
phosphors plus excellent postage dues MUH/MLH to £5 & a few regionals to 1980. Clean throughout & highly 
recommended at this conservative reserve. (100s) $1,200 

140 Great Britain 1858/79 1d red used accumulation. Few with trimmed perfs but most sound & with BN cancels. No 
scarce plate numbers seen. (274) $40 

141 Great Britain 1902-1970 MUH/MLH odds, multiples & sets on Hagners noting 1924 1½d BEE (2), 1952 Tudor Crown 
wmk to 1/-, 1953 Coronation (4 sets), £1 PD block of 9, 1960 GPO blocks, 1961 Conference, 1963 Nat Productivity 
Year sets in blocks & BOB 4d block of 6 with usual later incl Machins & Regionals. (100s) $40 

142 Great Britain in small stockbook with dupl range of GB KGV 4d olive used incl shades & wmks (40+), 2/6d re-
engraved Seahorses x 37 used plus other KGV dupl to 1/- & KGVI 2/6d brown (7). Also Pitcairn 1940 to 1/- (all x 2 or x 
3 MLH), odd Papua, New Guinea & PNG to 1952. (c400) $50 

143 Great Britain 1936-2006 used collection on printed leaves. Simplified 1960's commems with approx. 90% complete 
simplified. Noted 1948 £1 RSW MUH & high cat later M/S's F/U. (1000+) $60 

144 Great Britain 1937-1947 stampless military mail covers mainly WWII with odd WWI. Variety of censor marks & FPO 
cds's. Some corner damage from photo corners. Good value opening at 50c per cover. (56) $20 

145 Great Britain 1971-2004 MUH, MLH & used in 2 SG vols. Defins only scattered used but strong in commems incl 
"Greetings" panes & all M/S's MUH. Some used to c1990 then appears all MUH with issues to 2000 on pages & 2001-
2004 on Hagners. Clean lot with only one or two missing. (100s) $300 

146 Great Britain 1984-1998 Royal Mail Yearbooks complete set of 15 books. Exc cond. FV £170+ ($300+) Reserved at 
50% of this. (15 books) $150 

147 Great Britain 1984-2003 Royal Mail Year Packs complete in exc cond. Cat. £640+ & a FV of £335+ ($600+). 
Conservatively reserved at a third of FV. (20 packs) $200 

148 Great Britain-Guernsey 1969-1995 MUH in "as new" Lighthouse 16pp stockbook. Over 120 diff sets & M/S's incl 
defins to £5 plus pre-decimal in blocks incl 1969 to £1 (20 pre-decimal sets) & 13 early 1970's sets in pairs. (150+ sets) $60 

149 Great Britain-Jersey 1969-1995 collection appearing complete. MUH in pairs, blocks (incl £5 x 4, £1, £2 x 6 ea) filling 
bulging Lighthouse stockbook & Hagners. Minimum of 600 complete MUH sets plus scattered QEII Canada oddments. 
NB M/S's generally only one of each. Conservative reserve. (1000s) $200 

150 Greece 2001-2003 Year Books complete with MUH issues incl the Olympic issues with M/S's. Difficult sets to source. 
SG Cat. £360+ (3 books) $120 

151 Hong Kong 1950's-1997 stamps, postal stationery & packs with postcards mixed unused & commercially used. Light 
dupl of 1997 packs & M/S's. Also folder of PRC from early 1990's incl M/S & flowers in blocks (150 items + stamps) $80 

152 Hong Kong 1963 FFH $1.30 x 14 used, 1963 Red Cross $1.30 x 19 used all good to fine used plus a few others incl 
1982 & 1984 commem sets (2) on FDC. $30 

153 Hungary 1972-1973 imperforates selection incl 1972 Olympics set of 6 & Stamp Duty set of 4. MUH with 25 diff. 
Hungarian 2015 Cat. 21,000 ft (c$160) (25) $40 

154 Iceland 1933-2003 used collection with a few earlier defins & officials plus Denmark mainly used on 29 Hagners. 
Generally good to fine but missing the high cat items. Good starter with Iceland all diff & light dupl in Denmark. (1000s) $70 

155 Iran 1885-1935 extensive MLH/used with ovpts & surcharges written up on leaves plus extra on Hagners. Pencilled 
cat. vals total £5000+ though a few items in the reprint/forgery category can be expected. Viewing will impress. (600+) $400 

156 Ireland QV stamp & cover group written up on leaves starting with 1798 letter with straight line Belfast in red 
addressed to Maidenhead, 1858 bank letter Belfast-Ballymoney with perfd 1d red tied by crisp Belfast MR10 1858 
spoon duplex "62" with copperplate enclosure copied onto album page Also 1841/44 Irish Maltese Cross cancellations 
(3 on imperf 1d reds), 1871 patriotic illust envelope with Dublin 16 duplex tying 1d red pl.149, 1808/14 Dublin Free 
"Mermaid" pmk of 1810 cover Kilsyth (near Glasgow) to Dublin & 1841 cover with imperf 1d red Youghal-London.  
(4 covers, 3 cancels) $300 

157 Ireland "The Philatelic Legacy of "The Bold Fenian Men"" written up for exhibition. Incls 1920/21 Irish White Cress 
labels (2 designs) in singles & blocks (Hibernian L42/43, Cat. €60 ea), 1967 Cent of Fenian Rising M/S showing 4 of 
the original 1867 essays in issued colours, Sinn Fein 1956/57 Irish Unity Seals imperf block of 24 (8 designs in 3 se-
tenant blocks), 1971 Irish Republican Philatelic Office "Sacirse Eireann" ovpt on single & block of 6 GB 3p Ulster 
Paining, Ulster 2½p regional single & block ovptd "Support Sinn Fein" & 3p ovptd "Dail Uladh 1971" commemorating 
Ulster Parliament. Also, various political labels die cut self adhesives on backing paper, April 1953 "An Tostel" card & 
matchbox top, postcard circa 1925 with map showing Eire in green, Ulster in white & "On this St Patrick's Island" plus 
Ulster Regionals with extra shades of most 1971-1991 issues. Incls a few later loose incl Beatrix Potter booklet pane, 
National Trust 1994 prestige booklet, Long Island locals of 1973 MUH & an FDC plus 1981 Railway Preservation 
Society of Ireland sheetlet of 9, 33p on 20p (x9) ovptd sheetlet, two other sheetlets, "Principality of Thowend" bogus 
issues set of 12, ditto ovptd "Europa 1961" & World Cup 1966 set of 3 + M/S & Irish Hospital Sweepstakes cinderellas 
(1939) in bluish slate with brown borders. A Patriotic Greetings Card completes this lot. $400 

158 Ireland 1826-1924 Postal History collection written up on leaves in album. Starts with 1826 "Free Frank", then 1828 
letter with double-lined demand marking of Dublin in red with another similar but rate of 3/9d (triple letter rate) & 
content of the latter indicate an enclosure no longer present. 1830 letter Dublin-London with 1'3/- in m/s, 1840 letter 
with boxed "Paid at Tipperary", 1848 Dublin-London with tombstone "Paid" applied on receipt in London, 1848 Moate-
Dublin letter & 1924 1½p (Harp) used maroon postcard Dublin-London. Also OHMS crested official envelope unused, 
undated used telegram envelope & 1d red imperfs with Irish cancels for Ross 398, Cork 156, Waterford 445, 2d blue 
Dublin 186, Johnstown 256 & 1d red perfd with Drumsna 184. Later used in Ireland on QV vals to 1/- with place & BN 
duplex shown, 4 KEVII & 1d red KGV with Irish place name cds. (11 letters/ cards/ envelopes, 44 adhesives) $400 



159 Ireland 1922 Dollard "Rialtas" ovpts study written up on leaves commencing with O'Loughlin, Murphy & Boland 2p 
green imperf pair essay for defin series due for issue in late 1922 (Hibernian E146, Cat. €55 x2), photo of Wharfedale, 
Dawson & sons Press as used by Dollard & print titled "Exterior of Messrs Dollard's Works" c1900 prior to destruction 
in June/July 1922 by Free State Troops during the Civil War. The "Dollard Contract" to ovpt British stamps ended on 
30.6.1922. Proofs of ovpt follow, with block of 4 of 5 line ovpt with damaged "n" of "na" in top right position signed 
B.J.B. in script on reverse in violet boxed Hibernian Type 1 handstamp (Cat. PR2a, Cat. €24 x4), similar ovpt single & 
block in vermilion with type 2 handstamp in violet in reverse (PR6b, Cat. €24 x5) again initialled B.J.B. (B.J.Brennan, 
Manager of Dollard Printing House) plus similar ovpt in red but on ½d green single & block (SG footnote below SG 9 
indicates price of £160 per single, which tallies with Hibernian €180 for PR8a in 2009) Publicity pull of ovpt plate of 20 
on glossy white paper is extract from early handbook by R.Freeman. Then comes a comprehensive coverage of 
Dollard 5 line ovpts with shades (4 of ea value to 5d, 2 ea of 9d, 10d, followed by deeper more heavily inked printing to 
minimise ink stripping, a page of grey-black ovpts, 5 examples of 9d agate with normal black & pale grey black (4) 
ovpts & introduction of vermilion ink for ovpt on 2½d, 4d & 9d with 3 examples of each plus similar qty with reddish-
scarlet ink July 1922 Thom print using the Dollard plate - the "Carmine" ovpts on 4d (6) & 9d (2). A top left marginal 
block of 24 ½d shows the position of the stereo of 15 units which was used 16 times on the sheet of 240. Other blocks 
of 15 & 35 show cliché characteristics as annotated on pages. Then follow examples of ovpt varieties "1022" for "1922" 
(broken tail), "smudged C of Sealadac", "broken top loop of 9", "flat tail of 9" with others incl raised "c" on ½d & 4d in 
blocks, misplaced ovpts, 2½d ovpt in red full bottom strip of 12 with S21 control before Seahorses with shades incl 
2/6d, 5/- (3 ea), 10/-, 2/6d & 5/- short 3rd line & 2/6d "filled "A"". Forged ovpts on 2/6d & 5/- with normal 2/6d for 
comparison & a few "broken letters" (ink lifting) on Hagners complete this amazing first volume of the late Derek 
Dewhurst collection. Cat. £4000 simplified plus the varieties. $3,000 

160 Ireland 1922 ovpts by Thom. Comprehensive & well written up collection starting with proof single on glossy white 
paper & similar 5 line ovpt in block of 6 on buff poor quality paper (Hibernian PR14, Cat. €32 x 6) followed by 
adhesives in singles, pairs & larger multiples with a wide range of shades starting with dull black ovpt on 1½d (13), 2d 
(block of 9 with  worn/irregular letters), 1d red used with "Q for O" flaw (not 31a or b), 2d T22 control block, abnormal 
ovpt proof strip of 3 on shiny white paper, 2d Die I (6) & II (11), 6d (9) & 1/- (5) plus broken letter (ink stripping) varieties 
in strips. Also glossy blue black ovpts ½d (2), 1d (9), 1½d (4), 2d Die I (2), II (3), 3d (5), 5d (4), 6d (5), 10d (4) & 1/- (2) 
showing a range of shades & vermilion to scarlet ovpts on 2½d, 4d, 9d agate, 9d olive (4 of ea), 2/6d & 5/- Seahorses. 
Then a study of Harrison coils with varieties in singles, pairs, strips (some with joins either horizontal or vertical), wider 
ovpt by Thom (21.1.1922) in glossy blue black incl ½d (7), 1d (5), 1½d (9), 2d Die II (3), 1/- (3) & ½d U22 control block 
of 6. Saorstat Eireann ovpts (11.12.22) with at least 3 shades of all vals with black ovpt, 4 or 5 with red ovpt on 2½d, 
4d, 9d plus bright red ovpts on 2½d, 4d (2 ea) & 9d (3). Block of 45 x 6d with ink stripping on a number of stamps, 4d & 
9d with red ovpt "eircana" variety, 1d open "C for O", ½d block with accent inserted by hand (SG 52b, Cat. £110), 
Seahorses with "1922" wide date (set of 4 incl 2 shades 2/6d) & printing house presentation cards showing single four 
& five line proofs on glossy white proofing paper plus a few low val oddments complete this impressive study. Cat. 
£3700 as normals plus substantial premium for varieties, ovpt proofs & shades. Collection finishes with a handwritten 
receipt (13.3.22) on which a 2d Postage & Revenue with Rialtas ovpt has been used as a revenue. $2,500 

161 Ireland 1922-2004 used defins, heavily duplicated in parts, all in Hibernian cat. order on Hagners (c60). Odd MLH incl 
1937 10/- St.Patrick "se" wmk (SG Cat. £150) noting vals to £5. (1000+) $60 

162 Ireland 1938-1962 covers written up on album leaves starting with 1938 Father Mathew pair on regd FDC (Hibernian 
Cat. €60) addressed to West Perth WA, 1944 Irish Philatelic Exhibition illustrated cover with 2½p Rice tied by 
Exhibition cds, 1949 Republic FDCs (2) addressed to Australia (Cat. €25 ea), Mangan 1p lock & pair on separate FDCs 
(Hibernian Cat. €30 ea) to Australia, 1953 Emmett (Cat. €40) & 1954 Marian Year illustrated FDCs & plain FDC's of 
1961 Patrician, 1962 Scholars & illustrated 1961 Aer Lingus. Collection finishes with "harp" official paid cut-outs on 
piece (16, with varieties annotated). (11 covers + 16 cut outs) $150 

163 Ireland 1949-1970 MUH/MLH specialised collection written up & appearing complete with Airs, defins & commems 
with extras incl shades, papers, blocks, photos of Aer Lingus aircraft, wmk varieties & printing flaws illustrated. A clean 
lot. Total cat. c£750 with most issues x 2 or 3. Ex Dewhurst. (100s) $250 

164 Ireland 1971-1982 MUH commems complete with extras, neatly written up on leaves. Incls "missing island" & "IR" 
retouch on 1972 6p 50th Anniv & 1978 flora set in plate blocks plus a few later imprint or plate blocks. Neat & clean 
throughout. Ex Dewhurst. (100s) $80 

165 Ireland 1971-1995 defins incl all booklets, perfs, wmk varieties, vending machine labels & 1925-1988 Postage Dues 
complete. Attention given to paper & gum variations, shades, booklets panes (exploded) from 1975. PD's incl 1925 2p 
wmk inverted (Cat. £90), 1940/70 1/- wmk sideways (Cat. £75), 1½p & 8p wmk inverted. Cat. c£500 basic issues plus 
booklets & wmk varieties. Ex Dewhurst. (100s) $340 

166 Ireland 1979-2010 dupl MUH, MLH & used on thick pile of Hagners. Incls booklets, panes & M/S's. All in chronological 
order with Hibernian cat numbers & "flagged" accordingly. Good coverage with c80% completeness. Many used have 
machine cancels, otherwise fine with lots of MUH. (1000+) $180 

167 Ireland 1983-1989 MUH commems complete & again written up on leaves incl M/S's, 1985/89 Christmas letter rate 
sheetlets, 1988 £2.24 Millennium exploded booklet, 1988 Olympics & Security Forces sheetlets, 1989 £2.41 Transport 
exploded booklet, 1989 Europa sheetlets & £4.48 Golden Age prestige booklet & exploded panes. Ex Dewhurst (100s) $100 

168 Ireland 1990-1993 MUH commems as above incl Christmas sheetlets, booklets & exploded booklet panes & gutter 
pairs (1990 Europa & Irish Theatre) plus a few plate & imprint blocks. Also, all M/S's & Europa sheetlets of 10 with a 
face value of £65+ in booklets/panes alone. Fine throughout. Ex Dewhurst. $150 

169 Ireland 1994-1996 MUH as above incl all prestige & greetings booklets x 2 (intact & exploded), Europa sheetlets of 10, 
1994 FIFA, M/S's & S/A’s plus a few blocks with imprints & plate numbers. £100+ FV in just sheetlets & booklets (100s) $150 

170 Ireland Postage Dues exhibit written up on leaves comprising 1925 "Se" wmk MLH & used sets of 4 plus wmk position 
varieties with 1d & 2d x 3 each, 2d block, 6d block of 6 & 1d & 2d singles with minor varieties. 2d on Dublin Cork letter 
with "2d to Pay" h/s, 1940/69 second wmk ½d blocks (2) without gum with others MUH or MUH/MLH to 1/- (10 vals) 
plus used set of singles & various wmk varieties (11) on all vals. Sideways & sideways inverted wmks on 6d x 2, 1950 
cover with 1d meter mark with 1d PD added before a MUH set to 1/- & "G" for "D" in "Due" variety on 1½d in block of 
10. Also covers with meter marks taxed 2d (1956) & 3d (1966), 1971 decimal set of 7 to 8p in MUH blocks, ditto used 
(excl 7p but with extra 5p block), 1978 chalky paper with 3p, 4p & 5p in MUH blocks, used singles & vertical pairs 
MUH. Finally 1980/85 set of 10 in gutter pairs MUH plus set in CTO singles, a 1980 cover with 2, 4, 24 & 30p, 
stampless, (1986) 20p x 2 + 1p = 41p stampless cover with pictorial machine cancel, 1988 new design 1p sheet of 20 
with Wexford Regional Show 26.IX.72 & other marginal markings & set of 11 singles to £1 MUH & CTO plus 4 Postage 
Due Machine Labels with 32p & 50p x2 ea from 1993 & 2000.  A well researched exhibit that was awarded silver & the 
2018 SRSS. Cat. £700+ (290 + 8 covers) $250 



171 Ireland Airs & commems with MLH & used duplicates on Hagners. Incls 1948 first direct airmail cover to USA with 3p & 
6p, set with x 2 or more of each used, 1936 airmail cover to Australia with 1/- x 2, 2d x 2 & 1d defins with pickings in 
commems incl 1941 Easter Rising 25th anniv x 3 sets used. Also noted 1950 Holy Year used, 1953 An Tostal MUH, 
Emmet MUH plus used & most later 1/3d vals used & 1959 Guinness MUH. MUH cond increases through to 1979. $ $90 

172 Israel 1948-1996 lightly dupl in Vario leaves in 2 binders with better items incl 1949 Tabul M/S MLH, 1960 Taviv M/S 
CTO & MLH & 1963 Halbanon sheetlet of 16 MLH plus a few other M/S'S, FDC's, tete bêche pairs & booklet panes. 
Some singles/sets with tabs from 1971 onwards noting odd earlier. Main value in the 60+ M/S's & sheetlets. Odd faults 
but many 1950's-1970's MUH x2. Low reserve. $150 

173 Israel 1949-1995 collection in 4 SG "Utile" albums plus odds in stockbook & on leaves. Main value in M/S's noting 
1949 "Tabul" F/U (Cat. £95), 1969 "Taviv" MUH (Cat. £46) & 1963 Hebrew Press sheet of 16 (Cat. £140). Earlies 
generally missing tabs but noting 1950 tete bêche pairs & gutter pairs (3) (Cat. £40 each). Better coverage from 1953 
being comprehensive MUH with tabs. Also contains several FDC's, booklet & few pages of used 1949-1952 but tabless 
incl 1000pr Menorah. Incls some "balance of consignment" world & Aust common colls not counted in low est. (1200+) $250 

174 Italy 1860's-2008 range on 40+ quality Prinz double sided pages. Early used appear common but late 1990's & early to 
mid-2000's is strong in MUH issues with just the 2000 onwards sets cat. at £200+. (100s) $100 

175 Italy 1989-1992 Yearbooks with slipcases. Beautifully presented incl the 1990 World Cup sheetlets & 1992 Columbus 
set of 6 M/S's plus high val defins. Exc cond. SG Cat. £360+ (4 albums) $100 

176 Japan 1870's-2011 mainly used to 2000 with odd MLH & 15 M/S's in 3 stockbooks. Largely common with main value in 
F/U post-1970. In chronological order with light dupl. Pre-1960 is largely defins. (100s) $40 

177 Japan 1950-1993 M/S's incl 1950 UPU with no gum as issued, 1951 80th Anniv, 1964 Tokyo Olympics & several 
1970's-1990's New Year charity M/S's. Also 1993 Royal Wedding & others. (47 incl 5 x 2ea MUH & 5 CTO) $50 

178 KUT 1933-1958 Postal Stationery 64-page exhibition written up on leaves. The collection incls 1933 20¢ embossed 
PSE's (2 unused), 15¢ embossed PSE unused & uprated for airmail to UK (2) & to Nyasaland (same rate). A used 20¢ 
PSE to UK pays the surface rate, whilst an uprated (by 20¢) PSE pays the airmail rate from Nairobi to Zanzibar. Letter 
cards incl 1935 20¢ unused plus ovptd "SPECIMEN", 1938 KGVI 15¢ mint (2) plus 7 used incl censored (2), uprated 
for airmail & one to USA taxed, 1956 QEII 10¢ (2 unused), 15¢ (1960) & 1962 15¢ greyish purple unused. PSE's from 
1938 KGVI 15¢ used internal & uprated for airmail to UK, 20¢ orange brown embossed PSE unused, plus envelope 
with colour omitted by embossing clearly visible, 2 used (1 uprated) on grey, 1 unused & 1 used (uprated for airmail to 
UK) on cream, 1954 20¢ unused & one with 1956 cds over the colourless embossing (rarely seen) on greyish stock, 
unused & used (3 incl one uprated) on cream plus unused uprated (10¢), 1961 30¢ blue unused on cream, ditto on 
greyish. Registered envelopes incl 1930 45¢ handstamped "SPECIMEN" & used with additional 1/15¢ for air mail to 
UK & 1933 50¢ used plus 1934 with additional 10¢ adhesive to Sweden (UPU surface rate). Also 1935 new die 
("Tanganyika" included) in black, proof on full glazed card handwritten "Kenya" 6819/4, plus 50¢ cover on new die 
ovptd "Specimen" used example to India plus uprated (80¢) for airmail to UK & another uprated (1/50) to Germany & 
yet another (2/30) to Scotland paying rate for 1½-2oz letter. 1938 30¢ regd (no longer incorporating postage) unused 
with surface mail to Ireland example uprated 40¢. The pre-stamped postcards KGV 15¢ post & reply cards unused, 
10¢ black unused plus uprated by 5¢ for surface mail to Europe, 1935 15¢ (Tanganyika added into design) unused & 
ovptd "SPECIMEN", 3 used for surface mail plus one uprated for airmail to Germany (1938) & a reply card from 
Germany (1937). 1938 10¢ + 10¢ brown on buff card unused plus ovptd "SPECIMEN" & locally used with an uprated 
(by 20¢) airmail to Italy & (by 10¢) surface rate to Argentina, ditto to USA. 1942 reprinted card (2 unused shades) plus 
uprated 1944 censored to Switzerland & used examples at 10¢ rate inland to Tanganyika & surface mail to Seychelles. 
Also 1942 10¢ black (used) & 1950 green (unused), 1951 10¢ grey in 2 shades unused, plus uprated 15¢ to USA. 
Interesting wartime usage on 30¢ regd envelope marked "On active service" & bearing 2 diff censor marks, 1942 
airmail to South Africa with wax seals & 1946 30¢ reg letters large & small unused plus small used (uprated 20¢) inland 
rate to Murandi, Tanganyika & one to USA handstamped "Passed Free Detroit Michigan Customs" yet with 10¢ P/D 
affixed. Also, large (uprated 5/20) & small (uprated 1/40) airmailed to UK & NZ respectively, 1951 30¢ new die large & 
small unused plus used of each. 1952 40¢ large & small used with uprates, large unused, 1955 uprated with QEII 
defins before airletters on greyish paper without imprint (postage affixed, one to UK (50¢), ditto to Sweden & change of 
colour from greyish to light blue used example. Incls new die with 50¢ imprint unused & used & unused examples 
showing different lengths of second line on reverse plus used with 4 lines of instructions. Excellent collection of elusive 
material, with succinct write up. A Ross Wood medal winning collection. (64) $1,500 

179 KUT 1937-1953 internal & external mail starting with 1937 Coronation FDC with Cherangani cds. Many interesting 
place names (eg: Hoey's Bridge) & a useful mix of registered, surface & airmail with some to England, USA, Brazil, 
Australia, NZ, Italy & local. Very diverse & seldom encountered. (37 covers) $100 

180 KUT Group of 30¢ KGVI formular registered letters to England, Australia, India, Switzerland & Nairobi from different 
offices incl Kisumu, Mwanzam Iringa, Bukoba, Mombasa (1941 censored, to India) & Nairobi to England (underpaid 
with UK 2/6d x3 & 1/- x2 PD's affixed). "Encampment" provisional, Ifakara (to Switzerland with Zurich duty free h/s), 
South Kinangop (to Western Australia, 1952), Killindia 1957 & Nyilima 1962. The S.Kinangop used 40¢ formular letter. 
Also QEII 50¢ air letter unused plus 4 used & Kenya "International Postage Paid" aerogramme unused. Mainly fine. (11 
covers, 6 air letters plus unused 30¢ KGVI formular reg letter) $80 

181 KUT Postal stationery mint & used with 3 unused KGV 15¢ carmine postcards (one ovptd "SPECIMEN"), KGVI 10¢ 
bistro postcard unused, 10¢ green used, KGVI 15¢ embossed PSE uprated for registration & addressed to Nyasaland, 
20¢ orange PSE x3 unused incl one ovptd "SPECIMEN", ditto uprated with 30¢ & regd to England. Also 1930 15¢ PSA 
regd to Bristol, 1956 QEII 20¢ embossed uprated with 1/- & 10¢ airmailed to GB, ditto uprated 10¢ (ordinary local mail), 
uprated 1/70 (regd to Ireland by air) & unused QEII embossed 20¢ & 30¢. Mostly fine. (16) $80 

182 Kuwait 1961-1932 range with strength in MLH from 1962 appearing approx. 95% complete incl 1977 Popular Games 
(Cat. £80), 1978 Water Resources (Cat. £60), 1978 Shaikh (Cat. £120). Total cat. exceeding £1100. (100s) $100 

183 Malaysia Pre-WWII "States & Straits" with vals to $2 FMS (fiscal "Stamp Office" cancels), $5 KGV Straits & $1 other 
States incl Kedah. Some items have been removed & cond varies especially in QV but cat. value is close to £2000 & 
reserve allows for substandard items. Pickings with care. (100s) $250 

184 Malta Range incl 1938/43 to 10/- MLH, to 2/- used, 1948/53 ovpts & 1956 complete used. Cat. £200" (77) $50 
185 Marshall Islands 1984-1995 MUH sets, M/S's & sheetlets on Hagners. No defins but rich in thematics incl WWII 

scenes, wildlife (total FV US$128) plus similar coverage of Micronesia in random order to 1995 with a face value of 
$78+. Attractive & seldom seen at auction. (100s) $80 

186 Monaco 1975-2016 MUH sets with odd M/S & sheetlet but these featured in next collection. Reasonably complete incl 
high val commems. Noted 1997 6f & 1999 3f Stamp Exhib marginal imperfs appearing not catalogued (?). All fine & a 
difficult period to source, especially the last few years which appear complete. SG Cat. £6000+ (A$10,800+) (100s) $1,800 



187 Monaco 1978-2016 range of M/S's & sheetlets with a high degree of completeness for the period. All fine MUH 
attractively presented & rarely seen. SG Cat. £1470+ (80) $500 

188 Morocco Agencies 1898-1906 ovpts on Gibraltar stamps & postal stationery plus low value Gibraltar "sachet" 
booklets (14 diff from 1980's) & a couple of KGV & KGVI covers. Main value in the adhesives which incl 1898 to 2p x 2 
to 4 of each MLH plus few plate varieties, 1899 "Specimen" on 5, 10, 20, 25¢, set to 2p MLH, pairs of 5, 10, 20¢ with 
long serif left top of M, 1903 "SPECIMEN" 5, 10, 20¢, 1p & 2p x 2 each plus 25, 50¢, set to 1p & 1905 to 2p plus 1898 
5¢ & 10¢ postal cards & 20¢ reg envelope. Also 1936 mixed franking cover to Perth, WA with 3d & 1/- KGV & 1f pair & 
an unused Gibraltar 20¢ reg envelope (flap on back). Cond varies with odd hinge remnant or foxed perf but largely 
good to fine. Cat. £2300+ plus the postal stationery, covers & "sachet" booklets. (approx. 140 items) $500 

189 Netherlands Covers & postcards from pre-stamp letters of 1727, 1806, 1829 & stampless 1860 Amsterdam-Genoa 
with backstamp to 20 postcards incl 12 ranging from 1898 to 1938 with pictures & a 8 plain with 1892/1938 mix of pre-
stamped & uprated incl 1938 censored by Czech PO in redirecting to Vienna address. Noted 50 x 1871-1959 covers 
noting 1867 5¢ on internal cover with Gouda 20/12/71 cds, 1891 usage of 12½¢ King William PSE & 1881 Hilversun-
Saitander cover with 12½¢ plus various registered from 1901. Also pre-printed commercial covers incl 1925 "Salland 
Works" Manufacturers of Cream Cheese (front only) to Leipzig, window-faced J.Munzer & Co, Rotterdam to 
Casablanca (1925) with 45¢ franking, 1927 reg to Switzerland (40¢ franking) & 1939 "Express" long cover from 
Import/Export Company to Switzerland (45¢ franking). 1926 charity set on reg cover to Graz, 1931 12½¢ charity on 
business envelope to Prague, 1942 censored cover to Finland redirected to Sweden bearing "Legion" pair, 1948 & 
1949 censored covers to Austria. Finally, 1943 censored cover to Germany with recycled paper slogan, 1936 triangular 
12½¢ on cover to Prague & 1959 to England using 1956 Rembrandt set of 5 + 30¢ defin. All have European dealer 
prices pencilled at base. (€70 for 1926 charity cover the most expensive). Interesting lot. (70) $200 

190 Netherlands 1867-1946 used range with 1867 to 25¢, 1872/91 15¢ to 50¢ & 2g50, 1893/98 2g50 with proving cancel 
(Cat. £225) & 50¢ perf. 11 (Cat. £325, but lower right corner pencil line indelible) plus 1g violet (Cat. £120). Also 1898 
1g type A (Cat. £180), 1899/1910 10g (faults), 1946 5g (Cat. £60) & other odds. A useful group with a total cat. (excl 
faulty 10g) of £1500+ (57) $300 

191 Netherlands 1907-1965 MLH in slim Lighthouse stockbook. No defins but lots of complete commem sets for the 
1930's to 1950's with many in the £5 to £30 cat. value range. A clean lot. Total STC £1460+ (336) $150 

192 Netherlands 1928-1933 "interrupted perfs" used range incl defins (31) to 25¢ (SG 325c, Cat. £14.50) & charity sets for 
1929, 1930, 1932 & 1933 (Cat. £170+) plus odd other used to 1938 (not interrupted perfs). (51) $50 

193 Netherlands 1864-2010 good to fine used in 2 large black leaved Lighthouse stockbooks. Noted 1864 set F/U, 1867 to 
50¢ (2), 1869 shields, 1872 King William to 1g, 1891/94 QW to 1g, 1893/98 50¢ & 1g, 1899/1923 to 5g incl 1923 5¢ & 
10¢ imperfs & 1913 to 5g incl both perfs of 1g. Also 1923 defins to 1g & a near complete range of syncopated perfs on 
charities & defins. 1924 International Philatelic Exhibition noted plus all charities & M/S's (excl Legion) incl ITEP, 
Bombed Churches, Rembrandt etc. 1951 Seagull Airs, defins incl 1940 to 500¢, 1946 to 10g & all later. Some booklet 
se-tenant pairs as well. Virtually complete & inspection recommended. Also incls stockbook & c100 Hagners with 
random dupl incl some better & a few MLH M/S's plus loose with useful covers & postcards commercially used. 
Impressive lot. (1000s) $500 

194 Netherlands 1955-1989 range of hand addressed official FDC's. Useful for fine used soaking as many sets noted. 
Better incl 1958 & 1959 Welfare sets (Cat. £25 as fine used), Sea Encroachment (£17), 1960 Costumes (Cat. £18), 
1961 Birds (£12), Welfare (£9) etc. (87) $30 

195 Netherlands 1988-1992 PTT Post Official Year Collections containing all issues incl M/S's & booklets MUH. SG Cat. 
£150+ ($240+) (5 packs) $30 

196 Netherlands Indies 1887-1940 postal cards with range of cds's incl Bandoeng,Making,Pati,Rembang & Magelang (10) $30 
197 New Zealand 1862-1971 MLH & used collection in Seven Seas album incl Ross Dep MUH or CTO to 2009 on 

hingeless leaves. Many better items incl perfd Chalons (8 incl 4d yellow), 1898 to 5/- (fiscally used), 1906 Christchurch 
(6d no gum, others used), 1907 2/- officials, KEVII to 1/- incl ovptd & KGV 8d officials plus others to 1/-. 1920 Victory 
used, 1925 Dunedin (4d MLH), 1926 2/- (fault) & 3/- plus 2/- official (latter MLH), 1931 Smiling Boys F/U, Arms incl 
postally used 15/-, £2, £3 & £5 with near complete coverage from 1930 incl official ovpts, Arms surcharges 3/6d, 5/6d, 
11/- (one ea, latter fiscally used) & Lighthouses 1891 to 1/- with later vals (9) to 6d (some MLH). Also 1947/63 set used 
& 1967 surcharges plus Postage Dues 1899 to 6d, later bicolours (4 diff) & 1939 set & King Edward III 1908 1d used. 
Ross Dep 1957, & 1967 used/CTO with all later to 2009 CTO. Overall cond of collection varies but good items largely 
fair to fine. All Health M/S's MUH (1961 with stripes from photo album) & 1969 Cook M/S MUH. A worthwhile lot. (100s) $500 

198 New Zealand 1873-1971 accum mainly used on Vario leaves in 4 ring binder. Noted KGV 7½d brown & a few 1960's 
MUH/MLH but overall common dupl range with values to 3/- & $2. (500+) $40 

199 New Zealand 1882-1975 on Hagners with QV/KGV in mixed cond but later incls 1936 Commerce set in plate blocks, 
1960 to £1 (2 sets used), 1967 to $2 on FDC & KGVI officials to 2/- used. QEII 3/- official MUH, 1969 Cook M/S, Arms 
vals to £1 & £10, QEII 1953 to 10/- & 1954 officials to 3/- used. Useful at this reserve. (c300 + cover) $80 

200 New Zealand 1931-1958 Arms MLH collection noting 1931/40 Cowan paper 1/3d, 2/6d, 5/-, 7/-, 8/- & 9/- & Wiggins 
Teape 1/3d (F169) before 1940/58 mult wmk 1/3d orange yellow, yellow & black, 2/6d, 4/-, 5/-, 9/- & £1. All fine & still in 
dealers pages. Cat. c£300 (15) $75 

201 New Zealand 1935/36 & 1936/42 pictorials study on 38 Hagners. Mainly used noting 1935 1d block on official regd 
FDC, stamps of all vals to 3/- (& to 2/- "Official" ovpts) sorted according to Campbell Paterson catalogue with reference 
to perfs, shades, paper mesh & incl a few multiples. Incls some "spares" plus 1991-1994 MUH on Seven Seas inside 
front cover of ring binder together with 1998 Year folder. (100s) $250 

202 New Zealand 1936-1970 on Hagners incl 1931 Airs used, 1935 & 1936/42 to 3/- MLH plus "COQK" variety in 2 
marginal blocks (SG 589ca, Cat. £350) & 2d pl. 4A, 2½d pl. 3 (reversed), 9d & 3/- blocks. 1931 Smiling Boys pair fine 
used plus extra 1d, 1953/59 to 10/- MLH, 1967/69 $2 multi block of 4 & single MUH & 1970 defins to $2 in blocks of $4 
MUH. earlier used incl KGV 2/- deep blue & ovptd Official, 1920 Victory set of 6 x2 & 1933 Health. Total cat. £1300+ $250 

203 New Zealand 1971-2003 in Seven Seas Hingeless albums to 2010 in 3 vols. Mixed MUH & used incl M/S's. Appears 
complete simplified. A clean lot with odd used items needing replacement & upgrade. (1000+) $180 

204 New Zealand 1975-1989 MUH with dupl in 170 glassines in flat box. Average contents 3 sets per glassine noting 
defins to $5 & M/S x 2 ea. Approx. face value $NZ600+ $80 

205 New Zealand 1987-1995 MUH range on Hagners with most issues incl Ross Dep in 6 sets of each (odd Health x 5). 
Over 40 diff commem sets & single issues noting defins to $10 x 6 plus 1986-1995 Healths. Fresh & fine. Approx. FV 
NZ$1000. (250 sets) $150 

206 New Zealand 1990-2000 NZ Post official collections in hardback pres books for "NZ Heritage 1840-1990", "The 
Emerging Years" x 2, 1998 "Pictorials Centenary" & 2000 "The Millennium Album". All unopened in exc cond. Retail 
NZ$780+ (5 albums) $200 



207 New Zealand Accum of old auction lots on leaves, stockcards, stockleaves & folders in no particular order. Noted as 
seen Arms single wmk vertical mesh on Wiggans Teepe paper postally used 1/3d to £1 incl 7/6d unsurfaced paper 
(Cat. £90), more Arms on Hagner incl 12/6d & other Cowan paper single wmk to £1, QV Stamp Duty odds to £2 
postally used, KGV officials incl 9d & 1/- MLH, 1898 9d MLH (hinge remnant) & 2/- Official (SG O66) MLH plus Healths 
1929 & 1930 MLH. Also 1931 Smiling Boys used with later issues MLH. Chalons perfd 2d blue, 4d yellow, 6d red 
brown & blue, a few Govt Life incl 6d green used, later perf. 14 MLH from ½d to 6d. 1898/1902 pictorial vals MLH/used 
to 2/- & good KEVII/KGV MLH/used incl 1920 Victory 6d & 1/- both MLH & used, 1926/34 3/- pale mauve MLH & used, 
2/- pale blue x 2 used & 1947/65 Lighthouses MLH & used sets of 8. Also a range of QV 1st & 2nd sidefaces 
MLH/used, Special Delivery 6d (E1 & E3 MLH), 1925 Dunedin Exhib. MLH, 1926/27 Admirals on Jones paper MLH & 
QV long Stamp Duty 1882 type 2/6d, 4/- & 5/- MLH plus Postage Dues to 4d, various Official ovpts incl 2/- Admiral 
MLH, KGV recess 4d, 5d, 6d, 8d brown, 9d & 1/- MLH & 1954 3/- official. Finally, Niue Arms to £1 & pictorials to 3/- 
MLH with a few Tokelau, Samoa & Cook Is MLH. Pickings for the prospector! (100s) $300 

208 Nicaragua 1882-1978 MUH, MLH & used on leaves in springback. Lots of "Seebecks" plus early unused postcards (6) 
& 2 PSE's. Noted American Bank Note Co printings with a wide range of printers represented in 1938 to 1978 issues. 
Mainly fine mint & typed up but nothing scarce. (450+) $40 

209 Nicaragua 1893-1937 Range of overprints written up on leaves. Incls fiscals ovptd for use as officials, unissued ovptd 
Postage Dues, official Airs plus ovpts of facsimile signatures. Also 1893 defins ovptd "Telegrafos", 1913 gold currency 
surcharges etc. Whilst not highly cat this is well presented lot with potential for further expansion. Ex Ross Wood. (153) $150 

210 Northern Rhodesia 1925-1964 MUH, MLH & used collection written up on leaves for competitive exhibit. Starts with 
MLH blocks of 1925 low vals, 3d to 20/- singles incl 3/- MLH, 20/- single & pair fiscally used (no 7/6d, 10/-), 1935 Silver 
Jubilee, 1937 cover, 1938 KGVI ½d green proof block with Waterlow punch holes & blocks to 9d normal (1/½d & 2d 
scarce colours single only). Also noted 1½d yellow brown used "tick bird" flaw (Cat. £65), 2/6d both MLH & used, 3/- & 
5/- MLH & 10/- (no 20/-). 1953 blocks to 9d, 1964 blocks to 2/- with 1/3d single & 2/6d to 20/- singles before 1929 PD's 
with 1d, 2d & 4d perfd "Specimen", ord set of 4 with 3d in block & 1963 PD's plus blocks to 6d & 1/- pair MUH. Covers 
from 1932 air to California (1/2d), KGVI x 4 plus 1953 set & QEII 1953 set to 1/- on business cover & extra Rhodes set 
of 5 on regd (Kasama) airmail cover to Kenya. Useful page showing postal rates. (100s incl c30 blocks & 10 covers) $250 

211 Norway 1993-2001 range of FDC's in quality "as new" Prinz FDC album with slipcase. A couple of earlier but strength 
in later blocks, M/S's etc. Useful for F/U with total used cat. of £180. (approx. 70) $70 

212 Norway Range on Hagners incl 1863/64 2sk used with small thin but presentable (SG 12, Cat. £250) & later to 1990. 
Largely used. (200+) $24 

213 Nyasaland 1891-1963 collection with cat. nos flagged. Used incl BCA ovptd 6d in both colours, 1/- to 3/-, 1895 no wmk 
2/6d fiscally used, 3/- (creased), 1896 to 1/-, 1897/1900 to 2/6d, 4/- & £1, 1903/04 to 2/6d, 1908/11 to 1/-, 1913/21 to 
2/6d with £1 F/U, 1928/33 to 10/- excl 1½d but extra 2/- & 4/-. Also 1935 set of 5 & SJ MLH, 1891 to 2/- & 4/-, 1895 
2/6d (faults) & a Specimen without gum. 1896 1d, 4d & 6d, 1897/1900 1d, 2d, 4d & 4/- vals, 1897 surcharge & 1901 set 
of 3 plus 1903/04 to 4d & 2/6d. 1908 to 2/6d in both shades, 4/- & 10/-, 1913/21 to 6d & 4/-, 1921/33 to 1/- & 1935 set 
of 9 plus 1938/44 to 5/- & 1945 to 20/-. Finally, 1948 RSW, 1949 UPU, 1951 (2 sets), 1953/54 & 1963 sets to £1. A 
superb lot. Cat. £3000+ (163 MLH, 92 used) $750 

214 Nyasaland Remnant collection sparsely noting BCA ovpts 1d (5), 2d (4), 4d (6), 6d (2), 8d (2) & 1/- mixed MLH/used, 
1895 5/- no wmk MUH & used, 1897/1900 to 1/- MLH & 1901 4d (MLH) plus a few KEVII to 6d. KGV heads to 1/- MLH, 
1913 2/6d used, 1934 to 1/- MLH & KGVI dupl used low vals plus 1964 pictorials to £1 marginal MUH. Also 2/6d & 5/- 
exploded booklets (Cat. £64). Main value in 1895 5/- with £300+ for MUH & £275 for used. (100+) $150 

215 Palau 1983-1995 MUH commems & M/S's on Hagners. Attractive range of thematics in no particular order but all 
different. Total face value of US$140+. $50 

216 Paraguay 1903-1994 MLH & used on Hagners with nothing scarce sighted but cond is generally good to fine. Mostly 
oddments & part sets. Good "starter" lot. (670) $30 

217 Philippines Jap Occ 2¢ & 5¢ Bataan in full sheets of 50 (faults) plus 64 covers nearly all FDI addressed to Manila, 
some with Japanese Military Censor handstamps. All in individual protective glassines so cond better than average. 
Seldom seen in such quantity. (64 covers plus sheets) $100 

218 Poland 1918-1996 mixed MLH & used/CTO in 3 stockbooks. All different in chronological order. Incls some higher cat. 
M/S's noting 1937 King of Romania Visit pair (SG 332a/b). Many thematics. (2000+ stamps & 38 M/S's) $100 

219 Poland 1919-1988 range of mainly used/CTO in "as new" Prinz double sided pages x 44 (retail $2.20 ea). Odd MUH 
single or set but majority seem common. Useful thematics. 9100s) $40 

220 Poland 1965-1977 FDC collection bundles in years. A quick check would suggest a high degree of completeness & all 
in VG unaddressed cond. (100s) $100 

221 Poland Accum in stockbooks, leaves, Hagners & loose plus a collection on loose leaves PTSA $300 & priced by the 
page. Better noted incl 1958 silk M/S's CTO x 2, 1960 "Polska" black sheetlet CTO x 2, costumes se-tenant imperf 
pairs CTO & early ovpts on Austria (10) & Germany. Also 1964 Olympics M/S MUH, 1954 M/S on FDC & other M/S's & 
stamps on circuit sheets. 1838 pre-stamp entire & used postal stationery from 1890 Austria used in Poland incl 
Fieldpost card & cut-outs with Polish cancels (some toning, but WWI period very useful). Largely from club & larger 
auction lots but as items noted above would indicate, should benefit from a diligent sort out. (1000s) $150 

222 Portugal 1862-1974 odds used plus Colonies on leaves & 10 Hagners. Main value in latter with Macau 1948/50 
pictorials to top value (8 vals, Cat. £120) & useful ranges of Azores, Angola, Mozambique/Co, Timor, Sao Tome & Port 
India to 1960s. Mainly good to F with a few MLH. (550) $50 

223 Portugal 1945-1973 used collection in KA-BE album with a few earlier. No M/S's but good coverage throughout 
approx. 90% complete with extras of many vals. Incls 1957 Garrett set & most better non-letter rate commems. Some 
MLH in post 1955 period. Good lot with majority F/U. (100s) $75 

224 Postcards 1900's-1970's in 7 vols with Australia incl WA cards being represented but also Great Britain & world. Also 
incls portrait & greetings cards. The GB section has 1905-1915 range with many cards addressed to WA in the 1905-
1910 period. Some of the humour cards have WA swans with a range of cds's incl Northam, Geraldton, Guildford & 
Fremantle.  Themes incl ships, buildings, landscapes, flowers etc. Also noted a 1905-1015 range from ports of call 
from Aust to UK incl Egypt, Italy, France, Greece, Ceylon, Singapore etc. some with "Paquebot" cachets. Majority are 
good to fine used. Some have had stamps removed & some unused or with just messages on the back but don't 
appear to have gone through the post. All in Prinz Postcard albums which retail at $42.50 each! Can't go too far wrong 
at the reserve of $1 per card. (300+) $250 

225 Rhodesia Accum on Hagners with BSAC small Arms to 4d, large Arms to 1/- with dupl plus 10/- fiscally used, second 
"small Arms" to 10/- & ovpts to 4d (no 2d or 3d). A few "Double Heads" to 3d, low val Admirals & N & S Rhodesia 
duplicated with odd MLH incl 1966 10/- & Northern Rhodesia KGVI low val blocks. Cond mixed. (100s) $30 



226 Romania 1870-1983 lightly dupl MLH & CTO/used in 64pp VST stockbook. Nothing scarce but a good coverage 
through all periods with SG Cat. numbers "flagged" & many sets. Mostly fine. (2300+ stamps & 23 M/S's) $80 

227 Romania 1911-2006 random selection incl M/S's attractively arranged on 33 "as new" Prinz double sided pages. 
Earlies used with later CTO or MUH. Useful MUH incl M/S's cat. £45 alone. (100s) $30 

228 Russia 1920's-1990's in 5 large stockbooks with majority CTO. Clean lot with occasional dupl in the 2500+ stamps. $50 
229 Russia, Portugal & Romania plus a few other "P-R" countries in Scott printed album with pages to 1971. Best 

coverage is Russian with 400+ stamps to 1952 & more later incl a few sets. Mostly used/CTO in good cond. (100s) $40 
230 Samoa 1877-1969 MLH/used on 15 Hagners plus a few later M/S's. Mainly MLH incl some pre-1900 to 1/- (not 

counting 3 Express forgeries), 1914 GRI 1d on 10pf used, 2½d, 5d & 6d surcharges MLH, NZ "Long Tom" 2/- & 2/6d 
ovptd Samoa, ditto KGV defins to 1/- & 1920 Victory plus 1921 Huts with most later (excl Arms) pre-decimal before 
1967 birds to $4 (2 MLH sets) & lower val commem sets & M/S's. Cat. £700+ (192 + 10 M/S) $150 

231 Singapore 1948-2006 used noting KGVI in both perfs to $5, RSW, 1971 Festivals & Satellite Earth Station before 
1972-1974 commems (excl 35¢ Airline). Later approx. 80% complete incl M/S's with most gaps post-2000. Mostly 
commercially used in QEII but useful cds cancels in early. (100s) $50 

232 Solomon Is 1907-1982 MLH/used selection noting 1907 ½d, 2d & 2½d MLH, KGV MCA wmk to 5/- (2 of latter used, 
lower vals mulch) & a few script wmk to 2/6d MLH (blunt corner) plus Silver Jubilee set MLH, 1956 to 10/- MLH & some 
extras to 5/-. Random MLH/used later vals to $2. STC Cat. £440 (c200) $60 

233 South Africa 1910-1995 used range missing commems & most defins to 1960 before a good coverage of commems 
but defins largely simplified only. Useful at this reserve. (100s) $30 

234 South West Africa 1954-1972 fine MLH range with a few earlier used noting 1960 new wmk (excl 6d), 1961/63 to 50¢, 
1962/65 no wmk set, 1966/72 new wmk set & 1971 Antarctic Treaty etc. Cat. £290+ (80+) $40 

235 South West Africa KGV heads in setting I ovptd to 1/3d & setting III to 1/- in MLH pairs with 1/3d singles MLH plus 
2/6d MLH/used singles. Also setting VI in MLH pairs plus 1926 pictorials ½d, 1d & 6d in MLH pairs, 1927 2d, 3d pairs & 
1/- singles MLH with a 5/- single used. Total cat. £400+ (31 pairs + 7 singles) $100 

236 Switzerland 1850-2007 used in large quality black-leaved Lighthouse stockbook. Noted 1850 10r "Rayon II" red & 
black & yellow (Cat. £170) plus a good range of Seated Helvetia imperfs in good to fine cond. Incls 2r to 40r, "Seated 
Helvetia" perfd ordinary & granite papers, all values with better than average 3¢ black (Cat. £170), 15r lemon on 
granite paper (SG 108, Cat. £600), 15¢ on ord paper (7 @ £50 ea), "numerals" shades & papers to 15¢ before 
"Standing Helvetias" sorted by perf with many scarce incl perf. 9½ 20¢, 25¢, 50¢ & 1f, "Greek Cross" wmk in all vals 
with perf varieties. Also 1919 50¢ Air & all 1923/40 Airs in both papers & 1938/54 3f, 5f, 10f in all papers, 1939 trilingual 
sets, "Pax" to 10f, "Pro Aero" singles complete, "Pro Patria" complete & ditto for "Pro Juventute" range of tete bêche 
(incl gutter pairs). Minisheets incl 1941 Pro Juventute (Cat. £550). See separate lots for PD’s & Leagues of Nations 
issues. Fine throughout & significant dupl of Pro Juventute & others. Viewing will impress. Cat. £1000's (c4000) $1,000 

237 Switzerland 1870-1981 Postal Stationery incl embossed early PSE's mint & used plus postcards, newspaper wrappers 
& cut-outs. Also photocopied extracts from Michel postal stationery cat. Approx. 100 items, of which c20 are cut-outs. $60 

238 Switzerland 1878-1938 Postage Dues used collection on printed leaves complete as per leaves & generally fine used 
with pencilled annotations quoting SG & Mi cat. vals & indicating frame types as "N" (normal) or "I" (inverted). A useful 
lot rarely seen with this level of completeness & quality. STC £5700+, Mi Cat. €6100 (100+) $400 

239 Switzerland Assortment on Hagners, stockcards, album leaves, circuit sheets & covers. Some dupl but better items 
incl 1919 50¢ Air used, 1938 Aarau Exhib M/S with special cancel, 40r imperf "Sitting Helvetia", 10r brown Pro 
Juventute 1912 "forerunner" & "Standing Helvetia" 25¢ perf 9½ (Cat. £25) plus other useful pickings incl 2013 600¢ 
embossed M/S & some good covers. Careful viewing should reward. (1000 + 30 covers) $90 

240 Switzerland Cover accum with best being 1948 regd to Brisbane with IMABA M/S, 1951 & 1954 Pro Juventute sets 
(Regd letter) to Australia, 1949 airmailed envelope regd to Sydney with 2f80 franking, 1951 & 1953 Pro Patria sets on 
airmail envelopes (1951 regd) to Aust, 1947 2f50 Swissair maiden voyage (foxed) to Australia & 1963 Pro Aero 
numbered flight cover plus commercial covers to Stanley Gibbons London Mail Order Dept (1994/97). Good lot. (59) $100 

241 Switzerland Duplicated range with main value in "Seated Helvetia" perfd issues incl 1f gold x 2 used plus range of 
1922/44 League Nations incl vals to 3f rose carmine (Cat. £50) x 2 with later UN Offices oddments incl 1928 League of 
Nations wrappers (3) with diff frankings all with Grand-Saconnex cds. Serendipity lot with pickings. (c300) $100 

242 Switzerland Postage Dues duplicated used incl "blues" to 500¢, "red and greens" (some shades & frame varieties) to 
500¢ & later oddments plus 1922/44 League of Nations ovpts simplified to 10f (33 stamps, missing 5f blue & 10f green 
but incl both 3f), 1932 Conference set (LN 34/39, Cat. £140), 1938 set of 4 (LN 60/3, Cat. £34) & ILO to 10f mauve 
(excl 2f) with odd others. All in slim black-leaved DAVO stockbook. Cat. £500+ (c380) $100 

243 Tanganyika 1922/34 giraffes to 10/- MLH with 3/- & 5/- used incl sideways & upright wmks of 1/- & 2/- (Cat. £300+). 
Lower vals used with odd G.E.A. & others incl KGV 1/- ovptd "Uganda Revenue" noted. (c100) $75 

244 Thailand Arranged in chronological order with a few early ovpts & 1887 vals to 24a but clear highlight is 1928 set 
MUH/MLH to 20b (excl 16) (Cat. £200+) & to 5b used. Other better incl 1943 1b recess MLH & litho used, 1947/49 to 
20b used, 1955 surcharges, 400th Birth Anniv & King Taksin all MUH & 1957 Buddhism set of 9 MLH plus 1965 Royal 
Anniv MUH, 1975 Barges MLH & others to 1977. Most pre-1955 are used with most 1956-1977 MUH/MLH. Cat. £800+ $150 

245 Tokelau 1984-1990 MUH on Hagners comprising 6 sets of each issue from SG 108 to 182 (ie: 15 diff sets x 6 = 90 
sets). Also Hagners of Solomon Is CTO/MUH "priced by the Hagner" to total $20. Tokelau priced to sell at $115+ $50 

246 Tonga 1886-1965 range on 2 Hagners with "Two Pence" surcharges set of 7, earlier mixed MLH/used incl 1897 2/6d & 
5/- MLH & King George/Queen Salote types to 1/- plus "GFB" official ovpts on 4d, 8d & 1/- (no gum). Odd minor fault. $30 

247 Trinidad & Tobago A few pre-war with later oddments to 1986 mainly dupl used incl birds defins $2 (3), $2.25 (4) & 
$2.50 (2). Other defins to $1 & some ½d "Official" ovpts MLH. A modest lot. (100s) $30 

248 Turks & Caicos 1887-1932 Postal Stationery exhibit from 2008 Stampex Adelaide. Viewing highly recommended to 
appreciate the research which is behind the write-up of this collection. PSE's incl QV 2½d blue (used 1911 to 
Switzerland), 1½d post & reply cards mint & used, same with 1d rate reduction surcharge plus 2 mint with right serif to 
foot of "1" missing. 1d carmine postcard mint & 5 ovptd "SPECIMEN", 3 used (to England & Germany), 2½d blue PSE 
larger env mint & used, smaller mint, used & ovptd "SPECIMEN". Also 2d regd envelope mint & ovptd "SPECIMEN" 
plus used to USA with 5d affixed for double rate. 1920 2d regd env mint & ovptd "SPECIMEN", stampless formular reg 
env with (1929) 3d affixed to Germany & (1932) 2½d to USA. The collection ends with 1920 large envelope with 
embossed KGV 2d deep blue "registration fee" on flap, unused. An impressive lot. Ex Ross Wood. (30) $400 

249 United Arab Emirates 1973-2004 MUH collection plus odd used in large Lighthouse black-leaved stockbook from first 
defins (Cat. £130). Incls 1974 Third National Day, 1975 Oil Conference M/S (Cat. £46), Fourth National Day (Cat. £70), 
1976 Crests set of 14 & ditto for 1977. Comprehensive from 1979 incl 1983 Literacy Day with 25f & 75f x 2 ea (Cat. 
£176) with some 1982 defins missing before a gap to Dec 1985. Some missing later incl 1990-2004 defins but difficult 
to find a UAE collection as close to complete as this. Cat. £1300+ (500 MUH, 6 M/S's, 50 used) $350 



250 United Arab Emirates Pre-unification in 2 large stockbooks & thick binder of Hagners plus small stockbook of dupl 
used Dubai & Hagner of used Abu Dhabi incl 1964 10R x 4. Extensive ranges of Ajman, Umn al Qiwen, Manama, 
Sharjah, Fajeira, Ras al Khaima but no Abu Dhabi of Dubai MUH which are offered separately in this sale. High 
thematic content in CTO plus defins MUH & CTO with some imperfs, M/S's & large se-tenant blocks. SG "listed & 
unlisted" comprehensive with one large stockbook of Sharjah & Khor Fakkan alone. (1000s) $150 

251 USA 1867-1973 used selection plus 1994 issues MLH & a patchy later 1997-2008 used range. Mixed cond but noted 
1893 15¢ Columbus mint with faults (Cat. £250) & useful back-of-book incl 1873 15¢ Treasury mint no gum (Cat. £300 
for MLH), etc. (100s) $100 

252 USA 1879-1978 range of Postage Dues on printed leaves annotated with pencilled SG cat. vals with flagged items to 
1930 cat. £200+. All used to 1917 plus a few MLH later. Average to good cond with some duplication to x 4. (100+) $40 

253 USA 1893-1978 on Lindner leaves with useful 1920's-1930's incl coils, 1938 Presidentials to $5 MLH & all coils, 
1954/56 to $1, 1965/67 to $5 & 1970-1977 comprehensive commems incl 13¢ Bicentennial Flags sheet (stained) & 
separate set of 50 (fine). The scattered pre-1930 are nearly all used. Value in MLH. (100s) $60 

254 USA 1938-1997 range of airmail, FPO & commercial covers & cards plus odd maxicard. Value in quantity with no 
single scarce items. Each individually protected in glassines hence useful for resale. Well worth reserve. (110+) $60 

255 USA 1970s-1990's MUH range of sets incl coils, sheetlets & odd Officials. Many thematics with vals to $1 noted with 
majority in blocks of 4. Useful for re-sale. Opens at less than half the face value of US$600 + ($850) (100s) $400 

256 Vanuatu 2007 (Mar) to 2010 (Apr) complete CTO. All fine incl exc thematics. Rarely seen. Cat. £300+ (98+11 M/S) $100 
257 Vanuatu 2007 (Mar) to Feb 2010 (Feb) complete MUH. Attractive & fresh for a difficult period. Cat. £250+ (91+11 M/S) $100 
258 Vatican 2005-2014 Pope Benedict XVI collection of MUH stamps, M/S's, PNC's, FDC's, Framas (labels) & booklets in 

14 large quality German made albums with notes & slipcases plus "extras" in 2 other folders. A real feast for the eye, 
with all pages complete for Vatican issues of the period incl joint issues with France, Germany, Romania & others. Also 
stand-alone issues from a host of other European & Commonwealth countries noting strength in Germany & countries 
which had visits from the Pontiff. According to the vendor, the collection cost, plus p&h from Germany, over $3500 & 
the catalogue value would be staggering. Reserved here at a low 10% of cost. (100s) $350 

259 Zanzibar 1895/96 "Zanzibar" provisionals ovptd on India. A study of all vals to 55 with varieties identified on exhibition 
leaves with a total of 31 MLH & 47 used plus 2 covers. Many examples of "small second z" or out of alignment letters. 
Cat. over £1100 for the stamps plus vendor's cost of $690 for the 2 covers, one bearing pair & single of 1a plum tied by 
Aden squared circle & addressed to London (overpaying the 2½a letter rate abroad), the other with sole 2½a sent to 
Bombay via Sea Post Office & Mandu. Well written up. $700 

260 Zanzibar 1936-1949 MLH & used written up exhibition pages noting 1936 Silver Jubilee set perfd "SPECIMEN", a MLH 
set & on regd FDC to internal address. Also 1944 Al Busaid set perfd "SPECIMEN" (adherences at top), MUH blocks & 
on regd FDC. 1937 FFC Empire Airways 1/7/37 North Bound regd with 20¢ Jubilee tied by boxed cachet, 1946 Victory 
pair perfd "SPECIMEN" & blocks F/U & on FDC. Finally, 1949 RSW 10/- MUH, an airmail FDC to UK with RSW 20¢ x 
3 & UPU set used plus on 2 FDC's regd to Dar es Salaam. Cat. £320 for Specimens & £50 for normals plus 7 covers. $200 

261 Zanzibar 1952-1961 on exhibition leaves with majority MLH incl 1952 set to 10/- plus plate 1 blocks of 40¢ & 50¢ plus 
regd FDC of set to 1/-, 1954 75th B'day MLH, 20¢ block of 12 MUH & set on FDC & 1957 defin set to 10/- plus large 
blocks of 5 before 30¢ & 1/- vals. Also a 1959 cover to England with 5¢ pair & "Braemar Castle" boxed ship cachet, 
1960 regd cover with set to 1/25d, 1961 Sultan Sir Abdullah bin Kalifa set to 20/- marginal MUH plus large blocks of 
10¢, 20¢, 30¢ with imprint & 40¢ with plate number plus short set on FDC. 1963 FFH FDC regd to Kenya & 
unaddressed airmail cover with block of 10 tied by 18 MR 64 Zanzibar cds with "Jamhuri 1964" diagonal h/s. This ovpt 
was not authorised on the FFH stamp, so is likely to have been provided "per favour" by willing postmaster. (100s) $100 

262 Zanzibar Exhibitors duplicates with many useful pickings incl 1896 1r & 5r MLH & used, 1899 2r MLH, 1904 2 on 4m (2 
MLH), 1904 3r & 4r MLH, 1908/09 1r, 3r& 5r MLH, 1936 5/- & 7/50 MLH, 1952 to 10/- MLH & used & 1961 20/- MUH 
plus others to 1967 & useful PD's incl 1926/30 with 7 vals to 31¢ plus 18¢ shade x 3 & extra 9¢ & 20¢. Also 1930/33 
12¢ (5) & 1936 on ordinary paper set of 6 MLH (Cat. £55) along with 17 covers & 2 postcards. (100s) $150 

263 Zanzibar Postage Dues with 1926/30 black on orange 1¢ to 75¢ (excl 25¢) single, block of 6 x 3¢, pairs of 9¢, 20¢ & 
50¢. "21 cent.s" variety (SG D12a, Cat. £42), 1930/32 Set of 6 without gum (as issued) with the 12¢ in pair & block of 4 
& 1936 set MLH & used plus 1956/62 chalk surfaced paper MLH & used. Also 30¢, 40¢ & 1/- blocks on chalk surfaced 
paper & 1964 unauthorised "Jamhuri 1964" h/s on 5, 10, 20, 30 & 40¢ CTO plus sheet with 1888/1932 summary of 
postal rates. Cat. £600+ (66) $250 

264 Asia 1950's-1980's covers incl Japan 1959-1961 FDC's, North Vietnam 1975-1977 covers to France, Singapore 
commercial covers, Brunei 1970's-1980's FDCs & Thailand maxicards & MUH M/S's. (approx. 130) $50 

265 Asia 1960's-1980's MUH & used/CTO issues from Bhutan, Nepal, Cambodia, Burma, Laos & Thailand arrange neatly 
on Hagners & Prinz double sided leaves in "as new" cond. In honesty these are worth more than the stamps 
considering they are priced at $1.70 to $2.20 each new! (25 pages) $30 

266 British Africa Definitive sets MLH incl KGVI Bechuanaland, Nyasaland 1945, Somaliland 1938 & 1942, South         
Africa 1954 (also used) & Swaziland KGVI simplified (10/- with faulty perf). Cat. £525+ (87, incls Bechuanaland          
1947 Royal Visit MLH) $100 

267 British Africa Incls Kenya 1966 to 5/- (excl 1/50) MLH, KUT 1903/04 2R (no gum), Nyasaland 4/- KGV script wmk 
(toned gum), Sierra Leone 1859/74 6d no wmk, MH (SG 2, Cat. £300), 1884/91 1/- (no gum), 1912/21 5/- MLG (SG 
126) & Somaliland 1956 2/- (no gum). Total cat. £400 (19) $40 

268 British Commonwealth QV to 1952 with many clean MLH KGVI short sets but clear highlight is GB 1934 re-engraved 
seahorses set with crisp cds cancels (Cat. £190). A few have faults but largely fine MLH or used incl India 1952 Saints 
& Posts MLH (Cat. £40), Muscat to 1R MLH, South Africa 1947/54 2/6d pair MLH x 2, 1935/49 2d official pair (SG O30, 
Cat. £35) used & 2/6d official vert pair used (SG O18a, Cat. £75) plus other bilinguals. (100s) $120 

269 British Commonwealth 1841-1935 in SG "New Idea Postage Stamp Album". Mainly used in mixed cond & has been 
picked over but good items remain incl Australia 1914 6d kookaburra, 1931 Kingsford Smith in both 6d colours, 1934 
1/- Vic Cent cds, 1935 1/- Anzac (fair used), Br.Honduras "pence" issues (7) to 1/-, Ceylon 1935 pictorials complete & 
Gibraltar 1931 "Rock" (1½d used, others MLH) plus WA (25) values to 10d & 1/-. Good spread of odd vals from other 
countries & colonies. Over 2100 stamps with useful pickings. (100s) $150 

270 British Commonwealth MUH selection on leaves incl Cayman Is 1960's-1970's, Falklands, Rhodesia 1978 to $2, 
Kiribati 1982 birds to $5, Malta 1965 to £1, Virgin Is 1952 KGVI to $4.80, Turks & Caicos 1938 to 10/-, 1969 ovpts to $2 
& Nauru 1966, 1973 to $1 & 1978 to $5. Also Norfolk Is surcharges to $1, PNG 1966 butterflies to $2 & Christmas Is 
1958 set of 10 plus a few others. Toned leaves but stamps appear fine as all in individual mounts. (350) $70 

271 British Commonwealth 1952-1970 fine used on "New Age" printed leaves in 7 springback binders. Defins mainly 
short sets but noted Hong Kong 1954 to $10, PNG complete 1964 & 1966 & Fiji 1969/70 plus a few others. Solid range 
of commems but no Aust, Canada or Malta. (c5000) $150 



272 British Commonwealth MLH & used on Hagners & album with majority being 1920's-1940's with modest pickings in 
Antigua (KGVI to 5/- MLH), Barbados (1873 5/- on piece with A25 obliterator of Malta!), St Helena KGVI to 10/- ( excl 
3d blue), Papua 1932 6d (2) & 1/- pictorials, Samoa KGV ovpts to 1/- plus Huts to 1/- MLH & Penrhyn 1920 set MLH. 
Also noted South Africa KGV dupl used to 10/- (excl 1/3d) plus odd others like Falklands etc. (c400) $120 

273 British Commonwealth 1969-1975 plus odd other year sets in MUH blocks of 4 on Hagners noting Singapore 1970  
(3 diff commem sets), Tanzania fish to 20/- plus "Official" to 5/-, GB KGVI blocks to 3d (SG 462/67), Seychelles 1969 
original defins to 15r, Guernsey 1969 to £1, Pitcairn 1969/75 defins to $1 & Norfolk ships to $1 plus other useful incl 
1969-1970 Jersey & France. Conservatively PTSA $210+ $60 

274 British Commonwealth Hagners with short sets for Antigua, Grenada & Canada & full sets for GB 1940 (blocks of 9 
F/U), Canada 1928/29 to $1, Basutoland KGVI used, Tangier 1957 MLH & Jamaica 1944 incl perfs plus various UPU 
sets. Better odd vals also noted e.g. British Honduras KGVI $5 MLH, British Solomons KGV 10/-, Gambia 10/- used, 
Bermuda KGVI 2/-, 5/- used & 2/6d MLH & Ascension KGVI 2/6d MLH. Also Australia 1934 Vic Cent. perf. 11½ set 
MLH & decimal booklets (8) & Sierra Leone KGVI £1 MLH plus a few others. VG cond. (187) $180 

275 British Commonwealth Range on Hagners incl Ceylon 1935 to 1R used, 1938 simplified to 5R used, 1950 to 10R 
MLH, ditto 1958 plus a few KGV used to 50¢. North Borneo "cypher" ovpts to 50¢ used, Norfolk Is 1947 set used, 
Mauritius 1953 to 10R MLH & Papua 1932 pictorials to 5/- MLH plus Australia F.A. & P.M. tab sets (3 sets) MLH. (132) $90 

276 British Commonwealth Harrison & Sons Presentation Sample Packs for Norfolk Is, Gambia, Pitcairn & Jamaica 
definitive sets. The printer appears to have attached the stamps in place (we only opened the Gambia 1963 birds) so 
assume the other 3 unopened packs are the same. Printing numbers of such sample packs are low. (4) $20 

277 British Commonwealth KGVI MLH & used collection in SG Imperial printed album. Canada & Australia have been 
removed & Indian States, as usual in this period, are sparse. However many useful remain incl 1948 RSW high vals 
complete F/U (excl GB). Complete defin sets used for Aden 1937 Dhows (+ extra 5R), 1938/48, 1951, Shihr & Mukalla 
1951 surcharges, Antigua 1938/49 (to 10/- only), Ascension perf. 13½ & perf. 13 to 10/-, Bahamas 1948, Bahrain 
1948/49, 1950/51 (excl 2 low vals), Barbados 1950, Bechuanaland 1938/43, Bermuda 1938/53 (excl 10/- but incl extra 
£1), Br.Honduras 1938/47, Burma 1939 officials (some MLH), Cayman Is 1938/47 to 5/- only, 1950 (excl 5/-) & Cook Is 
1949 plus Dominica 1938/47 & 1951. Falkland Is 1938/49, 1952 (excl 5/-), Fiji 1938/55, Gambia 1938/46, Grenada 
1951, India 1937, 1948, 1949/51, Johore 1949/52 (excl 40¢), Kelantan (excl 8¢ green & 12¢ scarlet), KUT 1938/54, 
Montserrat 1951 & NZ 1940 & 1947/49 officials. Nyasaland 1945, Penang 1949/52, Perak 1950/52, Pitcairn 1940/51, 
St Helena 1938/49, St Kitts 1938/48, St Lucia 1938/48, Sarawak 1950/52 & Selangor 1949/52 plus Seychelles 
1938/49. Finally, Sierra Leone 1938/44, Somaliland 1942, Trinidad 1938/44, Turks & Caicos 1938/45 & Virgin Is 
1938/47 plus a few other incomplete defin sets with useful pickings. Vast majority very fine used. Cat. £8000+ (1000+) $2,500 

278 British Commonwealth MLH & used in old time springback binder with main val in 1930's-1940's Malay States, 
Brunei & Burma MLH sets/part sets plus a few pickings elsewhere incl Mauritius 1924 10R MLH (SG 241, Cat. £160), 
Ireland 1940/68 to 10/- MLH, Gilbert & Ellice 1939 2/- F/U & 1950's-1970's Malayan Fed/ Malaysia/ Singapore. (1000+) $150 

279 British Commonwealth 1880's-1935 MLH in Lighthouse stockbook. Some faults & very few complete sets but 
pickings incl Qld to 1/-, Cayman Is Silver Jubilee set, GB 1887 ½d to 1/- (heavily hinged), Grenada 1916 1d War Tax 
block with top left unit small "A" in "Tax", Bechuanaland QV to 1/-, Gibraltar QV 1p & 2p bicolours, KGV "long" 2/- x3 
(incl both wmks), Silver Jubilee 2d, 6d, 1/- & Morocco Agencies (40) incl 3f on 2/6d & 6f on 5/- plus Seychelles Silver 
Jubilee 6¢, 12¢, 1R. Also a nice lot of Malaya states, Turks Is QV vals to 1/- & Rhodesia "double heads" 10d (no gum). 
Lots of useful pickings throughout various countries/colonies. (1245) $300 

280 British Commonwealth MLH defins on Hagners comprising St Lucia 1938/48 incl perfs & shades & 1949/50 set of 14, 
Bahrain 1953/61 locals MUH (Cat. £36), 1966 set of 12 MUH (Cat. £60) plus earlier MLH incl 1933 1, 2, 5R (Cat. 
£350), 1942/45 with 9 vals to 12A, 1952 (Cat. £29), 1955 2R & 5R type I (Cat. £25) & 1957 (Cat. £9). Also Kuwait 1939 
(Cat. £375), 1945 (Cat. £75), 1948/49 MUH/MLH (Cat. £100), 1950 (Cat. £110) & 1958/60 (Cat. £55) plus a couple of 
commems. Cat. £1400+ (139) $300 

281 British Commonwealth Range in stockbook noting Antigua 1932 Tercent used to 2/6d & MLH to 1/-, Br.Honduras 
1962 birds to 50¢ MLH, Bermuda, Burma, Cayman Is & Dominica with a good range of low vals to 1933. Also 
Falklands 1938 to 1/3d MLH & 1952 to 5/- MLH plus a few Gold Coast. Nearly all pre-1950. (400+) $100 

282 British Commonwealth 1970's-1995 MUH on Hagners with many blocks of 4 incl Nauru 1966 to $1 & "First Contact", 
Fiji 1969 to $2, Kenya 1964 animals to 20/- & better single sets incl Mauritius 1978 to 25r, South Georgia 1963/69 to £1 
penguin (no blue whale) x 2 sets, Aust 1971 Emergency Air Mail Service M/S perf & imperf incl on covers (8) & Tonga 
1970 Royal Visit, oil Search sets with dupl plus a few Uganda, Zambia & Cook Is. Good lot with price stickers PTSA 
nearly $400 representing c£1200 cat. value. Ideal for Ebayer etc. (100s) $200 

283 British Commonwealth MLH range on Hagners & stockcards noting Brunei 1907/84 (139, incl some used), Gold 
Coast 1948 to 5/- MLH, BIOT ovpts MLH, New Hebrides 1960s (21 MLH) & Morocco Agencies to 2/6d KGV (32) plus 
St Lucia 1860/1938 with 95 MLH/used incl KEVI to £1 MLH & Bahrain odds to 500f used.Majority good to fine. (c330) $80 

284 British Commonwealth 1841-1935 MLH & used in SG New Ideal album. Whilst only a few complete sets incl 1913/31 
Iraq ovpts on Turkey to 10R MLH, pickings abound in both MLH & used. Hingeing is generally light so the QV to KGV 
MLH are in much better cond than usually found in collection of this period. Should be viewed to fully appreciate but the 
following will whet the appetite. Australia 1st wmk 2/- brown, CofA 5/-, 1/- Anzac (all used set), Bahamas 1920 Peace 
MLH, Barbados 1858 6d rose used, 1897/98 6d & 8d MLH, 1905 MCA 8d MLH, Bechuanaland 1888 £1 fiscally used, 
1916/19 2/6d Seahorse MLH, Br.Guiana 1866/71 48¢ red perf. 10 used, KGV MCA & script 96¢ MLH & 72¢ MCA 
used, Br.Honduras QV $2 used, Canada 1852/57 10d cut into at left & thinned used but Cat. £1700, 1859 2¢ used, 
Ceylon 1857/59 1d (2), 2d, 5d, 6d & 1/- imperfs good used, 1866/68 3d rose perf. 12½ MLH, KGV 5R Die I F/U, 1895 
1r12¢ "on Service" MLH (adherences) & KUT 1912/21 2R used plus 20R purple & blue on blue lightly fiscally used 
(Cat. £700 postal). Also Egypt 1872 to 5pi (excl 2½pi) used, Gambia QV "cameos" (14 MLH) to 1/-, 1898 to 4d MLH, 
Gold Coast ½d olive yellow MLH, GB 1873/80 6d grey pl.15 MLH, 4d sage green pl.16 used & 1880/83 1/- orange 
brown pl.14 used. Gwalior 2r & 5r KEVII used, Hong Kong 1900 30¢ brown & 1935 Silver Jubilee used, India KEVII 2, 
5, 15r used, Johore 1897 $5 used, KUT 1922/27 £1 fiscal (Law Courts) used, Kuwait 1923 to 12a (excl 3a) MLH & 
Labuan 1892/93 set MLH (6a CTO). Lagos KEVII 10/- MCA MLH (blunt corner), Levant 1905/12 to 1/- MLH (1½d 
used), 1902/05 12pi used & Morocco Agencies 1914/31 5/- Seahorse MLH. Unusually Natal 1857 embossed imperf 
blue & rose examples in poor cond but the first time we've seen in a collection. Also 1902 to 2/- MLH (excl 1/-) before 
Newfoundland 1862/64 2d imperf MLH, 1865/70 24¢ used & no gum, NSW with good range from Laureates noting 
1861/88 5/- rose lilac perf. 11 marginal MLH (Cat. £300), NZ 1862/64 1d orange vermilion imperf 4 margins used, perfd 
4d yellow & 1/- yellow green plus 8 other Chalons in mixed cond & 1899 5d red brown perf. 11 MLH. Finally Nova 
Scotia 1851/60 3d & 6d imperfs used, Nyasaland 1896 3/- black & yellow used, Prince Edward Island (11 MLH, 2 
used), Qld incl 24 small Chalons to 1/-, Rhodesia 1905 1d, 2½d, 1/- Falls used, 1913/22 5/- deep blue & blue green 
(1918 cds), St Helena 1903 1/- MLH plus useful SA, Tas, Vic & WA. Estimate is conservative! (1000+) $1,000 



285 British Commonwealth MUH/MLH & used in SG stockbook. Most items "flagged" with catalogue numbers. Noted Jap. 
Occ of Malaya (SG J224) in block of 2¢ Straits with inverted ovpt used (Cat. £108) plus other pre-1950 Malay States, 
Gibraltar 1931 "Rock" set MLH, 1906/11 2/- used (Cat. £48), Hong Kong used incl Silver Jubilee set, India 1911/22 
25R used, 1926/33 15R used, Jamaica, KUT odds & Leewards 1954 $4.80 MLH. Also Mauritius, North Borneo, PNG, 
St Helena, St Kitts 1948 RSW MLH, St Lucia 1953/63 to $2.50 MLH, St Vincent KGVI to $2.50, Sierra Leone KGVI 
1½d & 2d in both colours MLH with rest of set to 5/- MLH. Finally South Africa, Trinidad, Tristan, Turks KGVI short sets 
MLH & Zanzibar 1952/54 5/-, 7/50 & 10/- MLH & 1936 7/50 F/U (Cat. £38). A good lot, mostly good to fine. (100s) $200 

286 British Commonwealth Odds on 3 Hagners with main value in KGV China ovpt on 12¢ Hong Kong used blocks of 6 & 
9 (Cat. £150) plus a few MUH incl Sarawak 1934/41 to 50¢ (9 vals), Brunei 1947 to $1 & Ceylon with KGVI imprint 
blocks of 6¢, 20¢, 25¢ & 50¢ (+single) plus 1950 imprint blocks of 15¢, 30¢ & 75¢ & a 1r single. Total Cat. £350+ (80+) $50 

287 British Commonwealth MLH & used range on 18 Hagners noting Somaliland QEII to 10/- MLH (excl 5/-), Gibraltar 
QV/KGVI odds to 1/-, QEII 1953 to 10/- unused, GB 1918 B.W. Seahorses good to fine used, 1951 Festival to £1 MLH 
& NZ 1931 2d "smiling boy" used, KGV 9d official unused plus other useful. Also Australia KGV (100+) incl 4d in all 
colours, 4d "OS" (2) & 1/4d all used with a few MLH/mint to 2d & GB Wildings MLH vals to 1/6d. Useful pickings. (c420) $200 

288 British Commonwealth on leaves & Hagners plus used Ireland in 2 vols. Noted 1937 omnibus MLH, lightly dupl low 
val defins with odd better incl Bahamas 1943 £1 (toned MLH), Barbados 1953 to $1.20 MLH &  Br.Honduras 1938 to 
$1 MLH plus KUT QEII £1 F/U before solid Canada KGV/VI to $1 Mixed cond but plenty of reasonable pickings (1000s) $100 

289 British Commonwealth QEII selection of MLH/MVLH sets comprising British Solomon Is 1956 to £1, 1963/64 wmk 
change to 2/6d, 1965 to £1, 1966/67 Surcharges wmk sideways to $2, Cocos 1963 to 2/3d (MUH), Ghana 1957/58 
ovpts to 10/-, Jamaica 1956/58 to £1 & 1962 ovpts to £1 plus 1963/64 wmk change to 3/-. Also, Nauru 1954 to 5/- & 
1966 to $1, Samoa 1967 Birds to $4 MUH & Tonga 1953 to £1. Majority fine & fresh. Cat. £500+ (166) $150 

290 British Commonwealth MLH & used with useful Australia incl 5/- cattle on white paper MLH. Also 1963/64 Navigators 
set of 6 MUH, PNG 1952/70 incl 1/7d cattle, 10/- Rabaul (2), 1964 birds to 10/- & 1968 shells to $2. AAT 1966 to $1 
MLH, Norfolk pre-decimal incl 1954 to 5/- & 1960 to 10/- plus Specimen, Gibraltar 1953 & 1960 to £1, lots of India used 
& Canada 1950's-1960's MLH. Also South Aust 5/- Long Tom MLH (SG 290, Cat. £70), NWPI ovpts on  3d to 5/- MLH 
kangaroos (8 vals), NZ, Sri Lanka (Ceylon 1950's) & a few others. Well worth estimate! (100s) $300 

291 British Commonwealth QEII to 1970 MLH on black loose leaves. Substantial value in complete defin sets of Gold 
Coast/Ghana, Fiji, Solomon Is, Gilbert & Ellice, KUT, Nyasaland/Malawi, Aden & states, Leeward Is, 
Bechuanaland/Botswana, Basutoland/Lesotho, Nigeria, Gambia, Southern Rhodesia, Sierra Leone, Rhodesia & 
Nyasaland with 2 diff sets to £1 & Swaziland. Fine cond throughout. Cat. £3000+ (100s) $500 

292 British Commonwealth range in springback binder noting 1974 Churchill MUH (20 sets & 10 M/S), Morocco 
Agencies (159) incl Tangier ovpts on GB to 10/- MLH QEII & 1937 Coronation control blocks of 6 (3 diff) plus short 
sets from various countries incl Tanganyika 1961 to 5/- MLH amongst others. (100s) $30 

293 British Commonwealth "Balance of consignment" all sorts on stockcards, old auction lots etc. Noted Australia £2 King 
good used, GB 6d embossed revenue unused, Samoa 2/- & 2/6d QV Stamp Duty MLH, Kuwait RSW MLH, NZ perf. 
12½ 4d, 6d, 8d & 2/- ovptd "Official" MLH, Victoria 2d, 10d, 1/-, 2/- blue & lake & 10d & 2/- scarlet & green all MLH plus 
5/- CTO PD's. Also Canada Millennium sheetlets MUH (12 diff + 4 dupl), Bahrain 1966 defins MUH (Cat. £60), Qatar 
1961 MLH (Cat. £120), Dubai 1964 75np Kennedy ovpt MUH single & block of 6 all imperf, a few Syria, UAR & 
Sharjah. BIOT 1968/70 original set of 15 MUH, Ceylon QV /KGV odds incl QV 10R Stamp Duty, KGV 1921 2R MLH, 
5R MLH & 20R (fiscally used). GB 2000 Stamp Show M/S's x2, Solomon Is 2006-2009 FDC's (8) plus various FDC's of 
Canada, Australia, NZ & St Helena (1965 First local Post). Finally, Malacca & Penang 1957 $2 & $5 MLH, GB QV 
postal stationery cut outs 4d, 6d & 1/- embossed ovptd Specimen, Dubai 1970/71 defins MUH (Cat. £45), WA 1854 1d 
black used & a few GB used in bag plus stockcard incl 10/- seahorses x 2 & Singapore 1970 $2 & $10 MUH. Useful 
pickings with care. (c180, 50 FDC's & 16 sheetlets) $250 

294 British West Indies "A-J" defins incl Antigua 1953 to $4.80 (2 sets MLH), Bahamas 1948 to £1, Barbados 1950 to 
$2.40, Bermuda 1953 to £1, Cayman Is 1935 to 5/- plus extras to 6d, Dominica 1951 to $2.40, Grenada 1938/50 to 10/- 
plus extras to 5/- & Jamaica 1938/52 to £1 all MLH. Fine throughout. Cat. £800+ (151) $200 

295 British West Indies Defin sets on Hagners comprising KGVI Montserrat to 5/- & St Vincent to $2.40 used with others 
all MLH incl St Kitts KGV to 10/- & KGVI to £1 & St Lucia to $4.80. Cat. c£400 (71) $100 

296 British West Indies Range on stockcards with British Guiana 1882 1¢ "Specimen" perfin used, Br.Virgins 1962 $1.40 
MLH, $2.80 MUH, Dominica "Roseau from the Sea" (4 low vals), Tobago 1835 1/-, T&T KGVI 4¢, 6¢ & 12¢ mint & 
Turks & Caicos 1889 surcharge & 1938/45 10/- plus Leewards 5d & 6d KGV (used) & St Vincent KEVII 6d (SG 81) 
MLH. Mainly fine with total cat. £260 (17) $40 

297 Europe Selection of MUH sets & singles comprising Belgium 1926 20Fr bright green, perf. 14½ (Cat £120), 1952 
Consecration of Basilica set (Cat £48), France 1957/59 Air 300F to 1000F (Cat £150), Germany-East 1951 Friendship 
with China (Cat £350) & Netherlands 1946/47 Wilhelmina 1g to 10g (Cat £675) plus Portugal 1951 NATO (Cat £510). 
Also Switzerland M/S's with 1936 Defence Fund (Cat £65) & 1943 Cantonal Stamp Cent block of 12 (Cat £75). All fine 
MUH. Total Cat £2000+ (16 + 2 M/Sheets). $600 

298 Middle East "Paquebot Mail from the Middle East After 1945" Exhibition collection written up on 45 pages (3 frames). 
Range of covers & postcards posted by crew & passengers to connect with flights via ports of Galata, Izmar (Turkey), 
Rhodes, Limassol, Beirut, Haifa, Port Said, Port Taufiq & Ports of Aden, Basrah, Kuwait, Dubai & Bahrain. Exhibit 
explains the rates and procedures for postings at sea & specifically through the Middle East & Egypt in particular. 
Noted GB 2½d Coronation tied by Paquebot Port Said "Maiden Voyage Posted at Sea" & oval "1st Class Bureau SS 
Arcadia" h/s's plus similar cachet on GB ½d x3 (1954) addressed to USA with "Iberia" h/s & on 6d airletter (1959). 
Paquebot strikes for Port Taufiq, Aden, Djibouti, Bahrain & Basra all en route to airport connections. Others are airmail 
covers posted by passengers at sea through Red Sea to various destinations but all with Port Said or Port Taufiq 
"Paquebot" strikes. Obviously many ship cachets plus odd instructional markings eg "Via Kuwait Persian Gulf". Fine 
throughout & viewing highly recommended. Ex Ross Wood. (91 items) $500 

299 South Atlantic KGVI sets of Ascension, St Helena & Tristan da Cunha. The Ascension MLH (no 1d Green Mtn or 3d 
Long Beach blue & black) & used simplified. St Helena sets are MUH & Tristan MLH & used. Cat. £600+ (81) $180 

300 World QV to 1976 range of covers etc comprising 45 GB mainly late QV/KGV cards & covers to Germany but most 
interest in 31 covers & wrappers from Australia, South Africa to GB, Germany & USA. The South Africa incls "Cape 
Colony" 1900 P/C with "Boer War - Rhodesia Horse" group of soldiers on the b&w picture side & 2 x Transvaal "ERI" 
ovptd covers to England with oval "Passed Press Censor Johannesburg" plus useful Aust covers incl 1956 Olympic set 
on airmail cover to Germany bearing 2/-, 1/- & KGV 5d franking. Also March 1938 airmail cover to Germany with 9d 
kangaroo x 2 & 3d KGVI tied by Ship Mail Room Melbourne cds. An ovptd VRI Orange Free State cover to POW at 
Greenpoint Army Camp with triangular Press Censor cachet completes this interesting group. (75 items) $100 



301 World 1862-1980 on leaves in huge Yvert printed album. Comprises USA (average), Fr.Morocco with 1922/27, 1928 & 
1944 Airs MLH plus complete postage/airs/charities 1939 to 1955 mainly MLH. Australia incls various used kangaroos 
to 2/- plus "Specimen" £1 grey 3rd wmk, set of 3 CofA "Specimen" high vals plus extra 10/- & £2. KGV heads used 
range to 1/4d with 1930's commems incl 5/- SHB & 1/- Vic Cent CTO. Also 1949 Arms "Specimen" set of 3 MLH, 10/- 
Flinders "Specimen" & decimal Navigators $1 & $2 "Specimen". Nearly complete 1950-1966 incl AAT 1966 to $1 MLH, 
Airs incl 3d green perf "OS" CTO, Kingsford Smith 6d "OS" & a few PD's plus perfined "OS" KGV (16) to 1/4d & ovptd 
"OS" to 4d. Territories MLH/used (many both) incl 1958 Christmas Isl, Norfolk Is 1947-1963 to 10/- & a few later. 
Finally NZ sparse to 1940 & then 1960 3/- sepia, 5/-, 10/- & £1 MLH. Interesting lot with unusual combination of 
countries for a printed album. Generally clean & good to fine. (1000s) $450 

302 World Mainly foreign countries all thematically arranged with MLH, used/CTO of largely pictorial sets to c1980 in 26 
binders & 2 peg-fitting albums. Fine & clean throughout noting many MLH sets of cat. £50+ from Thailand, Italian & 
Portuguese Colonies plus better singles incl Japan 1949 Postal Week, Saar 1952 Stamp Day, Belgium 1957 Antarctic 
M/S MLH (thins) & Suriname 1953/55 Exhibition M/S (Cat. £120). Whilst there is a plethora of CTO & MLH sets of 
Eastern Europe & much "back of the book" material, these have been ignored in assessing the overall value of this lot. 
Themes covered are wild animals, birds, insects, marine life, butterflies, flowers, transport & more arranged by 
continent in separate country order alphabetically. Highlights abound & will be appreciated on viewing, for example the 
early 1960's ex-French colony high val birds. Majority 1950's-1970's but some significant cat. value in 1930's-1940's as 
well, noting France 1947 500f green air MLH, Eritrea 1936 Airs MLH/used & Romania 1945 Patriotic Defence Fund 
plus the various colonial pictorial sets of the period incl Sao Tome & Principe 1948 fruits MLH (Cat. £180). Viewing 
highly recommended. (1000s plus a few M/S's & covers) $800 

303 World "A-Y" mainly used in thick "Invicta" peg album. Noted a damaged GB 1840 1d black with very modest pickings 
elsewhere. Nothing to raise your pulse rate, but lots to work on! (1000s) $40 

304 World 1890's-2006 random range in 4 vols on 100+ "as new" Prinz double sided leaves (retail at $2.20 ea.). Majority 
used but many MUH/MLH singles & sets with odd better eg Andorra (French) 2006 MUH commems (Cat. £12), Austria 
Riding School M/S (Cat. £7) etc. One vol all Hungary. Reserve based on value of pages! (100s)  $75 

305 World incl USA "World of Dinosaurs" sheet of 16, Peru & IOM low val full sheets, QV-1970's covers, postcards (many 
used pre-1900), GB KGVI formular regd letter & KGV 1½d lettercard unused plus various Belgium pre-stamped 
postcards unused & other postal stationery. MUH incl Jersey 1972 flowers set of 4 in blocks of 10, NZ 1957 Health M/S 
(upright wmk), Falklands KGVI 2½d sheep x 58 in 3 blocks MUH, Brazil 1909 Pan Am Congress 200r x8 MLH (Cat. 
£10.50 ea) & approx. 30 M/S's of 1960's-1970's (Russia etc). Bound to be discoveries amongst the oldies in this lot but 
should be viewed as cond of early covers/cards varies. (100s) $60 

306 World stamps, cards, covers & booklets in shoebox. Noted Australia 1937/63 FDC range cancelled Popanyinning 
(WA), Cocos 1963 set on FDC & 2014 Emden PNC, GB "Greetings" booklets, 1971 cover to WA with handstamp 
"Posting delayed by the Post Office strike 1971", Egypt 1975 issues in much blocks, Australia 1996 AFL self 
adhesives, NZ "Lord of the Rings" sheetlets ovptd "2006 Kiwipex), Jersey QEII £5 FDC, stockcards of cheap British 
Commonwealth, odd Austria, Germany & USA. Well worth close look & "priced to sell". (qty) $100 

307 World range of presentation packs (NZ) & postcards (NZ, Italy, Bahrain, Germany, Lebanon & others) plus Montserrat 
1981 butterflies sheetlets of 10, Samoa 1976 Bicent of US & Mexico Chichen Itza M/S with others to 1999. Even incls a 
1977 Singapore Drivers License with Serangoon Garden cds! All appear in VG cond. (100+) $30 

308 World in 3 volumes comprising display book of PNG 1980's sets in imprint blocks on Hagners, stockbook of Czech 
revenues, stockbook of KUT KGVI singles & blocks to 1/- MUH/MLH. Balance of consignment lot. (100s) $50 

309 World 1921 Triumph album, well used, with a wide range of countries in mixed cond from earlies to 1930's. Best item 
sighted in a "quick flick" was Dominica 5/- KGV 5/- with clear fiscal rubber stamp. Maybe better items with time (1000+) $40 

310 World accumulation noting GB QV 6d pl.16 used (SG 147, Cat. £85), German S.W. Africa 1906/19 "yachts" to 5mk 
MLH plus no wmk 25, 40, 50pf, S.W.A. War Effort MUH/MLH pairs (some "bantams" stained) plus later incl animals 
decimal booklets & decimal PD's MUH Also a few ovpts on South Africa & Transvaal, post-1960 Cook Is, St Helena, 
Samoa to $5 & St Vincent $5, $10 & $20 "Stamp Duty" ovpts. Approx. 300 diff & duplicates plus some M/S's. $75 

311 World overlapping MLH & used in noting Trinidad & Tobago, Swaziland, Somaliland, Austria, San Marino, Norway, 
Sweden, NZ & Italy, the latter to 1990's. Cond varies with odd toned perf but Swaziland 1956 to £1 x 2 sets are MLH, 
Somaliland 1956 to 10/- MLH & San Marino 1935 Delfico MLH. Heavy dupl in many issues. (1000s) $90 

312 World A-U foreign pre-1940 mainly used in old springback binder. Cond varies but some good to F/U France & other 
minor pickings. Entertainment value. (100s) $30 

313 World "Balance of consignment" comprising Australia 14/8/36 airmail cover registered to England, possibly carried on 
first flight after the "Scipie" crash, bearing two line "Air Mail" h/s & 20/11/26 ordinary mail cover to England with 4 diff 
"South Australia Centenary Celebrations" vignettes on front & 5 more on reverse. 1932 SHB covers (12) all with 
commercial FDI usage (some faults) to Sydney addresses, Northern Rhodesia 1937 Coronation & KGVI defins used to 
5/-, Hagner with Aust KGVI 2d scarlet lower margin block of 8 x2, 3d Die III block & KGV 1/4d Ash imprint block all 
MLH. Finally, Belgium 1931 balloon set MLH, 1951 glider pair MUH & China 1927 45¢, 60¢, 90¢ airs with "star" tail. $100 

314 World Forgeries, Fakes & Facsimiles of mainly 19th century issues on Hagners, album leaves & stockcards. Noted 
Fournier & Spiro forgeries of early North Borneo plus obvious forgeries of CGH & other Commonwealth incl WA. Noted 
3½d YMCA block with faked removal of triangle on one but better quality forgeries of British Guiana, Samoa, Finland & 
more. Interesting lot with some annotations on album pages. (100+) $100 

315 World Better items in display book noting France 1936 Charity & 1949 & 1957 Airs; French Guiana 1947 Airs; Saar 
1949 Horse Day MUH; Austria 1955 10th Anniv set MUH; New Hebrides 1920/24 surcharges CTO; Basutoland QEII 
10/-; Malta "Pnney" error in pair with normal; Luxembourg 1949 UPU set & Vatican 1929 5 lire & 1933 1l, 1l25 & 2l all 
used plus W. Germany 1955 Relief Fund MLH & Gambia "cameo" 2d rose, 2d orange & 6d olive green used. Also WA 
2/6d MLH; NZ KGV 1½d vertical perf change pair; Gibraltar 1960 2/- & £1 MUH, 10/- MVLH; Berlin 3mk ovpt in black & 
Br.Solomons 1940 PD's MLH plus many other useful sets. STC by vendor at £1730 plus varieties & covers. (c100) $180 

316 World Range on original old Victorian club circuit sheets priced in pre-decimal days & containing some Czech & lots of 
Poland. Also a page of USA "documentary" types to $10, France & Germany plus other early odds but no highlights. 
Very mixed cond although 1950's Poland generally fine. (100s) $20 

317 World Covers, postcards, FDC's (noted Ireland 1953 1/4d Antosted), maxicards, odd pack & souvenir card folders (GB 
pre 1970) etc. Mixed 1900-1980's mint & used b/w & colour postcards completes this diverse lot. (100s) $50 

318 World in 2 "Globe" albums, "ETA" album & large springback stock album of Austria & Bosnia/Herzegovina dupl used to 
1918. Albums to 1950's with odd better incl GB £1 RSW F/U & Austria 1950 60g bird used. Mixed cond. (100s) $40 

319 World M/S's, sheetlets & blocks in large Lighthouse stockbook. Much Bulgaria, Germany, Russia & Poland but wider 
range of other countries with items cat. up to £14 each e.g. Jordan 1965 ovpt, Liechtenstein 1962 & sheetlets of 9 
Yugoslavia 1975 & 1977 floral sets of 6. Strong in 1970's fine MUH & CTO. (c150 units) $80 



320 World "Balance of consignment" on stockcards comprising Belgium 1905 1f orange (no label) MLH, Saar 1952 15f no 
imprint block of 10 MUH (Cat. £11.50 each), UN Geneva 3f, 5f, 10f WHO used (Cat. £170), Tobago QV "½d Postage" 
on 4d (no gum, stained by tissue interleaving but cat. £140), Tonga 1893 7½d on 8d carmine used & Cook Is 1938 high 
vals MLH (SG 127/29) plus NSW 1856/60 2d pair used & SA PPC's (2) with 1909 squared circle cancels of Gawler 
Railway & Talya. Interesting group. (21 stamps, 2 postcards) $100 

321 World on Canberra Philatelic Society circuit sheets. Largely used with odd MLH. Incls 1960's-1980 Aust & Africa & 
1960's-1970's Germany, Romania, Czech & others. A clean lot with vendor reselling after paying $60 at auction & 
taking out only a Tassie pmk! (100s) $30 

322 World 1950's-2000's used "odds" sorted by country on 52 "as new" Prinz double sided pages or Hagner equivalents. 
Incls Singapore & Hong Kong noting vals to $50 of the latter. Some common MUH but in truth, pages probably worth 
more than the stamps. (100s) $40 

323 World Random lot on stockcards & Hagners noting Ceylon KGVI MLH vals (11) to 5R, GB 1952 Tudor Crown set MLH 
& 1883/84 10/- pale ultramarine used, Hagner of South Aust with 1876 9d MLH & 1/- duty stamp x 5 & a page of 
kangaroos to 2/- in mixed cond. Also Hagner of Hawaii dupl used to 10¢ (nothing scarce), Orange River Colony KEVII 
5/- F/U & 2½d pair, Natal QV 5/- x 2 with crowned "Customs House" cancels, France 1950 Paris Millenary labels in 5 
colours & a Hagner of 1950's China odds. Finally, Croatia WWII imperfs & Albania 5q, 10q & 15q unused 
postcards/letters ovptd "14 Shtator 1943" (14). Interesting mix. (100+) $100 

324 World Selection comprising Cameroun 1960 Reunification 20F to 60F, France 1957/59 Air 300F to 1000F (Cat £130), 
Germany-East 1951 Friendship with China (Cat £350), Germany-West 1954 Heuss set to 3Dm (Cat £350), Sudan 
1990 Surcharges h/s's £5 on 20p & £10 on 10p with upright & inverted ovpts (Michel IV/V (Cat Euros 1000). Finally 
Switzerland M/S's for 1936 Defence Fund (Cat £65) & 1943 Cantonal Stamp Cent block of 12 (Cat £75). All fine MUH.  $360 

325 World Vintage Premier Globe stamp album with Aust & states having been removed. Odd better noted incl Canada 
1934 10¢ Empire Loyalists used, Fiji KGVI 2d Die I & 5d "blue canes" MLH, 6d Die I MLH, GB 1883 5/- used & Papua 
1938 50th Anniversary MLH. Mixed cond but an enjoyable "project". (1000s) $50 

326 World Registration Labels World range mounted on leaves noting GB (66), Hong Kong (25), Singapore, S.Africa, Niue, 
Nauru, Solomon Is, Cook Is, Malaysia, India, PNG (a good range) & Japan plus a few others. Might tempt a 
prospective collector of "something new". (100s) $50 

327 World "Balance of consignment" lot incl censored, taxed, anniversary, airmail, POW & stampless mail incl some 
signed. Noted 1895 India 2a 6p PSE uprated same & addressed to Sark, Channel Islands, 1923 Dakar-Casablanca, 
1894 Trinidad wrapper, 1817 pre-stamp letter Calcutta-Bordeaux, 1907 New York-Naples registered business cover, 
1919 piece with 10 diff Czech ovpts tied by Cerna Hora cds of 21.1.20, Germany 23.8.23 cover to USA with 2000mk 
franking, 1936 Hyderabad-Madras with mixed state/national franking & Arbuckle Bros collector card (New York) with 
Australia map & images of black swan, kangaroo etc. Viewing recommended! (20) $200 

 AUSTRALIA - COLLECTIONS & ACCUMULATIONS 
 

328 Kangaroos 1913 1d used x 33 on stockcard with ACSC varieties STC $1300. Incls "OS/NSW" perfin strip 3, pair & 2 
singles. Noted inverted wmks (3) but varieties not annotated so some work to do. (33) $100 

329 Kangaroos ½d to £2 simplified (excl £1) used set in good to fine used cond. With a range of wmks & Dies. Incls 5/- 
SMW good used, 10/- CofA very F/U, centred high & £2 slightly aged. Worthwhile set at this reserve. (16) $200 

330 Kangaroos ½d to 10/- used vals all perfined "OS" incl large "OS" 1d (4), 3d, 4d, 6d (2) & 1/- with others all small noting 
both shades of 4d, 2/- brown x 3, 5/- x 3 & 10/- x 2. Generally good to fine incl 2nd wmk 2/- & 5/- (2) & 3rd wmk 2/- (2), 
5/- & 10/- (2). ACSC $2800+ for 1/- to 10/- vals alone (40) $280 

331 Kangaroos 1931/36 CofA wmk selection on 2 leaves comprising 9d MLH & used x 2 each, 2/- x 6 MUH (mainly type 
B) & used (A & B) & 5/- x 3 F/used plus 10/- x 3 good to F/U. Also 6d "OS" ovpt x 3 MUH & unovptd single MLH. A 
good lot. ACSC Cat. $1600+ (23) $300 

332 Kangaroos Off paper range with 2d, 2½d, 3d, 6d chestnut, 9d, 1/- & 2/- maroon used in 2 stockbooks. Typically mixed 
cond with perf "OS", "OS/NSW" examples also noted. Cancellations incl good percentage of cds with a few parcel & 
machine strikes. All vals are duplicated, lowest 2½d x 110 & highest 3d x 300+. Obvious shade range but no claims of 
varieties which should keep purchaser busy for weeks! (c1800) $200 

333 Kangaroos Small MLH group with ½d green, 3rd wmk 2½d indigo, 3d olive Die I & 6d milky blue & CofA 6d & 2/- type 
B with latter 2 MUH. Variable centring. ACSC Cat. $530 (6) $75 

334 Kangaroos Dupl range off paper on 8 Hagners with 400 comprised of 2d, 6d ultra, 9d & 1/- vals noting many 2nd wmk 
incl 2d block of 6. Cond is very mixed with many perfd "OS" & "OS/NSW" but it's a clean lot with no stains or blunt 
corners & viewing may encourage your bid. Massive cat. value in the 2nd wmk examples alone. Also 35 odd vals from 
½d to 2/- on stockcards & 8 x KGV incl 4d ultramarine. (c470) $180 

335 Kangaroos Good to fine used ACSC listed varieties for vals from 2d to 2/- (no 1st wmk items) all annotated on 
Hagners incl some unlisted but not counted in the total stated ACSC catalogue value of $12,375. Most are faulty to 
some degree incl some heavily cancelled but not obscuring identification of varieties & reflected in very conservative 
reserve. Inspection is recommended. (134) $200 

336 Kangaroos MLH & used range incl NWPI ovpts (7) to 2/- on Hagner. Noted inverted wmks on 1st wmk 1d & 3d used, 
3rd wmk 2d, 3d plus "OS" & 5/- all used. Various upright wmks with majority MLH incl 3rd wmk 2½d x 3 & CofA 9d. 
Also 4d CTO & 2/- brown 3rd wmk used. Centering varies but good value at this conservative reserve. ACSC Cat. 
$2000 (30, incl 7 NWPI) $200 

337 Kangaroos Off paper accum in cigar box with lots of 6d "OS/NSW" perfins on 2nd wmk plus other 2nd wmk low vals 
noting 1/- similarly perfined. Quick "quality control check" indicates that this is a clean lot with collectable copies 
throughout & likely to repay close checking for flaws but without apparent cancellation interest. (800+) $100 

338 Kangaroos Selection written up on leaves incl 1d x 8 with large "OS" block of 6, 2d grey 3rd wmk Die II MUH, 1st wmk 
3d olive MH & 3d wmk Die I MH. Also 3rd wmk 1/- Die IIb F/U, 2/- maroon perfd "OS" with "spot on WA coast" variety 
(ACSC 38(1)g, Cat. $300 perf OS) & CofA redrawn Die MUH block of 4 plus 5/- very F/U. Cat. $300 (21 stamps) $160 

339 Kangaroos Used accum off paper in biscuit tin. Lots of 3d (mainly 3rd wmk) with lesser quantities of 6d chestnut & 1/- 
with no other vals sighted. Some "OS" & "OS/NSW" perfined & majority eastern states pmks with many F/U. A clean lot 
with very few "ugly" cancels. (c1000) $100 

340 Kangaroos 5/- vals in small cigar box. All wmks appear to be represented, many with parcel cancellations. Some 
damaged perfs, staining etc. but possible pickings. (approx. 130) $80 

341 Kangaroos Vals to 2/- duplicated used incl some perf "OS". Appears to be collector's duplicates so likely to have been 
checked for varieties but maybe some were missed!! (1000+) $80 



342 Kangaroos Small "OS" perfined collection comprising 1st wmk complete to 2/- brown (13) incl 1d red Die I, Die II, & 
Die IIA. 2½d has neat parcel cancel & few short perfs at right, 3d Die I, off centre with 4d, 5d, 6d & 1/-  good used to 
F/U & 9d violet centred right with few short perfs & 2/- brown also F/U. 2nd wmk has 2d, 6d & 2/- brown F/U, the latter 
with bold Melbourne 17 cds. 3rd wmk with 2d x2, 2½d, 3d Die I & Die IIB, 6d blue Die II & Die IIB, 6d brown, 9d Die IIB 
x 2 & 1/- with both Die II & Die IIB (CTO) plus 2/- maroon F/U. centred low. Finally SM wmk with 6d, 9d, 1/- & 2/- F/U, 
9d & 1/- off centre. In all a sound basis upon which to build an attractive collection. SG Cat. value £1000+ (33) $400 

343 Kangaroos "OS" perfined good to fine used range with 1st wmk large OS 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d & 1/-, small OS 1d, 4d, 6d 
& 1/-, 2nd wmk 2d, 3rd wmk 2½d , 3d, 6d blue, 2/- brown, 2/- maroon x2, 5/- (parcel cancel), SMW 6d & 9d, high Cat 
value. The 3d large OS passes the Simon Dunkley test for Die II & the 1/- small OS has a break in the top frame of "l" 
of Australia. Nice lot with a few minor faults. (20) $150 

344 Kangaroos & KGV "balance of consignment" lot with 9 kangaroos perfd "OS" incl 3d, 4d & 6d large, 9 x KGV perfd 
"OS" & page of WA swans incl block of 4 (SG 110a) 'Half-penny" on 3d surcharge MUH/MLH plus a range of annotated 
KGV 1d red flaws etc incl rosine on rough paper "OS" with Starling certificate. Finally a selection of 1d red "tin shed" 
flaws (72) & miscellaneous inking flaws (30). Mostly smooth papers with some better shades. Useful pickings with 
conservative reserve. $80 

345 Kangaroos & KGV Dupl used in quality black-leaved large Schaubek stockbook. Kangaroos incl 2/- CofA x 50 & KGV 
sorted by face value with mostly 2d, 3d, 4d & 5d vals. Also common KGVI defins, 1/6d Air (c200) & 1932 6d 
kookaburra (160+) plus a page of GB KGV/VI incl KGVI 2/6d brown (3). Mixed cond. (1000+) $80 

346 Kangaroos & KGV range to 5/- (123) & KGV to 1/4d (213) on Hagners in mixed wmks & perfs. Useful F/U pickings but 
majority are only good used with mixed centering. (330+) $75 

347 Kangaroos & KGV selection on 4 Hagners with former to 5/- (4) incl CofA imprint block 2/- maroon, Die II. KGV incls  
4 x lemon F/U & pale yellow orange perfined "OS" & 4d Die II CTO. Some WA swans & other odds. Useful pickings 
with care & a better than average lot. (approx. 100) $80 

348 KGV ½d issues mounted & written up on pages incl ½d green with single wmk 2 MUH & LMW x 2 MUH. ½d orange 
with single wmk inverted wmk x 6 incl block of 4 & singles MUH & used plus selvedge strip of 6 from top of sheet 
(hinged selvedge only). SMW perf. 14 MUH pair, SMW perf. 13½x12½ in MUH/MLH block of 4 plus Ash imprint block 
of 4 (ACSC 69(8)z) & MH & used single. Finally CofA MLH single. (29) $140 

349 KGV ½d to 1/4d simplified set of 23 fine used. A fine fault free group. Cat. $120 (23) $50 
350 KGV ditto in MLH to MVLH cond. Fresh with better than average centering. Cat. $545 (23) $200 
351 KGV ditto in fine MUH cond. ½d & 4d range & ultramarine are marginal. Centering above average. Rarely offered 

complete at such a reserve. ACSC Cat. $1500 (23) $600 
352 KGV ½d to 2d MUH/MLH low val singles, pairs & blocks of 4. Mainly SMW incl CofA 2d red block of 4 with inverted 

wmk, a couple of listed varieties noting MUH pair, hinged selvedge only, (ACSC 93(1)k), MLH pair (ACSC 92(1)q), 
2 x John Ash CofA wmk imprint blocks of 4 perfined "VG", one with "G" with 10 holes & other with 11 holes & both 
MUH. Useful to the specialist. (14 blocks of 4, 5 pairs & 10 singles) $120 

353 KGV 1½d browns/black-brown bundleware in off-paper bundles with mixed cds & machine cancels. Potential for 
varieties. (c1000) $120 

354 KGV 1½d Die I browns & greens written up on Devon pages with single wmk black-brown, single wmk x 2 used with 
varieties & Harrison imprint pair MH. LMW wmk inverted MVLH plus 2 used varieties. Brown single wmk MUH single 
plus 3 used varieties, LMW positional plate block of 6 electro IV 45, 46/ 57, 58 MUH x 5  & MLH plus bright red-brown 
single wmk with MUH single. Finally 1½d green MUH block of 4, MLH single with "flaw under King's ear" & "large white 
flaw" used variety (ACSC 88(U)e). (24) $150 

355 KGV 1½d Die I plate 1 to 28. Specialised collection in 4 SG Devon albums noting black-brown (c300), brown & red-
brown (c750), green (c300) & red (c1600). Over 2800 stamps assigned to the appropriate plate 1-28. Some dupl of up 
to 10 for some plate positions. Incls mostly used singles with a few blocks, strips & pairs. Most examples are good to 
very fine used.  It appears that only high value "cracked plates" have been extracted with numerous ACSC listed 
varieties present with a high total catalogue val. Viewing recommended for the KGV specialist. (2800+) $2,000 

356 KGV 1½d red Die I & Die II range of varieties in block pairs & singles incl single wmk selvedge corner single with 
inverted wmk & showing ACSC 89(22)e (Cat. $175 + premium for variety), coarse mesh paper MUH with ACSC 89Aan 
(Cat. $225), no wmk MUH corner selvedge pair, electro 18 L55, 56 MUH plus F/U single perfd "OS" (Cat. $175), Die II 
SMW perf. 13½x12½ (ACSC 92ab) & translucent paper x 2 MUH singles (Cat. $175 ea.). Also 1½d brown Die II SMW 
perf. 13½x12½ varietal pair & "N over A" John Ash imprint block of 4. Well worth viewing with a cat. val of $2000+ (45) $450 

357 KGV 1½d reds bundleware off-paper. A clean lot with mixed cds & machine cancels in 20 bundles. (2000) $100 
358 KGV 1½d reds with mixed wmks, Dies, perforations, shades etc. Should appeal to the specialist & postmark 

enthusiast. Neatly presented on Hagner sheets with vendor reporting "not checked". (1000+) $100 
359 KGV 1½d varieties incl LMW "long second "E" & "white flaw over "P" of "Postage"" varieties F/U (ACSC 84(3)g & m) & 

1½d red single wmk with 6 diff vars incl ACSC 89(17)l, (22)I & j, 23l & t, & (24)n. MLH x 4  & MUH x 2. Total cat. v$380 $120 
360 KGV 1d green bundleware with 100 x 19 incl 2 bundles perfined "OS" & others sorted by wmk Cr/A & Multiple Crown. 

Cond well above average for bundleware. Potential for varieties/flaws if not already checked? (1900) $80 
361 KGV 1d green, SMW Perf. 13½x12½ selection with pane 2 ACSC 81(1)f in pair with normal MUH, block of 4 pane III, 

positions 23 & 24/ 39 & 40 incl "penny flaw" & "rusted top right corner" varieties MUH/MLH (ACSC 81(2)d/e), block of 4 
positions 53 & 54/ 59 & 60 with "run "n" third state retouched" MUH & block of 6 plate VII, positions 13 & 14/ 19 & 20/ 
25 & 26 incl "distorted one penny",  "thin one penny" & "ny join" MUH/MLH varieties (ACSC 81(4)k, l & m) plus a single 
with "distorted one penny" MUH (81(4)k) & single "kangaroo's tongue retouch" MH (81(4qa). VG cond, odd minor fault. 
Total cat. $425 (6 items) $130 

362 KGV 1d green, CofA wmk written up pages of plate varieties incl 12 single stamps, 7 pairs, a strip of 8, 4 blocks of 4 & 
a block of 6. Most stamps with identified plate positions. Many MUH, others MLH. ACSC Cat. $850+ $220 

363 KGV 1d green, CofA A wmk small MUH/MH accum of shades, imprints (mainly pairs), a block & an imprint strip of 4 
with John Ash imprint ovptd "OS". Some plate varieties identified. (8 items - 32 stamps) $50 

364 KGV 1d greens in mixed wmks. A huge bulk lot of many 1000's off paper noting pairs & strips. Lots to sort through with 
the added bonus of postmark potential. Damaged or heavy postmarked stamps appear to be removed. (1000s) $200 

365 KGV 1d greens with varieties noting single wmk "ferns" MLH/MH plus block 4 with "wattle line", "nick left frame" & 
"neck flaw" MUH/MLH plus LMW Harrison imprint block of 4 with "ferns" & "RA join" MH (creased). No wmk perfined 
"OS" F/U & SMW perf. 14 MUH. Finally, SMW perf. 13½x12½ Die II pair MH (toned gum) & Ash imprint block of 4 
MLH/MH plus CofA Ash imprint block of 4 MUH. (25 stamps) $120 

366 KGV 1d red dated collection from Oct 1914 to June 1922. The period from Oct 1914 to Nov 1918 is largely complete 
except for Sundays. Noted rough & smooth papers, useful postmarks & shades. An attractive, clean lot with viewing 
recommended. (c1400) $750 



367 KGV 1d red, Die III selection with 11 examples noting carmine red, deep red, inverted wmk, perf "OS NSW", "BN" 
private perfin & 6 varieties incl ACSC 75d (centered left), 75g F/U, 75h F/U, 75j with double cancel close to variety & 
75l good used plus & 75o centred right but F/U. Useful group. Cat. $1500 (11) $400 

368 KGV 1d red, LMW from Harrison printing with 20 used copies annotated with shades &/or varieties. Incls 2 x perf "OS", 
an "OS NSW", "T " & a private perfin. Varieties incl ACSC 74(3)e, (3)g, (3)h (off centre), (3)n, (3)p (centred left), (4)f, 
(4)h (ragged perfs) & (4)j all fine used. High cat. value of c$1800 (20) $400 

369 KGV 1d red & violets selection on annotated pages incl single wmk SLP MH & used, single wmk smooth paper used 
with varieties incl "secret mark" in F/U strip of 4 with "GR W" perfin, Die I & II pair, two MLH pairs showing "neck flaw" & 
"Run N" on rough paper, "ferns" F/U & MUH block of 6 with some perf separation. LMW MUH & MLH, Die III MLH & 
F/U x 2x. 1d violet with "Secret Mark" MUH & "ferns" pair MUH. A useful lot. (39) $160 

370 KGV bundleware with 1d red x 300, 1d green x 800 (mainly CofA wmk) incl a good percentage of cds strikes. Possibly 
checked for varieties? (1100) $70 

371 KGV 1½d brown, CofA, plate dot upper right pair & another pair with "thinned top frame" variety (ACSC 94(I)q) plus 2d 
scarlet singles & 5d pair with minor flaw in crown top on right hand unit. All MUH/MLH. ACSC Cat. $170+ $40 

372 KGV 2d orange, 2d brown & 2d red Die I studies written up on leaves incl 2d brown Die II & 2d red Die III, range of 
orange shades (8) MUH, "Two" variety in MUH selvedge strip of 3 & perfd "OS" with inverted wmk used. Also 2d brown 
Die I pair with "large white flaw in LVT" (ACSC 97(16)f(MH), Cat. $290) & 2d red brown Die II imprint pairs "N over N" & 
"N over A". Cat. $800+ (39 stamps) $200 

373 KGV 2d red bundleware on/off paper with mixed cds & machine cancels. (2200, of which nearly 1000 are on paper) $75 
374 KGV 2d reds loose in a shoebox. Most, if not all, will probably be Die III's with CofA wmk however some multiples 

noted plus possible WA postmark interest. (1000s) $50 
375 KGV 3d blue single wmk MUH example (off centre), MLH well centred (light even gum toning), a "dry ink" variety MLH 

but off centre & fluffy perfs. Also, Small Mult Wmk Perf. 13½x12½ Die I, type A, MLH (off centre, fluffy perfs) & Die II 
with "retouched ST" variety MLH (off centre) plus CofA wmk with 2 x MLH incl an ovptd "OS", MLH & MUH top 
selvedge block of four. Total cat. $675 $60 

376 KGV 3d blue single wmk MUH single plus block of 4 with "deformed "e" of Postage" variety (ACSC 104e) plus MLH 
pair with "thickening upper right frame" variety (ACSC 105(3)d). Also type A/B Mullett imprint pair with "white flaw over 
"ia" of Australia" variety MLH (ACSC 106(4)j), type B single with unlisted "white flaw on outside of oval opposite "LIA"" 
MUH & 3d Die II SMW single & gutter pair MUH plus CofA MUH single. Nice lot. Total cat. $1400+ (15 stamps) $350 

377 KGV 4d orange study incl 4d lemon MVLH. Orange perfd "OS" & orange-buff, both MUH but creased, 3 used 
examples with "line through 4d", shades B, I & H & used "OS" with "dot over "FO" of "FOUR"" variety. Total Cat $1850 
(7 stamps) $250 

378 KGV 4d vals written up on leaves with violet, blue & olive colours. 4d violet fine MUH, 4d blue with inverted wmk MUH 
(tone spot) & 4d olive single wmk MLH. SMW perf. 14 MLH (tone spot at base), SMW perf. 13½x12½ MLH & CofA 
wmk MLH. Total Cat. $760 (7 stamps) $150 

379 KGV 4½d violet vals with single wmk perfd "OS" F/U, ACSC 118vd variety in F/U pair (Boulder cds) plus another F/U 
example with heavy inking at base. SMW perf. 14 MUH & F/U single. SMW perf. 13½x12½ MUH plus F/U with "white 
flaw on "A" & "E" of postage" variety (ACSC 120l) plus Die II CTO. Cat. $730 (9 stamps) $180 

380 KGV 5d browns with mixed wmks, Dies, perforations, shades etc. Arranged on Hagner sheets. Careful inspection    
may reward. (250+) $50 

381 KGV 1/4d turquoise selection with SMW perf. 14 MH single (centred left) & perfd "OS" F/U. Perf. 13½x12½ fine MLH 
plus F/U single & CofA MUH (centred left) & F/U single. Cat. $1240 (6 stamps) $300 

382 KGV 1914/20 single wmk 1d red old-time collection of shades neatly written up containing 75 smooth paper & 50 rough 
examples. All groups appear to be represented except for smooth paper Eosin & rough paper orange-brown. Incls a 
good selection of sub-shades. Beautifully annotated. Approx. 30 are Die II's. Recommended viewing. (125) $400 

383 KGV accum in small tin off paper with vals to 5d but no 1d red or 4d vals. Mainly 1d greens, 1½d scarlet & 3d blue with 
a lesser qty of 2d orange & 5d. Some perf "OS". Majority good to fine with mix of machine & cds strikes. (c600) $30 

384 KGV Single wmk low vals on Hagners MLH incl ½d green, orange, 1d red, 1½d red (7 + block of 4), 1½d black brown, 
red brown x 2, 4d orange & 2d orange (3) plus Large Multiple wmk 1d red. Stated to contain listed/unlisted varieties but 
not annotated so study required. (22) $100 

385 KGV Bundleware sorted by wmk indicated on wrapping strips. 96 bundles of 100 from a WA vendor so possibly a 
source for postmarks but bundles all tightly packed! (c9000) $100 

386 KGV Seven Seas hingeless pages with 6 pages covering all printings & wmks (5 pages in each set) plus 6 surcharge & 
ovpt "OS" pages & a couple of perf "OS" pages. A quick count revealed that almost 70% of around 440 spaces had 
been filled by stamps with 14 x 1/4d turquoise. In most cases the correct stamp had been correctly assigned to its 
respective place. The odd variety was noted. Good to fine used with some centring issues. Viewing suggested. (c300) $200 

387 KGV 41 used copies most with dated from Sept 1914 to Dec 1918 with cds cancels. Incls a useful range of smooth & 
rough paper shades noting 2 perf "OS", 1 perf "T" & perf "G NSW" plus a private perfin. Smooth paper Die I & II pair 
plus a Die II pair & smooth paper single with inverted wmk. (41) $80 

388 KGV Selection with varieties incl ½d ACSC 65(7)r MUH, 1½d ACSC 88(13)k MLH, 1½d ACSC 89(22)g good used, 2d 
ACSC 96(12)j F/U, ACSC 110C(2)f, 4d lemon-yellow with "weeping four" variety at right, good used ACSC 123r & 5d 
brown x 2 ACSC 123r/sa F/U. Total cat. $500+ (7) $150 

389 KGV Complete used collection on selected examples all with cds cancels incl 2 engraved shades, single wmk 1d reds 
Die I, II & III, SMW perf. 14 1/4d very fine, SMW perf. 13½x12½ 1d green Dies I & II plus 4½d Die I & II (Die II centred 
left) . Also ovptd "OS" F/U set. High cat. val & one of the best sets we've seen. (72) $180 

390 KGV Values to 4½d off paper in biscuit tin. A few ½d & 1d with majority 1½d browns & reds & 2d oranges plus smaller 
qty of 2d browns & 3d's. Mixed wmks with cds & machine cancels. Clean lot of well over 1000 stamps. Careful 
inspection may reward purchaser. $80 

391 KGV Used accum on 40 Hagner sheets with mainly 1d reds & greens, 1½d reds & 2d reds. Careful inspection may 
reveal useful varieties. An interesting one to save for the long winter nights!! (approx. 1500) $100 

392 KGV low vals off paper accum with at least 600 incl 1d greens & diff colours of 1½d predominating. Good to fine with 
cds examples & machine cancels. (600+) $30 

393 KGV Selection on Hagners & stockleaves with main value in MLH (20) to 1/4d incl 4d orange, 4d violet & 1/4d Single 
Crown wmk. Small Multiple wmk 3d (2), 4d & 5d plus CofA 4d & used to 1/4d (approx. 150 in total) incl "OS" perfins (4d 
violet MLH) & "OS/NSW". Also kangaroos used vals ½d to 2/- (29) & various 1934-1955 common used incl 2/- Tas 
(1953) & stockpages of mainly Victoria dupl low vals (c150). (c500) $150 

394 KGV Off paper in small box with mainly 5d CofA wmk. Noted a few 3d vals incl perf "OS" & odd 4d with an "OS" ovpt & 
1/4d sighted. Mixed cds & machine cancels. (100s) $40 



395 KGV Range of different shades with inverted wmks. 8 on smooth paper & 5 on rough. No scarce shades but all are 
good to very fine used examples incl G10, G13, G16, G17, G21, G22, G30, G31, G60/61, G62, G63, G72 & G73. (13) $65 

396 KGV Accumulation in Lighthouse stockbook complete for all wmks & vals except for 1/4d SMW perf .14 which was 
substituted by perf. 13½x12½. Noted a few minor varieties & some postmark interest. "OS" ovpts complete MLH & 
used with numerous extras. Cond varies with some toning present. Cost vendor $250 in another auction. (100s) $120 

397 KGV "OS" selection with single wmk x 14 to 4½d violet F/U SMW x 23 F/U or CTO incl very fine postally used 4½d 
violet & 1/4d CTO (off centre). High cat value with ACSC 120b, Cat. $175. (41) $70 

398 KGV Range of varieties with 30 good to fine used examples with some listed in ACSC & some unlisted. 1d green x 2, 
1½d black brown x 2, 1½d red x 18, 3d blue x 4, 1d red, 2d red & 4d blue. Useful lot at conservative reserve. (30) $30 

399 KGV selection on covers incl 1d red (1), 1½d brown (1), 1½d red (11), 2d red (6), 1½d & 3d dual franking (1) plus 5 on 
1929 Adelaide to Perth FFC's. Cond varies greatly from poor to good. (25, 4 fronts only) $75 

400 KGV range on pages with 5d chestnut single wmk MH single & used pair plus comb perf single F/U. Also single wmk 
on rough paper perfd "OS" F/U. "FIVE PENCE" on 4½d Ash imprint block of 4 (N over A) MUH/MLH plus F/U single 5d 
orange-brown. SMW perf. 13½x12½ MLH single & CofA MUH single, vertical MUH pair with "eight wattles" variety 
ACSC 123g plus (damaged) & Ash imprint (N over N) strip of 3 with no gum. Cat. $700+ (17) $150 

401 KGV Single wmk MLH group with varieties incl ½d very yellow (Cyprus) green, bright green with "white flaw on king's 
temple", 1½d brown break in bottom frame below left shield & 2d orange scratch outside left frame near base plus 
other minor varieties. (10) $40 

402 KGV Used selection with listed & unlisted varieties on 15 Hagners. Lots of 1½d reds & browns with a lesser qty of 
other vals to 1/4d. Odd perf "OS" & "OS/NSW" & all sorted by wmk. Also noted SM perf. 14 1d & 1½d, perf. 13½x12½ 
& 1½d red x 2 MLH. Should repay close investigation with inv wmk already in position inverted. (c600) $150 

403 KGV Accumulation in large stockbook with ½d to 1/4d vals, 6 of latter. Incls a page of 1d reds, 6 pages of 1d greens, 2 
pages of 1½d, 7 pages of 2d with mainly reds & a lesser numbers of other vals. Good to fine used with many cds 
cancels. Better than average. (c1000) $100 

404 KGV "Balance of consignment" with blocks, imprint blocks, pairs & singles in MUH/MLH cond plus a few used (some 
with blemishes). Noted ½d orange SMW perf. 13½dx12½d in John Ash imprint block, 2d brown SMW "N over A" Ash 
block (Cat. $150) & 5d orange brown SMW perf. 13½dx 12½d top right corner block of 4 MLH. Inspection advised.  as 
odd faults but low reserve. (11 multiples, 25 singles) $150 

405 1913-1953 MLH & used with some duplication. Excellent coverage of kangaroos & KGV sorted by wmk with kangaroos 
incl 1st wmk (68) to 1/- with ½d, 1d & 6d MLH, others used with shades & possible varieties. 2nd wmk to 1/- used, 3rd 
wmk (37) to 5/- & CofA to 1-/- incl some mistitled small mult wmk & a £2 CofA "Specimen" (blunt corner). KGV (c300) 
poor to fine but useful MLH incl 4d pale orange (2), violet, ultramarine, milky blue & olive, 4½d (2, faded), 5d (2), SM 4d 
& CofA 3d, 4d, 5/- & 1/4d. Lower vals (20) MUH/MLH to 3d. Commems incl MLH 6d brown KS, 1/- large lyre, 1/6d perf. 
11 Hermes, 1932 6d kookaburra, 1934 Vic Cent perf. 10½ MUH, 9d Macarthur, 1935 Silver Jubilee, Anzac, 1936 SA, 
1937 NSW & 1940 AIF with most equivalents good to fine used. Defins incl 1/- lyre perf. 13½x14, Robes £1 in both 
papers & 10/- Specimen plus used incl £1 thick x 2 & 1949 Arms to £2. Also a few KGVI coil pairs & 1953 3d QEII coil 
block & 2 pairs incl 2/6d Aborigine MUH. Useful for space filling & upgrading. (100s) $400 

406 1913-1965 range of MUH/MLH & used on DIY pages & odd SS. Kangaroos to 5/- in 3d wmk & KGV to 1/4d before a 
basic run to 1965. Majority good to fine used with useful singles to upgrade a poor used collection. (100s) $100 

407 1913-1965 MUH/MLH & used selection in Seven Seas hingeless album missing many of the higher vals but incls 14 
kangaroos to 2/- with KGV appearing to have only 5 missing however wmks not always correct. Kookaburra M/S MUH 
(irregular toning in bands) & almost complete 1940-1965 MUH/MLH bar high val Navigators. A second vol on standard 
SS pages with mounts added contains 19 kangaroos to 5/- (3rd wmk) & a range of KGV to 1/4d (2). Missing most key 
items to 1965 with approx. 50% of spaces filled however useful F/U pickings. Good value at this reserve. (100s) $200 

408 1913-1965 high quality MUH/MLH collection in Seven Seas hingeless album with extras of most issues from 1927-
1965. Kangaroos incl 1st wmk to 9d (excl 4d & 5d), 3rd wmk to 1/-, CofA 6d, 9d & 2/- & both wmks of 6d "OS". KGV 
comprehensive & fine throughout. No 5/- SHB but incls 1914 6d kookaburra, 1928 M/S MLH & most 1930's-1950's 
commems with extras, many MUH. 1937 Thick Robes set but 5/- & £1 Arms only. Also 1963/64 Navigators set of 8 in 
both papers & same for 5/- cattle. An outstandingly fresh collection. Viewing will impress. (633 + M/S) $1,200 

409 1913-1965 MUH/MLH/used on Seven Seas hingeless leaves with many good used items incl 1913 3d kangaroo with 
inverted wmk, 4d small "OS", 5d normal, 2/- large "OS", 1914/15 cds set of 7 (2/- perf "OS") & 3rd wmk perf "OS" to 
10/- (2/- maroon normal, 5/- ditto but faded). SMW with 5/- (heavy used), CofA 10/- & £2 Specimen MLH with other vals 
to £1 used & 6d ovptd "OS" MUH. KGV MLH range with a couple of 1d Die I's in the De II & III spots, single crown wmk 
MLH to 1/4d (4d pale yellow & 4d olive used, 4½d creased MLH) before Small Mult to 1/4d (2 x perf. 13½x12½ used) 
incl some MLH but no Die II 1d green & CofA to 5d MLH plus 1/4d used, ovptd "OS" (excl 5d). 1914 6d kookaburra 
MLH, 1932 1/- "OS" MUH, 2d & 3d "OS" KS CTO, 5/- SHB CTO, Vic Cent in both perfs with 2d & 3d MLH & 1/- used. 
Also 1934 Macarthur set of 4 MUH, 1935 Anzac MLH, SJ MLH with 2/- MUH before 1936-1940 commems MUH/MLH 
incl 1937/48 defins mixed MLH/used (no 1/- perf. 13½x14 or 10/-) noting £1 thick used & thin MLH. 1949 Arms used & 
1963/64 Navigators £2 MUH with others MLH (no £1 white paper). Most commems/defins present incl 1946 BCOF 
(excl ½d) MLH to 5/- thick. A good lot but check positioning in KGV as oddments have been mis-identified. (c370) $600 

410 1913-1965 neatly displayed in SG Senator album with some sections affected by toning or rust. Most issues are 
represented from a few low val kangaroos & KGV. 6d engraved kookaburra F/U & 1928 Kookaburra M/S MUH but tone 
spots. MUH sets incl Silver Jubilee, ANZACS, Melbourne Cent, Macarthur, Robes, Arms & Navigators etc. Most used 
stamps are good to fine used. Viewing suggested to appreciate the "gems in the rough". Very high cat. value with a 
conservative reserve. (100s) $250 

411 1913-1976 Seven Seas leaves with majority used. Mixed cond but incls 1931/36 5/-, 1928 kookaburra M/S, 1931 
Kingsford Smith incl "OS" ovpts, 1932 5/- SHB, 1934 1/- perf. 10½ CTO, 1935 2/- Silver Jubilee & 1949/50 Arms plus 
1963/64 Navigators (8) all good to fine used. Also 1970 ANPEX M/S & 1991 Christmas pane of 25 MUH plus block of 7 
on FDC. Other good to F/U examples incl 1914 6d kookaburra & most other 1930's commems plus Robes in both thin 
& thick paper sets. Useful at this reserve. (100s) $400 

412 1913-1991 used range noting some early States incl WA revenues with 1d F/U with neat central Wandering cds, 
Customs Duty with "One Cent" on ½d, WA swans to 6d, Qld Railway 3d & 6d "Innisfail (New)" pair & a 1d "Roma 
Street" & PD's to 5d before kangaroos to 5/-, KGV to 5d, Vic Cent to 1/-, Macarthur to 9d, 1/- Anzac, NSW to 9d, £1 
Robes (fault), Arms to £2 & Navigators to £1. Later useful with many CTO plus odd misc. incl 1971 Emergency Air Mail 
sheetlets. Useful pickings. (100s) $120 

413 1913-1996 range of used issues in Lighthouse Hingeless album in 2 vols with slipcases. Basic pre-decimals with 
kangaroos to 5/- (creased) & KGV to 5d with useful F/U pickings in later but no high cat items. Later decimal all 
common and sparse. Main value in the "as new" albums which would retail at $500+. $80 



414 1913-2004 range with majority used on leaves & Hagners in 2 binders. Useful Kangaroos incl 1913 to 1/- with 4d 
orange-yellow & later wmks with 1915 to 3d, 1918 to 5/-, 1926/30 to 5/- perf "OS" & 1931/36 to 5/-,. Duplicated KGV to 
1/4d with hundreds semi-sorted. 1927-1939 commems incl some MLH or with used extras used noting 1937/48 Robes 
x 3 sets used, 1948/50 Arms to £2 & 1964 Navigators to £1. Some decimal varieties (minor) & a few MUH incl post-
2000. Cond varies & coverage is haphazard in later decimals, but well worth reserve. (1000s) $120 

415 1913-2010 mainly used duplicated range sorted in chronological order on 60+ Lighthouse Vario pages or Hagners. 
Patchy pre-decimal with kangaroos to 5/- & KGV to 1/4d (2) but noted 1937 NSW set of 3 MLH. Strong decimals       
incl S/A's & high vals to $10 Gardens with plentiful F/U examples. Useful for gap filling with pages retailing at the 
reserve alone. (1000s) $50 

416 1914-1965 collection on Hagners with all 1914-1935 issues CTO or F/U. Incls 1914 6d kookaburra x 2 CTO, perfd  
"OS" pictorials, 1928 M/S, Kingsford Smith incl "OS" ovpts CTO, & fine 5/- SHB. 1934 Vic Cent in both perfs,  
Macarthur set of 4, 1935 1/- ANZAC (unused, no gum) & Silver Jubilee CTO with KGVI onwards incl thick & thin    
robes all F/U. Also 1953 food strips MUH & a few other MUH incl Navigators to £2 (set of 8) & all other issues incl 
Helecon papers (9). (307 + M/S) $500 

417 1914-2000 mainly MLH dupl range in no particular order but useful incl CofA 10/- "Specimen", KGV 1d engraved (5 
MLH), KGVI 3d blue in 5 diff dies/papers, 1953/64 2/- & 2/3d commems (21) plus decimals to $10 F/U. MUH total face 
value is $300+.Haphazard but a steal at estimate. (100s) $160 

418 1927-1965 retired dealers stock of used arranged & priced in stockbook. Many useful fine used examples with the 
majority common but difficult to find e.g. 1936 1/- SA Cent., 1956 2/- blue Olympics, 8d Anzac, etc. Incls some 
MUH/MLH plus blocks of 4 at the back incl some imprints. Useful at this reserve.(100s) $75 

419 1927-1984 on Seven Seas leaves with most mounts added. Odd MLH incl 1937 NSW 9d & 1953 Food Strips but 98% 
used noting £1 Robes, £2 Arms & £1 Navigator. Most are fair to good cond. (100s) $50 

420 1928-1965 selection on Hagners incl one with 2d KGVI mauve coil pair MLH (ACSC 228bd, Cat. $75) & 1d green QM 
coil pair with join ACSC 182bh MLH ($150) plus various annotated varieties with a total ACSC value of $1100+. Also 
noted 1914 6d engraved kookaburra CTO, 1/- ANZAC, Robes on thick & thin papers (excl 10/- thin) & Arms incl £2 x 2. 
Decimal varieties not annotated. Disorganised but useful pickings in addition to the varieties. (100s) $200 

421 1929-1957 bundle of commercial covers nearly all to USA with either airmail rate of 1/6d or surface mail. Some faults 
incl rough opening but noted 2 x taxed covers & 1942 "Naval Service" cover, 5½d KGVI registered letter front & 1957 
Wynard Perth PPC to USA. Mixed machine & cds strikes. (76 items) $50 

422 1929-1999 MUH/MLH odds on Hagners incl pre-decimal to 2/3d with decimal incl 1969 Christmas & 1971 block of 7 
plus 1999 Navigators M/S pair imperf. Also a few low val pre-decimal blocks (1950's) & Christmas Is 1958/86 album 
with only a few stamps. (100s) $30 

423 1929-2012 used stock in 3 stockbooks incl large Prinz massively overfilled. Overwhelmingly common with heavy dupl. 
but noted odd better incl 1/- Anzac, 1/- Vic Cent (3), 2/- Silver Jubilee, 10/- & £1 Robes & 7/6d Cook (2) & £1 Bass. 
Mixed cond with the collector once thinking of dealing hence the quantities. PLEASE KEEP UPRIGHT!!! (1000s) $50 

424 1930-1960's off paper accumulation. Sighted £1 Arms & a few low States used. Needs a good sort. (1000s) $40 
425 1930-1965 MUH/MLH range in SG "Utile" album noting a couple of KGV incl ½d orange single crown inverted wmk 

block & 1d green Harrison imprint pair before 1930 Sturt pair in MUH/MLH imprint blocks plus 2d plates 1-8, 1959 5/- 
cattle corner block MUH, 1962 Games x 50 sets in blocks MUH & 1963 Navigators set of 6 MUH plus 5/- block of 20 
MUH. Also some later incl 1973 7¢ Opera House perf. 14¾x14 in 4 marginal blocks of 10 MUH. Clean & fresh 
throughout. (200+ stamps) $180 

426 1930-1984 MUH/MLH range in Seven Seas Hingeless album with pages complete from 1913 (no kangaroos). Noted 
basic KGV odds, 1/- ANZAC & SJ set of 3 MLH with most common commems present plus most later QEII incls 
Navigators to 5/-, birds & commems to 2/3d vals MUH. Decimals appear complete MUH incl 1971 Christmas block of 7 
& singles. Picked over but still useful at this reserve. Decimal FV $180+ $140 

427 1938-1963 imprint pairs & blocks in stockbook plus 1948 Silver Wedding blocks (10) of low vals & few extra singles. 
Imprint pairs generally MUH noting KGVI 3d blue Die III, 1/- lyre perf. 13½x14. Blocks incl 6d kookaburra McCracken & 
Authority (x2) & 1/- lyrebird in Ash. Also 1962 2/3d Games MUH corner block. Clean lot with page of Egypt 1975 blocks 
at back plus sheet of 50. (76 imprint pairs, 25 blocks, plus Silver Wedding & Egypt) $120 

428 Pre-decimal Complete sheets for 1949 3½d UPU (84), 1954 3½d WA (120), 1959 1d QEII (160), 1962 5d CWA (80), 
1962 5d Sturt (120), 1962 5d Mission (60), 1962 5d Christmas (120), 1963 QEII green & red (both 160), 1963 5d Blue 
Mountains, (80), 5d Export (80), 1964 6d Thornbill (60),  1964 5d Christmas (60), 1965 5d Churchill (48), 1965 5d 
Monash (60), 1965 5d Hargrave (48),  1965 5d ITU (60) & 1965 5d Christmas (60). Some folded down centre 
otherwise all fine & fresh MUH & not checked for varieties so viewing suggested. (18 sheets) $180 

429 Pre-Decimals Useful fine used selection incl 6d engraved kookaburra (perf faults), K-Smith & AIF, 1/- Vic Cent (perf 
11.5), 1/- Anzac, 9d Macarthur, 10/- & £1 Robes (thick) plus £1 & £2 Navigators. Majority F/U. Retail $300+ (16) $70 

430 Pre-decimal in small tin containing glassines & stockcard segments with a few 1d, 2d, 6d blue & 9d kangaroos plus 
other pickings incl Kingsford Smith 6d violet, 6d brown & a few KGV low vals. Kangaroos 1st wmk 9d (3) & 2nd wmk 
2d, 2½d, 6d (2) are good used as is "OS/NSW" group of c25 x 6d 2nd wmk so careful inspection may reward. (c100) $30 

431 Pre-decimal MUH, MLH & used accumulation in large box file. Noted 6d KS in MUH block of 4 & 9d Marcarthur F/U so 
pickings but requires time to sort & check. (1000s) $50 

432 Pre-decimal Used accum with many useful & a high percentage of cds examples incl kangaroos with 4d (2), 5d (2), 9d 
(50+), 1/- (100+), 5/- 2nd wmk, 3rd (2), small mult, CofA (8) & 10/- CofA plus a good coverage of KGV heads sorted by 
wmk noting 1/4d single crown (3), small mult perf. 14 (2), perf. 13½x12½ (6) & CofA (6). Also 1930's commems incl 
1934 1/- Vic Cent x 28, 6d Kingsford Smith (purple x3, brown x2), 1935 1/- ANZAC (2), 1936 1/- SA (11) & 1940 6d AIF 
(6). Other better incl 1914 6d kookaburra, £1 Robes & BCOF to 2/-. Well worth careful inspection & good value at 
estimate. (1000s) $300 

433 1966-1984 MUH & used specialist collection in 2 vols focusing on varieties, misperfs, papers incl UV reactions & 
perforations noting $10 Coming South in strip of 3 From Type A sheet & pair from Type B both with colour bars in 
selvedge plus a further block of 4 & pair showing white & cream papers. Also 1966 75c Cook in plate 3 block, both $1 
Flinders perfs used, 1968 S&M gutters in thick & thin lines & with "needle through thumb", 1972 7c coil with misplaced 
green, 1973 Christmas block with 3 listed vars, 1974 Paintings study with listed vars ($1 x9, $2 x 8 & $4 x 4 all MUH) & 
1974 Christmas in Plate 1-8 blocks of 4 complete, 1977 30c Performing Arts with black colour shift, 1978 18c tree block 
with red ink smudging & all neatly written up on leaves with arrowcators. MUH FV $225+ but much higher ACSC val. $200 

434 1966-1999 random used/CTO issues on 50+ quality "as new" Prinz double sided leaves (retail $2.20 ea.). Incls 
Framas, S/A's & vals to $20 (2 F/U) with sets obtainable as high vals present but heavy duplication hence value 
probably in the pages to be honest! (1000s) $50 



435 1966-2011 complete (bar a few S/A's in 2010/11) MUH in Seven Seas Hingeless album. Incls gutters, self adhesives, 
vals to $20 & Int Post. Fresh & fine throughout. FV $2300+ with a retail of at least double this if not more for the later 
difficult issues. Albums retail at $700+ too! (3700+) $1,800 

436 1977-2002 collection in 3 Seven Seas albums largely complete in mixed MUH/MLH & used to 1990 with later mainly 
MUH incl M/S's & gutter strips, Framas & booklets with se-tenants. Standard pages 2004-2005 & hingeless from 2006-
2009 without stamps. Incls ovptd M/S's of 1990's. A clean lot with a face value of $500+ MUH from 1990. $300 

437 1988 "Living Together" definitive issue in 5 frame exhibition as submitted for the Capital Stamp Show In Wellington, NZ 
in 2015 where it was awarded a Large Silver medal. It is arranged by face value & then design from 1c to $1.00 & incls 
uprated covers, reprints (koala & kangaroo) & gutters with explanation as to rates & printers. There's much more to this 
than the $150+ face value of blocks, singles & booklets. Covers incl receipted delivery, uprated PSE's, RTS & other 
aspects of the postal usage of these issues. Unfortunately pages 2, 3, 66, 67, 71 & 72 are absent. Remarkable 
assembly that should be viewed to appreciate. Ex Ross Wood. $300 

438 Booklets 1952-1972 range of booklets all identified by Pfeffer & Crum numbers in stockbook with no apparent 
duplication. Many useful edition numbers & advert panes incl B69Hd (Cat. $100), B73Fe (Cat. $150), B76Le (Cat. 
$160) & B135S(d) Staple remake. VG cond. Total cat. $2400+ & a bargain opening at $8.50 per booklet! (47)  $400 

439 Cinderellas A mixed but interesting group on Hagners noting 6d "Spitfire" War Savings stamps x6, Tax Instalment 3d 
to £5 range of "halves" incl 12/- x 3, 18/- x 2 & block of 10/- MLH, $20 Departure Tax (3) & 1946/48 Motor Spirit Ration 
tickets x 9. Also "Cross Town-Perth" label up to 25kgs & a range of Air Mail, Express, Messenger & other AP labels 
plus 1990 Koala Research $6 M/S & 2 Hagners of KGV/QEII Postal Stationery cut outs. Finally, Aust 1940 AIF 1d 
blocks x 4 MUH & 3d Vic Cent perf. 11½ block of 6. (100s) $100 

440 Cinderellas Hutt River Province 1973-1995 comprehensive FDC, MUH & used sets on Hagners plus 2007 Christmas 
& 2015 45th Anniv sets MUH in 2 binders. Whilst 1975-1988 period is common, the later issues are a lot harder to fine. $120 

441 Cinderellas Range on Hagner incl 6d "Spitfire" War Savings Stamp vert pair, "Money is a Good Soldier Invest in the 
War Loan" within map of Australia & an illust pair showing soldier, Spitfire & battleship inscribed "For King and Empire" 
with "Unperforated owing to pressure of time" in selvedge & printed on blued paper plus 2 types of "War Bonds" with 
"By Authority AJ Mullett, Govt Print." at base of each. Incls some Tax Instalment vals to £1, a 10c NSW Cattle Duty 
Stamp & "Moto Transfer" ovpt on 2/6d Vic QV Stamp Duty issue. MUH/MLH with odd faults but frontally fine. (40) $40 

442 First Day Covers 1948-1968 selection by a range of cover makers. Incls 1950 Stamp Cent Reg'd with "On To 
Melbourne" blue Exhib cinderella on reverse& some with blocks. All typed addresses in good cond. (21 illust & 4 plain) $30 

443 First Day Covers 1953-1955 range incl 21 Guthrie plus 6 Guthrie addressed incl 2 x 1955 "First Flight Cover" printed 
envs (Guthrie?) with 1/0½d QEIII tied by Cocos Islands cds's & neighbouring "Cocos Islands First Day Service" & 
pictorial flight cachets. Also some WCS & others. Majority appear fine. (37) $200 

444 First Day Covers 2000-2017 Wesley Cover Service covers complete for the period incl stamp sets, M/S's incl ovpts, 
exhib sheetlets, S/A's incl complete booklet panes, Prestige Booklet panes, souvenir sheetlets noting Batman, Black 
Caviar, Barbie, Neighbours Ghostbusters etc etc, International Post incl S/A's & booklet panes, Olympic Gold 
Medallists incl the 2008 Chinese imprint pairs & the 2006 Commonwealth Games medallists, commem gutters, Framas 
& just about anything else issued by Aust Post over this period. Superb condition in FDC albums with FV's to $20. An 
absolutely amazing collection costing the vendor in excess of $24,000. Paper work is included so you can check all the 
figures! A one-off opportunity to secure such a collection at 20% of cost. (100s) $5,000 

445 Framas 1984-1999 complete MUH postcode sets of 9 for 1985 33c Barred Edge, 1985 33c Kangaroo, 1986 36c 
Platypus, 1987 37c Echidna, 1988 39c Possum, 1989 Lizard & 1990 Koala plus 1992 Emu Perth & "QLD 93" button 
sets & singles for Dino '93, Wapex '93 & "Family '94". Also 1994 Waratah "A25" BS, set of 4 $1 Aeropex cliché 
numbers, "N&DSC '96", Cinema '95 & "Downunder '95" 45c singles. 1996 Festive on postcode BS's plus "A25" & 
"Olympics '96". 1999 Tiwi Art also in postcode BS sets plus another with "NPC" & "Australia '99" imprints. Finally 
"Farewell Frama" 2601 BS & "A77" singles. All fine MUH. Total FV of $90 & retail of $350+ (150+) $100 

446 International Post 2000-2005 used in chronological order with vals to $20 plus few extras to $10 incl some MUH 
where no used available. FV $55+ (230+) $50 

447 Miniature Sheets An imperforate range incl 1970 Cook plus with Anpex ovpt, 2005 Rotary, 2007 Architecture & 2014 
Fireworks plus AAT 2013 Antarctic Expedition & 2016 Ice Flowers. All MUH. Retail $265 (7) $75 

448 Paquebot 1920's-1980's selection of mostly philatelic covers bearing variety of W.A. Paquebot & related markings with 
origins predominantly GB but also noted Singapore, Liberia & Netherlands> Majority in VG cond. (33)   $50 

449 PNC's 1995-2011 range in Cumberland album incl $5 Queens Baton & $5 Open. Also Bradman, 2011 Remembrance 
& 2003 QEII Jubilee. Light duplication. Exc cond. Retail is $750+ (23) $120 

450 PNC's 1997-2011 group of 29 different with majority from 2010. Incls some Christmas Is Lunar New Year issues & the 
WYD/POPE medallion cover plus the 2010 Kokoda limited edition that retails at $50. Majority fine. Cost $460+ (29) $150 

451 PNC's range in quality FDC album incl the scarce 2000 VC - Valour, Legends -Anzacs, the 2000 $5 Olympic Sports 
pair & 2008 Army plus another 13 different to 2008. All in fine cond. Total retail $1000+ (18) $200 

452 Postage Dues 1902-1960 collection arranged in cat. order with annotations. "Blank at base" monocolours to 5/- mixed 
MLH (incl 8d) & used, "Base completed" excellent range to 5/- (D33) pair & single used, noting 10d MUH (corner 
crease) & used 1908/09 Crown/A wmk 5/- pair F/U plus 1909/10 bicolours incl 5/- F/U vertical pair & vals to 2/- MLH. 
Also 1913/23 to 1/-, 1922/30 to 6d & 1931/36 CofA wmk to 1/- incl 6d used (Cat. £325). 1928 & onwards with range of 
shades & odd MUH/MLH multiples. STC by collector on 16/7/15 at $11,838. (100s) $600 

453 Postage Dues Accum on 50+ Hagners with "flags" showing ACSC cat numbers. Starts with Victoria "blue & lake" 
shades with ½d (4), 1d (10), 2d (12), 4d (10), 5d, 6d, 10d & 1/- used plus set to 5/- MLH incl extra ½d, 1d, 4d & 10d & a 
used 5/- before "rosine & green" shades ½d (8 incl 3 MLH), 1d (14, incl 4 MLH), 2d (6), 4d (5), 5d (3), 6d, 10d (3), 1/-, 
2/- (2) & 5/- all V2 type wmk. Also 1d (3), 2d (4), 4d (5), 5d (2) & 6d (4) in V3 type wmk, ½d (8), 1d (16), 2d (28), 4d 
(10), 5d (2), 1/- (4), 2/- & 5/- in VA type wmk & Crown/A ½d (9 MLH), 1d (17 MLH/used), 2d (9 MLH/used) & 4d (4). 
NSW with 904 stamps in total incl ½d to 10/-, latter central 3 ringed cancel & others largely pencil/pen cancelled. 
Commonwealth bicolours from 1909 incl 2d block of 9 cds, 1931/6d ½d block of 4, regd cds, 1922/30 3d block of 8, 
1931/36 4d perf. 11 block of 6 & a good recess duplicated range incl 1946/57 6d block MUH/MLH, 1953/59 5/- (11 
used), 1958/60 no wmk MLH/used range to 1/- incl 1d MUH block of 42 & used block of 15. All arranged in ACSC order 
& well worth reserve. (100s) $500 

454 Postage Dues Mainly used selection with light duplication on Hagner comprising 1902 "blank at base" 3d (2), 4d, 6d 
(3), "filled space" (10) to 6d, 1909/12 Crown over double lined A with 24 vals to 1/-, 1919 Cr/A with 9 vals to 4d & 1931 
CofA perf. 11 with 5 to 4d. Also 1938 to 1/- (12), 1946 to 5/- (18) & 1958 with no wmk to 1/- (27). A few have pen 
cancels but most with cds. (110+) $40 

455 Postage Dues No wmk MUH & CTO multiples, the former incls 1d (18), 3d (30), 6d (22), 8d (16+8), 10d (12), 1/- & 2/- 
(6 each), 5/- pair with CTO incl 3d (6), 6d (4) & 8d (4). All clean & fresh, possibly unchecked for varieties. (128) $75 



456 Postal History 1870's-1970 diverse range incl FDC's x 3 with 2 Challis & Guthrie, interesting WA commercial 
advertising covers etc (9), RTS cover Mt Barker to Malta, Qld 1904, 1872 WA Fremantle to York, 1954 aerogram with 
Wapex '54 cinderella on reverse & an unused illustrated 1962 (Perth) cover designed for the "First Commonwealth 
Paraplegic Games" (unusual & attractive). Also 22 postcards incl 11 WA related - noting "Boonooloo, Kalamunda a 
popular health resort - 1000ft above sea level" (Esperanto series) posted to Leederville from Perth 1 Sep 1911. (worn 
but rare) plus two early blank faced cards (c1910) where an aspiring artist has applied watercolour seascapes. Also 
"Town hall, Kalgoorlie" & "Masonic Temple Perth" in colour. Viewing recommended. (37 items) $120 

457 Postal Stationary consisting of 2 KGV surcharged postcards & 2 x 2d lettercards plus a 1d embossed envelope all 
unused. Also KGVI 2 x different lettercards, a 1948 used Mobil PTPO embossed 1½d window envelope, an unused 5½ 
Registered Lettered & 2 x 7d unused airletters plus 3 x QEII items. Good to fine cond with conservative reserve. (17) $60 

458 Postal Stationary An original 1970's official "Australian Post Office" training folder complete with instructional leaflets, 
sample vignettes for "Messenger Delivery", "Letter", "Insured Parcel" (C.P.7) etc & strip of 5 blue R6 provisional 
Registration labels with "Training" in m/s. Also, 5c QEII embossed env in 2 sizes & lettercard, 10c aerogramme 
changed to "12c" in m/s, 5c wrapper & $1 Prime Ministers booklet all cancelled by complete oval "DISTRIBUTOR OF 
STAMPS G.P.O. PERTH, W.A.A 25 MAY 1970" in mauve. Further on in the manual are a Money Order Telegram. 
Television Viewers Licence, "Combined Receiving Licence" & Money Order all with "CANCELLED" cachets in red in 
different fonts incl one boxed plus a Postal order with "SPECIMEN POSTAL TRAINING ONLY" printed across it in red. 
There is also a pamphlet on Jiffy padded bags & another covering their use for the blood transfusion service. All in VG 
cond & first we have seen. (35 items) $150 

459 Presentation Packs 1969-1978 complete (excl Jap editions) but incls 1971 Christmas, Paintings to $10 & 1975 Gift 
Pack (retails $60). Exc cond. ASC 1-58, retails $600+ (59) $60 

460 Revenues Stockbook with c800 however considerable duplication but useful for the specialist. Lots of NSW from QV to 
1970's plus various World revenues incl GB companies registration stamps from KEVII to KGVI with quite a few £1 
face value GB consular service vals to 10/-, 2 x "Justice Room" & a "Mayors Court" (9/6d). Also a few Danish & French 
plus 10 x Hong Kong KGV duty stamps with $1 x2, $2 x2 & $3 x6 vals. Finally, 15 NSW decimal railway stamps. All 
used in good to fine cond. (c800) $150 

461 Revenues, Postal Stationary & Registered Post Former on receipts before a mix of registered covers incl some 
FDC's & commercial mail from 1932 but mostly decimal, some with pictorial cachets. Postal stationery incls PTPO 5d 
QEII embossed envelope OHMS, unused wrappers, postage labels used on covers before some more regd covers, a 
few aerogrammes & 1920's-1960's receipts. Noted GB 1d KGV mourning cover to WA, a Tasmania QV reg envelope 
(spotty), SA newspaper wrapper & WA postcards with 3 diff unused. An interesting lot. (100s) $100 

462 Self Adhesives 1991 "Across Town Perth" Postage Paid labels in pres packs x 10 & same for "Across Town Sydney" 
x 8 plus 1992 Box Link packs x 9 with a pair in each. Exc cond. Total retail $340+, useful for re-sale. (27 packs) $40 

463 SES Sheetlets 2001-2014 range of MUH personalised sheets for a variety of occasions incl limited edition issues for 
"Athens to Athens", Princess Margaret Hospital, "Shelter Box" & Rotary Club of Hornsby plus the sold out "Star Wars", 
"Lord of the Rings" & "Harry Potter". Also incls Sprintpak Exhib issues for USA Expo 2000, in 2 designs & Stamp Show 
London 2000. A scarce assembly with a massive retail & a FV of $500+ (List available by request) (96 sheets) $500 

464 Varieties Decimal range with 1971 7¢ A/Asia marginal block of 3 with left pair missing pink, right stamp partially 
missing pink & a separate single with missing pink at base, 2¢ Desert Rose coil pair with strong offset on gum, 7¢ 
Desert Pea buff omitted & green misplaced, 1972 Olympics 7¢ running positional multiples showing ACSC 601da, 
601g, 601zb & 7¢ swimming pos block with ACSC 603da retouch & 1973 25¢ Iron & Steel block with red doctor blade 
flaw. Also 18¢ flower with black omitted, 1978 18¢ Kingsford Smith marginal pair grossly misperfed resulting in 
"Australia" nearly cut off at top, 1984 Vic 150th Anniv vertical pair with double perfs resulting in spectacular shift 5mm 
down & to right plus a mint single "short" stamp with top horizontal perfs misplaced (no "Australia 30¢"). Many useful 
and some unlisted. (c200 stamps) $240 

465 Varieties Small group incl 1931 6d violet Kingsford Smith block with top right unit "re-entry" (ACSC 143d) MVLH, 4d 
koala with "colour spot" (ACSC 199h, Cat $150) used & 1/6d & 2/- MUH blocks of birds with varieties (ACSC 417h & 
418d) plus 3 lots of Postage Dues. All ACSC listed. Total ACSC Cat. $700+ (5 blocks, 9 singles) $80 

466 Vignettes Australia Post range of unused in quantity with many blocks noting "Economy Air", "Sea Mail" & "Air Mail" in 
several types & sizes plus Stamp Show Melbourne 02 S/A labels & some Qantas baggage tags, Ansett Travel Service 
ticket folders etc. Heavy dupl. (100s) $30 

467 Yearbooks 1981-2018 complete & all unopened with stamps still in original packaging. Cost $2650 from Aust Post with 
a FV of $2230+ & retail of $4700+ (38) $1,500 

468 Yearbook Sheetlets 2000-2018 complete MUH & CTO sheetlets only available in the Annual AP Yearbooks incl 2000, 
2004, 2008, 2012 & 2016 Olympic Gold Medallists plus the late Tellent M/S from 2012. Also 2005 Parrots, 2006 QEII 
B'day, 2007 Gardens, 2009 Species at Risk, 2010 Reef Fish, 2011 Qld Flood, 2013 Personalised Stamps, 2014 
Concession pair, 2015 Princess Charlotte & 2016 Paralympian Alcott, 2017 Concession pair(new design) & 2018 
Finches. Total retail of $1100+ (36) $250 

469 NSW 1850-1903 on Seven Seas leaves. Mixed cond but very high cat. in reasonable imperf 1850 1d & 3d views, 1851 
1d orange, 2d blue & 3d green (x2 each) Laureates, 1854 6d (2 shades), 8d, 1/-, 1856 6d "registered" (2 shades) & 
1856 1d, 2d & 3d. Later perfd range incls 10/- ovptd "Postage" in black, 1890 20/- F/U & ovpts/surcharges plus perf 
"OS" & "OS/NSW". 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1/-) charity MLH, 1891/92 7½d & 12½d "OS" MLH & 4 PD's used. (99) $300 

470 NSW Mainly used dupl range on Hagners & album leaves. Very mixed cond but many collectable examples of 1850's-
1860's 1d, 2d & 3d laureates plus imperf/perf diadems range to 1/-, 5/- perf 10 & 10/- mauve & claret. Also a few MLH 
Officials & low vals. Needs careful viewing & some organising. (c400) $200 

471 Queensland 1860-1903 on Seven Seas leaves noting 1860 6d imperf, Chalons perfd range to 20/- (excl 10/-), mixed 
recess to 1/- & litho higher vals plus extras on Hagners incl perf "OS" to 2/6d, 1882/1903 range to £1 used, 1900 1d 
(6d) charity no gum & 1866/68 postal fiscals no wmk to 20/- plus 5/- wmkd. Also 1871/72 to 20/- & 1892 6d & 5/- all 
fiscally used. Good lot. (148) $150 

472 South Australia 1855-1912 on Seven Seas pages with used incl 1855 2d & 6d imperfs, 1858/59 1/- orange & 1860/69 
1/- yellow rouletted, surcharges incl 3d (black & red), 8d & 10d "Long Toms" incl 1886 £1 blue postally used. Also 
1904/12 3d to 2/6d with a good range of ovptd & perf "OS". MLH/unused incl 1851/58 1d yellow green imperf (no gum, 
Cat. £8500 MLH), "Long Toms" 1902/04 3d to 1/- incl both 8d (19mm & 16½mm vals), 1904/12 5/- & perfined "SA" 3d, 
4d & 6d & "OS" ovptd 1/- red brown pair (stained). Lastly 1891/1903 1/- & 1899/1903 ½d block of 4. Worthwhile. (125) $400 

473 South Australia Specialised selection of perfs & imperfs ovptd "REPRINT" or "SPECIMEN" plus 2½d unwmkd 
gummed colour trials MUH (6 marginal imperf). "Reprint" 1d to 2/- range (total 60) plus "Specimen" x 43 incl long 
"Postage & Revenue" 5/-, 10/-, 15/-, £1 (2), £2, £3, £4 & £10. Various surface printed to 6d incl surcharges &a few 
ordinary used incl "long Toms" to 2/6d. Conservative reserve. (120) $150 



474 Tasmania 1853-1912 on Seven Seas leaves incl 1853 4d worn plate cut to shape, VDL imperfs to 1/- used plus 4d star 
wmk unused, perfd 1d (2), 2d & 4d, "Tasmania" 6d & 1/- (2 ea) & surface printed to 10/- incl odd MLH to 10d. Also 
1899/1900 pictorials MLH & used plus 1905 1d compound perf. 11 & 12 MLH (SG 250d, Cat. £190) & various perf "T" 
& "OS". Fiscals incl 1880 1/- MUH, 3d & 6d postally used, "Revenue" ovpts on 1d (3), 1d on 3d (incl 1 inverted 
surcharge) & 1930 "7/6d" & 1940 "9d". Cond varies but very high cat. & well worth estimate. (100+) $300 

475 Tasmania 1d & 2d pictorial bundleware in chocolate tin with both on/off paper noting mixed cds & machine cancels. 
Some in bundles & other loose. No scarce postmarks sighted, but who knows with over 4500! $120 

476 Tasmania 1950's-1960's Revenues with Stamp Duty on Tasmanian Govt Tourist & Immigration Dept cheque forms 
with many quaint names noted amongst payees comprising Numeral, Platypus & Decimal issues noting vals to 10/- 
apple-green. Stated to contain no duplication amongst this wide-ranging franking configuration. Generally fine & useful 
to specialist opening at less than $2 ea. (160+)   $300 

477 Victoria 1850-1912 on Seven Seas pages with imperfs (15) incl 5 "half lengths" average used, a nice 6d woodblock & 
good 1/- "registered". Perfd incl 1863/84 to 5/- used, 1901/10 5/- MLH, 1897 Hospital Fund average MLH (2½d blunt 
top left corner) & a few Stamp Statute/Duty fiscals to £1. Also PD' with 1890 (22) to 2/- & 1895 (6) to 1/-. Average to 
good cond but useful pickings at this reserve. (161) $200 

478 Victoria 1854-1905 with duplication from 1880 Usefully items are flagged with year of issue, wmk & SG. cat. numbers 
& all on Hagners. Incls "OS" & "VG" to decimal plus 5 Departmental Frank Stamps, a few cut outs & 1917 railway 
parcel stamps from 3d to 3/- with various stations x 13 (mostly Melbourne). Also 1953/58 8d & 1/- x 2, decimal 5¢ to $5  
& $2 pane of 20 (1988), registration labels (c140) from Albert Park to Stradbroke Park in alphabetical order. Cond of 
adhesives well above average in imperfs with 2d QOT, 1954 6d reddish brown (6), 1857 4 rose "emblems" (4), 1858 2d 
lilac (7) & 4d rose all with at least 3 margins. Later well covered with vals to 5/- used & 1897 1d charity MLH. Inspection 
will reward. Most value in imperfs & railway parcel stamps. (100s) $400 

479 States Heavy dupl range of used low vals in mixed cond but noted Vic Frank Stamps (3 diff), 5/- (2 diff) & WA 
engraved swans to 1/- with same in surface printed. Also a page of Hawaii, 6 pages Haiti, 2 pages Malagasy & 
Kampuchea, plus Macau at back. Owing to serious overlapping & time constraints, estimate is conservative. Many 
100's incl page of Tas & a few Qld. No SA or NSW. (100s) $60 

480 States Mixed cond on printed leaves noting NSW 1854 6d imperf in 2 shades, 1888 6d, 8d & 1/- MLH, 7½d & 12½d 
surcharges & 2/6d lyrebird F/U. QLD 1882/94 4d, 1/- MLH & 1903 9d Britannia Cr/A MLH.  Tas 1855 4d star wmk used, 
1857 1d (2), 2d & 4d Airmail wmks used & 1849 pictorials MLH/used, few with both. Victoria has various to 5/- in very 
mixed cond while WA contains 1854 4d (damaged), 1860 2d imperf sulphuretted & a few other recess, printed incl 
1885/93 Cr/CA 1/- MLH with commonwealth period odds to 1/-. Cat. £800+ (350) $100 

481 States Range with mainly Qld with 184 incl 4 railway stamps & Chalons in mixed cond (40) incl small 5/- ovptd 
"Specimen". South Aust incls 1d blue green (Jan 1875) ovptd "SPECIMEN" while Tasmania represented by 7 Chalons 
to 1/- & 11 later incl 1889 Halfpenny surcharge MLH. Odd NSW, Vic & a stockcard of WA C/wealth period & CA 
surface printed x 33 used noting 2/- in 2 shades & 2.6d. Useful pickings. (250+) $75 

482 AAT 1957-1997 range with pickings incl $1 Mock Sun MUH & MLH, 1971 Treaty in blocks of 6 & later 1995 Whales, 
1996 Landscapes & ANARE sets MUH. Also some used to 1973 $1 whales pair. (approx. 100) $30 

483 AAT 1957-2006 in Seven Seas Hingeless album with slipcase. Issues fresh MUH complete bar the Whales ovptd 
Exhib M/S's & 3 gutters. Retails $380 + album. $90 

484 AAT 1957-2014 mainly appearing almost complete MUH to 2008 before a gap to 2014. Incls "Singapore 95" ovptd 
whales M/S & extras up to x 3 of some late issues. Odd used/CTO & a couple of covers. FV c$130. $80 

485 Christmas Is 1958, 1963 & 1968 sets to $1 plus a few commems to 1980 (49 stamps, 2 M/S's). Cocos Is 1963 MUH 
imprint blocks set of 6, 1969 to $1 MLH, 1976 to $1 MUH & 1984 M/S all on Hagners (Cocos 39 singles, 6 blks, 1 M/S). $30 

486 Cocos (Keeling) Is 1963-1993 on Seven Seas Hingeless pages in binder. Complete MUH to 1993 bar 1990/91 
provisionals & Official but incls the 1990 $5 on 65c ovptd Constellation. Also noted odd extra strip/gutter. Exc cond 
throughout. Retails $740+ $120 

487 Nauru 1915-2000 overlapping collection in Seven Seas Hingeless albums & on Hagners. One volume starts with 1927 
Ships to 1/- missing other pre-decimal except on FDC's (11) with 1937 & 1954 sets complete, other FDC's with 1954-
1966 range plus MUH decimals sets & M/S's to 1987 with some in blocks. Second vol starts with 1935 Silver Jubilee 
F/U with later all MUH incl 1980 Christmas in full sheets, 1982 Scouting M/S on FDC & MUH & Energy sheets with 
later largely complete to 2000 Millennium & Sydney Olympics sets. These later issues difficult to locate. (100s) $80 

488 Nauru, Norfolk & Pitcairn 1985-1995 MUH range on Hagners with strong thematic content. Odd duplication. All with 
price stickers showing SG numbers & PTSA at $280+. (180 sets)  $80 

489 New Guinea 1931 dated "Air Mail" ovpts with ½d pair MLH, 1d to 2/- F/U & 1932/34 undated Airs to 10/- MLH with 2/- 
& 10/- MUH. Also 1935 Silver Jubilee MLH, 1937 MLH & on regd FDC & 1939 Bulolo to 9d MLH. 1937 5d Coronation 
appears to have re-entry (doubling of design). (41 + cover) $150 

490 New Guinea Selection comprising 1939 Salamana-Melbourne cover (foxed), 1940 Salamana-Brisbane (censored), 
1939 2/- MLH, 1/- imprint pair MLH & used singles, ½d, 5/-, 5/- MLH, 1925 Huts ½d-4d used & "OS" MLH to 2/- (excl 
½d, 6d) plus 1928 Territory New Guinea Revenues with 6d single, 1/- & 2/- pairs all MLH (Barefoot Cat. £245). Also 
1937 Coronation FDC with Wau cds & 1939 Bulolo set to 1/- 1/- on 2 regd covers Rabaul to Sydney. Mainly fine cond. $200 

491 New Guinea, Papua & NWPI MLH & used arranged on leaves in binder & a few stockcards. Some pages are colour 
photocopies, so be alert when viewing! Actual stamps present incl New Guinea undated Airs used (excl 10/-), 1925 
Huts to 10/- (excl 4d) used & Airmail to 2/- MLH, dated birds to 10/- MLH, ditto Airmail (excl 2d) & undated to 10/- 
MUH/MLH plus ditto for Airmails to £1 (excl 10/-). 1935 £2 Bulolo used (2), 1939 Airs MLH to £1 plus extra £1 MUH & 
Huts ovptd "OS" to 2/-. Also 1931 dated birds "OS" to 5/- MLH, ditto undated (excl 2½d, 3½d) before NWPI 
kangaroo/KGV range x 43 to 10/- mainly MLH incl "abc" strip of 2/-. Finally, Papua 1901/05 BNG to 4/- MLH, 1906/07 
Papua ovpts to 1/- with 6d large & 2½d in both large & small. 1907/10 2d, 4d & 6d, 1911/15 perf. 12½ monocolours to 
2/6d, bicolour 2/6d, 1916/31 bicolours mostly MLH to 1/- & 5/- & 3d Airmails SG 112/14. "One Penny" surcharges x 2 
sets MLH, 1932 pictorials to £1 used (excl 1/3d)plus 2/- MLH, Silver Jubilee x 2 sets MLH & 1931/32 "OS" ovpts to 1/- 
(excl 9d). Not many stained or faulty items. Inspection will impress at this reserve as. cat. is well over £2000 (approx. 
350 incl some x 2) $500 

492 New Guinea-NWPI 1918/23 KGV to 4d MLH (SG 102/05) & colour changes MUH (SG 120/24). Also large mult ½d 
green with inverted wmk (SG 110x, Cat. £130) & normal. Total cat. £200 + premium for 5 MUH vals. (11) $100 

493 New Guinea-NWPI 1918/23 ovpts on 2d to 10/- kangaroos (SG 106/17) MLH with light bend on 3d. Overall gum shade 
varies but 10/- very fresh. Cat. £300+ (9) $150 



494 New Guinea-NWPI balance of specialised collection in Lighthouse hingeless album. Incls 115 stamps & 11 "type a,b,c" 
vertical strips of 3. All 1915/16 KGV heads are in strips & singles, kangaroos ditto for 1st wmk 2d & 2½d whilst 3d (2) & 
6d (3) are in singles. 9d & 1/- are in strips & singles with 2nd wmk 2d & 6d singles with 3 types of ea. 9d & 1/- strips, 
singles with 1/-in types "b,c" only & 5/- in all types. 3rd wmk 2d & 3d singles with latter also strip & 2/- singles in all 
types, ditto inverted wmk. Also 1918 "One Penny" surcharge on 5d plus 1/- x 3. 1918/22 setting in all vals to 5/- incl 9d, 
2/- & 5/- x 2 of each & 1/- x 3. No Die II 1d but KGV shades in most vals. Excellent lot in mainly MUH/MLH cond. Cat. 
£2000+ (115 + 11 strips) $1,750 

495 Norfolk Is 1949-1994 MUH complete in Seven Seas Hingeless album. 1959 2/- blue is CTO & low value white paper 
Ball Bay (to 2d) is not included but incls 10/- "Specimen". All fine with a retail of $800+. (100s) $150 

496 PNG 1952-1965 MUH/MLH accum starting with imprint & marginal blocks of 4 of 1952 to 2/6d (excl 7½d), 10/- Rabaul, 
1964 birds to 10/-, Masks, Provs etc before duplicated singles incl all the above plus £1 x 2, 1/7d cattle, second Postal 
Charges x 2 & other useful. Hinged items are inverted to make it easier to identify the MUH upright examples. 95%+ 
fine & fresh. (100s) $75 

497 PNG 1952-1966 MLH range incl 10/- Rabaul ovptd "Specimen", both Postal Charges sets (first used), 10/- map used 
only & £1 plus some other 1952 MLH & used. Also 1964 birds & 1966 butterflies MUH. (137) $50 

498 PNG 1952-1990's used stock with useful duplication noting £1 QEII x 4, 10/- bird x 3, 1966 butterflies to $2 & shells to 
$2 etc. Some MUH later amongst sparse 1980's noting odd used to 1994 incl few provisional surcharges. (100s) $40 

499 PNG 1952-1999 in Seven Seas hingeless album. Patchy pre-decimals but decimals are very nearly complete with 
majority MLH (some MUH or used) to 1980 & then all MUH. 1994 Emergency surcharges have some light perf toning 
otherwise MUH issues are fine & fresh. (100s) $100 

500 PNG 1957-1965 & Norfolk Is 1947-1965 with PNG incl 1952/58 to £1 MUH & used plus 10/- & £1 "Specimen" MLH 
(latter tone spot). Later complete MUH/MLH & used plus both "Specimen" sizes on 10/- Rabaul & £1 QEII MUH/MLH 
before 1964 10/- bird Specimen MLH. Missing SG D1 & used set of 1st Postal Charge. Norfolk Is similarly 
comprehensive incl 2 settings of 10/- Specimen & Ball Bay white papers both MLH & used. 1953 set is MUH only with 
1960 MLH set missing 2/5d flower, otherwise complete. Clean lot. (200+) $180 

501 PNG 1958-1984 MUH peg album missing only 1/- Dancer, otherwise complete for period (excl PD's & Specimens) plus 
approx. 20 extras in blocks & other useful dupl on Hagners. (100s) $50 

502 PNG 1966-1993 MUH decimals MUH in 3 stockbooks, 2 of which are all blocks to 1993 with latter incl Freshwater Fish 
x 16 sets, Taipei 93 birds in sheet of 50 & half sheet of 25. Comprehensive earlier decimals with third stockbook being 
dupl single stamps & sets incl defins to $2. Huge face value & "priced to clear". (1000+) $75 

503 PNG 1984-1995 range excl 1994 provisionals with MUH x 4 each (2 of M/S's) noting birds to 10k incl "large T" set. 
Complete 1990-1995 commems plus odd CTO incl artefacts to 10k x 2 sets, 10k bird & other birds x 2. Cat. £1200+ $100 

504 PNG 2007-2009 complete CTO in 2 stockbooks all with neat Port Moresby cds's. Opening at far less than the original 
cost with an SG cat of £1800+ (270+ stamps & 57 M/S's) $400 

505 PNG 2007-2009 complete MUH. A difficult period to find with a huge retail. Cat. £1700+ (287 stamps & 56 M/S's) $400 
506 Pitcairn Is 1940-1994 MUH/MLH in SS Hingeless album. Noted 1940/51 set of 10 x 2 MLH, 1948 RSW MLH, 1949 

UPU on plain FDC & then all MUH missing only 1967 set & 1991 Bicent M/S otherwise complete to Feb 1994. (c400) $70 
507 Territories 1903-2004 range of MUH/MLH & used for Norfolk, Christmas Is, Cocos, Aitutaki, Nauru, Samoa, Fiji & 

PNG. Majority used but some MUH sets with others incl French Polynesia 2004 Christmas & Fiji to 2003. Earlies are all 
used with KGV to 6d & KGVI to 5/- all on 30+ "as new" Prinz double sided pages. Useful pickings. (100s) $50 

508 Territories 1960's-1990's decimals with mainly MUH. Good ranges of Nauru, Norfolk, PNG, Christmas & Cocos Is with 
a high original cost from AP. Some light toning & no highlights. (100s) $50 

509 Territories Christmas Is, Fiji & Pitcairn MUH ranges between 1958 & 1984 on Hagners. Some dupl incl M/S's. (100s) $50 
510 Territories Mainly used accum in Hagners & on pages with ranges of Papua, New Guinea, PNG (largely used 

oddments), AAT, Christmas Is, Cocos Is, Norfolk Is (incl 1947/56 & 1953 defins), Nauru & Pitcairn plus basic NZ used 
on leaves. Mixed cond but well worth estimate. (1000+) $60 

 
THEMATICS 

 

511 Animals, Flowers, Scouts, Cars, Ships, Planes & Space. Attractive range of world issues on 80+ "as new" Prinz 
double sided leaves with both MUH & used sets, M/S's & singles. Incls sections for cats, dogs & horses. Noted Austria 
1948 Anto TB set of 10 MUH (Cat. £15) & recent s/lets eg "London's Underground" $8.40 St Vincent sheetlet (100s) $50 

512 Army 1980's Puckapunyal pmkd commem covers for the Royal Aust Armoured Corps, 2nd Cavalry Regiment, 10th 
Light Horse, Royal NSW Lancers, etc. Each with a diff pictorial cancel. Unusual & attractive. (16) $30 

513 Aviation - "Flying Boats & Flying Planes" display sheets in binder & odds in stockbook incl Canada 1936/37 6¢ air 
MLH (Cat. £20). Nothing scarce but a good starter with some stamps unrelated to this theme. (2 vols) $40 

514 Aviation - "History of Aviation" 5 frame (80 page) exhibition as entered in Melbourne 2017 Stamp & Coin Show by the 
late Ross Wood. Sections include Motorless Flight, Powered Flight, Evolution of Powered Flight, Aircraft Put to Use, 
Military Aircraft, Jet Age & Airports & Landing Areas. These are all illustrated by 159 different maxicards dating from 
1948 to 1990. Largely European with best items from France noting 1954 airs to 1000f & 1960 1000f helicopter plus 
FSAT (30f). Other useful incl Spain 1945 10p. Awarded Vermeil at the Melbourne Stamp Show 2017. $400 

515 Aviation Maxicards from France & various other countries featuring military aircraft, early civilian & more recent plus a 
few private PPC's unused (no stamps). (c80 maxicards + 20 others) $30 

516 Birds - "Ducks" A wonderful thematic exhibit written up on pages (28cms x 42cms) using stamps, M/S's, booklets, 
cinderellas, covers, pictorial & slogan postmarks & maxicards to tell the story of how ducks are different from other 
birds with sections incl "Evolution", "Eggs, Nests, Feet & Bill", "Neck, Feathers, Wings & Flight" plus the "Types of 
Ducks" with pages for Dabbling, Grazing, Perching, Diving & Sea Ducks. Noted St Pierre & Miquelon 6f die proof in 
brown & original painting of adopted design, both signed by artist Pheulpin. Also Mexico 1991 photographic unadopted 
essay, East Germany 1962 Game Birds progressive proof of 20pf Mallard (7 stages) & a nice Cape Barren Island cds 
on 2d kangaroo. Also France 1993 2f Smew die proof in green plus reversed negative, St Pierre & Miquelon 50¢ 
common eider imperf strip of 5 colour trials plus issued stamp. Another section covers "Duck Food" incl Molluscs, Fish, 
Frogs, Plants & Seeds while another deals with "Duck Habitats" incl creeks & lakes, rivers, swamps, seas & oceans etc 
noting Senegal "Millet" deluxe proof, Swiss 1992 & 1995 Pro Juventute booklets & Congo "Mallard" deluxe proof. The 
final sections deal with "How different Ducks are Threatened" & their "Conservation" & "Domestication" with a 1901 
NSW postcard to Hobart with Drake cds, Egypt unadopted essay signed by artist, Nicaragua imperf proof pair, 1930 
US uprated PSE with 5 "duck" cancels in violet, US Duck Hunting 1956/57 license with stamp signed, 1934 20¢ 
"mallard" with perfs grossly misplaced, Hungary booklet with duck meat recipes, French Antarctic 1f80 sunken die 
proof signed Combet, Czech 1938 1k Sokol die proof & St Pierre & Miquelon 4f fox deluxe proof. An attractive Large 
Silver medal winning exhibit last shown at the 2014 Malaysian Stamp Exhihibition. Ex Ross Wood. (Approx. 550 items) $1,200 



517 Birds - "Ducks" incl duck-hunting animals in large quality black-leaved Prinz stockbook. Semi-sorted material for 
exhibition above noting some US 1970's-2000's duck hunting issues sorted by species, ditto sets, maxicards (Aland, 
Bahamas & others), M/S's & covers incl NSW 1907 regd cover postmarked Drake! Other stamps & covers with Swan, 
Hunter... etc in name plus FDC's, postcards & booklets. The basis is here for a fine exhibit on this subject. (100s) $150 

518 Birds - "Ducks" range of covers, maxicards, postcards, stamps, M/S's etc incl a $10 Telecom "Aust Wood Duck" 
phonecard accumulated for the above exhibit. Either duplicated or yet to be added to the pages by the late Ross Wood. 
Nothing scarce but c300 items & well suited to this thematic. $100 

519 Cars 1982 FIA Great Automobiles of the World stamp & info card collection from the Aston Martin Tourer to the 
Vauxhall Prince Henry. 108 beautifully illustrated cards with MUH issues in quality Cumberland album. $20 

520 Flora & Fauna Material for exhibition entries noting ducks, slugs, birds of prey, insects, frogs, fish & more. Interesting 
but disorganised with mainly MUH/MLH plus some cancels on piece & covers relating to theme (eg: falcon, crow, egg 
lagoon). Also postcards, maxicards & an imperf Togo "Disney" set & MS (faults), & a few booklets. A sorting challenge! $40 

521 Music An extensive thematic collection attractively presented & typed up on leaves. Divided into sub-themes for "Great 
Composers", "Theatres & Stage", "Musical Instruments", "National & Sacred", "Opera & Ballet", "Conductors & 
Orchestras", "Singers & Dancers", "Festivals & Concerts" & "Famous Musicians" plus a variety of related 
miscellaneous stamps & covers. There are 400+ leaves but unfortunately most of the best items like Germany 1927 
IAA ovpts & Hungary LEHE M/S have obvious grease stains from tape used around the mounts & in previous 
mounting. This is reflected in the conservative estimate as this collection needs careful attention to salvage the 
unaffected material such as the Germany 1946 Weimar Theatre M/S in 2 papers & both imperf, Cuba 1960 Christmas 
se-tenant blocks & Bolivia 1945 Hymn M/S's (2). Other items incl a 1962 ticket to Carmen for performance in Madrid & 
related Lottery Tickets. Worthwhile pickings at low reserve. (900+ stamps, 40+ M/S's & 80+ cards/covers/booklets etc) $200 

522 Reptiles & Water Plants plus related subjects on stamps, M/S's, maxicards, covers etc. Also a few pieces with cds 
range of places with "Wood" in name & a dinosaurs M/S. Haphazard! (100s) $30 

523 Royalty 1948 Silver Wedding high vals incl Malta & Br.Solomon Is F/U with others mixed MUH/MLH incl Basutoland, 
Solomons (x2), Jamaica, Bahamas, Ascension, Mauritius, Swaziland, Trinidad & Tobago (x2) & Sarawak. Also St Kitts 
in 1a plate block & Leewards block & single. Majority accompanied by low value. Total cat. £650 (50+) $200 

524 Royalty 1948 Silver Wedding pairs MLH for Malay States (excl Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Trangganu, Singapore). 
Fresh. Cat. £250+ (8 pairs) $60 

525 Royalty 1978 25th Anniv of QEII Coronation album incl slipcase with all sheetlets incl three black prints with one ovptd 
"Proof" & set of sheetlets on FDC's plus 6 booklets for IOM x2, Tuvalu & 3 special "In Aid of Cancer Research" 
campaign examples. Also "Summer Isles", Lundy, Tokelau & Tuvalu sets, GB 7p set of souvenir sheets (retail at £40) 
& odd other related items. (25 MUH sheetlets, 21 covers, 6 booklets, 4 sets & stationery) $30 

526 Royalty 1981 Royal Wedding Crown Agents omnibus collection in hingeless album (80 stamps/M/S's or strips/blocks) 
plus the matching FDC collection (26 covers) & the 1982 Princess Diana's 21st B'day stamp & FDC (17 sets of ea) 
collections in similar albums. High original cost. $30 

527 Royalty 1981 Royal Wedding range of C/wealth MUH issues incl sets, sheetlets, booklets, Specimen ovpts & M/S's. 
Also various GB commem & souvenir covers with diff pmks & odd other Royalty issues. Arranged on Hagners. (100s) $30 

528 Ships 1984 Lloyds Anniv. Omnibus collection with 17 C/wealth countries. High original cost. (64 stamps & 17 FDC's) $20 
529 "Philatelic Terms Illustrated" in 5 vols using a range of world issues to illustrate extensively various aspects of stamp 

production & their associated features & varieties. Display pages written up incl wmks, phosphor bands, perfins, 
changes under ultra-violet light, varnish lines, Helecon experiments, automatic sorting machine electronic markings, 
"electric ee" alignment guides, cylinder & trade marks etc. Interesting items incl the thickening of the paper to create 
the wmk on the  "lion rampant" 1855 of Norway (2 examples), thinning of the paper producing margin inscription on 
Germany 1936 Brown Ribbon M/S, NZ "litho" wmks on 1925 ½d P/D (block), ½d KGV & 1d Dominion in shades from 
colourless to blackish blue, South Aust "long tom" pl.1 4d cnr block with error in wmk (South for South in margin which 
occurred only on early printings before being noticed & corrected), GB misplaced phosphor bands, Venezuela 
"Winchester Security Paper" (10 exampled, control ovpts, self-adhesive die cuts) 1983. Other sections cover ink incl 
colour shifts, blanket print (example on 1934 Vic Cent Exhibition vignette), doctor blade flaws, photo plate varieties (NZ 
2d + 1d health "missing dot" in block), ink stripping, colour changelings, recut vignette (NZ 3d Peace "tailplane 
completed" variety), colour errors, blots, smears, "freaks", splades, unstable inks, sunlight reactions, misplaced 
embossing, different shades from different printers/printings. Noted GB 1973 9p Sturt with missing gold (Queen's 
Head) (Cat. £250). Paper types, paper varieties & makeshifts/exotics are also featured. All well written up with 
examples of banknote paper (Latvia 1919/20), ruled paper (pane of 40 Latvia 1919 5k imperf), war maps, natural paper 
crease accompanied by colour bleeding on Australia 30¢ wallaby block of 25 (one vertical strip affected), Bhutan 
laminated paper 1969/71, granite paper (Austria), coloured-through paper (Uruguay 1922 Parcel Post "exterior" & 
"interior"), aluminium paper (Hungary, Russia, Cameroon), silk threads (Swiss 1854/62, 11 examples), pelure, land, 
wood veneer on gummed backing paper (Gabon 1984), thermographic steel foil, cigarette paper, native paper, gold 
beater's skin (resinised paper), blued paper (Chile 1853 with & without prussiate of potash), glazed (Papal States), 
quadrille (Djibouti), chalk surfaced, polyvinyl synthetic tissue (DDR 1963 "Chemistry M/S), parchment paper (Indonesia 
1949, Vienna printings of M/S), surface coloured paper (Martinique 1933), silk (Poland 1958 M/S), cartridge paper 
(Yugoslavia 1937 M/S), "exotics" incl natural pre-printing paper folds. Printing methods & related v varieties". Varieties 
in Australia Framas plus colour separations & progressive proofs (NZ M/S for 1989 Philex France), Tuvalu London 
1980 M/S, embossing (Gambia halfpenny "cameo" sheetlet of 15), embossed envelope, Romania 1964 M/S with 
medallion raised in embossing, typo & recess, combination process (Romania 1945 Red Cross letter press & 
photogravure) make another interesting volume with better stamps incl Muscat & Oman 1966 defins to 10R MUH (Cat. 
£130) & Dominican Republic 1947 waterfalls (excl 18¢) MLH. Finally it details "reprint" & "Specimen" ovpts (incl 
"muestra" & "mihen") plus perforated "Specimen" & punched holes. Noted "Reprint" showing plate 1 on thick card with 
Tasmania 1889 "Halfpenny" on 1d rose carmine imperf block of 10 (done in 1901), similar ovpt on Tas 2½d on 9d, 3d 
olive fiscal, 6d perfd Chalon, SA 8d on 9d & 1/- red brown, GB Postal Training School KGVI & QEII singles & blocks 
with two central thick lines vertically applied, plus Machins showing value in white on coloured ground, PNG Training 
School Specimens (ovptd in red) plus 1952 2/- with "Training GPO Papua New Guinea" cds. Various Commonwealth 
modern philatelic sales specimens feature but noted St Vincent 1935 Silver Jubilee perfd Specimen (Cat. £100), ditto 
curved on Bahamas set (Cat. £140), Rhodesia 1893 ½d to 2½d with diagonal lower case ovpts & Br.Guiana perfins incl 
2¢ double perfin, one reversed & Qld handstamp diagonal. Also Ruendu Urundi ovpts on Begian Congo further ovptd 
"Specimen" in red & punched hole at lower right. Czech 1967 Art sheetlets (2) of 4 with punched hole in each, Taiwan 
obliterated values, SA 1883 1d p/c with Specimen ovpt & NSW 1½d letter card ditto. Costa Rica is represented by 
1945 set of 13 & Dominican Rep 1942 sets ovptd "Muestra", ditto Honduras 1940 set, Dominican Rep 1942 PD's & 
Argentica 1940 Airs plus Spain 1930 Columbus vals. Most unusual & attractively presented. $750 



 

ACCESSORIES  
530 Cumberland FDC albums x 20 in mixed colours with 15 leaves per volume. Majority appear to be 2 & 3 pockets. Mixed 

cond but binders fine & many pages useful especially considering they retail at $2.20 each! (20 albums, 300 pages) $100 
531 Australia 1913-1965 Seven Seas Hingeless album. Very good cond, if not brand new, in brown SS binder with slipcase 

& incls BCOF page. Retails at $165+ $50 
532 Australia 1966-2004 Seven Seas Hingeless pages in 2 vols (matching red). VG used cond. Save on new by just buying 

the pages to bring up to date. Retail new on these is $550. (2 vols) $75 
533 Australia Post black binders embossed in gold x 12. VG cond. Retail $120 (12) $30 
534 Lighthouse Stockbooks - 16 black page in red x 10. Brand new & shrink wrapped. Retail at $26.50 each (10) $150 
535 Lighthouse Stockbooks - 16 black page in red x 10. ditto (10) $150 
536 Lighthouse Stockbooks - 32 black page in green x 10. Brand new & shrink wrapped. Retail at $26.50 each (10) $220 
537 Lighthouse Stockbooks - 32 black page in red x 10. Brand new & shrink wrapped. Retail at $26.50 each (10) $220 
538 Lighthouse Stockbooks - 64 black page in blue x 5. Brand new & shrink wrapped. Retail at $76.95 each (5) $220 
539 Lighthouse Stockbooks - 64 black page in blue x 5. ditto. (5) $220 
540 Stockbooks with double interleaving & German made x 14. Incls Prinz 64 white page x 3 & a black page all in VG   

cond, Lighthouse 24 white page x 6, 2 with the T strip down centre in good to VG cond bar a number on the spine of 
each (which may be removed with care) plus 2 black page block albums, one form KaBe & other Lighthouse. Finally,   
a Prinz 24 white page & a Lighthouse 16 black page, the latter brand new. Save on an increasingly high retail. (14) 
Room bidders only please. $140 

541 Tarifolder for displaying Hagners or A4 display sheets. 30 pages for 60 sheets. Used cond but sound & a superior 
French manufactured type with colour coded page surrounds. These cost up to $250 new. $40  

LITERATURE  
542 1925 (June) to 1938 (April) British Air Mail Schedules, Maps & Air Fees copies as used by Tom Frommer for research. 

Essential & important for documenting flights, rates & routes. Most useful. Ex Frommer. (20 sections) $50 
543 1936 "Melbourne Metropolitan Postal District System Street Directory Showing the Relative Postal District Numbers". 

Produced by the PMG, this original publication is useful for pmk research etc. Worn cond. $40 
544 Stanley Gibbons 1949 Part 1 British Empire catalogue for "Section A Period 17840-1936" Good cond & in the days 

went it went to only 500 pages in small format. $20 
545 2018 Stanley Gibbons Stamps of the World in 6 volumes in full colour. Brand new condition & still wrapped & boxed. 

Treat yourself at half the original retail!! $360 
546 Stanley Gibbons 1840-1970 British Commonwealth catalogue (2018 Edition). Hardback cover with 650+ pages in full 

colour. Exc cond. Retailed at $180 only 4 months ago! $60 
547 2018 Australia & Territories Booklet Catalogue (7th Ed) by Pfeffer & Crum. Latest edition straight from the printers. 

Now in full colour in a loose leaf format for future supplements to be added accordingly. Incls sections for Prestige, 
unofficial & Territories booklets. Brand New. $70 

548 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for 1911-1966 Postal Stationary incl Australian Territories in full 
colour in ring binder format. (2013 Ed) In " as new" if not brand new cond & cost vendor $225. $50 

549 Australian Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue for Postage Dues (1999) in 4 ring binder system. Complete Section 
10 as published. $20 

550 "King George V 1d Surface Printed" by DS Wallen OBE (1980) Illustrated with positional flaws arrowed. 24 pages. $20 
551 "The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps, Volume VI Leeward Islands" published by Christie's Robson 

Lowe (1990). Hardbound with dust jacket & 293pp. Good cond. & retails at $75+ $20 
552 "The Postal History of the Northern Territory 1824-1988" by E.A.Williams (1992) Published by RPSV. 338pp, 

hardbound with dustjacket. Numbered 300 of only 300 printed as part of the J.R.W.Purves Memorial Series of 
publications. Good cond. $50 

553 "Postal Reform & The Penny Black - A New Appreciation" by Douglas Muir (1990). 240 pages with colour illustrations. 
Most interesting. Brand new. $20 

554 Stanley Gibbons World catalogues for 1954, 1959, 1964, 1966, 1967,  1974 & 1975, British Commonwealth catalogues 
for 1947, 1953, 1957, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1965, 1970 & 1972, "Europe & Colonies Part II" for 1952 & 1957, Great 
Britain Specialised in 4 vols (1973-1976), "Elizabethan" for 1965 & 1969 & "Two Reigns QEII & KGVI" for 1954, 1957 & 
1960. Only a difference of 1400 stamps issued between the 6 years in the latter catalogue - how times have changed!! 
Majority in good cond &  a wealth of info for those studying specialist aspects of these periods & price changes as 
many of these list shades, papers, wmks, imprint & plate details etc. (28 vols) $100 

555 Western Australia Study Group publications, "The Forces, Prisoner of War & Censor Mail" (850pp) & "Western 
Australia: The Stamps & Postal History" (472pp) plus "Picture Postcards in Australia 1898-1920" by David Cook 
(216pp), "Alice Through the Looking Glass & What She Found There - A Philatelic Phantasy by Gerald M.King", "Open 
Letters: Russian Popular Culture & the Picture Postcard 1880-1922" (Alison Rowley), "A History of the PO in NZ" 
(Howard Robinson), "Errors in Postage Stamp Design" (Irvine & Seshold), "Physics of Stamps" (Weber), "Airmails 
1870-1970" (James Watson), "Black Gold" (Kutz), "Russian Railway Postmarks", "To & From - Modern Poland - A 
Journey through Postal History", "Old Jewish Postcards" & "The Encyclopedia of British Empire Postage Stamps vol.5 
North America" (Robson Lowe) plus various soft covered books & old cats. Useful references. $60 

556 Specialist "Named" auction catalogues from Prestige, Phoenix, Mossgreen, Millennium, SG & Corinphila. Many 
hardbacked & all quality productions extensively illustrated in colour with plenty of notes to put them on par with many 
catalogues. Incls Peter Jaffe - Aust Colonies (2006), Tim Rybak - New Guinea/Papua/PNG (2008), "Lionheart" Part II - 
Aust & States (Mowbray's, 2008),  Peter Troy - New Guinea & Papua (2009), John Williams - KEVII (2010), Gerald 
Elliot - Royal Navy Mail (2011), "Les Molnar" - Victoria (2012), "Pericles" - Aust KGVI & William McCredie Specimens & 
UPU's (2012), John Bell - NSW & Tas (2013), Stuart Hardy Part II (2013), John Darnell - Nauru (2014), Jim Mathieson 
- British Empire (2014), Michael Blake - South Aust (2014), Ken Barelli - Victoria (2014) Atkinson (GB & C/wealth) 
(2015), "Lionheart" Part II (Mossgreen, 2016), John Lancaster - Aust at Tarde Exhibitions (2016), Joseph Hackmey - 
Chile (2018) & "Besancon" CGH 1853-1903 & South Aust Departmentals (2 cats, 2018). Exc cond & a valuable 
reference group. PS All collections Ace turned away!! (22) $100  

 
  

   
 AIRMAILS  



 AIRMAIL COLLECTIONS  
557 Airgraphs 1943 (26th Oct) Johannesburg to Mbabane & Capetown both addressed to BOAC. The origin of both 

airgraphs was Temuka NZ on 6 SP 43 but both envs containing airgraphs had to be redirected & bear "Postmaster 
Postmeester 22-10-43 Johannesburg" oval receival violet cachets. Airgraph service NZ-Swaziland was inaugurated on 
6-9-43. A third Airgraph of same origin, also redirected from Johannesburg, is addressed to BOAC Diego Suarez 
(originally addressed to Madagascar). Odd faults but presentable. (3) $60 

558 American Clippers 1940-1941 FAM 19 flights exhibit on 16 pages with 31 covers written up as to flight departures, 
arrivals & rates plus relevant background information. All carried on the Boeing 314's used on this service. Incls San 
Francisco/Los Angeles to Auckland, Honolulu to Auckland, Honolulu to Noumea, Noumea to Auckland & New York, 
Auckland to Canton Island (with Centennial Exhibition" pmks, Canton is to San Francisco, Auckland to Honolulu & San 
Francisco plus the later addition of Fiji with covers to/from NZ & USA legs with one onto England with 2/ & 2/6d KGV 
franking. Range of cachets & cover designs incl some with small photo inserts & a couple of censored. Noted Crome 
addressed cover signed by Australian PAA executive Harold Gatty. Majority with relevant b/s's & cond above average. 
Beautifully presented & ideal for specialist expansion. (31) $650 

559 Australia 1936-1938 group of Australian to New Guinea covers with one Rabaul to Casterton, Vic with 8½d franking of 
New Guinea tied by 8 JUN 1938 cds & handwritten "Inaugural Flight New-Guinea to Australia". The others are 
commercial covers to Messrs Greenwood & Laws, Wau with "by airmail from Port Moresby" hand or typewritten. 
Franking varies from 3½d to 6½d. Machine markings of Adelaide, Melbourne, Brisbane & Bendigo (1 cover each) & 
others with Prahran cds. Mixed cond. (10) $80 

560 Australia Related accum of timetables, brochures, news cuttings, background info on balloon flights, "Hustling Hinkler" 
& "Digger Johnnie Johnson" Lyrics & Music booklets from Allans Music Publishers, large buff page in Japanese(?) 
thought to be a leaflet dropped in the search for Kingsford Smith after his disappearance in 1935 (no translation 
available) plus other odds of interest incl Qantas newspaper. Ex Tom Frommer. $80 

561 Australia 1962-2003 range of modern Aust commem flight covers celebrating a variety of FF's with several signed by 
postmasters, pilots, collectors (e.g. Crome), hostesses, VIP's etc. Noted special cachets & pictorial pmks plus some 
signed by GU Allan. Some dupl on Crome produced covers. Ex Frommer. (38) $80 

562 Czechoslovakia "Airmail from 1945-1975" 5 frame (80 page) exhibit with a fascinating range of covers written up in 
detail. CSA (Czech Airlines) ceased flying in 1939 & after German capitulation in 1945, DLH (Lufthansa) took over 
CSA. This left the Royal Air Force to be the carrier of airmail until 1 Jan 1946 when British European Airways was 
formed. The display shows the standard foreign postage rates plus the airmail charges until 1960 when continental 
Europe & communist countries had a reduced rate incl the airmail fee. This differed in each country but these 
decreases continued until the devalue of the koruna in 1953 in Czechoslovakia. CSA resumed overseas flights in 1962 
with services to Cuba & Central America. This exhibit carefully traces the routes, rates & airline changes that occurred 
after WWII until 1975. There are a few first flights covers but the majority are commercial covers with destinations incl 
Austria, Australia, Belgium, Chile, Denmark, France, Newfoundland, Poland, Peru, Southern Rhodesia, Switzerland, 
Norway, UK & USA. Noted registered, redirected, metered, unstamped, taxed & other types of commercial covers & 
cards. Well researched by the late Ross Wood who states on the intro page "The rates shown in this exhibit have been 
determined by the examination of many, many covers over the years through personal research" & this was rewarded 
by a Vermeil medal at the Hong Kong 2016 International Stamp Exhib. (157) $1,000 

563 Czechoslovakia 1918-1932 airmail covers written up on 32 leaves being the first 2 frames of 8 with entire exhibit 
originally stretching to 1940 originally. Exhibit traces the airmail route & rates to &/or from over 35 different countries to 
&/or from Czechoslovakia & the many airlines that carried the mail during the period. Starts with 1918 Cracow-Vienna, 
stopping at Olomouc (Czech) bearing Austria airmails set of 3, then 3 10.1.21 registered covers with etiquettes Praha-
Paris, Praha-Strasbourg & Praha-London with the 14k air on Strasbourg, the 24k on Paris & the 28k on London with all 
covers also bearing 250h defin covering 1k25 per 20g & 1k25 registration. 1922 Airs also appears on covers incl one to 
famous philatelist Theodore Champion. Continues with a mix of envelopes & pre-stamped postcards displaying a 
variety of markings incl first flight, tax & pictorial cachets. As a number of different airlines are represented & covers are 
both outgoing & incoming, there is a wide variety of frankings & rates. Last exhibited at Phila Taipei in 2016 by the late 
Ross Wood where it received a Large Vermeil. (64) $1,200 

564 Nyasaland 1931-1964 written up exhibit tracing the routes & rates of airmail during these 43 years. The study is done 
in chronological order with only outward & internal airmails covered. The exhibit is divided into 5 sections for 1932-1939 
"The Early Development", 1939-1945 "The War Years" 1945-1953 "Nyasaland after the War", 1953-1963 "Federation 
of Rhodesia & Nyasaland" & 1963-1964 "Nyasaland". Scarce material noted incl 1931 "EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT" 
handstamp on cover to Transvaal, "First Official Airmail" handstamp in 23-1-1932 cover to London plus intermediate to 
Khartoum, First Airmail Nyasaland-India illustrated cover with later to various destinations incl Internal Airmail to 
Lilongwe by Royal Air Force, Scotland, S.Africa, NZ, S.Rhodesia, Mozambique, Australia, Greece, Austria & USA. Incl 
covers registered at Blantyre & Limbe. One Royal Air Force cover shows wrong date (1925) & handwritten "date error 
should be 33" alongside "Postmaster Limbe" h/s. Two 1938 covers use KGV pictorials, the large covers are franked at 
4/1d & 4/6d, both incl 2/6d. Also incls censored July 1945 cover to USA (the war with Japan not being over), taxed 
covers to S.Africa & Canada, registered (1947 4d fee, 5/- def on large letter prepaying 1/3d per half ounce), postcard to 
England (7½d), 1948 6d airletter to USA, 1949 Forces Mail to Asmara, Eritrea & several items to USA & UK 
destinations. Interesting range of later registered, re-directed, taxed & handstamped instructional marking to a variety 
of destinations incl Chile, Switzerland, UK, USA, South Africa & France. Viewing will impress as well researched & 
written up as exhibited by Ross Wood at the 2016 Stampex in Adelaide in which it was awarded gold. (126 covers) $3,000 

565 Nyasaland 1940-1956 selection excluded from the above exhibit. Written up on leaves & incl 5 x WWII censored & 5 
registered to addressees in Australia, Canada, NZ, Austria, North Borneo, UK, Sierra Leone, India, Switzerland & 
Tanganyika. Well researched & again covering routes & rates. (17) $150 

566 Nyasaland 1933-1964 range of covers also originally having been part of the formal exhibit & now left on pages. 
Useful writeups for each but surplus to the above unless enlarged. with excluded from the above exhibit. Incls outgoing 
airmail covers in chronological order with 70+ incl airletters. Noted some formular registered envelopes, registered 
covers, a couple taxed, Forces Mail (+ 1943 Airgraph London to Limbe, Nyasaland), 1942 dual censored (Nyasaland & 
India), 1951 intro of machine slogan date stamps & a few 1954/63 Fed. Another excellent lot ex Ross Wood. (72) $500 

567 World 1928-1941 World range with frankings of USA, indo China, French Morocco, France, Panama, Colombia, 
Tunisia, Poland (1929 x 4 & 1930) & Philippines (1941 FFC Manila-Singapore). Noted 1928 Panama Lindbergh Regd 
cover with imperf pair & 1928 USA to Germany flight card. Variety of cachets & pmks. Interesting lot. (14) $140 



568 World 1931-1932 selection of international flight covers from Sweden, Czechoslovakia, Malta, Uruguay, Dutch East 
Indies, Greece, Estonia, Switzerland & Argentina plus a 1938 Australia-New Guinea-Nyasaland cover from Henty to 
Sydney by air, ship to Beira & rail to Blantyre with 2d New Guinea stamp added to 5d franking to cover postage to 
Nyasaland. Noted 1931 Graf Zeppelin cover from Brazil to Olomouc, Czechoslovakia & Australia 1931 First All 
Australian Air Mail Service to England & onto Gablonz with receival cds on front. Ex Ross Wood exhibition material 
written up with details of rates & routes. Useful pickings. (15) $300 

569 World 1940-1964 Range of covers incl First Fiji to Tonga 25th Anniv (1964) Tonga to Australia & Suva to Tonga each 
with silver Anniv vignette plus same in MUH block of 4 (2 blocks), Mexico 1937/56 covers (11) & front, mostly airmail, 
"The Postage Stamps of Wonderland 1865-1965 Including the Territory of Looking Glass Land", 2003 Centenary of 
Wright Brothers APO sheetlet of 10 with Aeropex 03 logo, 1940 NZ Dinner menu signed by dignitaries in relation to 
Inauguration of the Pan-American Airways South Pacific Service plus a few NVI aerogrammes (Aust) unused. Also 
1980s "Historic Flights of Pan American Clippers" set of 10 multicoloured cards by artist John T McCoy. $40 

570 WWII Air Mail covers incl 1940 from New Caledonia "Per Pan American Airways via Auckland" censored locally, from 
Greece & Dutch Indies all with Melbourne Censor labels. Also 1941 from Hungary with Sydney label & large "3" 
controller's cachet on back plus 1940 from serviceman in Egypt with "NZ -2 DE 40 FPO1" cds carried on first troop 
airmail service & endorsed by Recipient, Hudson Fysh, on reverse. Finally, 1941 surface mail cover (faults) with 
Belgian Congo 2fr75c "Ruanda Urundi" ovpt tied by Usumbura cds censored locally & in India. Generally fine. (6 items) $180  

AUSTRALIA 
 

571 1920 "Herald and Weekly Times" brown vignette (AAMC 48a, Cat. $200) & 1922 1/- blue (AAMC 64a, Cat. $200).    
Both with good perfs but several rust spots, the brown vignette with full gum, whilst the blue is part og only. Hard to   
find without toning. (2) $50 

572 1927 (17th May) Melbourne to Cessnock & Camooweal to Cessnock Davis Bros. covers both with 1½d Canberra strips 
of 3 tied by Ship Mail Room Melbourne & Camooweal cds's. "Forwarded by Air Mail" cachets, the earlier in mauve & 
black on red "See Western Queensland" etiquette on latter. Good cond. AAMC 91, Cat. $100+ (2) $60 

573 1929 (10th June) Sydney to Charleville to Wyndham to Darwin to Adelaide to Sydney flown by Les Holden in the DH86 
"Canberra" on the Commonwealth Civil Aviation Dept survey charter flight. "By First Aerial Mail Round Australia from 
Sydney to Sydney" typed above address with 1½d KGV & 3d Airmail tied by Sydney cds's plus 2 red, white & blue 
vignettes. Wyndham, Charleville, Cunnamulla & Wave Hill b/s's. VG cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 139a, Cat. $600 $200 

574 1929 (10th June) Darwin to Adelaide intermediate flight on the above. One of the 12 Registered Darwin covers with 
1½d & 3d KGV, 3d airmail & 3d kookaburra. Darwin, Fremantle & Adelaide b/s's. Some light creasing but otherwise 
fine. Ex Frommer. AAMC 140, Cat. $650 $240 

575 1929 (19th Aug) Wallaroo to Elliston intermediate leg of the Adelaide to Streaky Bay by Eyre Peninsula in Junkers F13 
monoplane with ½d & 1d KGV, latter top marginal, tied by Elliston cds's. Also Mollison signed & ex Frommer. Only 2 
flown. VG cond. AAMC 143a, Cat. $600 $180 

576 1929 (19th Aug) ditto but Streaky Bay to Cowell on return leg with ½d & 1d KGV tied by Cowell cds. Again Mollison 
signed, ex Frommer & only 2 flown. Good cond. AAMC 144, Cat. $600 $180 

577 1929 (19th Aug) ditto but Streaky Bay to Port Lincoln with ½d & 1d KGV tied by Pt Lincoln cds's dated 20 AU 29. Also 
Mollison signed & ex Frommer again with only 2 flown. Diagonal fold otherwise good cond. AAMC 144, Cat. $600 $140 

578 1929 (19th Aug) ditto but Elliston to Port Lincoln leg with ½d & 1d KGV tied by Pt Lincoln cds. Mollison signed & ex 
Frommer. Only 2 flown. VG cond. AAMC 144a, Cat. $600 $180 

579 1929 (19th Aug) ditto but Elliston to Wallaroo with ½d & 1d KGV tied by Adelaide slogan cancel dated 20 AUG 1929. 
Mollison signed & ex Frommer with 2 flown. VG cond. AAMC 144a, Cat. $600 $180 

580 1929 (27th Apr) Brisbane & Charleville vie Roma & Toowoomba Inaugural Qantas service. Charleville registered cover 
with 10d in total franking tied by Charleville cds's & addressed to Flinders Naval Base, Western Point. Pilot signed by 
Moody (Capt.) with black on red airmail & "Inaugural Flight Brisbane to Charleville Air Mail Service" vignettes. 
Brisbane, Melbourne & Flinders Naval Depot b/s's. Scarce cover, signed on reverse by pilot P.H.Moody. Some edge 
wear but attractive & under catalogued. One of 25 non Davis Bros types. Ex Frommer. AAMC 133a, Cat. $250++ $120 

581 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth "Vacuum Oil" illust commem cover originating in Melbourne. VG cond unusually still 
with the original advertising greeting insert card. AAMC 136   $40 

582 1929 (2nd June) Adelaide to Perth & return pair of “Whellams” covers. Initial flight self-addressed with return          
sector terminating in Melbourne. Each with "Air mail Saves Time" slogan cancels. VG cond & diff to the normal          
cover designs. AAMC 136/37   $40 

583 1929 (2nd June) Ceduna to Perth intermediate flight on "Whellams" cover with 3d Airmail & 1½d KGV tied by neat 
Ceduna cds's. VG cond. AAMC 137a $30 

584 1929 (Jun 9) Adelaide to Perth first through & direct flight commercial covers x 2 originating Melbourne & Port 
Adelaide. Each with 3d Airmail & 1½d KGV & neat typed addresses. The main plane did not fly the entire route 
Adelaide-Perth in the 2nd June inaugural East-West flight. AAMC 138, Cat. $200 (2)  $80 

585 1930 (14th July) Set of 12 Wyndham to Perth intermediate flights by West Australian Airways, all departing Hall's Creek 
to Perth, Geraldton, Carnarvon, Onslow, Mardie, Whim Creek, Mundabullangana, Port Hedland, Broome, Derby, 
Fitzroy Crossing & Roebourne, the latter with boxed "UNCLAIMED" & Dead Letter Office Perth cds. All with matching 
frankings of Sturt pair & 2d Airmail & a red R6 Hall's Creek reg labels with relevant b/s's. All in VG cond & a most 
attractive set that would be virtually impossible to recreate. AAMC 165a x 12, Cat. $1200 $250 

586 1930 (19th Feb) Camooweal to Newcastle Waters intermediate flight originating in Brisbane on 18th Feb. Elizabeth St, 
Melbourne Registered cover with 1½d WA Cent, 2d KGV, 3d kookaburra & 3d airmail (plate 4 top selvedge) tied by 
matching cds's plus a s/l boxed "LATE FEE". Neighbouring Daly Waters return cds for 21 FE 30 & Melbourne, 
Camooweal & Daly Waters transit b/s's. Attractive & ex Frommer. AAMC 151 & 152, Cat. $650+ $150 

587 1930 (19th Feb) Daly Waters to Camooweal flight opened to provide a direct link with Darwin. 3d Airmail & 1½d KGV 
tied by Daly Waters cds & neighbouring red, white & blue By Air Mail vignette. Addressed to England with endorsed in 
m/s at left describing route. One of only 30 covers flown. Good cond & ex Frommer. AAMC 152, Cat. $350 $80 

588 1930 (19th Feb) Daly Waters to Camooweal ditto but a pre-printed Registered Post env with red Daly waters Regd 
label & 8d KGV mixed franking. Addressed to Dar-Es-Salaam, East Africa with range of b/s's incl Daly waters, 
Camooweal, Brisbane, Sydney & Dare-Es-Salaam. One of 30 carried. Good cond & unusual final destination.        
AAMC 152, Cat. $350 $80 

589 1930 (19th Feb) Newcastle Waters to Daly Waters intermediate flight with 1½d KGV & 3d airmail tied by Daly Waters 
cds Ex Frommer. VG cond. AAMC 152a, Cat. $400+ $70 

590 1931 (30th Apr) Java to Australia by KLM Cheribon Registered cover with 1G commem airmail tied by "Abel Tasman 
Batavia-Centrum 9 Mei 1931" cachet. Sydney & Batavia b/s's. Vert fold. Good cond. AAMC 196, Cat. $75 $20 



591 1931 (Nov) "Per 1st Flight Australian Air Mail By A.N.A. Plane Australia - London Also P.A.A. New York - Miami -Cuba 
- Antigua" endorsed large cover with 6d KS in both colours plus an "OS" ovptd example & 2½d KGV & 3d Sturt all tied 
by Regd Sydney cds's with neighbouring label. Cachet plus Airmail vignette & h/s. An array of b/s's incl Air Mail Field 
Atlanta, New York, Miami & St Johns, Antigua.  Most unusual & attractive. AAMC 222, Cat. $40+++ $75 

592 1931 (24th Nov) Sydney to Brisbane on Elizabeth St, Melbourne Registered cover with 2d & 6d KS the latter ovptd 
"OS". A AA Rosenblum self addressed cover. Good cond. AAMC 224, Cat. $100 $20 

593 1932 (7th Jan) England to Australia "First All Australian ANA Xmas Greetings Air Mail" with 2 plain covers both 
endorsed, latter "By Kingsford Smiths Special Flight" with 2d mixed KGV frankings tied by 16th & 19th Dec cancels 
respectively. Sydney Air Mail Section b/s on latter.  Good cond. AAMC 245 x 2, Cat. $250 (2) $50 

594 1932 (9th Mar) France to New Caledonia intermediate cover en route to Australia. Carried by French aviators Baron de 
Verneilh, ME Deve & E Munch in the Couzinet 33 "Biarritz" endorsed "Via Brisbane per courtesy of Capt. Deve" with 6d 
KS tied Sydney by 30 MR 32 cds with Brisbane 31 MR 32 transit & Noumea 6-4 32 arrival b/s's. "Non Reclame" & 
boxed "Retour A L'envoyeur" next to address. Some staining around edges & stamp but scarce. Ex Frommer.          
AAMC 254a, Cat. $1500 $350 

595 1932 (7th June) Sydney to Darwin intermediate leg on the intended Sydney to London flight by JM Weir with 2d & 3d 
SHB tied by Darwin NT 7 JE 32 cds. Signed "Jim Weir 4.6.32"on reverse with Sydney, Brisbane & Newtown cds's. He 
was forced down by monsoon gales near Alor Star before eventually reaching Calcutta. He then abandoned the flight 
at Karachi on 3rd July due to ill health. One of 12 flown to Darwin. Good cond & ex Frommer. AAMC 266, Cat. $550 $200 

596 1932 (12th Oct) Darwin to Brisbane intermediate cover from the England to Australia by J Herbert. in his DH60M Moth. 
Endorsed "England to Australia Flight by Courtesy of Jacques Hebert Esq Darwin. Brisbane" with 2d KS tied by 
Brisbane 12 DE 32 cds upon arrival. Signed "JR Hebert" left of the typed address. Hebert was the first Canadian to fly 
from England to Australia however he crashed at Cloncurry on 10th Dec. Only 12 flown on this leg. Good cond. Ex 
Frommer. AAMC 284, Cat. $750 $200 

597 1933 (30th Sept) Mascot Aerial Pageant blue Air Mail Society of NSW card with 1d KGV green tied by Mascot cds. 
Addressed to EA Crome & signed by winning pilot, G M Reid in his Avro Avian. 300 flown. AAMC 330 Cat. $80 $30 

598 1933 (30th Sept) Badges issued for "The Aero Club of New South Wales Annual Pageant" with one in pink for "Official 
or Competitor" & another in yellow for "Adult". The first with "Smithy's" Arrival Saturday 14th Oct 1933" typed on 
reverse & signed by Stanley Bridgland as honorary secretary, the latter with "CT Ulm's Arrival" but with Bridglands 
autographed applied by cachet. Most unusual & highly collectable. (2) $70 

599 1933 (30th Sept) ditto & also signed by G M Reid. VG cond. AAMC 330 Cat. $80 $30 
600 1934 (10th-14th Apr) Australia to NZ range of 12 covers each with the violet cachet & franked with 7d in various 

combinations postmarked Melbourne, Sydney, Kew & St Kilda between 6th & 10th April, all to NZ addresses. Mixed 
cond but remains worthwhile noting some unusual incl Pemberton WA Regd (front). Good buy at the reserve of $10 per 
cover. AAMC 369/70, Cat. $700+ (12) $120 

601 1934 (10th Apr) Australia to NZ x 3 covers with mixed frankings & cachets but unusually 2 addressed to France,        
one with Paris 16.V.1934 b/s, plus another to Tonga. All with Auckland b/s's. A lovely trio different to the normal.   
AAMC 369, Cat. $180+ (3) $75 

602 1934 (11th May) Australia to NZ "Goodwill flight" by Charles Ulm in "Faith in Australia" with 1d KGV pair & 2d KGV tied 
by Sydney slogan cancel (1d's not cancelled) plus NZ 2x1d KGV with one tied by Wellington arrival cds for 12 MY 34. 
No.7 of 250. Signed by Ulm & addressed to him in Sydney. Good cond & ex Frommer. AAMC 379, Cat. $250 $70 

603 1934 (2nd June) Mundubbera to Cracow plus return intermediate leg on the Brisbane to Cracow route with latter 
Registered having 5d KGV & 3d airmail tied by Mundubbera cds's & pilot signed by Ronald Adair. Both with respective 
b/s's. AAMC 384 & 385, Cat. $150+ (2) $60 

604 1934 (2nd July) New Zealand to Australia & 1934 (24th July) Australia to New Guinea & return all on single cover with 
mixed frankings from NZ, Aust & NG plus 3 diff cachets & various cds's & b/s's. Self addressed to "Flight-Lieut CTP 
Ulm, A.F.C." & signed by him at left. Large cover hence some edge wear but generally in good cond. AAMC 389 & 393 $50 

605 1934 (24th July) Australia to New Guinea & return on printed commem cover with mixed Aust & NG frankings & both 
cachets on front. Signed by CTP Ulm with Lae & Melbourne b/s's. Good cond. AAMC 395, Cat. $40+ $20 

606 1934 (3rd Oct) Daly Waters to Perth on Registered "First Official Flight" Mitchell printed red map env with 2d KS & 3d 
Sturt pair tied by neat Daly Waters N.A. cds's. "DALY WATERS" provisional R6 label completes this attractive cover. 
AAMC 429 Cat. $150 $70 

607 1934 (3rd Oct) Perth to Daly Waters & return, the latter then onto Sydney & Brisbane. One Reg Perth with 3d KS pair & 
½d & 2d SHB with Daly Waters & Darwin b/s's & the other with Daly Waters & Sydney. Good cond with some creasing 
on latter. Both Eustis covers AAMC 428 & 429 Cat. $250 (2) $70 

608 1934 (3rd Oct) Daly Waters to Victoria River Downs with 2d Vic & 3d airmail tied by bold Daly Waters N.A. cds. 
"Covers on private mail bag for plane" in m/s on reverse. Good cond. AAMC 429a, Cat. $150 $50 

609 1934 (3rd Oct) Victoria River Downs to Daly Waters registered cover with "DALY WATERS N.T." provisional R6 reg 
label. 2d Vic & 6d KS tied by Daly waters cds's with Camooweal, Brisbane, Sydney & Adelaide b/s's as one of the 
Eustis covers that was carried on & annotated accordingly in m/s. Good cond. AAMC 429a, Cat. $150+. $50 

610 1934 (20th Oct) England to Australia MacRobertson Air Race Roscoe Turner & Clyde Pangborn cover with GB ½d 
green KGV tied by London machine cancel & 1d green KGV tied by Melbourne cds for 29 OC 34. "Carried by us in 
Mac Robertson Inter-National air race London Melbourne 3rd place, Time, 3 days; 21 hrs; 5 mins; 2 sec Commander 
American crew" cachet in mauve & signed by Roscoe Turner. AAMC 434, Cat. $100+ $40 

611 1934 (20th Oct) ditto on US 6c embossed env flown by Turner & Pangborn in a Boeing Monoplane. It became a "round 
the world" cover having come from New York (Sept 26 1934 machine cancel), GB 1½ KGV tied by Mildenhall cds for 
20 OCT 34, 3d Vic Cent tied by Ship Mail Room Melbourne 29 OCT 34 on arrival & finally US 6c airmail with neat New 
York duplex cancel for DE 4 1934. Most attractive. VG cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 434a, Cat. $450 $120 

612 1934 (20th Oct) ditto but flown by HL Brook & Miss E Lay in a Miles Falcon. GB 1½ KGV & 2d Macarthur tied by 
Melbourne 24 NO 34 on arrival. With cachet to left signed by Brook. Elizabeth St Melbourne 26 NO 34 b/s. VG cond. 
Ex Frommer. AAMC 437, Cat. $400 $100 

613 1934 (20th Oct) ditto but flown by JD Hewitt, F Stewart & CE Kay, the latter having signed beneath the cachet. GB 
KGV tied by Mildenhall A'Dme cds & neighbouring 2d Vic Cent tied by Melbourne7 NO 34 cds. Good cond. Ex 
Frommer. AAMC 438, Cat. $150 $50 

614 1934 (20th Oct) ditto but self addressed printed env to "Flying Officer C. E. Kay" & signed by him above address with 
1d KGV tied by Sydney 8 NO 34 cds. Good cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 438, Cat. $150 $50 

615 1934 (20th Oct) ditto but carried on Calcutta to Rangoon intermediate by McGregor & Walker with green vignette tied 
by mauve cachet. 9pi KGV tied by indistinct Cantonment cds dated 25 OCT 34 & Calcutta b/s for 29 OCT 34. 
Signed/endorsed by Stephen Smith on reverse. Good cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 440a, Cat. $350 $70 



616 1934 (20th Oct) ditto but flown by D Jenson & M Hansen England to Australia in a Desoutter NK11 & signed by the 
latter. GDB Elizabeth St Melbourne 5 NO 34 b/s. VG cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 441, Cat. $400 $100 

617 1934 (20th Oct) ditto but on printed "Via MacRobertson (sic) Race London-Melbourne by Desoutter Pilot Hansen" env 
also with Mildenhall pmkd KGV with neighbouring Melbourne 7 NO 34 arrival cds. Signed by Hansen. Light staining.  
Ex Frommer. AAMC 441, Cat. $400 $70 

618 1934 (20th Oct) Sweden to Holland & then to Australia on the KLM Douglas DC2 "Uliver" piloted by KD Parmentier,   
JJ Moll, B Prins & C van Brugge. This small Air Mail cover originally from Sweden has a 50o airmail tied by Malmo 
Luftpost cds before 30c triangular airmails x 3 added for onwards trip to Sydney. Sydney GPO Air Mail Section b/s    
with Royal Dutch Airways Sydney cachet. Good cond & scarce origin. AAMC 444, Cat. $80+ $50 

619 1934 (14th Nov) England to New Zealand via Australia, the first leg being in the MacRobertson Air Race. Flown & pilot 
signed by JD Hewett & CE Kay with GB 1½d KGV tied by Mildenhall 19 OC 34 cds & NZ 1d KGV pmkd Palmerston 
Nth 15 NO 34. Printed CE Kay addressed env in vg cond & ex Frommer. AAMC 460a, Cat. $125 $50 

620 1934 (16th Nov) Portland to Melbourne return Autogiro flight in connection with the VICVI Exhibition. Illustrated 
postcard with "M.O.O. PORTLAND" cds tying 1½d KGV & AAMS cachet plus another numbered "6" (unusually low 
number) addressed to India with Calcutta arrival cds's. Usual corner wear on each. AAMC 461 Cat. $150 (2) $40 

621 1934 (7th Dec) First Regular England-Australia air service incoming covers x 3 with 1/3d in franking on each with one 
on-sent by ship "Monowai" to NZ. Written up on display pages. Also 1930 Perth-Kalgoorlie FFC on page with write up 
& examples of rouletted & perfd airmail vignettes. (7 items) $60 

622 1934 (8th Dec) ditto intermediate but from Camooweal to Mt Isa with 6d KS Airmail John Ash imprint pair tied by 
Camooweal cds for 18 DE 34. Cootamundra 22 DE 34 b/s. Worn cond but scarce. AAMC 469a, Cat. $150+ $20 

623 1934 (8th Dec) London to Melbourne by Imperial Airways & Qantas with 2½d KGV block of 4 & pair tied by Borne 
Dorset cds's. Endorsed "All the Way By Air Royal Mail" in m/s. Melbourne 22 DE 34 b/s. AAMC 469, Cat. $75 $20 

624 1934 (8th Dec) Singapore to Darwin, Singapore to Camooweal, Singapore to Cloncurry & then Sydney & Singapore to 
Brisbane intermediate flights on the Qantas & Imperial Airways London to Melbourne service. Each with Straits 
Settlements 25c KGV tied by Singapore 16 DE 1934 cds's with relevant b/s's. Mixed cond. AAMC 469n, Cat. $600 (4)  $80 

625 1934 (14th Dec) Katherine to Brisbane bearing 1929 3d airmail & 2d Vic Cent tied by neat Katherine cds's. Addressed 
to Highgate Hill, Qld. No backstamp. Unlisted in AAMC but should be AAMC 474a. Good cond. Ex Frommer. $50 

626 1935 (24th Mar) Australia to England cover flown by HL Brook with "Carried by the Miles Falcon G-ACTM Australia-
England 7 days 19hrs 50 min Piloted by.." in m/s & signed below by HL Brooks. 1d KGV tied by Darwin cds with GB 
1½d KGV added upon arrival & pmkd by Croydon 1 APR 1935 machine cancel. Very good cond with only 85 flown. 
AAMC 493 Cat. $400+ as signed. $80 

627 1935 (15th May) Australia to NZ Jubilee Air Mail with 2d & 3d SJ & 2d Anzac tied by Brisbane Air Mail cds's. Pictorial 
env with maps & event detail in blue on grey. Wellington 23 MY 35 b/s, the delay having been caused by engine 
trouble during flight necessitating jettisoning of all but 1100 items. This cover is one from 2 bags of Brisbane to 
Wellington mail saved. Ex Frommer. AAMC 499, Cat. $175 $50 

628 1935 (1st Sept) Daru to Darwin special mail by RAAF Short Southampton flying boat with 3d Papua Air Mail ovpt tied 
by Daru cds. Port Moresby 5 SP 35 & Darwin 27 NO 35 b/s's. Signed by Squadron Leader A Hempell. The long delay 
was the result of the aircraft being diverted to search for the missing aviator Stuart Campbell plus engine problems at 
Port Moresby. Good cond. AAMC 524, Cat. $600 $300 

629 1935 (28th Oct) Royal Silver Jubilee Rocket Experiment cover carried by rocket "Zodiac" across the Brisbane river 
between Riverview & Moggill complete with vignette & 2d KGV red pmkd Moggill. VG cond. AAMC R4a, Cat. $100 $50 

630 1935 (31st Dec) England to Australia. Carried on Imperial Airways flight IE405 "City of Khartoum" when, only two 
kilometres from Alexandria harbour, experienced a total engine failure for lack of fuel. It plunged in to the sea killing  
the nine passengers & three crew. Much of the mail badly damaged with nearly all stamps soaked off. This cover with 
London F.S. Airmail machine cancel dated 24 DEC 1935 but no stamp. Addressed to Auckland, NZ. No enclosure. 
AAMC 575, Cat. $325 $40 

631 1935 (31st Dec) England to Australia ditto with this example having both 3d & 1/- KGV stamps still attached. Includes 
the Deputy Director of Posts & Telegraphs original letter dated 17th Jan 1936. AAMC 575, Cat. $325 $50 

632 1936 (26th Apr) Melbourne to Sydney Test Flight with three covers carried on Holymans Airways DC2 "Bungana" 
record-setting flight. Two "one way" covers with Sydney cancels & the "boomerang" cover with 2d KGV ovptd "OS" & 
3d Vic Cent tied by Melbourne 5 MY 36 arrival cds. Good cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 602b/ba/bb, Cat. $800 (3) $200 

633 1936 (14th Sept) England to Australia per "Spirit of Flinders" with 2d SA Cent tied by Parliament House Canberra 8 OC 
36 arrival cds. Signed on the reverse by pilot JV Fairbairn. 12 carried. Good cond, ex Frommer. AAMC 630, Cat. $350 $120 

634 1936 (16th Dec) Brisbane to Adelaide South Australian Centenary Air Race complete set of 33 covers carried by each 
competitor in their respective aircraft. Incls the Civil Aviation Departments Monospar aircraft piloted by Flt Lieut D Ross 
& the "Herald" Percival Gull piloted by Capt. Taylor both of whom were officials not competitors plus the cover prepared 
& pmkd for the CA Butler entry but he failed to compete & thus unlisted. Endorsed on the back accordingly & still pmkd 
in his home town of Cootamundra. Some pilots carried only 4 covers hence a maximum of 4 sets possible & one set is 
in the National Library, Canberra thus this is likely to be the only other full set in private hands. All pilot signed with 
flight details typed on the pre-printed covers which were then either cancelled in Adelaide after 19th December or at 
the home towns of the pilots. Good cond & most attractive. Ex Frommer. AAMC 664-696 & unlisted, Cat. $10,000+ (34) $6,000 

635 1937 (10th Jan) Sydney to Salamaua carried on Mandated Airlines DH84 Dragon flight to New Guinea with Aust 1d 
KGV tied by Enmore 9 JA 37 cds alongside 1½d "Air Mail" ovpt BOP tied by Brisbane "Paquebot" machine cancel on 
return. Pilot signed by RO Mant.  Good cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 803a, Cat. $900 $280 

636 1937 (7th Feb) Wau, New Guinea to Brisbane "per Lockheed Electra to Australia" endorsed at top in m/s. NG 1d & 
3½d x 2 BOP (later with Air Mail ovpt) tied by Bulolo cds's. Mail was flown in a last-minute effort to persuade the 
authorities that the "Electra" was the most suitable plane for the Australian service. Eric Chater, manager of Guinea 
Airways Ltd flew to Brisbane with only one stop for fuel. He averaged 170mph carrying only 2 passengers & the airmail. 
Melbourne 10 FE 37 b/s. Good cond (torn back flap) & ex Frommer. AAMC P110ba (to Adelaide), Cat. $500 $200 

637 1937 (7th-9th June) First Australasian Airpost Exhibition, Brisbane illust cover with boxed commem cachet in carmine 
addressed to England. 3d Airmail block of 4 with central Air Mail Brisbane cds makes this cover. Also 5th Oct 1937 
Airmail Exhibition Melbourne with commem pmk on illust cover. AAMC 738b & 768b, Cat. $80 (2) $20 

638 1937 (15th June) ditto with 2d KGV & 3d airmail tied by neat Burketown cds & b/s Normanton same day. "By Air Mail 
Only" cachet under vignette. Vert fold. AAMC 741, Cat. $40 $20 

639 1937 (12th Aug) 4th MacKay Aerial Expedition cover autographed by the leader Donald MacKay, pilot Frank Neale & 
navigator Harry T. Bennett. Cancelled Wave Hill tying ½d x 3 KGV, 1½d Sturt & 2d SJ. Addressed to Vaucluse, NSW. 
Longreach 15 AU37 & Cootamundra 16 AUG 1937. A little edge wear at base otherwise good cond & rarely seen. Ex 
Frommer. AAMC 758, Cat. $275+ $100 



640 1938 (11th Mar) Sydney to Moree Air Race cover signed by pilot E Collibee with 1d QM tied by Moree slogan cancel. 
Crome addressed. Good cond. 20 flown. AAMC 796, Cat. $100 $50 

641 1938 (5th May) Incoming Swiss registered "Pro Aero" cover to Vaucluse, NSW with 75¢ "Pro Aero", 10¢ on 65¢ air & 
20¢ ordinary mail. Neat clean cover with Pro Aero 1938 "plane in cross" cachet in blue. $20 

642 1938 (26th June) England to Australian "All The Way" by First Flying Boat. GB 2½d KEVIII block of 6 tied by "LB   
Stock Leicester 24 JU 38" cds's. Unclaimed Poste Restante Sydney having arrived 6.738. "Unclaimed Sydney 9 AU38" 
cds on front with boxed "Non Reclame Unclaimed" & "Dead Letter Office 11 Aug 1938" cds both in red. VG cond.      
Ex Frommer. AAMC 813a, Cat. $250 $75 

643 1938 (22nd July) England to Australia & return by First Airmail at Ordinary Postage Rate with "First Through Service 
Empire Air Mail Scheme" endorsed. Franked with GB 1½d KGVI tied by London machine cancel before Aust 1d        
QM & 2d KGVI pair attached for return journey. A lovely & rarely seen boomerang cover from this service. Good cond. 
AAMC 819/20, Cat. $80+ $40 

644 1939 (8th Feb) Mt Coolon, Queensland to Rockhampton by Rockhampton Aerial Services with 2d & 3d KGV tied by Mt 
Coolon cds's & neighbouring Collins St 12 FE 34 receival. Only 62 flown. Some toning otherwise sound. Ex Frommer. 
AAMC 357, Cat. $150 $30 

645 1939 (28th Aug) Kingaroy, Queensland Registered large printed cover commem the Pan Am New Zealand to USA 
"California Clipper" service with a total mixed franking of 10/3d incl 5/- Robes, 3d airmail, 6d KS & 1/6d Hermes 
possibly for a "round the World" rate as addressed back to Kingaroy but only Brisbane & Kingaroy b/s's. Attractive 
cover but no other details. Ex Brown. $40 

646 1939 (30th Aug) "Round Australia Flight by courtesy of Gordon Elliot per Klemm Swallow VH. ABB" endorsed Crome 
cover with 2d KGVO tied by Bowral cds & pilot signed.12 carried. Good cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC 879g, Cat. $225 $70 

647 1940 (30th Apr) "New Zealand - Australia - England Through Air Mail Service Inaugural Flight" plain covers x 2 with 5d 
Centennial with boxed 6 line cachet in violet. Both covers addressed to Australia.  Good cond. AAMC 899 Cat. $200 (2) $20 

648 1940 (30th Apr) New Zealand to Australia ditto with 2½d Centennial tied by Auckland slogan. Incls original photo of 
"Aotearoa" landing at Auckland. Good cond. AAMC 899 Cat. $100 (2 items) $20 

649 1940 (30th Apr) Australia to NZ & return Trans-Tasman flights with 2 illust covers with cachets, one pmkd Taradale 
plus return with blue aircraft in flight illust env pmkd GPO Sydney Air 5. Auckland b/s. AAMC 899 & 900, Cat. $200 (2) $40 

650 1940 (30th Apr) ditto on TEAL illust long covers x 2 with 5d ram tied by Sydney GPO Airmail Section cancels. Both b/s 
Auckland with latter "Passed by Censor 46" cachet in mauve. Tone spots & latter vert fold. AAMC 900, Cat. $200 (2) $20 

651 1940 (2nd May) Inaugural Trans-Tasman Flying Boat Service cover from Australia to New Zealand. Pilot signed by 
Capt. JW Burgess. VG cond. AAMC 900 Cat. $100+ $20 

652 1940 (16th July) Adelaide to Auckland for the service above. 1/4d KGVI x 2 & 1/- lyrebird tied by Adelaide cds's with 
Auckland 19 JL 40 transit cds above address. Boxed "New Zealand-USA Air Mail Service via New Caledonia, Canton I 
and Hawaii" cachet in violet. San Francisco JUL 24 1940 "Golden Gate International Exposition 1940" slogan b/s. Self 
addressed to Nelson Eustis. AAMC 905, Cat. $100 $20 

653 1940 (16th July) Honolulu to Suva to Auckland by Boeing 314 on FAM 19 First Pan-Pacific airmail. Combination 
franking of USA 50¢ Trans Pacific Air & 10¢ Monroe & Aust 3d KGVI Die I & 1/- lyre tied by Honolulu machine cancel 
(1/- uncancelled). Auckland 18 JLY 40 b/s. US route map cachet in violet. Addressed to Sydney. Ex Frommer.       
AAMC 905b, Cat. $150+ $30 

654 1940 (9th Sept) "M.V. "Southern Seas" Pan American Airways Company" 2-line cachet in blue on plain cover with 2d 
NSW perfined "OS NSW" & tied by Sydney "Buy War Savings Certificates" slogan cancel. Addressed to Crome & ex. 
Frommer. Light staining. $20 

655 1941 (4th Dec) Rabaul to Sydney cover endorsed "Carried First Non-Stop Night Flight Rabaul Sydney per Catalina 
Flying Boat RAAF Squadron Leader Davis Commdr Left Rabaul 5pm 4.12.41" & pilot signed "J. Davis" below. NG 5d 
BOP tied by "5pm 4-12-41 Rabaul" m/s cancel. Enmore b/s. Fine cond & under-catalogued at $275 as only 5 flown.    
Ex Frommer. AAMC P154 $340 

656 1942 (15th Aug) Qantas Empire Airways Ltd long cover with 5½d emu tied by Brisbane machine airmail date stamp & 
typed Qantas Sydney address. Pencilled notes by Hudson Fysh (Qantas) on reverse pertaining to hold-up in flight 
through expected wartime offensive. Good cond. Ex Frommer. $30 

657 1943 "The Airgraph Service" instructions on original form with the letter side showing a sender's address dated Port 
Lincoln 1 December 1943. Ex Brown. $20 

658 1943 (5th June) Inwards Airgraph letter from Manchester to Cessnock NSW, the message typed "Greetings to you via 
the very first Airgraph service about to begin - first acceptance tomorrow". Post Office Communications Australia with 
crest & "Hermes" at left & 2 line Airgraph Letter at right with "Opened by Censor" tape affixed at left. Good cond. $40 

659 1946 (7th Apr) Sydney to Singapore Qantas Liberator first post-war civilian flight Airletter with Qantas commem ovpt. 
Tied by GPO Sydney GPO cds & pilot signed by Capt. A Furze & Capt. J Moxham. Unopened. AAMC 1036a, Cat. 
$200 $60 

660 1946 (9th Apr) England to Australia GB 6d KGVI Air Letter tied by London slogan cancel. Pilot signed by HJ Mills,     
RO Mant & KG Jackson & addressed to Hudson Fysh. Ex Frommer. Good cond. AAMC 1039b, Cat. $150 $50 

661 1946 (26th Aug) Sydney to Coff's Harbour intermediate on the Butler Air Transport service to Evans Head. OHMS 
stampless cover with Coff's Harbour, NSW cds. Pilot signed by TR Young. Only 24 covers flown with about 5 on this 
intermediate sector. Some creasing & light wear but scarce & under catalogued at $75. Ex Frommer. AAMC 1055a $30 

662 1946 (9th Sept) Melbourne to Sydney TAA's First Airmail Flight printed cover with 5½d emu tied by Air Mail Section 
Melbourne cds with GPO Sydney b/s. Vert fold otherwise good cond. AAMC 1064 Cat. $75 $20 

663 1946 (15th Sept) Australia to Canada Tans-Pacific flown 7d KGVI Air Letter overprinted in blue for this inaugural flight. 
Cachet in mauve & Vancouver SP 18 46 b/s. VG cond. AAMC 1066a, Cat $400   $150 

664 1947 (3rd Feb) "PICAO Melb-Aust" provisional h/s registration label with two matching cds strikes, one tying 5½d emu. 
Addressed to Christchurch. Abbreviation stands for Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation. The cds for 3 
Feb 1947 was prepared for the conference at a special PO opened at the University of Melbourne. Ex Frommer. $40 

665 1947 (21st Feb) Noumea to Sydney & Lautoka to Sydney intermediates on PAA Inaugural FAM 19 flight San Francisco 
to Australia & 1948 (21st Oct) Melbourne to Sydney by TAA Convair Liner signed by pilot Capt. Cooper. Also 1949 
(13th July) First CPA Sydney to Vancouver with violet cachet bearing 1/6d Hermes x 2 (rate was 1/6d per ½oz). AAMC 
1095a x 2, 1192 & 1222 Cat. $110 (4) $20 

666 1947 (16th Aug) Quilpie to Charleville & Roma to Brisbane carried on special inland Airmail service by Qantas for the 
Royal Geographical Society. Some staining around adhesives. AAMC 1110b x 2, Cat. $60 (2) $20 

667 1948 (31st May) Australian National Airways carbon copies of Passenger Tickets numbers 40083/84 with former 
signed by passenger Oliver Lodge for £4/5/-d paying the fare from Melbourne to Wagga Wagga. Good cond. (2 tickets) $20 



668 1949 (13th July) Canada to Australia & return by Canadian Pacific Airlines. Outwards flight with Canada mixed franking 
tied by Vancouver cds's with winged cachet in black & GPO Sydney Air b/s. The return cover has 1/6d Hermes tied by 
GPO Sydney Air cds with mauve cachet at left with Vancouver b/s. Good to VG cond. AAMC 1221 & 1222. Cat. $50 (2) $20 

669 1949 (22nd July) Australia to Canada by Canadian Pacific Airlines Arthur Bergen designed cover self addressed to him 
in Toronto with Toronto & Vancouver b/s's. Mixed franking with Peace issue & ½dkangaroo & 2½d Lawson tied by 
GPO Sydney Air cds's with mauve cachet. VG cond & another rarely seen Bergen airmail cover. AAMC 1222 $40 

670 1950 (27th Mar) Melbourne to Bairnsdale & return, Sale to Melbourne & Bairnsdale to Sale & return Arthur Bergen 
commem covers each with route printed. an ANA colour vignette & the ANA cachet applied in either green or mauve 
with respective cds' & b/s's. All Bergen typed addressed & fine. AAMC 1239, 1240 & 1240a (5) $75 

671 1950 (5th June) Melbourne to Devonport (Pardoe Aerodrome) & return Arthur Bergen commem covers. Each with 
"TRANS-AUSTRALIA AIRLINES" cachet in mauve & respective b/s's. VG cond & Bergen covers always highly 
collectable. AAMC 1245/46 (2)  $50 

672 1951 (28th June) Melbourne to Christchurch Inaugural Direct Flight by TEAL with 6d kookaburra x 2 paying return rate. 
QEA airmail vignette top left & Christchurch 29 JUN 1951 b/s with boxed cachet in violet. Also Melbourne to 
Christchurch one way with 5½d Canberra & ½d kangaroo with the same cachet & 1954 (29th June) Sydney to 
Christchurch with similar cachet but changed origin. AAMC 1274 x2 & 1348, Cat. $60 (3) $20 

673 1951 (29th June) Melbourne to Christchurch First Official Direct Airmail covers x 11 incl 3 "boomerang" with 1/- rate 
plus Christchurch to Melbourne regd cover with 10d NZ franking. AAMC 1274 Cat. $20 x 3, AAMC 1275 Cat. $20 & 
AAMC 1276 Cat. $25 x 7, total cat. $280 (11) $20 

674 1951 (7th Dec) Australia to Holland by KLM from Sydney to Amsterdam with attractive orange & blue KLM Air Mail 
vignette & cachet in mauve, 1954 (31st Oct) Amsterdam to Sydney KLM cover with heart shaped cachet & Sydney b/s 
plus 1955 (8th June) Sydney to Amsterdam over North Pole by CPA x 2 on an APO cover & a long illust type both with 
mauve cachets. VG to good cond. AAMC 1288, 1349b & 1351 x 2, Cat. $115 (4) $20 

675 1951 (7th Dec) Canberra to Canberra First Official Round Australia Air Mail Service Arthur Bergen produced commem 
cover with 3d red & green KGVI & 1/6d Canberra tied by Air Mail, Canberra, ACT cds. Complete with 8 diff b/s's & 
mauve cachet. A rarely seen Bergen cover. VG cond. AAMC 1286 $40 

676 1951 (12th Dec) Australia to Netherlands New Guinea by KLM with GPO Sydney Air cds tying 1/6d Hermes & Biak 
Luchtpost b/s. Map cachet in violet & orange & blue Airmail vignette. Most attractive. AAMC 1288a, Cat. $25 $20 

677 1953 (2nd June) Australia to England & return plus intermediates carried on the Qantas Coronation Flight all on printed 
Air Letters each with different Commonwealth countries Coronation commems tied by a range of cancels & with "EIIR 
Coronation Day Air Mail Flight June 2 1953" mauve cachets with the respective origins/destination. Incls many 
intermediates to Mauritius, Pakistan, Cocos Is, New Hebrides, Ceylon, NZ, PNG & Solomon Islands. VG cond. AAMC 
1318b x 13, Cat. $650 (13) $100 

678 1953 (2nd June) Australia to England & return plus intermediates full set of 24 Australia to England return with all 
intermediate legs plus an extra with set of 3 Aust Coronation issue on single cover. All with neat typed addresses on 
illust covers with relevant cachets & b/s's. Good to VG cond. AAMC 1317/18/a, cat. $500 (25) $75 

679 1955 (23rd Nov) Inauguration of Domestic Postal Services Cocos Islands to Mainland covers incl generic FDC of 
Australia 1/0½d, then same as plain cover plus 3d & 3½d on illust Qantas cover & an embossed "EIIR" card with 4 x 
3½d commemoratives. All items bearing violet rounded triangular cachet. Also, Qantas 1963 (11th June) FDC bearing 
5d Cocos. AAMC 1354 & AAMC 1489, total cat. $90 (5) $20 

680 1957 (23rd Nov) Adelaide to Gawler 40th Anniv of First Flight x 5 all with triangular vignettes & 4 signed by pilot RG 
Carey. 5 of the 50 flown! Good to VG cond. AAMC 1379c, Cat. $500 (5) $50 

681 1957 (23rd Nov) Adelaide to Gawler 40th Anniv of First Flight x 5 covers identically addressed to Mr R McIntosh in Vic 
& signed by son of the original pilot Graham Carey (travelling as passenger in re-enactment) above triangular vignette. 
7d Flying Doctor used on 4 covers, 3½d Christmas pair on the other. Also 1967 (23rd Nov) 50th Anniv with similar 
vignette but ovptd 50th 1967 & signed by pilot NSD Buckley. AAMC 1379 & 1618, Cat. $120 (6) $20 

682 1957 (25th Nov) South Africa to Australia & return both on illust covers the first showing route across map along base 
of long cover with Jan Smuts Airport commem cds. Latter with 2/- crocodile pmkd GPO Perth. VG cond.               
AAMC 1380 & 1381, Cat. $50 (2) $20 

683 1958 (14th Jan) Qantas Inaugural Round The World Flight covers x 4 addressed to Vic & NSW all bearing 2/- Qantas x 
2 for return flight plus an unaddressed WCS FDC bearing a single plus another franked with 2/- Qantas but taxed 4/- as 
should have had 2/- x 2 for round the world service. WCS FDC (date deleted) amended & with violet "World" cachet 
plus 1958 (3rd Apr) Brisbane to London covers x 3. AAMC 1386 x 6 & 1388. Total cat $120+ (9) $30 

684 1959 (26th Feb) "Carried on Skywriting Flight, at 15000ft above Perth, W.A. Plane: Tiger Moth VH-AYY "Brolga" Pilot: 
Fred Hoinville" on blue vignette attached to cover with 4d 1958 Christmas tied by GPO Perth cds. Neighbouring full 
strike & pilot signed beneath. Addressed to Paul Le Comte & signed & endorsed by him on reverse as "No. 91." 
Unlisted in AAMC & first we have seen. VG cond. $40 

685 1959 (28th Feb) Ballarat Begonia Festival Helicopter Mail covers x 9 with all but one having violet circular cachet.   
Good cond. AAMC 1402 Total cat. $135 (9) $20 

686 1959 (17th Dec) Sydney to Honolulu by Pan Am, 1965 (6th Apr) Frankfurt to Sydney & return each with cachets & b/s's 
plus Karachi to Athens intermediate. VG cond. AAMC 1548, 1549 & 1549a, Cat. $75 (4) $20 

687 1960 (16th Nov) Qantas Round the World 40th Anniv flight covers x 4 plus aerogramme. All with 5/- frankings & 10d 
uprate on 10d aerogramme tied by special Winton machine cancel & b/s London Qantas Empire Airways 18 NO plus 
1965 (Mar/Apr) Brisbane to Hong Kong, Sydney to London via Singapore, ditto via Hong Kong & via Kuala Lumpur 
plus Sydney to Christchurch all by Qantas. Also Lufthansa Sydney to Frankfurt. VG to good cond. AAMC 1443 x 4, 
1443a, 1538, 1539, 1549 & others. Total cat. $200+ (10) $30 

688 1965 (17th May) Sydney to Dubbo first resumed air service 5d QEII embossed PSE's tied by GPO Sydney                 
cds & signed by crew of aircraft incl both hostesses! Addressed to E.A. Crome c/- Postmaster, Dubbo.                         
AAMC 1551 x 2, Cat. $80 $30 

689 1971 (16th Aug) Sydney to Lord Howe Is RAF Museum illust commem cover (AAMC 1743) plus 1975 (28th Feb) Lord 
Howe Is to Sydney last flight by Ansett-ANA & Airlines of NSW with latter unrecorded in AAMC. VG cond. (2) $20 

690 1985 (15th Feb) Sydney to London by Concorde. Cover signed by pilot D Leney on front with neighbouring photo of 
British Airways Concorde attached. 85c franking in butterflies tied by Sydney International Airport pictorial pmk. Back 
flap typed "Certified carried on Concorde Flt BA9061 Sydney to London 15 February 1985" & signed "NRD Tait, Gen. 
Manager UK-Australia/NZ". One of 10 only signed. VG cond. AAMC 1997b $50 

691 1987 (4th Feb) America's Cup commem covers x 5 all with purple "Carried on Airship" & inscribed "Bondy's Blimp" 
alongside & signed at base by Alan Bond. Also colour photo & negatives of the airship. Ex Crome/Frommer. (5) $50 



 

WORLD 
 

692 Argentina 1929 (12th Oct) Argentina to Chile (Northern Route) endorsed "Via aerea Panagra" by Pan American Grace 
Airways with Buenos Aires cds & "Correo-Aeroea Antofagasta" arrival b/s. An important early flight in VG cond. Ex 
Boris Joffe & Frommer. $140 

693 Belgium 1910 (3rd Aug) Aviation meeting b&w postcard showing aviators preparing for a flight. Belgium 1¢ grey arms 
tied by clear Stockel (Aviation) cds. RPS (London) Cert (1979) Scarce & in VG cond. $100 

694 Bolivia 1926 (13th Nov) Potosi to Cochabamba per Pilot Lemaitre with 5¢ Arms tied to view side of photo 
"Tiaguanaco" postcard with "Pri Er Correo Aereo" cachet & "… Cochabamba" arrival cds. Rare cover with only 10 
flown. Ex Joffe. $140 

695 Canada 1930 (9th Oct) Newfoundland to England cover endorsed "Courtesy of Capt. Boyd & Lt Connor USNR 
Transatlantic Fliers" carried on second flight of Airship "Colombia" with 4¢ Prince of Wales tied by Harbour Grace 
Newf'd cds & pilot signed by J Errol Boyd & Harry P. Connor Navigator on face. A little soiling otherwise fine. Of the 22 
covers flown more than three-quarters were mailed from St Johns & only 20 posted from Harbour Grace. Ex Frommer. $200 

696 Canada 1932 (19th May) Newfoundland to Germany cover carried by Fritz Hammer in "Dornier" DOX flying boat on 
"Harbour Grace Airport Trust Co" printed env with $1.50 on $1 commem tied by St Johns slogan cancel & Harbour 
Grace transit b/s. Flap removed & minor corner marks from mounting. Addressed to the Hungarian aviator George 
Endras who flew from Newfoundland to Hungary in 1931. Endras was subsequently killed in a crash in Italy while this 
cover was in transit. Ex Frommer. $200 

697 China 1925 (26th Sept) China to Japan cover carried by Francesco de Pinedo with "3 Cts" on 4¢ Junk tied by bilingual 
cds with neighbouring boxed "FIRST AIRMAIL CHINA-JAPAN" cachet. Signed by the pilot "Fde Pinedo" at lower left. 
The mail was mislaid until March 1926 & only 52 items were recovered & forwarded of which only 6 were signed by De 
Pinedo. Some blemishes on reverse from previous mounting but frontally fine. Unsigned example sold at Hammers in 
1995 for £2200 unsigned & Gaetano Vullo's similar cover sold in 2003 for £1529. Ex Frommer. $1,300 

698 Columbia 1925 (27th June) Colombia to Venezuela First Flight per flying boat "Idoor" with 3¢ tied by "Agencia Postal 
Barranquilla…" cds in blue plus Scadta 5¢, 10¢ & 15¢ tied by "Service Postal Aereo Scadta (Barranquila)" cds with 
double-boxed flight cachet at left. Vertical fold clear of the stamps & postmarks. Ex Frommer. $120 

699 Columbia 1932 (13th Oct) Caucaya to Bogota Military Flight stampless cover with rubber "Correo Aereo Militar 
13Oc1932 Caucaya" cds. Similar "… Potosi" transit b/s & "…Bogota" arrival cds with a superb "Servicio De 
Transportes Aereos Bogota" cds strike on face & similar "...Barranquilla" arrival b/s. Good cond & ex Joffe & Frommer. $100 

700 Fiji 1933 (18th Mar) Lautoka to Suva Fiji Airways printed cover x 2, both with 2d KGV frankings & pmkd PO Levuka & 
Suva b/s's. VG cond. AAMC (1997) F10a, Cat. $300 (2) $30 

701 France 1909 (22nd Oct) Menu card from aviation dinner signed by Louis Charles Joseph Blériot, who 3 months earlier 
became world-famous for making the first airplane flight across the English Channel. The dishes themed to his 
achievement with "Consommé Bleriot" & "Souffle Glace en Aeroplane". Incls 2 contemporary postcards showing him & 
his aircraft. A rare opportunity to obtain a unique item related to an aviation pioneer. VG cond. Ex Frommer. $900 

702 France 1927-1936 group of covers noting 1927 French India to Shanghai with "Pondichery" & "Shanghai" cancels, 
1932 reg'd Bouget Aviation to Saigon, 1934 Madagascar to Termora NSW (surface mail except Perth to Adelaide), 
1935 Madagascar to Belgium by Sabena with Belgian P/D's on front, registered (5f50 franking on front & 7f10 on 
reverse) & air (6f) to Aust & 1936 Lebanon to Aust reg'd Beyrouth & 1934 Air Ministry Paris local official cover. Also a 
multiple backstamped 26-5-45 Lebanon to Aust opened out regd cover with addressee changes. Valuable group. (9) $180 

703 France 1936 (25th Oct) Paris to Saigon Air Race cover carried by Arnoux, Japy & Micheletti in Caudron "Goeland" with 
50¢ Peace tied by Le Bourget-Port Aerien cds with neighbouring India 3p KGV tied by Karachi Air 26 OCT 36 cds. 
"Voyage Inerrompu le 26-10-1936 a Karachi" & "Course Aerienne Paris - Saigon" cachets in mauve. Signed by both 
Arnoux & Japy. The plane crashed at Karachi causing the flight to be abandoned. Ex Frommer. $100 

704 Germany 1927 (15th June) Cottbus to Berlin carried Clarence Chamberlain in the Wright-Bellanca "Colombia" after 
completion of Trans-Atlantic crossing from USA. 10p & 15p "eagle" airmails tied by Cottbus 15.6.27 Flughafen cds on 
Illust commem cover with photo & facsimile signatures of Chamberlain & his benefactor & passenger Charles Levine. 
VG cond. Ex Frommer. $200 

705 Germany 1932 (21st May) America to Europe by Dornier Do-X flying boat. Stampless postcard posted aboard the 
trans-Atlantic flight by Fritz Hammer with "Dornier Dox 21Ma132 Flugschiff" cds & superb "America Europe (plane) 
Flugschiff Do-X" cachet in purple alongside. Unusually addressed to Holland with "Berlin C 27-5-32" transit cds. Good 
cond. Ex Frommer. $100 

706 Great Britain 1911 (9th Sept) London to Windsor "1911 Coronation First UK Aerial Post" purple brown envelope with 
typed addressed to Melbourne but with "Please readdress" in m/s & changed to London. Incls matching "Instructions" 
& message in m/s with signed message matching addressee. Mauve timed clock face cachet to left of address. Some 
edge wear but presentable. $180 

707 Great Britain 1920 (19th July) London to Brussels carried on the first flight of the Handley-Page WWI bomber with 
1½d KGV x 3 tied by Brixton SW 2 18 JUL 20 machine cancel. "Buxelles-Brussel 19VII 1920" arrival b/s & very fine 
"417" postman's delivery h/s. Light vertical fold otherwise good. Ex Joffe & Frommer. $180 

708 Great Britain 1925 (16th Nov) Marseilles to Capetown intermediate carried on the above flight also with vignette but in 
red. France 30¢ Sower tied by indistinct Marseilles cds. Also signed by Cobham on reverse. The green vignette is 
particularly scarce with only 9 know on card. Light trace of water staining but not detracting. Ex Frommer. $600 

709 Great Britain 1938 (27th Nov) Imperial Airways England to Australia flight in the Short S23 "Calpurnia". Crashed at 
Lake Habbaniyah Iraq. Capt. E Atwood, the First Officer & 2 passengers were killed. GB 1½d KGVI pair on cover tied 
by London machine cancel with "RECEIVED IN DAMAGED CONDITION EX FLYING BOAT CALPURNIA" cachet in 
violet below. AAMC 834, Cat. $125 $60 

710 Great Britain 1939 (11th Dec) Croydon to Rabaul with boxed "Passed by Censor TNG No.9" in violet & 1/3d franking 
machine cancelled. Cover addressed to well-known collector Basil Challis in New Guinea. Also a 1939 (21st Oct) QV, 
KGV, KEVIII & KGVI combination cover to Australia, cancelled Lerwick Shetland Islands & taxed as a result. Also with 
"Passed By Censor" Cachet & censor tape at left. Melbourne 9 NOV 39 b/s. (2) $30 

711 Great Britain 1970 (7th Sept) RAF cover flown in Concorde 002 G-BSST on a development test flight from RAF 
Fairford. Reached a speed of Mach 1.46 with a 1hr & 45 min flight time. Exc cond. $25 

712 India 1925 (2nd Feb) Rislapur to Calcutta cover carried on RAF demonstration flight with large "Calcutta-Rislapur 
Demonstration Flight Calcutta 1925" illust cachet in violet & India 1a KGV tied by Rislapur 2 FEB 25 cds. Signed by 
Flight Lt Gordon. An early India flight with 124 flown. VG cond. Ex Frommer. $140 



713 India 1927 (18th Feb) Karachi to London with India ½a KGV affixed over perforated blue on pink "Carried With the Rt 
Hon Sir Samuel Hoare India to England 1927" vignette. Addressed to Mr Unis Abdullah, c/- Messrs Atherton & Co 
Liverpool & signed by him on reverse. Vignette is overstamped diagonally "By The D.H. City of Delhi" in violet. 
Numbered 44 of 48 flown, this cover sold for £850 in the 1997 Harmers "Newall" sale. Ex Frommer. $340 

714 India 1929 (4th Apr) Karachi to London first flight with double ring "By Air" h/s & 8a KGV tied by Bombay GPO strike. 
Boxed "Air Orient" 5 line cachet in black at base. Minor edge damage & soiling. $20 

715 India 1930 (30th Oct) Karachi to Calcutta "New Air Venture by The Hon'ble Mrs Victor Bruce. well known Racing 
Motorist. She learnt to fly in only 6 days" printed commem env with India 1a KGV cancelled on arrival & signed "Mildred 
Bruce". New Delhi b/s dated 1 NOV 30. Mildred Mary Bruce was a glass-ceiling-breaking British adventuress who won 
the Women's Class of the 1927 Monte Carlo Rally & later drove 250 miles north of the Arctic Circle, a record she held 
for more than 70 years! VG cond. Ex Joffe & Frommer. $180 

716 India 1930 (31st Oct) Karachi to Burma "New Air Venture by The Hon'ble Mrs Victor Bruce. Well known Racing 
Motorist. She learnt to fly in only 6 days" printed commem env with India 1a KGV cancelled on arrival in East Rangoon 
& signed "Mildred Bruce". Originally endorsed to "Akyab" but altered to "Rangoon" in red pen. East Rangoon 31 OCT 
30 b/s. 10 flown. Good cond. Ex Joffe & Frommer. $180 

717 Ireland 1929 (26th Aug) Galway-London First Flight postcard addressed to Perth WA with commem pictorial purple 
cachet "First Air Mail 26th Aug 1929 Galway-London". 1d defin tied by Galway cds of same date. This was an 
experimental flight with a view to speeding up mail from the USA to London. The charge for this service was 3d but this 
card was carried on from London to Australia all for 1d. Rarely seen. $80 

718 Ireland 1938 (1st July) Father Mathew pair on FDC airmailed Dublin to Douglas IOM with GB 1d & ½d KGVI defins 
affixed at bottom left to pay return postage to Dublin. Second experimental summer flight by "Aer Lingus". Douglas 
machine cancel ties GB adhesives, whilst the Father Mathew pair is tied by overlapping Baile Atha Chatr (Dublin). $40 

719 Ireland 1945 (24th Nov) "First Commercial Overseas Flight Washington-London American Airlines System FAM 24 
November 1945" illust cover. Addr to Washington with 1/- & 3d defins correctly paying the airmail rate. Gaelic slogan 
cancel of Luimneach (Shannon Airport) "Labair Saedirse". Flown by "Flagship Washington". $40 

720 Italy 1930 (17th Dec) Italy to Brazil commem env carried on Gen. Italo Balbo's Trans-Atlantic massed flight with "Primo 
Volo Transatlantico." imprint in blue at top left. Italian 7L70c flight (Cat. £1800 as a used stamp) & 1fr25 Victor 
Emmanuel tied by "Crociera Italia-Brasile Roma 15 DEC 1930" commem machine cancel. Various signatures of the 
pilots & aircrew numbering 16 above the Rio de Janerio address. VG cond & ex Frommer. Scarce. $650 

721 Italy 1932 (26th Feb) Idrovolante "S55P" flying boat on b&w postcard. Addressed to the Acting Postmaster, Darwin 
from "Societa Aerea Mediterrane via Torino Roma" with Italian 25¢. Couple of corner creases but useful for display.  $20 

722 Italy 1933 (19th July) General Italo Balbo mass formation flight in conjunction with Chicago 1933 "Century of Progress" 
Exhibition cinderellas printed by IGAP, Rome in 5 diff designs. A further label from same printer affixed to US 2¢ 
bicentennial PSE printed commem cover by Italian American Citizens Club to welcome the flight to New York. 
Cancelled City Hall Annex NY. Interesting group. $40 

723 Japan 1928 (3rd Apr) Japan to France cover carried by French aviators D Costes & J Le Brix with 10s Nagoya tied by 
Japanese language Tokyo cds & Paris Bouget-Aviation Seine 14 4 28 arrival cds. "The Imperial Hotel Tokyo" imprint 
on flap. Faint blemishes. Ex Frommer. Muller 10,000, Cat. $800+ $180 

724 Kenya/Belgium/South Africa 1974 (18th Nov) Helsinki to Johannesburg Nairobi Lufthansa crash cover bearing a 
strike in violet of the English/Afrikaans cachet, "RECOVERED FROM AIR CRASH ON 20 NOVEMBER 1974 AT 
NAIROBI / HERWEN VAN LUGRAMP OP 20 NOVEMBER 1974 TE NAIROBI." Antwerp Belgium red paid franking 
dated 18.11.74 with red "EXPRESS Spoedbestelling" h/s with neighbouring Antwerp 18.11.74 12.15 cds. Rosettenville 
Johannesburg b/s. Some faults as usual but scarce. Lufthansa Flight 540 was a scheduled commercial flight for 
Lufthansa operated with a Boeing 747-100, carrying 157 people (140 passengers and 17 crew members). The flight 
was operating the final segment of its Frankfurt–Nairobi–Johannesburg route. On 20 November 1974 it crashed and 
caught fire shortly past the runway on take-off. This was the first fatal accident and third hull loss of a Boeing 747. This 
was also the third fatal accident involving a wide-body aircraft, after Eastern Air Lines Flight 401 in 1972 and the crash 
of Turkish Airlines Flight 981 earlier in 1974. To date, it is also the deadliest plane crash to occur on Kenyan soil. There 
were 61 fatalities with the aircraft completely destroyed by fire. Investigation determined that the cause of the crash 
was a stall at low altitude precipitated by pilot error in not extending the leading edge flaps for take-off. This procedure 
is now automated on 747's in current service. Recovered mail (mainly destined for South Africa) was forwarded on 
after receiving the bilingual English/Afrikaans cachet. Similar cover sold in Ace Auctions Sale 18 for $370 +BP. $120 

725 Macau 1937 (28th April) Macau to USA "China Clipper" First Flight with PAA pictorial cachet in blue. Single stamp tied 
by part Macau octagonal cancel with other stamp missing (?) San Francisco MAY 4 1937 b/s & no indication of 
interruption or accident suggesting the state of the cover? Sold "as is" Ex Brown. $20 

726 Netherlands 1931 (17th Aug) Suriname to Curacao with a complete set of the "Do. X 1931" Dornier 10 ovpts tied by 
"Extra Luchtpost Verzending Uit Per Do X" cachet showing the aircraft.  "via Trinidad" in m/s top left. Violet Pan-
American Airways flying boat pictorial cachet on reverse with arrival Curacao cds. VG cond. Stamps cat. £375 for F/U. $120 

727 New Caledonia 1931 (12th May) Internal airmail cover to Postmaster at Voh with 15f56 in 12 defin franking each with 
"PAR AVION" h/s in black & tied by Noumea cds's. Voh receival cds on flap. Apparently the handstamps were 
unauthorised. Unusual. VG cond & ex Frommer. $100 

728 New Zealand 1937 (28th Dec) New Zealand to Samoa intermediate leg on second Survey Flight by "Samoa Clipper". 
Attractive long commem cover with photo insert showing aircraft on water. NZ 6d Coronation tied by Auckland cds & 
addressed to Apia with neighbouring red cachet. Pago pago (American Samoa) JAN 1 b/s & Apia 7 JA 38 b/s's. $65 

729 New Zealand 1937 (31st Dec) Samoa to New Zealand intermediate printed commem card "Pan American Airways 
Trans-Pacific Flight USA-NZ First Official Air Mail" with ½d & 2½d Samoa tied by Apia cds dated 31 DE 37. "Samoan 
Clipper" arrived Auckland on 26th Dec 1937 with a later flight departing Samoa for NZ on the 11th Jan 1938 but this 
was lost mid air with no survivors & no mail salvaged hence how cover left Samoa on 31st Dec 1937 needs research. $40 

730 New Zealand 1938 (2nd Jan) Auckland to San Francisco with NZ 2/- Cook x 2 & 6d Harvester tied by Auckland cds's. 
Boxed "New Zealand USA First Airmail December 1937" in red. "per Samoan Clipper". San Francisco JAN 6 1938 b/s. $55 

731 New Zealand 1938 (2nd Jan) New Zealand to Hawaii by "Samoa Clipper" on long Pan-Am cover addressed to USA 
bearing 3/- Mt Egmont & 9d Maori Rafter Panel x 2 correctly pre-paying 4/6d rate to USA & signed by Capt. EC Musick. 
Black boxed cachet with San Francisco JAN 6 1938 b/s. VG cond & very few covers signed. $80 

732 New Zealand 1938 (2nd Jan) New Zealand to USA second survey flight by Sikorsky S-42 "Samoan Clipper". 
Registered Wellington & addressed to Brussels bearing 1935 Airmail set of 3 & 2/- Cook x 2 tied by Wellington 26 DE 
37 cds's with circled "432/B" in black & boxed "New Zealand - USA First Airmail December 1937" cachet in violet. San 
Francisco b/s alongside "Consulat De Belgique Wellington" cachet, unusually in purple. Small repaired tear at top 
otherwise fine & attractive example. Scheduled to depart on 31st Dec 1937 but delayed by bad weather. $60 



733 New Zealand 1941 (19th July) New Zealand to Canada by Boeing 314 on FAM route 19. Commercial cover with 
original Centennial set of 11 tied by Wellington cds's plus 1945 (19th Mar) Pago Pago to San Francisco cover with US 
20¢ airmail & circled "Passed by Censor American Samoa" cachet in blue. Minor faults on each. (2) $50 

734 New Zealand 1942 (14th Dec) Censored covers x 2 both with 1/3d Arms. First tied by Wellington cds & other dated 
1944 (9th Nov) tied by Lambton Quay cds. Both with airmail etiquettes & addrto USA. Opened by Censor tape. (2) $24 

735 New Zealand 1953 (8th Oct) Christchurch Air Race covers from Netherlands both with violet "aircraft over sailing ship" 
cachet on commem KLM covers, one with 25¢ air x 2 & 30¢ defin & other with 25¢ air x 3 & 6¢ "Red Cross" charity, the 
latter cover twice folded. Both are "round trip" with handstamp "Retour a l'Expediteur" in violet. (2) $20 

736 Newfoundland 1921 (17th Nov) St Johns to Halifax cover with 35c "AIR MAIL Halifax, N.S. 1921" 2¾ mm ovpt tied by 
St Johns machine cancel. A lovely combination of flight cover & stamp. SG 148, Cat. £100 x 2 on cover $100 

737 Newfoundland 1933 "Gen. Balbo Flight $4.50" ovpt on 75¢ yellow brown. Fine MLH. SG 235, Cat. £275 $80 
738 Nyasaland 1932 (21st Jan) First acceptance of mail from Nyasland to England to connect with Imperial Airways 

inaugural Cape Town to London service. 1/- KGV pair tied to cover addressed to The Kings School, Ely with single line 
"FIRST OFFICIAL AIR MAIL" cachet. Sent by rail from Limbe to Salisbury hence Salisbury b/s dated 27 JAN 1932 
9.30AM. Worn cond but an example with character. $60 

739 PNG 1928 (17th July) Port Moresby to USA Roessler env with boxed "Treasury Dept Accountant's Branch Jul 17 1928 
Paymaster" cachet on back & "Air Mail" label endorsed "from San Francisco". Papua 1d, 4d & 6d Lakatois tied by Port 
Moresby 17 JUL 28 cds's paying the 3d foreign letter rate & 3d registration fee plus 5d airmail surcharge for US 
domestic airmail service. Carried by ship via Australia to US West Coast with "San Francisco, Calf SEP 1 1928 Reg 
Rec" transit b/s. Couple of minor blemishes not detracting. Ex Frommer. AAMC P1a, Cat. $800 $140 

740 PNG 1929 (29th Nov) Salamaua to Port Moresby with 1½d Huts tied by Post Office "Salamoa" (spelling error) cds & 
"Guinea Airways 29 NOV 29 Limited" circular cachet (earliest recorded use) with "2d" marking alongside indicating 
airmail fee paid (or to pay?) for carriage to Port Moresby & onwards by ship. VG cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC P18 variant $100 

741 PNG 1930 (11th Mar) USA Internal Airmail combination franking on "A.C. Roessler" printed env with 3d Lakatois ovptd 
"Air Mail" tied by Port Moresby 11 MR 30 & neighbouring USA 5¢ Beacon Airmail added to pay the domestic airmail 
fee & tied by Sydney cds but cancelled in Australia with boxed "Insufficiently Prepaid for Airmail Service" cachet in red 
at the same time. Ex Frommer. AAMC P1a, Cat. $800 $180 

742 PNG 1930 (18th Aug) Wau to Rabaul with 1½d Huts tied by Post Office 2 SE 30 Wau cds & "Guinea Airways Limited 
18 AUG 1930" neighbouring cachet. VG cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC  P21, Cat. $350 $120 

743 PNG 1930 (22nd Sept) Wau to Rabaul cover with 1½d Hut tied by crisp Post Office Wau cds in violet. Double circle 
datestamp of "Guinea Airways Limited" at left. Addressed to England. VG cond. AAMC P25, Cat. $325 $80 

744 PNG 1930 (22nd Sept) Wau to Rabaul ditto. VG cond. AAMC P25, Cat. $325 $90 
745 PNG 1930 (22nd Sept) ditto but pilot signed by WM Wiltshire. Good cond. Ex Frommer. AAMC P25, Cat. $325+ $100 
746 PNG 1930 (22nd Sept) ditto but pilot signed by CR Gurney. Couple tone spots otherwise good AAMC P25 Cat. $325+ $100 
747 PNG 1932 (13th June) Samarai to Berlin, Germany cover with 6d Lakatoi ovptd "Air Mail" & tied by Samarai cds's 

paying 3d foreign surface letter rate plus 3d airmail surcharge. Carried by ship to Aust with "Brisbane 20 JE 32 b/s. 
Domestic airmail to Perth before ship to Europe then by airmail to Berlin with "Mit Luftpost Bedfordert Luftpostamt 
Berlin" cachet in red on front & Berlin 27.7.32 Steglitz 1" arrival b/s. VG cond. Ex Frommer. $100 

748 PNG 1932 (23rd Mar) Salamaua to Port Moresby first official flight by Guinea Airways. Registered with 6d BOP with 
"Air Mail" ovpt tied by Salamau cds plus neighbouring strike. Red boxed cachet & registration number h/s completed in 
m/s. Signed by pilot Ormond Denny. Port Moresby b/s. 48 covers flown. Good cond. AAMC P43, Cat. $175 $60 

749 PNG 1932 (28th Sept) Kokoda to Port Moresby by Guinea Airways. Registered with 6d airmail ovpt & 2d on 1½d 
Lakatoi. Regd cachet "No. 459" in m/s. Kokoda & Port Moresby b/s's. 107 flown. VG cond. AAMC P46 Cat. $200 $80 

750 PNG 1932 (28th Sept) Port Moresby to Kokoda by Guinea Airways. Most attractive with 1d Lakatoi, 3d with red Airmail 
ovpt & 2d on 1½d Lakatoi. Kokoda arrival above address. 157 flown. VG cond. AAMC P45 Cat. $160 $70 

751 PNG 1933 (10 Feb) Port Moresby to Salamaua ex Sydney (31/1/33) with 5d KGV tied by Sydney Air Mail cds. 
Addressed to Salamaua with FFC detail typed above address. 4d paid Br. Empire 2d letter rate plus the New Guinea 
airmail fee of 2d. 298 covers flown. AAMC P56, Cat. $125 $40 

752 PNG 1934 (12th Apr) Port Moresby to Townsville to Brisbane to Sydney carried by Sidney Marshall in his Westland 
Widgeon III with 3d Lakatois ovptd "Air Mail" & ½d & 1½d pictorials tied by Port Moresby cds's & pilot signed SD 
Marshall. VG cond & most attractive. Ex Frommer. AAMC P69a, Cat. $300 $100 

753 PNG 1934 (12th Apr) ditto but cover with Australia 2d KGV tied by Rockdale 22 AP 34 cds on arrival. Pilot signed 
across stamp by Marshall. Fine cond. VG cond & also ex Frommer. AAMC P69a, Cat. $300 $100 

754 PNG 1935 (12th July) Sydney to Daru via Thursday Is registered Crome cover endorsed "Australia Papua by Courtesy 
of Flight Lt S. Campbell" & carried in his Short Scion S16 seaplane. Sydney R6 reg label & "TWO PENCE" on 1½d 
Lakatoi tied by Daru 22 JL 35 Papua on arrival. Returned with "2 Out of Course 2 5 AU 35 Sydney" b/s. This was the 
delivery flight of the plane to Oroville Dredging Co & only 12 items flown. Scarce & in VG cond. AAMC P81, Cat. $1000 $280 

755 PNG 1935 (30th Aug) Port Moresby to Ioma & return carried on JU W34 for Guinea Airways. Both pilot signed by Orme 
Denny. 95 carried out & 54 on the return. VG cond. AAMC P86 & P87 Cat. $475 (2) $150 

756 PNG 1935 (1st Sept) Daru to Port Moresby to Darwin cover endorsed "First Flight Daru-Port Moresby-Port Darwin per 
RAAF Southampton Flying Boat A-11-1" with 3d Lakatoi ovptd "Air Mail" & tied by Daru cds. Signed by AE Hempel as 
OIC with Port Moresby 5 SP 35 & Darwin 27 NO 35 b/s's. Good cond & ex Frommer. AAMC P90a, Cat. $600 $180 

757 PNG 1935 (27th Nov) "First Flight Port Moresby to Daru via Oroville Police camp D'Alberits Junction Fly River" typed 
endorsed cover with 3d Lakatoi ovptd "Air Mail" Ash imprint single & 2d Jubilee tied by Port Moresby 4 NO 35 Papua 
cds's with additional clear single strike. Daru b/s. Odd minor blemish not detracting. Ex Frommer AAMC P94, Cat. $700 $140 

758 PNG 1935 (27th Nov) Oroville Police Camp via Daru to Port Moresby. 3d Lakatoi with red ovpt tied by Cecil F Cowley 
pilot signature & again on back flap over typed endorsement. Daru 1 DE 35 cds on front & back. 117 flown. VG cond. 
AAMC P95, Cat. $375 $100 

759 PNG 1936 (17th Mar) Adelaide-Wau by DH66 Hercules "City of Adelaide" via Hay NSW. "Two Pence" on 1½d Lakatoi 
tied by Wau 17 APR 36 cds on arrival. Addressed to Ernest Crome & one of only 9 covers flown. Ex Frommer. VG 
cond. AAMC P98, Cat. $450 $200 

760 PNG 1937 (10th Jan) Sydney to Salamaua cover carried on Mandated Airlines DH84 Dragon return flight with 1d KGV 
tied by Enmore cds alongside New Guinea 1d Huts "OS" ovptd pair tied by Brisbane 21 JA 37 cds on arrival from New 
Guinea by surface mail.  Pilot signed by RO Mant. Scarce with only 5 flown. Ex Frommer. AAMC P110b, Cat. $900 $280 

761 PNG 1937 (22nd Sept) Sydney to Thursday Is with 2d KGV tied by bold Thursday Island cds with additional            
strike below. Typed endorsement at top left of cover & addressed to Crome. Signed by pilot HA Davis & engineer         
DG Duryen. One of only 12 covers flown in a Sikorsky Amphibian owned by Papua Oil Development Co .                    
AAMC P116, Cat. $350 $120 



762 PNG 1937 (11th Oct) Port Moresby to Lake Kutubu with Papua 1d KGVI Coronation x 2 tied by Port Moresby cds. 
Signed by pilot AA Koch. The Junkers 34 aircraft landed at a police camp construction site near Lake Kutubu & 
endorsed on reverse & signed by Officer in Charge, Ivan Champion. 17 flown. Good cond. AAMC P117, Cat. $600 $280 

763 PNG 1937 (25th Nov) Wewak to Tring (Sepik) franked with 3½d BOP John Ash imprint pair tied by neat Wewak cds. 
Pilot signed by Kevin Parer with "Per Parers Air Transport Co." cachet on reverse. VG cond. AAMC P120, Cat. $600 $280 

764 PNG 1937 (25th Nov) Tring to Wewak similarly signed & franked to the above. Exc cond. AAMC P120a, Cat. $600 $280 
765 PNG 1938 (20th Jan) Sydney to Cape York intermediate similarly endorsed as above & also signed with Aust NSW 

Sesqui tied by Cape York 25 JA 38 again on arrival & only 5 flown. VG cond & ex Frommer. AAMC P123, Cat. $500 $140 
766 PNG 1938 (20th Jan) Sydney-to Port Moresby via Cape York Crome endorsed "Australia-New Guinea 26-1-38 

"Felicity" UH-UKV" cover. Pilot signed by Barbara Hitchens & "CK Roberts Passenger". Papua 2d BOP tied by Port 
Moresby 4FE 38 cds on arrival with clear single strike. Good cond with 5 flown. Ex Frommer. AAMC P124, Cat. $650 $180 

767 PNG 1938 (29th June) Port Moresby to Losuia, Trebriand Islands return by Guinea Airways & on sent to Townsville. 
Same day cancels of Port Moresby & Losuia tying 2d x 2 & 5d pictorials. Losuia & Townsville b/s. Flight was used to 
uplift a sick patient. Good cond & ex Frommer. AAMC P136a, Cat. $280 $100 

768 PNG 1938 (22nd July) Rabaul inwards Airmail cover with South West Africa 1½d pictorials & 4d tied by Windhoek 
Counter SWA cds's paying 1½d Empire Airmail Scheme rate plus 4d registration fee. Carried by Imperial/Qantas to 
Aust with Darwin 7 AU 38 & Registered 9 AU 38 Brisbane b/s's. Onwards journey by Carpenter Airlines with Rabaul 18 
AUG 38 New Guinea" arrival cds next to address. Not collected from Poste Restant with "Unclaimed" & "Retour Return 
to Sender" cachets. Nice usage. Ex Frommer. $120 

769 PNG 1938 (15th Oct) Port Moresby by airmail to Eastman Kodak, Dutch East Indies with 1/- Jubilee paying combined 
rate for Carpenter Airlines service to Australia with "Townsville 15 OCT 1938 machine b/s. Onwards by Qantas from 
Sydney to Singapore & Netherlands Indies. Batavia 18-10-38 Centrum arrival b/s. Good cond. Ex Frommer. $180 

770 PNG 1939 (17th Feb) Port Moresby, Papua to Wentworth Falls, NSW long airmail cover with ½d & 1d monocolour 
Lakatois & "One Penny" surcharge set of 6 lightly cancelled by Port Moresby cds's. Surcharges set Cat. £48 plus 
premium on cover. Lovely fresh cover. SG 110, Cat. £23 x 10, + £35 & £6 for monocolours. $70 

771 PNG 1941 (4th Dec) Rabaul to Sydney first non-stop night flight per Catalina flying boat.  5d BOP cancelled "4/12/41 
Rabaul" in m/s. Endorsed & signed by Sq. Ldr. J Davies.  Enmore NSW 17D DE 41 b/s. Very small mail carried per 
favour, possibly only 5 covers & under catalogued. VG cond. AAMC P154, Cat. $275 $120 

772 PNG 1943 (6th Jan) Port Moresby to Sydney cover addressed to Hudson Fysh with enclosed Qantas Empire Airways 
letter from Port Moresby RAAF Station Superintendent "carried by the first Q.E.A. Lodestar acting as Courier Plane". 
3d KGVI tied by AFPO No7(4) & oval "RAAF Censor 142" cachet at left. Unlisted in AAMC. Also three more covers to 
Fysh carried by Qantas Flying Boats from Port Moresby with "Field Post Office 8 JA 43 042" or "RAAF PO Unit No6 10 
OC 42" cds's plus supporting documents. Some minor blemishes but a desirable & unique lot. Ex Frommer. (7 items) $200 

773 Poland 1921 (13th June) "Aero-Targ: Poznan 1921" 25m & 100m semi-official Airs on small unaddressed cover with 
pictorial cachet in black. The 25m has additional row of horizontal perfs approx. 10mm from top frame. Ex Frommer. $30 

774 Singapore 1926 (23rd Aug) Singapore to Kuala Lumpur Experimental Flight with Straits Settlements 1¢ & 3¢ tied by 
light Singapore cds. Bold "BY AIR MAIL" cachet in black at top & Kuala Lumpur 2.30PM 23 AU 1926 arrival b/s.           
VG cond. Ex Frommer. Muller 10,000, Val $800+ $120 

775 Singapore 1941 Pan Am FFC's all with censor marks noting incoming from San Francisco, Honolulu, Guam & Manila 
& outgoing on same route. Franked 70¢ (SF), 50¢ (Honolulu), 30¢ (Guam) & 36¢ (Manila). Outgoing Straits frankings 
of $1.55 (SF), $1.05 (Honolulu), 55¢ (Guam) & 30¢ (to Manila). All fine with Pan Am pictorial FF cachets. (8) $100 

776 South Africa 1911 (27th Dec) Kenilworth to Muizenberg "First South African Aerial Post" picture postcard with Cape of 
Good Hope 1d tied by superb "First South African Kenilworth Dec-27-11 Aerial Post" cancel plus Kenilworth Cape cds 
alongside. Muizenberg arrival cds & "First South African Muizenberg Dec.27.11 Aerial Post" cachet complete this 
attractive item. Muller 17,500, Cat. $1250 $280 

777 South Africa 1925 (2nd Mar) Capetown to Durban postcard endorsed "via Capetown-Port Elizabeth-Durban 
Experimental Air Route" with GB ½d & 6d KGV tied by Dulwich 12 FE 25 cds with neighbouring "S A Air Mail 2 MAR 
1925 S A Lugpos" cachet. More than 2000 letters flown but only 67 postcards. The card was sent as Printed Matter at 
½d rate + 6d for the airmail fee per "Windsor Castle" to South Africa. Good cond. Ex Fannig & Frommer. $200 

778 South Africa 1932 Imperial Airways illust FFC's to London from Cape Town bearing 1/- on one & 4d x 3 on other. Also 
intermediate Keetmanshoop to Salisbury, Sthn Rhodesia bearing SWA 3d Air single & 2d defin. Good cond. (3) $30 

779 Switzerland 1925 (2nd June) Geneva to Basel comical aviation postcard with "Meeting International" cachet tying 25¢ 
air & two triangular vignettes at left. Also, a 1926 Zurich to Athens with 35¢ airman & 25¢ aircraft & "1926 November 
Schweizer Afrikaflug" pictorial cachet plus a 1927 (30th May) cover to London with 15¢ aircraft x 2 tied by oval 
Lausanne to La Chaux de Fonds oval cachets. An attractive group in VG cond. (3) $70 

780 Switzerland 1926 (7th Dec) Switzerland to South Africa cover carried by Walter Mittelholzer & Hand Hartmann in the 
Dornier seaplane CH-171 with 1fr airmail tied by Zurich 28 XI 26 Flugpost cds. "Zurich 3 Bahnof" regd label & "1926 
November Schweizer Afrikaflug" seaplane illust cachet alongside. Addressed to "Capetown post restante" with 
"Alexandria R10 Foreign 13De26" transit cds & returned with South African tri-lingual "Unclaimed" cachet. Good cond 
& different from the normal. Ex Frommer. $180 

781 Switzerland 1928 (27th July) incoming covers from Latvia to Luzern with green on yellow vignette plus 1930 
Liechtenstein to St Gallen reg'd with red cachets, 1931 Stockholm to Davos also regd & 1933 Germany per flying boat 
with "Passau Flugschiff Do. X Schweiz" cachet in mauve. All in VG cond. Ex Frommer. (4) $140 

782 Thailand 1920 (17th Feb) Bangkok to Chantaburi per military "Brequet" biplane with Siam King Chulalongkorn "2 
Satang" ovpts x 5 (one faulty) tied by four very fine strikes of the boxed flight cachet. This was the first Air Mail in 
Thailand. Ex Frommer. Muller 3,500 $150 

783 Thailand 1926 (6th May) Thailand to Denmark cover carried by Herschend & Petersen with "By Danish Fokker 
Aeroplanes 1926 Bangkok to Copenhagen" cachet top left. Siam "2 Satang" on 14stg block of 4 tied by fine central 
Bangkok cds. "Royal Siamese Legation Copenhagen (garuda bird) ..." cachet beside Copenhagen address. Signed by 
the pilot TP Herschend below cachet. VG cond. Ex Tom Frommer. $340 

784 Uruguay 1925 (26th Sept) Montevideo to Rincon Rio Negro registered cover with 5¢ & 45¢ adhesives tied by oval 
Correo Aereo Montevideo & Rincon ovals in blue. "DFL" for "DEL" error in "DEL URUGUAY" variety on 45¢. 
Montevideo b/s. Good cond. Ex Frommer. $40 

785 USA 1918 (11th Aug) New York to Washington long cover with 16¢ airmail tied by Air Mail Service Wash NY Phila New 
York cds & signed by the addressee, Robert Lansing (US Secretary of State), Arctic Explorer Robert Peary & US 
Postmaster General AS Burslam. Some wear but a lovely historical cover. Ex Frommer. $80 

786 USA 1919 (21st Dec) Locklear Flying Circus "Presidio Service Club Fund" admission tag for "50cts War tax Exempt". 
Endorsed "GL McEntee Captain, 44th Infantry" on reverse in m/s. Good cond & ex Crome. $20 



787 USA 1928 (21st Feb) Springfield to St Louis Lindbergh Flight cover with 10¢ Lindbergh air & horseshoe cachet 
"Lindbergh Again Flies the Air Mail" plus 1931 "Ship to Shore" Experimental Flight covers with Honolulu (30.1.31) & 
San Pedro (12.6.31) cds's & large pictorial cachets together with typewritten notes about the two operations. Also 7 
other airmail covers from 1926 through to 1939. All in VG cond. (10) $40 

788 USA 1929 (July) USA to Spain to Italy stampless cover with "City of New York Office of the Mayor" imprint. Carried by 
American aviators Lewis Alonzo Yancey & Roger Williams in "Pathfinder". Addressed to "Proince Ludovico Spada 
Potenzian Governor of Rome" with "Roma 10-7-29 Aeroporto Littorio-Posta Aerea" arrival cds & signed "Lewis A 
Yancey". Only 19 similar covers were carried & not all were pilot-signed. Good cond with Philatelic Foundation Cert. 
(1971). Ex Boris Joffe & Frommer. $340 

789 USA 1929 (23rd Oct) Cover with "THIS LETTER CARRIED BY C.A.M. II MAIL PLANE IN GOLDEN JUBILEE 
FESTIVAL OF LIGHT AERIAL NIGHT PARADE OVER PITTSBURGH, PA, OCT 23 1929" cachet & pmkd accordingly. $30 

790 USA 1930 (11th June) Oakland to Indianapolis Registered cover with 20¢ franking tied by 3 strikes of aeroplane shape 
in silhouette & undated. Regd h/s with typed address & Indianapolis JUN 13 1930 b/s. Unusual. $20 

791 USA 1933 (22nd July) England to USA stampless cover carried by the Mollison de Haviland Dragon "Seafarer" with 
typed endorsement; "This letter was recovered from the marsh at Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA where Captain J.A. 
and Amy Mollison crashed in the "SEafarer" July 23rd 1933 after successfully crossing the North Atlantic from Wales. 
New York City, July 27 1933". Signed by both JA Mollison & A Mollison. Minor stains. Scarce with only 4 covers flown. 
Philatelic Foundation Cert. (1976). Ex Boris Joffe & Tom Frommer. $1,800 

792 USA 1934 (27th June) New York to Warsaw Trans-Atlantic Flight by monoplane "Warsaw" piloted by brothers Ben & 
Joe Adamowicz. US 2¢ Washington tied by City Hall Annex NY machine cancel. Poland 5gr airmail & 5g "eagle" tied 
by Warszawa cds of 2.7.34 on arrival. Accompanied by b/w photo of the brothers with cover signed by both top left. 
New York & Warszawa b/s's. Good cond & ex Frommer. $50 

793 USA 1935 (10th Nov) Much-travelled airmail cover with 2 address changes, additional Netherlands Indies 10¢ franking 
& finally arriving 2.12.35 at Dampit having transit marks of Batavia (29/11), Semarang (30/11) & Malang (2/12). 
Originally franked with 9¢, 20¢ defins & 6¢ Airmail tied by Philadelphia duplexes. Ugly but interesting! $30 

794 USA 1936 (4th May) Registered Airmail cover to Eritrea posted McVeigh, Kentucky via New York bearing 6¢ Air 
(correct domestic rate) plus 23¢ in additional franking with 15¢ covering registration & UPU 8¢ air + sea rate 
overlooking the 6¢ domestic air charge pre-paid! "New York U.S.A. Foreign", Aden & Asmara b/s's. Scarce destination. $30 

795 USA 1936 (30th Oct) New York to London cover carried by James Mollison in his Bellanca "Miss Dorothy" making the 
first direct flight between the two cities on "Department of Docks Floyd Bennett Field New York NY" printed env. 6¢ 
Airmail Wings tied by Brooklyn cds with neighbouring GB ½d KGV pair & KEVII 1½d tied by deformed rubber Croydon 
6 NO 36 arrival cds's. Signed by JA Mollison at lower-left & again on the enclosed typed certificate of authenticity. Ex 
Frommer. Cat. $650" (2 items) $280 

796 USA 1937 (8th May) "Anglo-American Goodwill Coronation Flight New York to London" blue cachet on long Airmail 
env with 6c Airmail tied by NY cds & return with "GR" cachet in red with 1½d KGVI tied by London cds's. Fine cond.  $20 

797 USA 1939 (8th Sept) Peoria, Illinois to Berkeley, California Airmail env with 6¢ orange airmail cancelled by duplex. 
Typewritten "Carried by the Courtesy of Pilot Tony Le Vin" & signed, Time with "Sep 5, 1939, 2nd place in the 
Thompson Trophy Race, 272 MPH" in m/s. Only 4 flown. VG cond. Ex Crome & Frommer. $40 

798 USA 1940 (15th July) Canton Is to Noumea with "First Air Mail… by Pan American Clipper to New Caledonia and New 
Zealand" pictorial cachet in carmine & franked USA 10¢ airmail. Addressed to England & opened by censor (tape at 
left) with UK 24 SEP 1940 arrival over stamp at front. Good cond. $50 

799 USA 1940 (21st July) New Caledonia to Canton Island intermediate on Noumea to San Francisco first flight. Green 
pictorial map cachet & franked with New Caledonia 2f & 5f defins tied by 21 July 40 cds but backstamped Canton Is 20 
JUL 1940. This was not a mistake as the flight crossed the International Date Line this it was the 20th on Canton Is 
when the 21st in Noumea. A unique service at the time. $60 

800 USA 1942 (25th Dec) Christmas Airgraph & accompanying window faced env "War & Navy Departments V-Mail 
Service Official Business" inscription at upper left & "Penalty for Private Use to Avoid Payment of Postage $600" at 
upper right with San Francisco machine DEC 25 1942 & slogan "Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps". Airgraph 
includes censor mark applied before photo/size reduction. $50 

801 USA 1947 (16th Apr) New York to Chicago "Milton Reynolds" illust cover signed by Milton Reynolds, navigator of his 
"Reynolds (Douglas A26) Bombshell". This was the worlds fastest private plane at the time. Franked with 5¢ airmail & 
tied by New York machine cancel. Good cond. Ex Frommer. $30 

802 USA 1953-1984 Pacific Trust Territories covers with 5 x PSE's rated 11¢ to 20¢ & 3 covers with 12¢, 13¢ & 15¢ 
frankings with nice range of addresses. Incls Agena (Guam) US Navy to Honolulu, Caroline Is to Majuro, Marshall Is, 
Truk to Kailua, Ponape, Caroline Is to Majuro, M.I. (2), Majuro to Hawaii, Yap Caroline Is to Honolulu & Truk by 
paquebot round trip 11.7.84. Good cond. (8) $60 

803 USA 1956 (12th Jan) Incoming airmail cover from Niue registered with ½d, 1d & 2/- pictorials & New York b/s plus 
1969 (4th Dec) Nauru to Honolulu first flight by Air Micronesia with 10¢ Republic ovpt & 15¢ flag paying 25¢ rate. 
Nauru Central Pacific cds's tying both these & "Inaugural Flight "Continental-Air Micronesia" 4th December 1969 
Republic of Nauru" vignette. Honolulu b/s. Both in good cond. (2) $30  
 

 
 FLYING BOATS   

Flying boats was an area that well-known West Australian exhibitor Hubert du Guesclin focussed on and now 
grace the pages of this catalogue. We have endeavoured to leave some of the collection together, beautifully 
written up on the original pages, whilst also lotting the highlights individually allowing collectors to either add 
to his work or fill gaps in the flight timeline of this important chapter.   

804 1923 (20th Mar) Nassau, Bahamas to New York by Aeromarine Airways in a Curtiss 75 converted from F5-L of WWI & 
used by Aeromarine from 1st Nov 1921 to Sept 1923. Bahamas 1d KGV x3 tied by Nassau cds's. This is one of the few 
covers known from this service. Some staining clear of adhesives.  $300 

805 1925 (20th Oct) New York to Barranquilla, Colombia with 2¢ Norse-American & 50¢ Scadta with "EU" ovpt tied by New 
York machine cancel in black & (on 50¢) Barranquilla airmail cds of 2.11.25 in red. Blue Medellin 4.11.25 rectangular 
b/s. Scarce example of Scadta (German-American Transport Co) adhesive in service on cover. On album page with 
additional notes. VG cond. $120 

806 1927 (13th Dec) Port au Prince, Haiti to Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic first flight cover franked with 50¢ & 10¢ 
Haiti flown by West Indian Aerial Express & signed by pilot Basil Rowe. 1364 covers carried but most were lost in a 
hurricane. WIAE sold out to Pan American on 15.12.28. Lovely cover. $50 



807 1929 (2nd Jan) Nassau to Miami first return flight with 2½d KGV on printed commem cover plus another with 1d for 
one-way flight. Both frankings cancelled with slogan "Come to Nassau Bahamas Ideal Tourist Resort" cancels. The 
return cover shows route map & red, white & blue stripe across centre. Both covers are struck with red handstamp "By 
First Airmail To Miami Fla". Good cond. (2) $30 

808 1929 (9th Jan) & 1931 (5th Dec) San Juan to Miami, thence to New Jersey & St Thomas, Virgin Islands to Neuvitas , 
Cuba by F.A.M. on route 6. The 10¢ rate for each cover is additionally franked 2¢ on the earlier cover to cover the land 
component of journey. Each with pictorial cachet. Good cond. (2) $50 

809 1929 (4th & 9th Feb) Miami to Canal Zone first flight with Cristobal 6.2.29 b/s plus return cover to Miami with both 
covers showing pictorial cachets featuring canal cutting, ship & aircraft. The plane shown incorrectly is a land plane 
instead of the Sikorsky S-38 NC8000 that was used. (2) $60 

810 1929 (8th Feb) First Return Flight from Cristobal, Canal Zone to Miami by Pan American Airways. Panama 2¢ PSE 
uprated with 25¢ on 10¢ airmail of 1929 tied by Agencia Postal Panama cds with cachet in violet at lower left. Miami 
13.2.29 transit & Chicago 16.2.29 arrival cds on reverse. Incls additional example of "Correo Aereo" ovpt single. $30 

811 1930 (19th Feb) Argentina to USA first flight addressed to Trinidad & franked with 5¢ & 15¢ Airs in combination with 5¢ 
x 3 tied by Buenos Aires Serv. Aeropostal cds's. Purple "Prima Correo Aereo…" cachet. The route shown on schematic 
on album leaf indicates that the Paramaribo to Trinidad sector was surface mail. Transmission was by NYRBA (New 
York-Rio-Buenos Aires Line Inc), an airline taken over by PAA in August 1930. Good cond. $30 

812 1930 (19th Feb) Uruguay to USA with 12¢ airmail franking & 5¢ additional transmitted by NYRBA with pictorial cachet 
in blue plus Argentina to USA also by NYRBA using 5¢, 10¢ & 15¢ Airs tied by Serv. Aeroporto Buenos Aires cds of 
19.2.30. The former cover has been roughly opened with some creasing, whilst latter is fine. Mail from non-Argentine 
origins is uncommon. (2) $40 

813 1930 (24th Feb) FAM 6 & 10 commercial mail from St Lucia to USA, likely by Sikorsky S-38 to Miami. St Lucia 1d, 4d & 
2/6d KGV with neighbouring US 2¢ tied by East Orange N.J. 28th Feb on arrival to cover land journey from Miami. Also 
a 1937 cover (date indistinct) Jamaica to Boston with 9d KGV tied by Myrtlebank cds. No backstamp. Both fine. (2) $50 

814 1930 (5th Nov) Dornier DO-X first Europe to USA return flight cover with red "map & 12 engine aircraft" cachet 
overwritten with "Mit Luftschiff Do X nach Amerika". Adhesives of Switzerland commencing with Romanshorn cds of 
11.11.30 tying 7f50 in airs (4f50) & 3f red, then on arrival in USA, 65¢ is tied by Helena, Mont cds for JUL 14. Then on 
return to Europe 13.XI.30 cds is on 25¢ & completion of flight indicated by Dornier Dox Flugschiff cds of 30 JAN 31. 
Remarkably good condition given the time in transit. $120 

815 1930 (25th Nov) FAM route 10 to French Guiana & Brazil first flight with the service originally scheduled for 21st 
October but was delayed by the revolution in Brazil. Franked with US 50¢ defin tied by Saint Thomas "1" duplex & 
addressed to Buenos Aires with NOV 25 1930 cds. Violet pictorial cachet shows Sikorsky S-38. On album page with 
notes & references. $40 

816 1930 (2nd Dec) First Direct Flight from USA to South America via Kingston, Jamaica. US 5¢ Air pair tied by black 
pictorial cachet & Miami machine cancel with Kingston 3-2-30 b/s plus a Canada cover with oval cachet in violet 
"Walker Air Port Air Mial Service NOV 28 1930 Windsor Ontario" tying 1¢, 2¢ & 7¢ issues also addressed to Kingston 
Jamaica & bearing similar pictorial cachet but in violet & overstruck with boxed "Air Mail" in violet. (2) $65 

817 1931 (8th Jan) First Air Mail Service from French Guiana to USA on FAM Route 10 with 10f & 1f50 surcharge on 1f tied 
by Cayenne cds's on printed commem cover addressed to FE Trippe, President of Pan Am, New York. VG cond. $30 

818 1931 (28th Jan) Portugal to Madeira Dornier DO-X intermediate airmail on Lisbon to Las Palmas service thence 
seamail to Madeira. "Ceres" defins (11) totalling 30E05 tied by Lisboa cds's. Red "Europe - Amerika"" cachet. $60 

819 1931 (31st Jan) Portugal to Brazil intermediate which departed Lisbon & arrived Rio on 20th June after numerous 
delays. Notes on album page detail reasons & places involved. Franked with "Ceres" 10E x 3 on back of cover allowing 
more room on front for addr & lozenge "DOX Primer Vuelo Europa-America Do Sul Estados Unidas" cachet in black. $40 

820 1931 (11th Feb) "Completing the Lindbergh Circle" pair with Colon, Panama to Trinidad (BWI) bearing 15¢ Panama 
"map" airmail (damaged) & 1931 (12th Feb) Caracas to Maturin long cover addressed to Trinidad with Venezuela 16¢, 
10¢ & 25¢ "map" airs. Each with a comme cachet in mauve. Good cond. (2) $65 

821 1931 (17th Aug) Germany to Brazil & return via USA & Newfoundland with set of 7 1931 "Do. X 1931" ovptd Airs tied 
by "Suriname Per Do X 18.8.31" large pictorial cds. Also a MLH set of 7. Only 4200 sets were sold, the rest destroyed. 
Cover & stamps in VG cond. Cat. £400+ per set MLH & rarely seen on related cover. $360 

822 1931 (20th Aug) Antigua to England bearing 1/- KGV with neighbouring illust "From Antigua Special Flight DO-X Pan-
American Airways Cooperating Ads Special Agents" cachet in black. On album page with route of DO-X. The USA to 
England leg was by sea. $40 

823 1931 (23rd Aug) Pelotas, Brazil to USA by Dornier DO-X with 2120Rs mixed franking with DOX lozenge cachet in 
violet on printed "DOX" env. New York AUG 27 1931 b/s. A little staining but not detracting. $30 

824 1931 (4th & 5th Dec) FAM 5 route extension to Merida & to Puerto Barrios, Guatemala with Miami to Puerto Barrios 
with 15¢ air & first flight cachet in violet (in English) & black (in Spanish) & for the next day, St Thomas VI to Nuevitas 
with s/l cachet in violet & on-addr to Cincinatti bearing 10¢ Monroe tied by St Thomas machine cancel. Good cond. (2) $50 

825 1932 (19th May) Dornier DO-X return Transatlantic West to East flight from USA arriving St John's, Newfoundland on 
19th May & departing 21st May. This cover is franked with Newfoundland "Transatlantic West to East Per Dornier DO-
X May, 1932. One Dollar and Fifty Cents" surcharge on $1 "Historic Transatlantic Flights" tied by St Johns machine 
cancel & similar cancel dated MAY 20 1932 tying another example on piece plus MLH single stamp & the 
unoverprinted $1. Total cat. £780 plus premium for covers. $480 

826 1933 (5th Sept) Passau to Altenrhein last flight by DO-X. Cover addressed to Hungary bearing 10pf air x 2 & 30pf 
ordinary franking. "Mit Flugschiff Do.X" & pictorial "Passau-Schweiz" cachets in violet. The flight had been postponed 
from 29th May owing to repairs. Do-X was retired to the German Air Museum in Berlin where is was destroyed by Allied 
bombing in WWII. $40 

827 1940 (27th Aug & 12th Nov)) Commercial mail covers from Canal Zone to Hamburg with 20¢ & 25¢ Canal Zone Airs & 
to Salzburg from Guatemala with 30¢ air pair plus 5¢ on 50¢ & "1940" 1¢. The former is on a designated airmail cover, 
the latter on plain cover with s/l "Transatlantic Airmail Service" cachet & German censor marks on reverse. On album 
page with route details of Sikorsky S-42/43. Good cond. (2) $50 

828 1942 (23rd Nov) FAM 6 & 10 inwards commercial mail to USA covers x 2 with censor tape at left. Curacao 15¢ & 20¢ 
airs on cover with triangular censor marking in violet & further handstamped "Remember, when reading news 
dispatches from Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Haque, Arnhem or elsewhere in Holland, that our Democracy is currently 
in the hands of the enemy". The second cover bears Guatemala 15¢ air plus 1¢ & 3¢ ordinary franking. Good cond. (2) $40 

829 1942 (23rd Nov) Dominican Republic to USA censored cover on FAM route 5, likely by Consolidated Commodore or 
Sikorsky S-43 with 13¢ rate plus 1945 (29th Nov) Chile to New York with 9p20 in airmail franking prepaying surface per 
20g 1p80, registration (violet h/s) 1p80 & air fee per 5g & 5p60. Minor damage to both covers. (2) $24 



830 1929 (18th June) Cristobel, Canal Zone to Cartagena & Barranquilla first flight cover posted Miami 15th June bearing 
20¢ Golden Gate x 2 & addressed to Curacao from whence return flight departed on 23rd. On album page showing 
schematic of FAM5 & FAM6 routes. $30 

831 1929 (17th Sept) San Juan to Paramaribo ex Canada & addressed to St Thomas, Virgin Islands bearing Canada 12¢ 
bridge tied by Montreal cds. Saint Thomas SEP 22 1929 b/s. Arrived Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana on 23rd Sept. Violet 
pictorial cachet showing sailing ship & Sikorsky S-38. Charles Lindberg piloted southbound flight as it was considered a 
most important inaugural flight. Good cond. $40 

832 1925-1936 range of pages from an exhibit entered in the Canberra Stamp Show 2010 exhibit noting 1925 San Diego-
Hawaii FF, 1926 combination cover with US 10¢ air & Canada 2¢ KGV to San Francisco, 1928 London Orient Flight 
16¢ Philippines ovptd LOF etc on cover plus full set of 11 MLH SG 404/12, Cat. £130. Other covers have US & 
Philippines adhesives incl 1934 US 6¢ airmail PSE with Honolulu machine date stamp & Oahu map cachet 
commemorating first Hawaii inter-island regular service. Well researched. (8 covers plus MLH set of 11) $240 

833 1935/44 well-researched & written up cover collection noting Sikorsky S-42 "Pan American Clipper" 1st Pacific Survey 
Flight to Hawaii, Martin M-130 "China Clipper" San Francisco-Manila FFC 22.11.35 plus intermediate to Guam returned 
to New Jersey addressee, Philippines-USA "China Clipper" covers to S.Dakota (1p40) & San Francisco (1p56, as on 
larger cover), 1937 FAM 14 extension to Macau & Hong Kong, return flights Macau to USA & Hong Kong-San 
Francisco (using China $1 & 45¢ airs), Hong Kong-Guam intermediate, Macau-Guam, Hong Kong-San Francisco 
return & 1939 FFC Hong Kong-Treasure Island (the changed base in San Francisco Bay). Also April 1941 Manila-USA 
registered large covers "via Clipper" & FFC Manila-Singapore (9th May) with 2 diff covers, FFC's Singapore-San 
Francisco, Singapore-Manila, Guam-Singapore all 9th or 10th May plus 20th-22nd June Seattle Juneau route FFC's. 
Collection ends with 1944 Martin "Mars" registered cover Honolulu-New York. Viewing will impress! (29) $400 

834 1941-1942 First flight covers from the FAM 18 & 22 routes to & from Portuguese Guinea, Belgian Congo, to & from 
USA, Gambia & South Africa. This part Aeropex 94 exhibit is fully written up on album leaves & incls first flight cachets 
for USA-Bolana, Horta-Bolana, Lisbon-USA via Bolana, Lisbon-Trinidad, Bolana-New York (2), Leopoldville-New York 
intermediates to Miami & San Juan. Also FAM 22 Miami & San Juan to Leopoldville (6th Dec, the day before Pearl 
Harbour attack), Gambia covers to Lagos (1/6d), Trinidad (2/3d) & San Juan (3/6d) whence surface mail to Fort Worth. 
South Africa commercial cover to USA has censor tape & 8/- franking. Majority in VG cond & beautifully presented. (14)  $280  
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835 1854-1912 collection on Seven Seas pages. Used incl 1854 1d black (no margins), 4d in 2 shades (3-4 margins), 1/- 
pale brown, 1860/64 2d x 2 (3-4 margins) & 2d pale orange roulette (Cat. £225) plus 1861/90 recess (14) to 1/-, 
surcharges incl 1875 used & later surface printed to 10/-. Postal Fiscals incl small "IR" lilac 2d, 3d & 6d plus large types 
to £1 (latter cat. £200). Internals incl 1893/95 "Halfpenny" surcharge in green & in red on green (SG 111a, Cat. £110), 
1885/93 to 1/- (excl 1d), 1902/12 d, 9d & 10d & 1905/12 10d & perf.11 5d. Good lot with inspection recommended. (87) $500 

836 1854-1912 with mainly used & sometimes duplicated on Hagners, album page & stockcard. Noted 1854 1d black x 4, 
with only one being 4 margins, 4d blue, 6d pale brown (SG 6a, 4 margins), 1857/59 6d grey black (close but clear 
margins) & 1860/64 2d orange-vermilion (average used) plus a recess range to 1/- with SG numbers "flagged". 
Commonwealth period incls 5/-, 19/- & £1 plus a few MLH incl 8d. Also noted 1879 Telegraphs postally used (Cat. 
£210) & 1893 Postal Fiscals to 1/-. Some faults as expected but worthwhile at this estimate. (c200) $400 

837 1926-1954 group of OHMS covers bearing “WA” or "OS" perfined KGV issues incl 5d x 2. All registered at Perth with 
either red or blue & black labels used. "Office of Titles Perth" cachets on each & all unclaimed, hence a wide variety of 
cds's & cachets incl “CALLED L.C.R.” cds. Good to VG cond. (7) $200 

838 1940's-1950's inwards mail to WA from India (x10 incl a taxed aerogramme), GB (4), Gold Coast (8) & 1 each from 
British Guiana, Norway, Sarawak, KUT, Seychelles & Singapore all with Mt Barker arrival cds's. Majority in good     
cond & interesting correspondence in the aerogrammes from the Gold Coast regarding workers strikes, infrastructure 
projects etc. (28) $75 

839 Internal Revenues De La Rue issues comprising 1882 1d x 2, 3d, 6d, 1/- x 3, 2/6d, 5/-, 7/6d, 10/-, £1x 2 & £1/10/-, 
1896 1d x 2, 2d, 3d & 2/6d, 1897 1d x 2, 3d, 6d x 2, 1/- x 3, 2/6d, 5/- x 2 & 10/-. All fiscally used. (31) $200 

840 Postal Stationary selection of 4 Post Cards & a Letter Card consisting PC 10B with "ny" of "only" short variety (superb 
unused), PC 14 fine unused, RPC 1 reply half only unused in good cond & RPC2 reply half only unused with small 
stain on front plus LC4 with small area of damage on back otherwise fine. A useful group. (5) $90 

841 Postmarks Ajana to Zanthus with approx. 500 different strikes mainly on kangaroos & KGV plus some commems of 
the period. Most appear to be carefully selected for clarity & completeness with quite a few on piece. A mixture of 
common, uncommon & scarce strikes with a few rare examples. A lovely clean lot which will delight the postmark 
collector looking for postmark varieties & proving dates. (c500) $600 

842 Postmarks "A" to "Y" range in stockbook & on Hagners with many fine strikes of common & scarcer types including 
Brown Hill, Eucla, Goldfields TPO, Ida H & Karridale on 5d plus part Telegraph Office Mt Malcolm oval rubber in blue & 
Savings Bank Mt Morgan. Also T.P.O. E.G.F. on 4d pair & numeral cancels between "1" & "35" & "80" letter codes. 
Noted a few Paquebots, instructional h/s’s & rubber Registration Branch types so viewing recommended. (100s) $500 

843 Postmarks on Registered covers initiated by a knowledgeable collector in 1971 consisting of the generally more 
elusive from the standpoint of cancellation and/or registered article emanating from the respective Post Office. Incls 
Cottesloe Marine Parade, Garden Island, Kulja, Badgingarra, Repatriation Hospital Hollywood, Many Peaks (nice 
Albany oval backstamp), Ora Banda, Paynes Find, Belmont, Mahogany Creek & Siesta Park, the last 3 with provisional 
labels. Some with original regd post receipt enclosed. Folded at centre as sent to relevant P.O. otherwise fine. (15)   $180 

844 Postmarks 1977-1990 range on commem covers & FDC's incl $20 Garden with Perth pictorial FDI cancel. Noted 
some unusual incl 1977 Albany-Eucla Intercolonial Telegraph Line Cent, 1986 King Edward Memorial Hospital for 
Women Subiaco, Pac Rim 86 Symposium Perth, WA Garden Week '88 Perry Lakes & 1989"Export of Liquified Natural 
Gas Karratha". Exc cond. (56) $30 

845 Postmarks Approximately 400 dated between 1935-1937 on KGV 2d reds. Most are quality complete strikes on piece 
incl Agnew, Argyle, Becka, Bickley, Big Bell, Billaricay, Bulyee, Bunjil, Burakin, Burbidge, Campion, Canna, Caron, 
Cleary, Collie, Cardiff, Damboring, East Kirup, Elgin, Emu Hill, Gillingarra, Goodlands, Gunyidi, Harrismith, Jibberding, 
Jingamia, Koojan, Kondut, Kurrawang, Lake Biddy, Lomos, Loongana, Maya, Middleton Beach, Mount Palmer, 
Namban, Nangeenan, Red Lake, Spencers Brook, Tenindewa, Warralarkin, Widgemooltha, Wuraga, Yelbini, Yoting, 
Yellodine & Yuna. Inspection should impress. (c400) $200 



846 Postmarks on 2d red KGVI stamps all on piece. Approx. 160 mostly complete with legible dates. Quality lot incl Big 
Bell, Bokal, Boodarockin, Bowelling, Buckingham, Burbidge, Circle Valley, Dardadine, Hoffmans Mill, Karlgarin, 
Karrikup, "M", Manatanning, Manson, Tardun, Treesville, Tutunup, Tenindewa, Walkaway, Yelbini & Yellowdine. 
Viewing will not disappoint. (c160) $100 

847 Postmarks selection on Hagners noting Fremantle Railway Station, Kalgoorlie, Perth (in blue) & York duplex cancels 
mostly complete on stamps on piece. Tenterden CRS 12 Bar 29 etc plus numeral postmarks from Vic & SA. Also 2d 
KGV with cracked plate, 5/- SMW kangaroo F/U & WA "One Penny" surcharge on 2d yellow F/U. Finally, a page of 
Aust "OS" ovpts with 1d KGV block of 9, 2d SHB block 6, 3d blue block 4 & 2 large lyrebirds ovpt "OS" incl 1 MUH. 
Also 2 x 3d KD on parcel tag & a 1d red KGV sub. cliché Die II on piece F/U. Useful lot with conservative reserve. (32) $100 

848 Postmarks with 6 bar grid No.11, 9 bar 10 on 2 diff vals, 12 bar 6, 19, 23, 25, 26, 29 & 32 & 15 bar 11. Also 11 bar 
letter K. Majority better than average cancels. Cat. $360+ (Mogens Juhl 1992) (12) $100 

849 Registration Labels 1940's-1980's registered covers all with provisional registration labels incl Exmouth, Innaloo, 
Pinjarra, Rockingham South (blank label), East Cannington, Wembley West (on Boans QEII env) & "St GEO TCE" (St 
Georges Terrace). odd blemish, generally fine, scarce (7)   $70 

850 Revenues with strip of 3 x 1d duty stamps with badly misplaced vertical perfs, 11 Hospital Fund stamps with values to 
10/- all fine used, 7 long swans with vals to 2/6d good to F/U & 6 Financial Emergency Tax stamps with vals from 9d to 
£1 mainly used, odd fault but nice 10/-. A useful lot. (28 stamps) $100 

851 Swans accumulation both on & off-paper. Bulk appear to be 1d & 2d vals. Useful for research. (100s) $100 
852 Swans 1d reds x 1000+. Interstate vendor says they have not been checked for varieties or postmarks, so potential. 

Noted some with private perfins. (1000+) $100 
853 Swans 2d yellows from a range of printings x 1000+. Numerous numeral cancels noted & potential for varieties. 

Viewing recommended. (1000+) $150 
854 Swans 4d brown swans arranged on Hagner sheets. Most appear to be from the De La Rue printing (1890) but n 

checked for varieties. Most postmarks appear to be of the duplex kind with many good to fine used examples. 
Suggested viewing. (250+) $50 

855 Swans with mixed vals on Hagners incl 1d red (3 sheets), 2d (3 sheets), 3d (3 sheets) & 4d (2 sheets). "Not checked 
for Varieties/Postmarks" note attached so possible potential. (500+) $80  

WESTERN AUSTRALIA - STAMPS & POSTAL HISTORY 
 

856 1854 1d black swan fine used with 4 just touching to large margins. SG 1 Cat. £275 $75 
857 1854 1d black swan fine used. Large to touching margins with fresh appearance. SG 1, Cat. £275 $70 
858 1854 4d blue with 4 clear margins. Unused, no gum. Lovely example with fresh colour. S 2a, Cat. £450 $200 
859 1854/55 4d slate-blue with large to huge margins. Fine used by barred cancel. Ex Caspary. An item for the 

connoisseur.SG 3c, Cat. £1300++ $2,000 
860 1854/55 4d pale blue showing "tilted lower border" variety. Fine unused without gum with 4 clear even margins. 

Ceremuga Cert. (2015) SG 3i, Cat. £3000 $1,750 
861 1854 1/- deep red-brown with good clear margins & rich vibrant colour. Unused without gum. SG 4a, Cat. £2000 $900 
862 1855 1/- grey-brown with clear margins but margin at right cut at a slight angle. Fine used with light cancel at right.       

A far better than average example. SG 4b, Cat. £400 $150 
863 1855 1/- grey-brown. 3 good margins & very close at left but still clear. Fine unused without gum. Attractive example. 

SG 4b, Cat. £700 $350 
864 1855 1/- pale brown with clear margins. Very finely used with light cancel. SG 4c, Cat. £325 $120 
865 1857 6d brown black on red Hillman with close to just touching margins. Fine used by light BN "1" obliterator.              

SG 15, Cat. £550 $150 
866 1857 6d black-bronze with close to touching margins. F/U by crisp 15 bar 2 cancel. Clearer than usual.                        

SG 18, Cat. £650 $280 
867 1857 6d grey black used Hillman with 2 wide margins, touching at left & base. Light BN obliterator. SG 19, Cat. £550 $150 
868 1857 6d grey-black swan fine used by 15 bar 1 cancel. 2 margin copy with scarce "void corner" variety at top right. 

Lower right corner missing reflected in reserve. SG 19 Cat. £550 $50 
869 1859 6d grey-black. Close to touching margins with light void grid cancel. F/U with good colour. SG 19, Cat. £550 $250 
870 1857 6d Hillman lithograph reproduction of full sheet of 240 printed in reverse from the litho stone found by Wim Smits 

that was being used as a door stop at the time! Blanket print in b&w with sample of 10 not in reverse. Framed & ready 
to hang in your stamp den! Ex Mike Rhodes. $200 

871 1860 2d pale orange & orange-vermilion. Both fine used with neat cancels, the former with 15 bar 2. Close to just 
touching margins. Attractive duo. SG 24/25, Cat. £160 (2) $80 

872 1860 2d orange-vermilion block of 4 with close to large margins. Unused without gum. Bright vivid colour.                    
SG 25, Cat. £600+ premium for block of 4 $300 

873 1860 2d orange-vermilion right marginal block of 9 with close to touching margins in a couple of places. Unused 
without gum. Attractive exhibition quality. SG 25, Cat. £1350+ $750 

874 1864 4d blue imperf block of 4 with excellent margins & colour. Unused without gum. Finest we have seen.                              
SG 26, Cat. £1400 + premium for block $800 

875 1864 4d blue. Lovely clear 4 margin example with rich colour. Unused without gum. SG 26, Cat. $350 $180 
876 1864 4d deep blue. 3 close margins & 4th just entering the design lower right. Unused without gum with excellent 

colour. SG 27, Cat. £350 $160 
877 1861 6d sage-green. F/U with close to touching margins. Attractive upright 15 bar 2 numeral cancel. SG 28, Cat. £400 $150 
878 1861 6d sage-green with clear rouletting on 2 frames & rougher rouletting at right & base. Light indistinct cancel.                

SG 32, Cat. £700 $250 
879 1860/64 6d sage green with roulette clear at base. Other margins clear but rouletting absent. F/U by light BN "1" 

obliterator. SG 32, Cat. £650 $200 
880 1860's Commissariat punctures on swans incl 1d yellow-ochre with small hole & large holes on 4d x 3 & 6d. All good  

to fine used. Seldom offered. (6) $50 
881 1861 1/- yellow-green with upright wmk. Unused, no gum. Superb example of this scarce stamp. SG 43a, Cat. £1400 $650 
882 1863 1d carmine-rose, no wmk perf 13, right marginal in superb MUH cond (SG 49) & 6d deep lilac MLH with usual 

poor perf separation (scissors used on 2 sides) but excellent colour (SG 51). SG 49 & 51, Cat. £480 (2) $150 
883 1863 1d carmine-rose, no wmk, perf 13 in bottom selvedge block of 4. MUH/MLH with deep rich colour.                         

SG 49, Cat. £320 + premium $180 
884 1865 4d carmine. MLH with bright colour. SG 56, Cat. £140 $75 
885 1865 1/- bright green. MLH with fresh appearance. SG 61, Cat. £275 $160 



886 1877 6d lilac swan. MLH but only part o.g. & couple of tiny red marks on back otherwise fine & well centered.               
SG 75, Cat. £200 $50 

887 1879 1d bistre & 6d lilac, perf. 14 Telegraph pair good to fine used. SG T1/T2 Cat. £250 (2) $280 
888 1879 1d bistre, perf. 12½ & 6d lilac, perf. 14 Telegraph pair good to fine used with 6d having 15 bar 18 numeral cancel. 

SG T1a/T2 Cat. £250 (2) $140 
889 1881 4d carmine, wmk crown CC perf 14. Mogens Juhl 1992 reports a small printing of 5080 stamps only. MLH with 

irregular perfs. SG 74, Cat. £650 $280 
890 1882 1d yellow-ochre with "double-tailed swan" variety. Superb used with neat number 1 grid cancel. SG 76 $60 
891 1882 2d chrome-yellow block of 4. Mint hinged with light creasing but frontally attractive. SG 77, Cat. £160 + premium $80 
892 1882 2d chrome-yellow with crown to right of CA wmk. Hingeing on 3 stamps with 6 MUH. Light creasing in left column 

otherwise a lovely block. SG 77a, Cat. £720 + premium for block of 9 (5x3) $350 
893 1882 6d reddish lilac MUH/MLH block of 4. Lovely fresh colour. SG 79, Cat. £560 + premium for block of 4 $280 
894 1884 6d lilac block of 4 unused without gum. Strong true colour. SG 80, Cat. £600+ premium for block of 4 $240 
895 1883 1d yellow-ochre, perf. 12x14. Fine used. SG 81, Cat. £170 $60 
896 1882 4d carmine. Nice MLH example. SG 84, Cat. £300 $150 
897 1881 Internal Revenues, DLR Provisional range incl 3/-, 5/-, 7/6d, 10/-, £1 & £1/10/- all with m/s cancels. Attractive. (6) $100 
898 1881 Internal Revenues, DLR Provisional range incl 3/-, 5/-, 7/6d, 10/-, 15/-, £1, £1/10/-, £5 & £10 all with neat m/s 

cancels. Strong colours & perfs above average. (9) $180 
899 1882 1d to £10 Internal Revenues set. Good to F/U with a mix of m/s, cachet & barred letter cancels. Rich colours. (16) $280 
900 1882 5/- Internal Revenue. Superb MVLH with Ceremuga Cert. SG F18 $700 
901 1884 "½"d surcharge in red on 1d yellow ochre, perf. 12 with crown/ca wmk. Lower left pane of 60 complete with side & 

bottom selvedges in 6 rows of 10 stamps. Hinged to album page with annotations on page & in pencil on selvedge. 
Denoting a number of varieties. Useful exhibition piece. SG 90, Cat. £1000 + premium for full pane $1,300 

902 1885 ½d yellow-green. MUH block of 12 (4x3) hinged in selvedges only plus block of 4. Light evenly tone gum but 
frontally striking. SG 94, Cat. £100+ $50 

903 1890 1d carmine MUH block of 4, slightly aged gum. SG 95, Cat. £190+ $450 
904 1885 2d grey MUH/MLH block of 9 (3x3) with 6 MUH. Right vertical crease affects 3 stamps at right & light overall gum 

toning. SG 96, £280+ premium $150 
905 1890 4d chestnut with "SPECIMEN" ovpt. MLH, ironed out horiz crease near top. SG 98s $50 
906 1893 6d bright violet block of 4. Fresh MUH. SG 99, Cat. £84 + premium for block $50 
907 1892 1/- pale olive-green ovptd "SPECIMEN" MLH. SG 101s $100 
908 1888 2d grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" MLH. SG 104s $75 
909 1888 4d brown with "SPECIMEN" ovpt. MLH. SG 105s $100 
910 1889 (21st Feb) WA 1d blue swan Postcard PC2 sent from Albany with duplex DxL1 to Sydney. VG cond. $20 
911 1892 (25th Aug) Albany to Flemington, Vic registered cover with 1d & 2d x 2 swans tied by "Registered Letter Branch, 

Post Office, Albany W.A." ORS 2s (1-2) & circled "R" h/s's. Melbourne regd & Flemington b/s's. Some aging but good 
cond & nice usage. $80 

912 1892 5d bistre imperforate horizontal plate proof pair on gummed crown/CA paper from the imprimatur sheet. MUH. $150 
913 1893 "ONE PENNY" surcharge in green on 3d cinnamon in irregular block of 6 with bottom selvedge (with m/s notes). 

Block illustrates the "wandering nature" of the ovpt. As it appears lower on successive vertical stamps. MUH/MLH.            
SG 108, Cat. £90 + premium $60 

914 1893 6d on 3d "I.R." ovptd Postal Fiscal. Very light crease otherwise fine used. Cat. $200 $30 
915 1893 2/6d Internal Revenue, wmk CA over crown. Unused without gum. $140 
916 1894 1/- & 2/6d blue Coolgardie Cycle Express in complete sheets of 35. Usual patchy gum & 3 x 1/- haves light thins 

but scarce survivors & rarely seen. A lovely iconic West Australian issue. $2,200 
917 1895 "Half Penny" surcharge in red & green on 3d cinnamon. MLH pair. SG 111a, Cat. £220 $100 
918 1895 "Half-penny" ovpt on 3d red brown in both red & green. MVLH. A lovely example. SG 111b, Cat. £85 $50 
919 1897 6d dull purple Internal Revenue, wmk W crown A in horiz pair. MVLH with rich colour. SG F21, Cat. £340+ $140 
920 1898 (2nd June) & 1900 (13th Oct) stampless OHMS covers with Land Titles Office oval datestamp & “LAND TITLES 

DEPARTMENT” Frank Stamp on 1900 cover. Bold “REGISTERED PERTH, W.A.” oval cachet on former. Both 
unclaimed hence a variety of cds's & cachets incl DLO boxed & cds's in red. Good cond. (2) $80 

921 1898 1d carmine imperf horiz plate proof pair on gummed W crown A wmkd paper from the imprimatur sheet. MLH. $150 
922 1898 1d carmine in top right selvedge corner block of 12 (3x4) with plate no. "2" & marginal lines (MUH, 2 stamps with 

paper adhesion on back) plus a lower right selvedge block of 15 (5x3) with marginal line & perf guide at right & inter-
paneau strip at base. A very useful exhibition lot. $380 

923 1899 2d bright yellow imperforate right margined horizontal plate proof pair on gummed W crown A wmkd paper from 
the imprimatur sheet. Fresh MLH. $150 

924 1900 (14th Dec) Onslow 3b tying 2d swan to env addressed to Melbourne with Ship Mail Room, Perth transit & 
Melbourne arrival b/s's. Some foxing, mainly at edges. $20 

925 1901 (18th Feb) Onslow to Hobart cover with 2d yellow swan tied by Onslow 3b cds. Perth ship mail room cds 5-a in 3 
b/s (index 3 not recorded in PMI or PMC). Good cond with usual closed spike hole. $50 

926 1902 & 1903 Official covers x 2 both registered bearing 1902/11 4d. "Unclaimed" & with a variety of markings, the 
former with inscribed “HER” pen-amended to “His” on "OHMS" env. Enclosure relating to land transfer in Hay St Perth 
included. Good cond. (2)   $60 

927 1902 (23rd Aug) OHMS Official covers x 2 both registered on same day & bearing 1902/11 4d swans. One with 
inscribed “HER” pen-amended to “His” in "OHMS" heading. Unclaimed & with variety of associated cachets. Both with 
rectangular boxed Regd cancels. Good cond. (2)   $60 

928 1902 1d red swan Letter Card LC1. Some discolouration on reverse otherwise fine unused. ACSC LC1, Cat $1000 $200 
929 1902 1d, 2d, 8d, 9d, 10d, 2/-, 2/6d, 5/-, 10/- & £1 swans/QV with V over crown wmk, perf. 12½ from Melbourne 

printings. All cancelled to order with 4 concentric circles with/without gum. (10) $400 
930 1902 2d brown-red, 2d slate-blue (sealed) & 2d ultramarine QV Letter Cards. Some light edge wear otherwise all 

unused & increasingly collectable. ACSC LC2-4, Cat $580 (2002) (3) $180 
931 1902/11 5d bistre MH block of 4 with evenly toned gum but does not effect appearance from front. SG 120, Cat. £600 $240 
932 1907 1/- olive-green left margin "plate 1" example. Fine MVLH. SG 116 $100 
933 1903 9d yellow-orange with upright wmk. MLH. SG 122a, Cat. £120 $75 
934 1902 9d orange perf. 11 with v/crown wmk. MUH. SG 133, Cat. £180 $120 
935 1902 9d yellow orange, single line perf. 11. Fine MLH. SG 133, Cat. £180, ACSC Cat. $250 $95 
936 1902 2/- bright red/ yellow QV, perf 11. MLH, well centered mint. SG 134, Cat. £300 $150 



937 1902/11 10/- deep mauve. Fine used by light oval "R" cancel. Minor stain at right. Well centred. SG 127, Cat. £100 $50 
938 1902/11 10/- deep mauve. MH with a little gum disturbance. Frontally fresh & well centered. SG 127, Cat. £180 $80 
939 1902/11 2/- bright red yellow perfined "WA", 2/6d deep blue rose & 5/- emerald green both perfd "OS" & all fine used(3) $50 
940 1902/11 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- CTO with concentric circle cancels. ACSC W58, 61 & 62 (3) $100 
941 1910 10/- bright purple. MH with evenly toned gum but vivid colour from front & well centered. SG 127a, Cat. £950 $340 
942 1902/12 £1 orange-brown. Superb MVLH example. SG 128, Cat. £425 $280 
943 1902/12 £1 orange-brown with crisp 1903 Kalgoorlie cds. Superb. SG 128, Cat. £180 $100 
944 1902/12 £1 orange-brown fine used with crisp 1903 Kalgoorlie cds. SG 128, Cat. £190 $120 
945 1902/12 £1 orange-brown perfined "WA". Fine used example with a similar example selling for $500 at a recent WA 

study group auction. SG 128var. $400 
946 1909 £1 orange fine used with what appears to be a Perth CTO specimen cancel (MR 1911) without gum. Toned perf 

at base. SG 128a, Cat. £350 $250 
947 1909 £1 orange. MH/ MLH with part of 2 hinge remnants otherwise well centered with good colour. Most attractive.          

SG 128a, Cat. £750 $380 
948 1909 £1 orange with Specimen UPU concentric circle cancel. No gum. SG 128a, Cat. £350 $300 
949 1909 £1 orange perfined "OS". Fresh MLH & the first unused example we have seen. SG 128a $600 
950 1902 2/- brownish red on yellow, single line perf. 11. Fresh MLH. ACSC Cat. $475, SG 134, Cat. £300 $200 
951 1902 2/- orange brown on yellow single line perf 11. Fine & fresh MLH. ACSC Cat. $750, SG 134a, Cat. £425 $400 
952 1910 ½d green plate 1 block of 4. MUH/MLH with edge damage on BL stamp. Strong colour. SG 138 $50 
953 1904 (16th Nov) Karridale to Tasmania registered cover with 1d x 3 & 2d swans tied by circler "R" h/s with 

neighbouring Karridale 3b. Perth registered RRS 2-a on reverse. VG cond, closed spike hole. $40 
954 1910 10d rose-orange MUH/MLH block of 4. Fresh bright colour. SG 146, Cat. £96+ $50 
955 1904 4d pale chestnut. This is a rare "normal" copy without "OS" perfin. ACSC (2004) page 1/345 states that "less  

than ten examples are recorded… there are two examples in the H.L. White collection in the Mitchell Library, Sydney". 
Fine used with very light stain on front but a scarce stamp. SG 154a, Cat. £400 for perf "OS". $500 

956 1904 4d yellow-brown, perf. 11 & perfined "OS". Lightly used example. Cat. £275 for OS $150 
957 1905 (18th Sept) "Miss Tittell Brune" colour postcard from the Australian Art Series with 1d red swan tied by Waronna 

Savings Bank cdc SB1r (1-2) cds with additional complete neighbouring strike. Addressed to Fremantle with SP 19 05 
arrival cds. Very good cond. $40 

958 1905 5d pale olive-bistre block of 4. MUH with corner perf thin on one stamp for accuracy. SG 155, Cat. £240+ $150 
959 1905/12 9d orange. MUH, light gum crease. SG 157, Cat. £200 $120 
960 1905/12 9d orange, perf. 11. Fine used with neat complete Perth 2-Nov. 08 cds. SG 157, Cat. £200 $80 
961 1906/07 English PPC's with clear Fimiston 3b arrival cds's with indices 1, 2 & 3. Two addressed Kalgoorlie Gold Mine 

& the third C/- PO Fimiston. Good cond. (3) $30 
962 1906/07 Indian picture postcards with clear Fimiston arrival cds's with two addressed to Kalgurli Gold Mine & the other 

c/- Fimiston PO. VG cond. (3) $30 
963 1907 (5th Feb) 1904 1d swan Post Card (PC 13) with variable Ship Mail Room cds & addressed to England. Lightly 

creased top left corner, otherwise fine. $30 
964 1907/10 OHMS Official covers x 2 both with 1905/12 4d brown perfined "OS" & registered at Perth. 1907 tied by oval 

"REGISTERED APR -6. 1907 PERTH, W.A.” datestamp in blue. Each unclaimed with various cachets & cds's. A little 
worn but good cond. (2)  $80 

965 1908 (11th Dec) OHMS cover with 1905/12 5d olive-green (SG 143a) perfined “OS” tied by Registered Perth cds with 
additional neighbouring strike. Addressed to Forbes NSW where unclaimed. Sydney DLO cds b/s in red amongst 
others. Folded at top affecting stamp but remains attractive. $40 

966 1908 (8th Nov) "Nasinu Bridge, Suva Fiji" b&w postcard from Eucla with A26 cds's to Yarloop with "NOT KNOWN BY 
LETTER CARRIER" s/l cachet. Rough around the edges but bold, clear Eucla cds's. $50 

967 1908c "The Golden West" set of 12 illustrated envelopes featuring scenes of Perth incl "Holidaying on the Swan  
River", "WA Blacks at Breakfast", "WA Gins Smoke Oh", "The Esplanade", "Parliament Houses, Perth" & "Perth       
from Mt Eliza". Some ageing & few tone spots but scarce & most attractive. Same set achieved $600+BP in Ace 
Auctions Sale 20. (12) $500 

968 1909 2d blue QV Letter Card LC3 unused with panels stuck together. Cat. $150 $20 
969 1911 (8th June) OHMS long env with 1905/12 4d bright red-brown (SG 142b) perfined "OS" tied by Registered Perth 

cds & addressed to Fremantle where unclaimed. "D.L.O." & "Dead Letter Office GPO Perth" cachets in mauve. Incls 
original enclosure. Good cond.   $50 

970 1912 (31st July) long OHMS Regd cover with 1905/12 1d block of four perfined “OS” plus 1912 (25th Aug) similar with 
2d pair also registered. Both with original enclosures & unclaimed locally & at Fremantle with range of associated 
markings incl fine square “D.L.O. PERTH” cachets completed in m/s. Attractive pair in good cond. (2).   $50 

971 1912 5d pale greenish-yellow inter-paneau selvedge block of 6. Fine used with light Quairading 8 Oct 1912 cds. 
Irregular perfs but a rare used multiple. SG 143b, Cat. £340 + premium for block of 6 $180 

972 1912 9d orange, perf. 11, with upright wmk. Good to fine used examples with some nibbled perfs & light ironed out 
crease but remains a rare stamp with approximately 30 used examples recorded. Dates range between July 1912 & 
March 1913 with use recorded at Perth, Lennonville, Mt Barker, Yarloop & Bridgetown with this F/U example having a 
neat Bridgetown 26th March 1913 cds. ACSC W52D, Cat. $1000 (2004), SG 157b, Cat. £900 $120 

973 1912 6d bright violet selvedge block of 6. Hinged selvedge in only with stamps fine MUH. SG 168, Cat. £108+ $60 
974 1912 "ONE PENNY" surcharge on 2d yellow with sideways wmk in MUH/MLH selvedge block of 18. SG 172, Cat. £54+ $50 
975 1916 (10th Feb) "Tea Plucking" (Ceylon) colour postcard with "A.I:F. Passed by Censor No.__" cachet with "54" added 

in pencil. "On Active Service No Stamps Available" at top right in m/s. No.4237 13th reinforcement, 16th Battalion, 4th 
Brigade, AIF Egypt at top left with message commencing "At Sea 10-2-16...". Addr to Perth, WA. Heavily worn but 
reasonably clean & legible. A nice example of WA WWI Military mail. $50 

976 1918 (10th Oct) Albany postmarked b&w photographic postcard showing some form of military quarters, possibly a 
hospital but of wood/tin construction with a more substantial building in the background. Location unknown but the 
message has been penned by Hugo Throssell who was a WA farmer who joined the 10th Light Horse & was 
subsequently awarded the Victoria Cross for action in Gallipoli at Hill 60. It was written & dated 10/10/18 to a Miss 
Florence Kenworthy, High St, Fremantle. A lovely piece of WA/WWI history. $50 

977 1927, 1932 & 1934 covers, 2 with rectangular “PERTH PAID 1D” in black & “2D” in red, former with Nestle logo on flap, 
latter to Tasmania where redirected. Also 1932 “1D PAID” early slogan on Gibbs, Bright & Co cover struck in black 
contrary to regulations. Good cond. (3)   $40 



978 1930's Cigarette card from “Rarest Varieties” series with the 1854 4d Inverted Frame plus Queensland 2d Chalon & Ta 
Twinnings Tea 1950's “Rare Stamps” card with 1879 2d Error of Colour. Fine cond. (3) $30 

979 1930's Theatre Royal, Hay Street, Perth uncut admission tickets on 3 diff coloured cards for "Lounge" & "Stalls" in 
numbered strips with each labelled "Box Office", "For Doorkeeper" & "Patron Please Retain". A nice bit of WA history. $30 

980 1931 (21st Feb) 2d & 3d die II KGV SMW, perf. 13½x12½ perfined “OS” & tied by Onslow cds. Addressed to 
Government Statistician with complete "GOVERNMENT STATISTICIAN'S OFFICE PERTH W.A." oval cachet dated 24 
FEB 1931 in violet. A lovely stamp/cachet/airmail combo! $50 

981 1935 (10th Aug) 3d SJ perfined “B/LTD” on Palace Books Perth handstamped env addressed to USA with 
“ADVERTISED” cachet below slogan cancel. Nice WA usage.   $40 

982 1941 (8th May) Mil P.O. Melville cds tying 1d QM to Hobart addressed cover with neighbouring "Department of the 
Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet in mauve. Geo Adams boxed arrival handstamp in red.  VG cond. $30 

983 1943 (10th Sept) "Unit Postal Station 369" boxed cachet on YMCA env with 3d KGVI & 4d koala cancelling both these 
& an additional complete strike on reverse. Registered to Adelaide with Regd cachet completed in m/s plus Passed by 
Censor cachet. This Military P.O. not recorded by Proud & allocated by Collas to Bellevue No. 4 Special Camp but the 
neighbouring "Field P.O. 0145" cds for Guildford suggests it was allocated to this location. Superb strike. PTSA $220. $90 

984 1943 (3rd Mar) Rottnest Island to Melbourne registered cover with mixed franking tied by Registered Perth cds in 
transit with neighbouring blue provisional registration label handstamped “ROTTNEST ISLAND” & "Australian Military 
Forces Passed by Censor 623" boxed cachet in mauve below. A P.O. did not operate fully on the island during WWII 
hence no Rottnest cds. Good cond.   $60 

985 1945 (23rd July) Mil P.O. Hollywood cds HD1 (reported use 11-12-44 to 28-06-45) tying 2½d KGVI with "Department of 
the Army Concessional Postal Rate" cachet in mauve. Addressed to Kellerberrin. Good cond. $30 

986 1950 (18th Sept) OHMS to Boulder (RTS), 1951 (12th Apr) OHMS to Lakewood (RTS), 1953 (15th June) 1/0½d KGVI 
Regd env to Pt Augusta, 1957 (16th Apr) Airmail to Victoria & 1963 (8th Apr) cover to Melbourne. All Registered from 
Kalgoorlie. Good to fine. (5) $40  

WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTMARKS  
987 30 Mile via Norseman C30 70% strike on 1d red KGV for 30 MR 17. The latest PMI date is 18-03-17. A rare cds & first 

time we have offered one. (1). $120 
988 634 Mile T.A.R. (Trans Australian Railway) A complete strike on 2d red KGV on piece dated 17 SE 35.  PMI dates this 

pmk as 03-06-36 to 3-04-37 while PMC dates it at c1936-37 so this strike is about 9 months earlier. A previous strike 
dated 6 JE 37 sold in Ace Auctions No. 24 for $480+BP. $380 

989 Aberdeen Street superb 14th June 1918 strike cancelling 4d orange KGV Registered Letter stationery env complete 
with red provisional registration label with "Aberdeen" h/s. Some staining but a rare item that cost vendor $200+  $75 

990 Albany Telegraph Office 3 diff rubber stamp impressions on the back of Telegram delivery envelopes dated 19 JUL 
1965 with "TELEGRAPH OFFICE ALBANY" Albany RRS & " Telegraph Office ALBANY, W.A. 6330" for 10 OCT 1975 
ORS 1 & finally a rectangular boxed "TELEGRAPH OFFICE ALBANY, W.A. 6330" dated 24 DEC 1969. All in excellent 
cond. Interesting trio with a couple previously unrecorded. (3 envs) $120 

991 Arthur River Telegraph Office ORS 2. Part 35% strike on 2d yellow swan 1 Jun 1906. Scarce. (1) $30 
992 Beenup D26 90% strike on 1½d KGV purple brown for 8 OCT 19. Another seldom seen strike. (1-2) $30 
993 Benjimup A27 75% strike on 1½d red KGV dated 2- SEP 27. PMI dates 12-08-24 to 2-02-25 (1-2). This is the first   

time we've offered this cds. $40 
994 Black Range on 1d red swan stationery cut-out. 3b example dated AU 7 1906 with day & month inverted. Slight toning. $40 
995 Bunbury Telegraph Office cds-TO Stunning bold complete cds on 4d olive KGV pair dated 14 MR 38. (1-2) $30 
996 Cheangwa grid 15 on 2d chrome-yellow swan (SG 77). Very scarce. $40 
997 Collie Fields 3b-a. 90% strike on pair of 1d red swans dated DE 17 02. (1-2) $30 
998 Cossack Dual strikes tying 4d olive KGV pair to registered cover to Perth dated 17 OC 36. Blue R6 “Cossack WA” 

provisional reg label completed in m/s. Partially opened by scissors at top, affecting one stamp otherwise sound.  $90 
999 Darlot C31 85% crisp strike on 2d KGV on piece dated 4 MY 37. PMI dates this PO as 01-07-34 to c30-06-42 with "no 

marking known". This is the first recorded strike, scarce! $120 
1000 Duketon 3b on 4d chestnut, V/crown wmk, perf II. ACSC Kangaroos & the Early Federal Period 1901-12 catalogue 

notes, "This is a rare stamp with only a handful of examples so far recorded". Well centered & fine. Scarce combination $250 
1001 Golden Ridge B28-b with inverted dates on 3 KGV items incl 1d red KGV for 13 AP 16, 1½d purple-brown 23 AU 19 & 

on 1½d purple-brown KGV x 3 on piece dated 3 JL 20. Note: PMI dates 10-06-14 to 30-09-14. $30 
1002 Hamel 3d complete strike on 1d red swan on piece dated SP 30 1907. (1) $30 
1003 Jarrahdale Post Office ORS 3 60% strike on 2d grey swan on small piece for 14 OCT (?). (1) $30 
1004 Lawlers Savings Bank SBV. Full strike on pair of 1d red swans for 25 OCT 07. Scarce. (1) $60 
1005 Malcolm Money Order Office RRS2 in red ink on 2d PD dated 27 OCT 0(?). Unrecorded in PMI or PMC. Very neat 

legible part cancel on damaged stamp. Rare. $150 
1006 Mandurah 12 bar 6 in blue ink on 2d yellow, wmk crown cc sideways (SG 55a). $50 
1007 Mornington Mills Post & Telegraph Office ORS 3 on 1d red KGV dated 20 JUN 1915. Whilst this is only a 50% strike 

with "Mornington" absent it could be no other location in which case it is not listed in PMI or PMC with only ORS-1 15. 
Offered "as is". $50 

1008 Mount Malcolm Registered ORS 3 50% strike on 10/- lilac internal revenue for 7 OCT 1902. An extremely rare postal 
usage of 10/- revenue stamp cancelled with a previously unreported Mount Malcolm oval rubber stamp! $200 

1009 Mt Morgan Post & Telegraph Office ORS1 25% strike on 1d swan in mauve. (2) $80 
1010 Mulline B29 A 90% strike on 2d orange for 12 DE 21. Rarely seen so fine. (1) $30 
1011 Northam 12 bar 7 with 2 strikes on 2d yellow swan vertical pair. $40 
1012 Northampton Savings Bank Sbii. 2 part strikes on 2d yellow swans for 8 AP 08 & 15 AP 08. Rare twosome! (1) $50 
1013 Nungarin B28. 70% on "ONE PENNY" surcharge on 2d yellow swan dated 30 MR 13,. Rarely seen on swan stamps. $30 
1014 Palace Hotel 3b with 2 crisp full strikes on 9d orange swans pair with scarce upright wmk. Superb examples dated     

JU 18 12. SG 145b $60 
1015 Pingelly Savings Bank 70% strike on 1d swan for 20 JY 07. (1) $30 
1016 Port Hedland South Fine cds strike for 31 MY 68 cancelling 25c QEII embossed Registered Letter stationery env. 

Another 2 fine strikes on reverse. Also, a provisional registration label with postcode tying label to env. Good cond. $40 
1017 Post & Telegraph Office Bassendean oval for 15 SEP 1934. Full impression in mauve on " Congratulatory 

Telegram". VG cond. Not recorded in either PMC or PMI. Similar sold in Ace Auctions Sale 24 for $250+BP. $100 
1018 Post & Telegraph Office Midland Junction ORS 3 oval for 15 SEP 1934. Full impression in mauve on " 

Congratulatory Telegram". VG cond. Earliest recorded date in PMI & PMC is 1943 so this proceeds these by 10 years. $100 
1019 Quindalup 12 bar 24 on 2d chrome-yellow (SG 54). A superb strike of this very scarce numeral cancel. $60 



1020 R.A.A.F. P.O. GERALOTON error with two strikes for 29 JY 41. One tying 1½d KGVI to RAAF b&w photo postcard 
(“The Captured Messerschmitt Fighter"), plus addition full strike on reverse.   $50 

1021 Red Lake A29 complete strike on 2d red KGV on piece dated 2 SE 38. Rarely seen so fine. (1-2) $20 
1022 Serpentine 9 bar 9 cancel on 2d yellow, crown cc wmk sideways (SG 55a). Rarely seen cancel. $40 
1023 Subiaco Money Order Office on 1906 (7th Dec) OHMS cover with 4d “OS" Registered Perth to Subiaco where 

unclaimed. Reverse with “Officially sealed” in m/s & stamp selvedge applied before oval cachet applied dated 10 DEC 
1908. Good cond. $50 

1024 Torbay Junction 3b . 70% strike on 2d yellow swan for OC 26 7. (1) $30 
1025 Winning Pool 3b "bullseye" strike on 1½d brown KGV for JY 13 20. Note: the latest date recorded in PMI is (?)-09-19. 

A fine & clear proving strike. $40 
1026 Wokalup 5d emu tied by a fair strike with better on reverse of this 29th Aug 1946 registered cover to Hobart. Blue 

handstamped provisional registration label in pinkish red. Good cond & something different! $50 
1027 Yarrabubba A28 strikes x 2 on KGV stamps with a 95% in blue ink on 1½d black-brown for 30 AP 19 & 60% on 2d 

orange dated 2 DE 22. (1) Note: PMI dates 30-03-21 to 19-07-22 so these stamps possibly represent the earliest & 
latest recorded dates. PMI notes make this pair even more interesting "Q12 Pastoral Station 70km SSE Meekatharra K 
12-09-18, C/ 30-06-21 but postal functions ca 1922 status undetermined". What an interesting pair! $100 

 WESTERN AUSTRALIA - POSTCARDS  
1028 1917 Trans-Australian Railway b&w unused cards from the Rose Series showing "Afternoon Tea in the Lounge Car", 

"Purchasing Meat Supplies at the Butchers Van", "Passenger Train on Nullabor Plain", "Round the Piano in the Lounge 
Car" & "Communicating with Headquarters" plus "Employees' Resthouses" & "Aborigine Selling Curios to Passengers 
on Train" & 5 other different photos. All very good to very fine unused cond. (12) $240 

1029 "A Merry Xmas, Yalgoo 1921" b&w unused Kodak showing large mule team with a wool wagon in the main street. 
Good cond. Postcards of Yalgoo from this period are seldom seen. $60 

1030 "Aborigines of Western Australia A Merry Xmas to You" b&w Western Mail with various scenes & surrounding flora & 
fauna. Unused in good cond. $20 

1031 "Albany Week Regatta, 1909" showing "The Bruce" tug-boat. B&w with publishers details unknown, undivided back. 
Staining on reverse but frontally good. $50 

1032 "Albany Week Regatta 1909" from same series as above showing busy boat & jetty scene in b&w. Unused in good 
cond with slight toning on reverse but not seen before. $70 

1033 "Albany Week Regatta 1909 Diving for Plates" Third in this series showing a crowded jetty with divers leaving the 
water. Good unused cond with some edge wear & similar staining on reverse. $50 

1034 "Anglican Church, Subiaco, WA" colour Cadman postally used Subiaco to Perth with 12 JE 09 cds. Good cond & one 
of the first colour Cadman cards we have seen. $80 

1035 "Avon River, Northam No.3" b&w C.M. Nixon photo type & postally used Northam to Coolgardie but year not apparent 
in Northam cds. Good cond. $80 

1036 "Boating on the Swan River, Perth WA" b&w printed in Saxony card with divided back & showing a very busy river 
scene. Fine unused. $30 

1037 "Bringing in the Bush Hay" b&w Western Mail photographic in oval design. Unused in good cond. $20 
1038 Broome Jetty showing two large steam ships sitting high & dry at the end of jetty. Untitled & unused. Good cond. $50 
1039 Broome Jetty untitled b&w photographic card postally used from Broome to South Fremantle with 1d swan tied by JY 

31 09 cds. Good cond. $50 
1040 "Causeway across Swan Perth WA" b&w with no publication details. Shows loaded horse-drawn bus with an estimate 

of about 20 passengers. Postally used locally in Perth dated DE 22 08. VG cond. $35 
1041 "Claremont Nursing Home - - Sister Wilson Proprietress" b&w card with no publishing details. Unused in good cond. $50 
1042 "Clive St, Katanning, WA" with a very different scene to previous. Also in b&w with brown lettering by C.F. Mitter 

bookseller, Katanning & printed in Germany. Postally used Katanning to Geraldton & dated 15/3/13. Top corners 
damaged otherwise good. $30 

1043 "Clive St, looking West, Katanning" b&w printed in Germany. VG unused cond. $50 
1044 "Engine Watering at 26,000-Gallon Tank at Kalgoorlie", "Wirrappa Reservoir. Capacity: 5,000,000 Gallons", "Typical 

Road Side Station. Randall's Station-49 Miles from Kalgoorlie", "Sand Hill in Ooldea District, Approximately 428 Miles 
from Port Augusta" & "Reservoir 104 Miles from Kalgoorlie. Capacity: 7,000,000 Gallons" William Detmold set of 5 
brown & sepia cards with Aust & WA coat of arms in each corner. Each with details of the Trans-Continental Railway 
on reverse incl distances & fares. Three with m/s messages incl one dated Oct 24 1917. Good cond. (5) $200 

1045 "English Church Northam" b&w C.M. Nixon b&w photo in oval with large white frame & divided back. Postally used 
West Northam to Cottesloe NO 13 08. Photo slightly faded. $40 

1046 "Finish Perth Cup - Sparkle, Maori Lad, Mousme" in m/s & "Finish Hampton (Handicap) Kalgoorlie Aug 1913 Murella 
Is" also in m/s on second b&w photographic card. Clean but with age cracks. Most unusual. (2) $30 

1047 "Fitzgerald St, Northam" printed in Holland b&w divided back & unused. Light staining on front. Shows Walkers Book 
Store which incorporated a Tobacconist! $30 

1048 "Freshwater Bay WA" b&w Foy & Gibson with undivided back postally used Perth to Vic 27 JA 06. Fine. $30 
1049 "From Samson 12½m" in m/s on this b&w photographic card from the north west. Not postally used but with interesting 

message on the back reading "My Office is… reputed to be the coolest office in the town - very seldom goes over 110º 
even in the hottest weather". c1910 in good cond. $50 

1050 "Glimpse of Claremont W.C.M" b&w photographic card. Claremont Baths clearly visible. Divided back. Not seen by us 
previously. Unused in good cond with some oxidising at edges. $50 

1051 "Governor's House, Perth" postcards x 2 in colour. Both with back printed in green with "One Penny Stamp Here. 
Printed in Germany" in stamp top right corner. One fine mint & other with 1d swan tied by Kalgoorlie #0 DE 07 cds. (2) $20 

1052 "Great Boulder Mine, Kalgoorlie" b&w Western Mail ornate border design postally used from Boulder to Newport, Vic. $20 
1053 "Greetings from Bunbury" novelty card with porter carrying a suitcase at the station. The suitcase unpacks to reveal a 

small folder with 10 different Bunbury scenes. Message on back dated 14-9-14. Minor corner damage but most 
attractive & unusual. $50 

1054 "Guildford Court House" b&w Swan Express Printing Office postally used Perth to Fremantle & dated 29 JA 08. VG 
cond & another scarce card from this series. $50 

1055 "Guildford Post Office" b&w Swan Express Printing Office postally used from Guildford to Melbourne on JY 5 09. Light 
corner damage but a rarely seen card. $50 

1056 "Hollywood" embossed framed b&w "C.J.Mitchell, Storekeeper, Kalamunda" card. Superb unused cond. Scarce so fine $100 
1057 "Honour Avenue & Tram Terminus, Port Walter, WA" embossed framed b&w "Melville Roads Board, WA". Small tear at 

top & ink dot not detracting from this attractive card. $80 



1058 "Hotel Peninsula, Mandurah" b&w photographic card with publishing details unknown. Postally used Mandurah to Perth 
with MR 12 10 cds. Light staining on back but frontally fine. First one we have seen of this scene. $60 

1059 "James St, School Perth WA" b&w photographic card with no publication details. Not seen before. Good cond. $40 
1060 "Jarrahdale Mill" Kodak b&w photographic card showing manager's house & garden. VG cond. $50 
1061 "Jarrahdale" showing women with babies by a small waterfall. Kodak b&w. Light tone spots on reverse but frontally fine $40 
1062 "Jetty, Carnarvon" showing group of men walking on jetty. B&w photographic card with publisher unknown, divided 

back. Very light staining but sound unused. $50 
1063 "Katanning" colour C.F. Mitter, Newsagent, Katanning WA card showing Main St scene. Fine postally used with 

Katanning JU 12 11 cds.12 Jun 1911. $60 
1064 "Katanning" in m/s on this untitled b&w divided back card with publishing details unknown. Shows Richardson & Co 

store & part of Katanning flour mill. VG unused cond. $50 
1065 "Lawns, Port Walter, W.A." also showing "Kelly's" but different scene to above. Also a "Melville Roads Board" card. 

Very good cond & rare. $100 
1066 "Lawns, Port Walter, W.A." embossed framed b&w "Melville Roads Board, W.A.". Shows "Kelly's Point Walter Tea 

Gardens" with noticeboard advertising dancing. Unused in VG cond & scarce. $100 
1067 "Main Street Mandurah, WA" c1910 b&w with message on back but not postally used. Publisher unknown. Damage 

upper corner, otherwise good cond. Needless to say a very different scene to today! $75 
1068 "Mechanics Institute, Beverley, W.A." colour H.R. Aitken bookseller & stationer, Beverley, WA card. Postally used 

Beverley to Perth with light corner damage. Only the second one of these we have seen. $50 
1069 "Methodist Church, Beverley, WA" colour H.R. Aitken bookseller & stationer, Beverley, WA card. Postally used from 

Beverley to England & dated 22 JUL 11. Obvious corner wear but good cond & unusual. $60 
1070 "Mill Point, South Perth, WA" b&w E.S. Wiff & Son undivided back. Rarely seen early card. Fine unused. $40 
1071 "Morgan Street" in m/s in Ravensthorpe b&w Empire card with additional text on front. Postally used to Albany.             

Poor cond but a rare survivor.  $50 
1072 "Mounts Bay Road from Perth Park" b&w Austral Stores. Neat MSS message on front. Not postally used. Fine cond. $30 
1073 "Old Mill Nr Mandurah" b&w divided back. Publisher unknown. Postally used Mandurah to Gulong NSW & dated DE 16 

10. Small tear at base & some edge wear otherwise good & rarely seen. $70 
1074 "On the River, Mandurah, WA" b&w postally used to Victoria with neat Mandurah FE 21 12 ringless cds's. Light wear. $70 
1075 "Peace venue, Port Walter, W.A." embossed framed b&w "Melville Roads Board, W.A." unused. Superb cond. $100 
1076 "Peppermint Grove, Cottesloe, WA" colour A. Mayhofer & Co, Perth. Superb unused. $40 
1077 Perth Murray St Fire Station untitled b&w photo card showing manned engine from the Empire series. Superb unused. $50 
1078 Perth Murray St Fire Station similar to above but with different fire truck also manned. Unused in VG cond. $40 
1079 "Perth Public Hospital" b&w photo by H.R. James with ½d & 1d kangaroos on front tied by Perth slogan. Addressed to 

France with Manche arrival cds. Also "Queens Gardens, Perth" colour (Austral) & "South West Coast Scene Nera 
Yallingup, WA" colour (Falk) each with 1d kangaroos x 2 tied by Kalamunda cds's & also addr to France Good cond (3) $50 

1080 "Perth-Mounts Bay Road" b&w Messageries Maritimes. Fine unused cond. $30 
1081 "PO and Court House in Ravensthorpe" in m/s on b&w Empire photographic card. Postally used from Ravensthorpe to 

Albany with cds's dated OC 5 07two untitled street scenes b&w (Empire) of Ravensthorpe, WA. Both sent postally from 
Ravensthorpe to Albany 5 OC 07. Worn cond but one of the first cards we've seen from Ravensthorpe. $50 

1082 "Royal Showground, Claremont. Greetings from Western Australia" b&w H.R. James, Stephens Place Adelaide card 
with 1911 message on back but not postally used. Small stain at top otherwise good cond. $30 

1083 "South Perth from King's Park" colour "South Australian Commonwealth of Australia". Very early usage with 1d swan 
tied by 15 AU 03 Subiaco cds & addressed to Moojibing Siding, Gt Southern Railway. VG cond. $50 

1084 "South-West Aboriginals, WA" b&w with some light blue for sky. Austral Stores card with undivided back. Small stain 
on front & corner wear otherwise in good cond. $20 

1085 "Swan Brewery, Perth in distance" b&w Robinson with undivided back. Very early postal use with swan pair tied by 
Perth JA 2 03 duplex & addressed to Isle of Wight. Underpaid thus taxed with SMR Perth index 9 transit. Scarce & fine. $50 

1086 "The Mill, Northam" b&w C.M. Nixon photo card with divide back. Unused with small initials in red ink on back. $75 
1087 "The Seasons Greeting The Gables Pitt Street, Pingelly Xmas 1909" untitled b&w photo Christmas card with family in 

front of house. Postally used Pingelly to Albany DE 23 09. Biro notes on back regarding the man in photo. $40 
1088 "Trucks Leaving for Carnarvon Jetty" showing horse drawn railway wagons. Photographic b&w with publisher 

unknown. Postally used Carnarvon to Guildford dated 28 FEB 10. Slight corner damage but rare card not seen before. $70 
1089 "Velvet Soap Also Use Kitchen's Electrine Candles Superior to Imported J. Kitchen & Sons, Limited, Manufacturers, 

Fremantle" b&w advertising card. Unused with light creasing otherwise good. A wonderful glimpse into the past. $40 
1090 "W.A.S.N. Co's.  S.S. Minderoo" b&w by Maclure, Macdonald & Co Glasgow. Unused with some light wear & creasing. 

First time we have seen this card. $30 
1091 Wellington Mill untitled b&w photographic card with message on front & back. Postally used to Worsley (stamp 

removed) c1910. Worn cond but not seen by us before. $70 
1092 "Wesley Church, Subiaco WA" colour Cadman, Subiaco in very fine unused cond. Small adhesion this on reverse. First 

coloured Cadman card we've seen! $70 
1093 "Wyalkatchem WA" in ink m/s on front of this b&w Empire card showing the railway line & siding. Goods carriages, a 

small station building, horse & cart etc with a few tents pitched in the background was all that existed. 1d red swan tied 
by Wyalkatchem cds B28 & addressed to Carnarvon. An wonderful early photographic card from this area c1910. $80 

1094 "Yachting, Port Walter, W.A." embossed framed b&w "Melville Roads Board, W.A." superb unused card rarely seen. $100 
1095 Children sitting on a large log at Jarrahdale saw mill. Kodak b&w unused. Slight fading & staining on reverse. $30 
1096 Football team photo by Falk Studios Perth & a large group photo (possibly of staff from "GD Basnet Leather & 

Grindery" shown in neighbouring sign?) & produced by Dease Studio Perth. Both in cond. (2) $40 
1097 Heenan's Pier Hotel & Scholley's Freemasons Hotel c1920 on two b&w picture postcards showing cars outside these 

different hotels. Both with divided backs & seem to be by same printer. A little faded. (2) $50 
1098 Horse team hauling large log to Jarrahdale saw mill. B&w Kodak photographic card. Light staining on reverse. $30 
1099 Log hauling train & mill workers cottage in Jarrahdale. A Kodak b&w photographic unused in fine cond. $50 
1100 Logs by mill pond in Jarrahdale on b&w Kodak card. Unused in good cond. $30 
1101 Miners at mining camp untitled photographic b&w with divided back. Postally used from Mt Sir Samuel to Kanowna with 

Leonora transit & Kanowna arrival 2 MY 1908 cds. Understandable worn cond. $40 
1102 Railway scene showing four small locomotive & small house near Jarrahdale. "Kodak Print" photographic sepia card. $30 
1103 St John's Church Cottesloe untitled card showing a wedding scene. Postally used Cottesloe to Fremantle on NO 9 05. $40 
1104 Train load of wood sleepers leaving Jarrahdale mill. Slight fading on this Kodak photographic card. An amazing scene 

showing just how productive the mill was in its prime. $40 
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1913 1st Watermark  
1105 ½d green interpanneau pair with inverted wmk & perfined large "OS". MUH/MVLH, very well centred. ACSC 1Aabc, 

Cat. $690 + premium for interpanneau pair. $380 
1106 ½d green with "white flaw on left base of 2nd N of Halfpenny" variety used with Melbourne cancel, flaw partly hidden by 

postmark (ACSC 1(1)e) & "excess colour in bottom right corner" variety MLH (ACSC 1(2)l). Total cat. $150 (2) $50 
1107 1d red Die I & Die II CTO pair both with gum. ACSC 2w & 3w Cat. $180 (2) $60 
1108 1d red, Die I, perfd large "OS" with offset on gum in top left selvedge corner. Very light stain at top of selvedge 

otherwise fine & a most striking item. ACSC 2bacb, Cat. $500 for offset + premium for MUH & for perf large OS. $280 
1109 1d red, Die I, plate B block of 4 with sideways watermark (crown pointing left from front). Pos 39-40/45-46 showing "1 

flaw west of Tasmania - second state" (40) & "break in WA coastline repaired" (45) varieties. Fresh MUH & possibly a 
unique multiple with varieties. SG 2aw, Cat. £7200 for hinged, ACSC 2Baa/fa/g(var), Cat. $14,000++ plus varieties $8,000 

1110 1d red, Die I, plate C positional plate block of 4. Positions L49, 50/ 55, 56. L49 has variety showing "break in coast of 
Gulf of Carpentaria" & "white flaw on d of 1d" (About 10 o'clock on circular part). Unused without gum. Also, a F/U 
single with same variety. $40 

1111 1d red, Die II with "extra islands" variety. Good used examples with light machine cancel. ACSC 3(E)d, Cat. $400 $50 
1112 1d red, Die II, perfined large "OS" with "extra islands" (two Tasmania's) variety. Good used with a few shortish perfs          

at top & bottom. ACSC 3ba(E)d, Cat. $800 $80 
1113 1d red, Die IIA with "cracked electro state I" variety. Fine used with a few shortish perfs & light horiz crease.                   

ACSC 4(G)l, Cat. $750 $150 
1114 1d red, Die IIA with "white flaw joining Tasmania to 1st N of Penny" variety & another with "white flaw below 1st A of 

Australia" variety. Both F/U, the latter a few shortish perfs. ACSC 4(G)g, Cat. $75 & ACSC 4(K)d, Cat. $90 (2) $40 
1115 2d grey with "retouched shading & left frame of map" & 9d violet with "broken shading line below "Postage"" varieties. 

Both fine used. ACSC 5(1)k & 27(4)d. Total cat. $350 (2) $100 
1116 2d grey with inverted wmk. A couple of shortish perfs at base otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 5A, Cat. $300 $100 
1117 2d grey x 2 with both perfd "OS" with "left frame thickened at top corner" (ACSC 5(1)I) & "scratch from first E of pence 

to map" varieties (ACSC 5(2)e) Both fine used. Total cat. $300 (2) $100 
1118 2½d indigo CA monogram single. Superb MVLH example verging on MUH with better hard to find. ACSC 9zc $1,500 
1119 2½d light bluish-indigo with "islands East of Cape York" variety (ACSC 9B(2)f) tied to regd airmail cover from 

Alexandria to Brunette Downs & then readdressed to Cobar NSW with provisional Daly Waters reg label on the front & 
a range of 1930 b/s's incl Daly Waters, Camooweal, Charleville, Qld TPO 65 &  Sydney reg 27 plus NSW TPO 2 North 
& Cobar 28 May. A little foxing at the edges but unusual variety usage. $220 

1120 3d olive. Fine MUH with pulled perf at left, but well-centred & fresh. ACSC 12A, Cat. $600 $85 
1121 3d olive green, Die I with inverted wmk. MUH with very light corner bend & slight tan line but well centred.                     

ACSC 12Ca, Cat. $1000 $250 
1122 3d olive in Die I/II used pair with parcel cancel clear of distinguishing break/no break. ACSC 12c, Cat. $1250 $150 
1123 3d olive perfined small "OS". Fine MUH. ACSC 12bc, Cat. $1250 $340 
1124 3d olive, Die I with "kiss print" variety particularly visible on Australian coast, especially Cape York. Fine used, centred 

right. An elusive variety. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 12Acb, Cat. $750 $400 
1125 3d olive, Die I with CA monogram. Fresh MVLH with perfs lightly trimmed at top right but not detracting from this fresh, 

fine example. ACSC 12za $1,500 
1126 3d olive, Die I with inverted watermark. MLH with perfect centring. ACSC 12Ca, Cat. $600 $250 
1127 4d orange perfined large "OS". Fine MVLH left salvaged example. ACSC 15ba, Cat. $750 $200 
1128 4d orange perfined large "OS". Well centred MLH with horiz crease not detracting from exceptional frontal appearance 

with perfect centring. ACSC 15Aba, Cat. $750 $200 
1129 4d orange with "colour flaw adjoining centre of left frame" variety on one (ACSC 15(1)d) & "colour flaw over IA state 1" 

variety on a second. Both good to fine used with latter perfined "OS" (ACSC 15(u)h). Total cat. $600 (2) $150 
1130 4d orange x 2 MVLH & 9d MUH (light tone line near top) plus a 2/- brown (DE) CTO. Average centring on 4d's with 

others well-centred. (4) $100 
1131 4d orange. Fresh MUH. ACSC 15C, Cat. $1000 $400 
1132 4d orange. Well centred, MVLH verging on MUH. ACSC 15A, Cat. $275 $140 
1133 4d pale orange. MUH lower left marginal pair MUH (trimmed margins). Centred to left & light corner bend on right unit 

but fresh with strong colour. ACSC 15D, Cat. $2500+ $500 
1134 4d orange-yellow, centered low left with a couple of shortish perfs. Lovely rich colour. ACSC 15E, Cat. $1500 $200 
1135 5d chestnut CA monogram single. MLH. A difficult stamp. ACSC 16(2)zc, Cat. $3500 $2,500 
1136 5d chestnut perfined large "OS". MLH with small hinge remainder otherwise with good perfs & centering.               

ACSC 16(A)ba Cat. $475 $50 
1137 5d chestnut with "colour flaw off WA coast" variety. MLH/MH with fresh colour & well centred. ACSC 16(U)e, Cat. $450 $120 
1138 5d pale chestnut, centered right. ACSC 16B, Cat. $250 $50 
1139 6d ultramarine with "retouched "E" variety. Irregular/fluffy perfs. Fine used with Late Fee Vic cds. SG 9a, Cat. £950 $300 
1140 6d ultramarine with "white flaw obliterating Port Phillip Bay" variety. MM with 60% o.g. ACSC 17(1)h, Cat. $550 $90 
1141 6d blue with "retouched second "e" of PENCE" variety. Very good used with light postmark partly obscuring retouch. 

Couple of short perfs but a scarce variety. ACSC 17(I)j, Cat. $1500 $400 
1142 6d blue with JBC monogram single. Fresh MLH, centered slightly right but a scarce stamp. ACSC 17(2)zc, Cat. $4500 $2,800 
1143 9d violet CA monogram single. Small concealed shallow thin on reverse for accuracy otherwise fresh MLH with rich 

colour. ACSC 24(2)za, Cat. $7500 $2,500 
1144 9d violet perfined large "OS". MVLH, centred low left. ACSC 24Aba, Cat. $550 $100 
1145 1/- blue green with wmk inverted. Mint with part disturbed o.g but well centered & fresh. ACSC 30Ca, Cat. $4000 MLH $300 
1146 1/- blue green. MVLH with slightly toned gum, centred slightly low left. ACSC 30G, Cat. $450 $120 
1147 1/- deep green, perfined large "OS" with "break top frame over "L" of Australia" variety. F/U with neat parcel cancel.  

ACSC 30Ab(2)e, Cat. $300 $100 
1148 2/- brown. CTO with gum & crisp "MELBOURNE DEC 13" cds. ACSC 35b, Cat. $300 $120 
1149 2/- brown. MLH, centred a little left. Fresh ACSC 35a Cat. $650 $100 
1150 2/- brown. MLH, centred low left with hinge remnant. ACSC 35A, Cat. $650 $100 
1151 2/- brown. MUH & well centred, but discoloured gum so priced as MLH. ACSC 35A, Cat. $650 $180 



1152 2/- dark brown with "white flaw under 2nd "l" of shilling" variety. F/U with Perth P.P. cancel, centred right.                     
ACSC 35B(1)f, Cat. $450 $180 

1153 2/- dark brown. MLH with strong colour. ACSC 36B, Cat. $1500 $500 
1154 2/- dark brown. MLH, shortish perf at top for accuracy. Well centred. ACSC 35b Cat. $1500 $170 
1155 5/- grey & chrome with "short Spencer's Gulf" variety. MLH, centred right. ACSC 42A(D)j, Cat. $1350 $440 
1156 5/- grey & chrome. Fresh MLH, centred slightly right. ACSC 42A, Cat. $900 $360 
1157 5/- grey & yellow perfined large "OS". Good used with light indistinct cancel. A scarce stamp. ACSC 42ba, Cat. $1000 $250 
1158 5/- grey & yellow with “white line adjacent to coast in Bight” variety. Fresh MLH. ACSC42(D)e, Cat $1750 $700 
1159 10/- grey & pink ovptd "Specimen". Hinge sweated off resulting in slightly browned patchy gum & average centering 

thus conservative reserve. ACSC 47Ax, Cat. $750 $180 
1160 10/- grey & pink. CTO for Dec 13. Trivial surface soiling at lower right, well centered. ACSC 47Awb, Cat. $2250 $700 
1161 10/- grey & pink. Minute paper inclusion over WA. MLH with excellent colour & centring. ACSC 47A, Cat. $2000 $700 
1162 10/- grey & pink. MLH, centred slightly low right. Fresh example with good perfs all round. ACSC 47, Cat. $2000 $500 
1163 10/- grey & pink. Useful spacefiller with small closed tear near S.W. coast of WA & a couple of short perfs otherwise 

sound. ACSC 47A, Cat. £1100  $200 
1164 10/- slate & pink. Centred low with hinge remnant leaving 60% o.g but fresh appearance. ACSC 47B, Cat. $2000 $340 
1165 £1 brown & blue ovptd "Specimen". Centred low right with gum evenly toned, hingeing is light. ACSC 51(A)x, Cat. $950 $250 
1166 £1 red brown & blue ovptd "Specimen". Centred low right & MLH. ACSC 51(B)x, Cat. $950 $250 
1167 £1 red brown & blue. MLH with discoloured gum & centred right. However good perfs & fresh colour hence frontally 

most attractive. SG 51B, Cat. $4500 $1,400 
1168 £1 red-brown & blue with "Broken tail on kangaroo" variety. Superb MLH & very well centered. Ceremuga Cert (2010). 

ACSC 51B(V)e, Cat. £5500 $3,000 
1169 £2 black & rose with "Break in lower frame under "N" of POUNDS" duty plate variety. A pristine MVLH example with 

excellent colour & centering. ACSC 55A(D)o, Cat. $17,500 $8,000 
1170 £2 black & rose ovptd "Specimen". MLH with aged gum but well centred. ACSC 55Ax, Cat. $850 $300  

1915 2nd Watermark  
1171 2d grey in block of 4 perfined small "OS" block 4. MUH/MVLH with 2 of each. ACSC 6ba, Cat. $2550 $650 
1172 2d grey. Centred slightly left, excellent perfs & fine MUH. ACSC 6A, Cat. $325 $50 
1173 2d to 2/-good to F/U group all with cds cancels. 2/- perfectly centred, others average to fine. ACSC $645 (6) $100 
1174 2½d indigo showing "break in inner top frame over "r" of Australia" variety. MLH. ACSC 10(1)d, Cat. $400 $100 
1175 2½d bluish indigo with "heavy coastline to WA" variety. Fine used & well centered. ACSC 10B(2)d, Cat. $100 $60 
1176 2½d bluish-indigo. Fine MLH example. ACSC 10B, Cat. $300 $120 
1177 6d ultramarine. MLH with good perfs & centering. ACSC 18A, Cat. $400 $150 
1178 9d violet top marginal with inverted watermark. Superb centring & fresh MUH.  Rarely encountered MUH & missing 

from most collections. ACSC 25A, Cat. $9000 for MLH $6,000 
1179 9d violet & 9d pale violet. MLH, centered right. Very good shade examples. ACSC 25A & 25B, Cat. $700 $250 
1180 9d violet perfined small "OS". Fine MUH. ACSC 25ba, Cat. $4250 $500 
1181 1/- bright blue-green. A fine MVLH example. ACSC 31B, Cat. $500 $200 
1182 1/- dull green with "break in top frame over "l" of Australia". F/U with pmk close to variety. ACSC 31C(2)e, Cat. $200 $80 
1183 1/- green perfined "OS" with "break in coastline of Arnhem Land" variety.  Good to F/U with heavyish Melbourne  

double cancel. ACSC 31Aba(2)I, Cat. $800 $300 
1184 2/- light brown. Centred slightly to left, MUH. SG 29, ACSC 36A, Cat. $8500 $1,300 
1185 2/- light brown. Couple "nibbled" perfs otherwise MLH with good centring & fresh colour. ACSC 36, Cat. $1500 $600 
1186 2/- light brown fine used with 2 part cds's. SG 29, ACSC 36A, Cat. $350 $75 
1187 5/- deep grey & yellow good to fine used & well with good perfs. ACSC 43A, Cat. $675 $110 
1188 5/- deep grey & yellow with "broken tail on kangaroo" variety. Good used, heavyish postmark & very small thin on  

back-top left.  ACSC 43A(V)e, Cat. $900 $50 
1189 5/- deep grey & yellow with "Spencer's Gulf elongated" variety. Fine used with Perth oval regd postmark. ACSC 

43A(D)o, Cat. $1000 $400 
1190 5/- deep grey & yellow with large telegraph puncture at the left of stamp. Fine used, a nice example. ACSC 43A  $100 
1191 5/- deep grey & yellow. MLH in a couple of places with slightly toned gum but well centred & frontally fresh.                

ACSC 43A, Cat. $1500 $500 
1192 5/- deep grey & chrome. Light gum bend otherwise MVLH with rich colour. ACSC 43B, Cat. $1500 $500  

1915/28 3rd Watermark  
1193 2d grey with substitute cliché Die IIA. Centred left with short perfs at left but fine used & an increasingly difficult stamp 

to source. ACSC 7(1)kb, Cat. $2250 $750 
1194 2½d deep blue Harrison one-line imprint block of 4, plate 1 without variety. MUH (2) & MLH (2). Post Office fresh - 

stunning. ACSC 11(1)zd $3,000 
1195 2½d deep blue, Die II with "offset". Fresh MLH. Drury cert. (2018) ACSC 11Bc, Cat. $400 $200 
1196 2½d blue marginal example with offset. MLH on offset side. ACSC 11c, Cat. $400 $100 
1197 3d olive green, Die I, perfined "OS" with inverted wmk. MUH but toned gum & centred to left. ACSC 13Ka/b, Cat. $175 $20 
1198 3d olive shades x 3 all Die I. MLH (one with missing perf at base & thinned) plus a used pair. ACSC 13 (5) $20 
1199 3d olive vertical perf "OS" pair with inverted wmk. Fine used by light machine cancel. Also "retouch on first "A"" & 

"diagonal white scratch through right frame varieties Good to F/U with cds cancels plus "break in left frame" variety on 
die IIB. ACSC 14Da, Cat. $225 ea & 13(2)d, 13(2)g & 14(U)f. Total Cat. $720 (5 stamps) $150 

1200 3d pale olive green, Die II, perfd small "OS". Well centred MUH. Superb. ACSC 13I(ba), Cat. $1250 $400 
1201 6d dull grey blue, Die II, with "retouched white flaw S.E. of Albany" variety. Good to fine used by double cds, short perf 

at base. Drury cert. (2018) ACSC 19E(2)ea, Cat. $500 $200 
1202 6d blue, Die II, with "islands in Bass Strait" variety. Used with cancel clear of variety. Toned perfs & thinned but 

reasonable frontal appearance. Drury cert. (2018) ACSC 19B(2)f, Cat. $350 $50 
1203 6d blue, Die IIB block of 4. MUH/MLH but toning on reverse reflected in reserve. ACSC 20A, Cat. $1800 as singles $90 
1204 6d chestnut with "broken leg on kangaroo" variety. Used by a neat parcel cancel, centred left. ACSC 21A(3)d Cat. $200 $40 
1205 6d chestnut with retouch variety 21(4)ea MLH & 2 used with "white hairline circle to map" variety 21(3)g plus 21(u)h 

vertical pair with top stamp showing "break in left frame near top". ACSC 21(u)h. Total cat. $245 (3 items) $50 
1206 6d ultramarine in 3 shades MLH (gum varies) & 9d violet in Dies II & IIA MLH plus 1/- with wmk sideways & right 

margin (centered left) plus a £1 "SPECIMEN" type D ovpt MLH, & 5/- used. Centring varies but low reserve. (8) $200 
1207 6d pale ultramarine with "broken leg" variety. Fine used, centered down. SG 20C(3)d, Cat. £750 $340 



1208 9d pale violet, Die II top left margin example. MUH with a couple of nibbled perfs at base & slightly aged gum.           
ACSC 26B, Cat $375 $50 

1209 9d violet Harrison block of 4. Fresh MUH & a scarce multiple. ACSC 27 x 4, Cat. $1500 $600 
1210 9d violet, Die IIB in gutter pair. LHS with significant white flaw in lower left corner not recorded in ACSC. MVLH in 

gutter with stamps MUH. ACSC 27A, Cat. $750 pair $250 
1211 9d violet, Die IIB with inverted wmk. MLH with small ink mark on back. Centered right but rich colour.                              

ACSC 27Aa Cat. $475 $60 
1212 9d violet, Die IIB, perfined small "OS". Centred top left but scarce in such fine MUH cond. ACSC 27Aba, Cat. $500 $150 
1213 1/- blue-green left selvedge block of 4 with light even toning on the back, & a couple of pulled perfs. MUH but toned 

gum. Good frontal colour & reasonable centring. ACSC 33Aaa. Cat. $300 for singles + premium for MUH block $75 
1214 1/- blue green Die IIb block of 4, plate 4 from positions 31 & 32/ 37 & 38 with "1 for 1st I in shilling" variety. Possibly 

postally used or CTO. Centred high with a few short perfs at base however would make a useful exhibition piece. 
ACSC 33Aaa(4)l, Cat. $2500 (3x F/U wmk sideways at $500 ea + $1000 for plate variety + premium for block with 
Elizabeth St Melbourne cds. $900 

1215 1/- blue-green perfined "OS". MUH, centred right. ACSC 32b, Cat. $475 $75 
1216 1/- blue green block of 4 with sideways watermark. MLH but slightly aged gum reflected in a very conservative reserve. 

ACSC 33Aaa, Cat. $800 $150 
1217 2/- brown with "colour spot on WA coast" variety. Fine used. ACSC 37A(1)g, Cat. $300 $200 
1218 2/- brown with inverted wmk. Genuinely used with parcel cancel. ACSC 37Aa, Cat. $1500 $200 
1219 2/- brown x 2 with ""colour flaw off WA coast" & "white dog leg flaw…"  varieties. Heavy parcel cancels but varieties 

clear. ACSC 37(1)I, 37(2)f, Cat. $750 $60 
1220 2/- brown. MH with hinge remnants top & bottom. Centred high left. ACSC 37A, Cat. $450 $90 
1221 2/- brown. One nibbled perf at base otherwise fine MLH. ACSC 37A, Cat. $450 $90 
1222 2/- brown perfined "OS". MUH, centred low left.SG O49, ACSC 37ba, Cat. $3250 $500 
1223 2/- dull brown with "white flaw under "li" of shilling" variety. Very good used with light parcel cancel. Few short perfs        

at left. ACSC 37C(4)g, Cat. $300+ $90 
1224 2/- deep brown with "break left frame opposite "A" of AUSTRALIA" variety.  Good to F/U, centred right.                        

ACSC 37D(2)m, Cat. $300+ $90 
1225 2/- deep brown. MLH with aged gum & corner crease, centred high. ACSC 37D, Cat. $500 $50 
1226 2/- deep brown. MVLH centred slightly to the right. ACSC 37D, Cat. $450 $90 
1227 2/- aniline red-brown, Die I. Fine used with 1917 cds. A couple of short perfs & one toned plus light horizontal             

crease & small tear top right. Not withstanding, this rare shade has a quite pleasant appearance. Drury Cert. (2018) 
ACSC 37G, Cat. $2000 $400 

1228 2/- maroon. MLH with a couple shortish perfs. ACSC 38, Cat. $200 $30 
1229 2/- maroon. MLH with light crease. Good fresh colour. ACSC 38A Cat. $300 $20 
1230 2/- maroon. MLH, centred right. ACSC 38A, Cat. $300 $90 
1231 2/- pale brown with "vertical hairline in bight" variety. Lightish parcel cancel, short perf. ACSC 37B(4)f, Cat. $300+ $100 
1232 2/- pale brown with "flaw on "s" of Australia" variety. F/U with a couple short perfs at top for accuracy.                              

ACSC 37B(2)j, Cat. $450 $150 
1233 2/- pale brown with "nick left frame opposite top of WA" variety. F/U, centred right, couple short perfs top right. 

Postmark close to variety. ACSC 37B(2)e, Cat. $300+ $120 
1234 2/- pale brown with "white flaw under 2nd "l" of shilling" variety. Fine used with a few short perfs top right.                    

ACSC 37B(1)f, Cat. $300 $90 
1235 2/- pale brown. One short perf at right, MLH. ACSC 37B, Cat. $600 $150 
1236 2/- reddish-brown perfd "OS" with "white dog-leg flaw through "sh" to value circle" variety. Good to F/U, light stain on 

front but a scarce shade. ACSC 37(ba(2)f, Cat. $900+ $280 
1237 2/- reddish-brown with "flaw left frame opposite top of WA" variety. Good used with light part parcel cancel. Ironed our 

diagonal crease but scarce shade.  ACSC 37F(2)e, Cat. $300+ $50 
1238 5/- grey & yellow kangaroo with unlisted vignette "white flaw on bridge of kangaroos nose & chopped back of neck 

under ear" variety. Two examples, one MLH short perf top & vert crease, other good used with a few nibbled perfs. (2) $200 
1239 5/- grey & yellow kangaroos with "white flaw kangaroos left shoulder" vignette variety. Good used with neat parcel 

cancel. Unlisted. $60 
1240 5/- grey & yellow kangaroos with unlisted constant vignette "white flaw on kangaroos right hind leg" variety. Two used 

examples with faults. (2) $50 
1241 5/- grey-black & chrome with "break right frame opposite Cape York & yellow spots on map west of Spencer's Gulf" & 

"tail of kangaroo & grass at right sliced off" varieties. Note: second variety only occurs on early Harrison printings. 
Good used with light part parcel cancel clear of varieties. ACSC 44(D)ua & ACSC 44(V)u, cat. $875 $200 

1242 5/- grey-black & chrome with "notch in kangaroos snout" variety. F/U with light parcel cancel. ACSC 44A(V)I, Cat. $450 $150 
1243 5/- grey-black & chrome with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Fine used with light parcel cancel. ACSC 44(A)Vl, Cat. $650 $280 
1244 5/- grey-black & chrome with "white flaw off NSW coast" variety. Fine used, couple shortish perfs at base.             

ACSC 44A(D)v, Cat. $450 $200 
1245 5/- grey-black & chrome with 'break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. Fine used with light parcel cancel.                 

ACSC 44(D)vg, Cat. $450 $150 
1246 5/- grey-black & chrome with large telegraph puncture. Good used with some irregular perfs. These are becoming 

increasingly difficult to find. $80 
1247 5/- grey-black & chrome. MLH with partially "doubly printed frame plate" visible in margins & in white areas of map. 

Fresh. ACSC 44Ac, Cat. $10,000 for full double print. $1,200 
1248 5/- grey & yellow with "ewe faced kangaroo" variety plus SMW example showing state II of the variety. Both have 

parcel cancels but clear of kangaroos head. ACSC 44(V)f & 45(V)fa, Cat. $1050 (2) $150 
1249 5/- grey & deep yellow. Small perf repair top left otherwise nice appearance & MLH. ACSC 44C, Cat. $450 $100 
1250 5/- grey & deep yellow. Fine CTO. Well centred with a split & short perf at base, otherwise excellent colour.                

ACSC 44Cw, Cat. $300 $80 
1251 5/- grey & deep yellow. MVLH, centred to left. ACSC 44C, Cat. $450 $150 
1252 5/- grey & pale yellow perfined small "OS". A well centered CTO example. ACSC 44b, Cat. $200 $150 
1253 5/- grey & pale yellow perfined small "OS". Fine MVLH. ACSC 44b, Cat. $1250 $400 
1254 5/- grey & pale yellow with "break in right frame near top" & "flaw across kangaroo's tail" varieties. Good used, parcel 

cancel, short perf top right. ACC 44D(D)d, 44D(V)d, Cat. $450 $180 



1255 5/- grey & pale yellow with "break right frame near top" & "flaw across top of kangaroo's tail" varieties. Good used, 
heavyish parcel cancel. ACSC 44(D)d, 44(V)d, Cat. $450 $100 

1256 5/- grey & pale yellow with "short Spencers Gulf" variety. Good used with parcel cancel. Missing TL corner reflected in 
reserve. ACSC 44D(D)I, Cat. $450 $50 

1257 5/- grey & pale yellow with "weeping kangaroo" variety. Good to F/U with double cds & a few ragged perfs at top.                      
ACSC 44D(V)I, Cat. $650 $180 

1258 5/- grey & pale yellow with inverted wmk. Fresh MUH. SG 42w, ACSC 44Da, Cat. $2500 as MLH so premium for this 
example. $1,200 

1259 5/- grey & pale yellow with inverted wmk. Used example with part Sydney cds's. Well centered. A difficult stamp.                     
SG 42w, ACSC 44Da, Cat. $2000 $500 

1260 5/- grey-black & yellow-orange perfined "OS" with "Spencers Gulf short" variety. Used. ACSC 44Bb(D)j, Cat. $375 $120 
1261 10/- grey & aniline pink. Light even gum toning with paler strip across top otherwise MVLH & well centred.                     

ACSC 47B, Cat. $2000 $500 
1262 10/- grey & aniline pink. MVLH centred low. Fresh, strong colour. ACSC 48B, Cat. $750 $400 
1263 10/- grey & pale aniline pink. MUH with light even toning. Centered low. ACSC 47A, Cat. $750 $200 
1264 10/- grey & pale aniline-pink. Fine used by Sydney Regd cds. ACSC 48E, Cat. $375 $180 
1265 10/- grey & deep aniline pink perfined small "OS". Fine CTO. ACSC 48ba, Cat. $500 $250 
1266 10/- grey & deep aniline pink with inverted watermark. Centered slightly low otherwise fresh MLH with lovely colour. 

ACSC 48Bca, Cat. $4500 $2,000 
1267 10/- grey & deep aniline pink. Fine used & well centred. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $140 
1268 10/- grey & deep aniline-pink with large telegraph puncture. Scarce. ACSC 48B, Cat. $375 $150 
1269 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type B. "Small white flaw west of Tasmania" not listed in ACSC. MLH with even 

toning but very well centred. ACSC 48Ax, Cat. $600 $180 
1270 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C. Slightly fluffy/irregular perfs top & base. MLH with light even toning.                  

ACSC 48Axb, Cat. $3250 $800 
1271 10/- grey & pink perfined small "OS" & good to fine used by part Melbourne cds's. ACSC 48ba, Cat. $500 $200 
1272 £1 brown & blue. MVLH with 20% stained gum from album mount. Centred right with fluffy perfs & short top right perf. 

But good buy at reserve. ACSC 51A, Cat. $4500 $500 
1273 £1 chestnut & blue in block of 4 with the bottom pair exhibiting evidence of "kiss print" with the partial 

doubling of left frame & coastline 1mm to the left. Possibly the finest of the few surviving blocks which remain 
intact. All units MVLH/MLH with good centering & perfs. A fresh & impressive multiple rarely seen. A lovely 
exhibition item. SG 44a $30,000 

1274 £1 red brown & blue. MVLH, centred high. Couple of flat perfs at bottom right. ACSC 51B, Cat. $4500 $1,200 
1275 £1 purple-brown & blue with "broken tail on kangaroo" vignette variety & large telegraph puncture. Fine used with    

part cds. Blue ink smudge on front but blends into rich colour of stamp. ACSC 52C(V)e, Cat. $2750 for normal    
without puncture. $380 

1276 £1 purple-brown & blue. MVLH with good perfs & bright colour. A lovely stamp. ACSC 52C, Cat. $4000 $1,600 
1277 £1 light brown & pale blue ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type B. MLH & well centred. ACSC 52Dx, Cat. $900 $380 
1278 £1 light brown & pale blue. Fine used with neat Sydney Regd cds. A couple of shortish perfs at top but well centered. 

ACSC 52D, Cat. $2500 $750 
1279 £1 purple-brown & dull blue with "break in value circle" duty plate variety & large telegraph puncture. Some stained    

perf ends otherwise F/U by oval fiscal cancel in blue. ACSC 52(D)s, Cat. $3500 postally used w/o telegraph puncture. $400 
1280 £1 grey. MVLH verging on MUH with good centering & perfs. An attractive stamp. ACSC 53A, Cat. $1000 $650 
1281 £1 grey. MVLH with faint even gum toning. ACSC 53A, Cat. $1000 $360 
1282 £1 deep grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C with "thicker WA coast" & overinking on left & right frames. MH with hinge 

remainders. ACAC 53Bxb, Cat. $375 $100 
1283 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" showing "flaw above "l" of Australia" unlisted variety. MUH with aged gum. Good centering 

& perfs. ACSC 53xg, Cat. $850 as MUH. $120 
1284 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" sub-type 2 with "shaved "P". MLH with light even gum toning. ACSC 53Axf, Cat. $1000 $150 
1285 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C, sub-type 2 with "shaved P" variety. MLH with overall toning & small gum thin thus 

a conservative reserve. ACSC 53Axf, Cat. $1000 $150 
1286 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fine MLH & well centered. ACSC 53Axb, Cat. $375 $150 
1287 £2 grey-black & crimson. MLH with very good centering & perfs combined with rich colour. A sought after premium 

example. ACSC 56B, Cat. $6500 $3,000 
1288 £2 grey black & crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type B. MLH with even toned gum but well centred with rich colour.      

ACSC 56Bx, Cat. $600 $200 
1289 £2 purple-black & rose. CTO without gum. Well centred & fresh. Stunning example. ACSC 45C, Cat. $6500 $3,000 
1290 £2 purple black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Fine MUH, centered high. ACSC 56xb, Cat. $1250 $300 
1291 £2 purple black & rose ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C. MUH with light even gum toning. A well centred example with fresh 

frontal appearance. ACSC 58Cxb, Cat. $1250 $380 
1292 6d, 1/- & 5/- perfined "OS", the latter with small "fixing" pieces at corners in gum otherwise all MLH & fresh colours. 

ACSC 22b, Cat. $60, 34b, Cat. $100 & 45ba, Cat. $1250 (3) $150  
1929/30 Small Multiple Watermark  

1293 9d violet & 1/- green plus 2d KGV tied to 2 MY 31 Aust to England second experimental airmail. Each neatly tied by 
complete bold Millaa Millaa, Qld cds's. Very good cond, vertical centre fold but not affecting stamps. Cat. val of 9d on 
cover is $350 & 1/- $250. $100 

1294 9d violet perfd "OS". MUH but slightly toned gum otherwise well-centred & frontally fresh. ACSC 28Ab, Cat. $575 $160 
1295 9d violet, Die IIB with "white island" flaw NE of Tas variety. Not plated but described on Michael Drury certificate as 

ACSC 2012-no 28A. MLH, centred left. Could be in the next edition of ACSC. $250 
1296 1/- blue green with top margin &perfd small "OS". MUH & perfectly centred. ACSC 34Ab, Cat. $300 $150 
1297 1/- blue green in John Ash imprint block of 4 perfd "OS". MLH with slightly blotchy toned gum. Frontally fine & well 

centered. ACSC 34A(3)z, Cat. $900 $200 
1298 1/- blue-green Ash imprint "N" over "N" block of 4 but does not show variety J "break in northern coast of Tasmania"         

on stamp 3R39. MLH with odd short perf at right. Well centred & rich colour. ACSC Cat.34(3)z, Cat, $900 $200 
1299 2/- maroon. MUH & well centred. ACSC 39A, Cat. $750 $300 
1300 2/- maroon in John Ash imprint block 4, plate 2. MUH x 3 & 1 MVLH. Fresh & well centered. ACSC 39(2)z, Cat. $2000 $750 
1301 2/- maroon with "white flaw in grass behind kangaroo" variety. MUH, centred to left. ACSC 39(2)I, Cat. $900 $150 



1302 2/- maroon with "white flaw under "li" of shillings" variety. Fresh MVLH verging on MUH. ACSC 39(U)I, Cat. $450 $120 
1303 5/- grey & yellow perfined "OS". Heavyish parcel cancel but good perfs & well centred. ACSC 45Aba, Cat. $250 $30 
1304 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "rat faced kangaroo" variety. MLH with light even gum toning with slight shadow. Well 

centered. ACSC 45A(V)q, Cat. $950 $200 
1305 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf short" duty plate variety. Good to F/U with light parcel cancel.                

ACSC 45A(D)j, Cat. $325 $140 
1306 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf short" duty plate variety. Fine used with neat part Melbourne cds & rich 

colour. ACSC 45A(D)j, Cat. $325 $200 
1307 5/- grey & yellow-orange with bold Late Fee cds dated 4 JE 31. ACSC 45, Cat. $250 $40 
1308 5/- grey & yellow-orange. MLH, centered slightly top right. ACSC 45B, Cat. $400 $180 
1309 5/- dark grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. Fine used very slightly smudged.                

ACSC 45B(V)o, Cat. $400 $150 
1310 5/- dark grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf short" vignette variety. Very F/U with lovely colour.                      

ACSC 45B(D)j, Cat. $325 $200 
1311 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type C, sub type 2 with "Shaved "P" variety. Centered low left.                    

ACSC 49xd, Cat. $1750 $440 
1312 10/- grey & pale pink ovptd "SPECIMEN, sub-type 1 with damaged "C". MVLH, unfortunately short/pulled perfs top left 

reflected in conservative reserve. ACSC 49xb, Cat. $1750 $200 
1313 10/- grey & pale pink with "fox faced kangaroo" variety. MVLH. ACSC 49(V)t, Cat. $1350 $700 
1314 10/- grey & pale pink with bottom margin. MUH, centred a little to right. ACSC 49, Cat. $3000 $1,000 
1315 10/- grey & pale pink. Fine used with central Meekatharra, WA cds, a little heavy but presentable. ACSC 49, Cat. $700 $300 
1316 10/- grey & pale pink. MLH/MVLH, well centred & fresh. A lovely stamp. ACSC 49, Cat. $1100 $400 
1317 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" & showing "short Spencers Gulf" variety. Fresh MVLH with good centering.               

ACSC 49(D)e, Cat. $1400 with ovpt. $300 
1318 £2 grey & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. MVLH & well centred. ACSC 57Ax, Cat. $900 $300 
1319 £2 grey & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" Type D. MVLH, centred top left. ACSC 57Ax, Cat. $900 $250 
1320 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fine used with neat upright Kalgoorlie cds. ACSC 57A, Cat. $1200 $600 
1321 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Superb MLH with excellent centering & perfs. Superior example ex Juzwin.                             

ACSC 57A, Cat. $7000 $4,000 
1322 £2 grey & pale rose-crimson with "break in lower frame under "n" of Pounds" duty plate variety. Very fine used         

with    light cds. Centered slight left otherwise superb with lovely colour. ACSC 57B(D)o, Cat. $1750 $800  
1931-47 CofA Watermark  

1323 2/- maroon top left marginal block of 6 showing "chopped neck" variety on first stamp. ACSC 40(1)d, Cat. $125 plus 
$100 for 5 MUH. $80 

1324 2/- maroon with redrawn die & small telegraph puncture. Fine used by 1937 cds. Not often seen. $30 
1325 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "break in coast in bight" duty plate variety. Very fine used, likely CTO & superb centering. 

ACSC 46A(D)t, Cat. $150+  $100 
1326 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" duty plate variety & neat telegraph puncture. Fine 

used with Burnie Telegraph Office cds. Short perf lower left for accuracy. ACSC 46A(D)p $90 
1327 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "broken coast near Sydney & Spencers Gulf elongated" duty plate variety. Superb used, 

probably CTO but no gum. Rich true colour. ACSC 46A(D)f, Cat. $150 $90 
1328 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. F/U by Ballarat cds. ACSC 46A(V)o, Cat. $150 $70 
1329 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "long curved tail on kangaroo" variety. Good used with variable parcel cancel, light corner 

crease. ACSC 46A(V)o, Cat. $150 $40 
1330 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "open mouthed kangaroo" variety. F/U but heavy strike of steel postmarker has caused   

2 small pinholes. ACSC 46A(V)va, Cat. $150 $40 
1331 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "Spencers Gulf elongated" duty plate variety. Good used with part parcel cancel.             

ACSC 46A(D)o, Cat. $125 $60 
1332 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white collar on kangaroo" vignette variety. Good to F/U centered top left off.                    

ACSC 46A(V)s, Cat. $150 $60 
1333 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white flaw on kangaroos hind leg" vignette variety. F/U. ACSC 46A(V)k, Cat. $150 $80 
1334 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white flaw on top of kangaroos front paw" vignette variety. Lightly used by parcel cancel. 

ACSC 46A(V)m, Cat. $150 $75 
1335 5/- grey & yellow-orange with "white line adjacent to coast in bight" duty plate variety. Good used by slightly smudged 

Melbourne cds. ACSC 46A(D)e, Cat. $150 $60 
1336 5/- grey & yellow with "shading breaks in bight" variety.  F/U with good centering. ACSC 46B(D)n, Cat. $150 $70 
1337 5/- grey & yellow-buff with "break in coast of Gulf of Carpentaria" variety. Good to F/U. ACSC 46C(D)va, Cat. $150 $60 
1338 5/- grey & yellow-buff with "hunch backed kangaroo" variety. Used with part parcel cancel. ACSC 46C(V)h, Cat. $150 $50 
1339 5/- grey & yellow-buff with "kangaroos foot broken" variety. Good used with few short perfs. ACSC 46C(V)n, Cat. $150 $50 
1340 10/- grey & pink with "notch in kangaroos snout" variety. F/U but missing BL corner perf. ACSC 50A(V)I, Cat. $550 $150 
1341 10/- grey & pink with "white flaw below "b" of Ten" variety. F/U, barely noticeable short perf. ACSC 50A(D)h, Cat. $550 $250 
1342 10/- grey & pink with full Meekatharra cds & well centred. A couple of shortish perfs but a stunning cancel on a fresh 

stamp. SG 136 Cat £150 $50 
1343 10/- grey & pink with unlisted vignette flaw on kangaroos tail. Good to F/U by slightly smudged pmk. Basic cat. $300 $140 
1344 10/- grey & pink with vignette "hunched back kangaroo" variety. MLH with exc centering. ACSC 50A(V)h, Cat. $1450 $600 
1345 10/- grey & pink x 2 in two shades, one of which one is unnaturally pale. Both are cds examples, well centred with good 

perfs. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 (2) $140 
1346 10/- grey & pink. Fine used with good centering & fresh colour. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 $160 
1347 10/- grey & pink. Fine used with Marble Bar cds. Good centering & perfs. ACSC 50A, Cat. $300 $180 
1348 10/- grey & pink. MLH, centred stop left. Barely noticeable gum toning mentioned for accuracy. ACSC 50A, Cat. $750 $220 
1349 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C with sub-type 2 "shaved P" variety. Centred high & unused without gum but 

otherwise a fine example. Drury cert. (2018) ACSC 50Axd, Cat. $2000 for MLH. $500 
1350 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type C. Unused without gum, good centering. ACSC 50Ax, Cat. $850 $180 
1351 10/- grey & pink ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "broken coast south of Bonaparte Gulf" plate variety. Fine MLH.      

ACSC 50Axe(D)l, Cat. $1450 for MLH without ovpt. $200 
1352 10/- grey black & rose crimson upper left marginal single. MUH & well centered with lovely colour.                           

ACSC 50B, Cat. $2250 $800 



1353 10/- grey black & rose crimson with Kalgoorlie cds covering possible "fox faced kangaroo" var. ACSC 50(B)t, Cat. $550 $100 
1354 10/- grey-black & pale rose-crimson. F/U with part Meekatharra cds. Good perfs & centering. ACSC 50C, Cat. $450 $200 
1355 10/- grey-black & pale rose-crimson. F/U. ACSC 50C, Cat. $450  $180 
1356 10/- grey & pale pink. Fine used. ACSC 50B Cat. $275 $120 
1357 10/- grey-black & rose-carmine. Very fine used with VG perfs & centering. ACSC 50B, Cat. $275 $180 
1358 10/- dark grey & aniline-pink with "muzzled kangaroo" vignette variety. ACSC 50E(V)r, Cat. $1250+ premium for var. $600 
1359 10/- dark grey & aniline-pink. F/U with a few short perfs but remains a nice example. ACSC 50E, Cat. $1250 $280 
1360 10/- grey & aniline-pink with central telegraph puncture & neat Launceston Telegraph Office cds. Superb used.                 

Cat. $750 as normal. $200 
1361 £1 grey with neat telegraph puncture & Burnie cds. Centred a little high. Increasingly collectable. ACSC 54 $100 
1362 £1 grey. F/U with bold corner cds, centred high. ACSC 54, Cat. $450 $180 
1363 £1 grey. MLH, centred a little low right. Very good perfs & colour. ACSC 54, Cat. $1000 $400 
1364 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D ovpt with "small notch to top of kangaroo's back" variety, not catalogued in ACSC. 

Unused without gum with light toning & small thin. ACSC 54x var. $30 
1365 £1 grey ovptd "SPECIMEN" with "colour flaw on top frame between "I" & "A" of "AUSTRALIA" similar to ACSC 54Ga 

variety. Superb MUH & well centered. ACSC 54xga. Cat. $120 for Specimen plus variety cat. $1900 on normal. $300 
1366 £2 grey & rose-crimson. Fresh MLH & one of the finest we have seen. ACSC 58A, Cat. $5000 $2,800 
1367 £2 grey black & rose crimson with "white flaw at top of Kangaroo's arm" variety. Black ink marks in "T" of "Australia" & 

Gulf of Carpentaria (not a cancel) but well centered & MLH. ACSC 58(V)m, Cat. $7500 MLH or $1300 used $400 
1368 £2 grey black & rose crimson. Fine used by light part Sydney cds's. Well centred & fine. SG 138, ACSC 58B, Cat. $850 $250 
1369 £2 grey black & rose crimson. Fine used with good centering. ACSC 58B, Cat. $850 $280 
1370 £2 grey-black & rose-crimson pair with stunning full & central "Telegraph Office Kalgoorlie" cancel (C-28-b tel (2)) 

dated 2 MR 35. Both stamps display the "colour spot on map north of Bight" variety. Some perf damage at top right & 
lower left. The stamp at left appears more likely to be ACSC 58B(D)q, Cat. $1300 as a single. $300 

1371 £2 grey black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "cut in kangaroos throat" variety. MUH, centered low. 
ACSC 58Bx(V)j, Cat. $125 & $7500 for normal with variety. $250 

1372 £2 grey black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "fox faced kangaroo" variety. This excellent MLH/MH 
example has good centering & superb colour. ACSC 58Bx(v)t, Cat. $8000 for variety without ovpt. $600 

1373 £2 grey black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "hunch-backed kangaroo" variety. MUH, centered low. 
ACSC 58Bx(V)h, Cat. $125 & $7500 for normal with variety. $250 

1374 £2 grey black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" type D with "weeping kangaroo" variety. MVLH, centered low. ACSC 
58Bx(V)l, Cat. $125 & $8000 for normal with variety. $250 

1375 £2 grey black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" with "break in lower frame under "n" of Pounds" variety. ACSC 
58(D)o, Cat. $225 for MUH with normal stamp variety cat. $7500. $280 

1376 £2 grey black & rose crimson ovptd "SPECIMEN" with "coloured line on map north of Bight" variety. Fresh MUH, 
missing perf at base. ACSC 58(D)n, Cat. $225 for MUH with normal stamp variety cat. $9750. $340  

KING GEORGE V 
 

1377 KGV Plate Proof 1d carmine on pink single wmk paper. This plate proof is also perfined "OS". MUH, centered right. A 
similar item sold for $2500+BP in Ace Auctions Sale No. 21. Starling cert. (2018). ACSC 70PP(5), Cat. $7500 $1,600  

1914-20 Single Watermark  
1378 ½d green monogram lower right corner pair. MLH with perf separation, light even toning & couple of spots reflected in 

reserve. ACSC 63(1)zb, Cat. $850 $120 
1379 ½d green, single line perf 14, good to fine used example. RPSV photo-certificate (1956) signed Purves, Brown & 

Holbeach. Couple shortish perfs top left otherwise fine & rare. Cost vendor $890 incl BP from Status Sale 245 in 2008. 
ACSC 64, Cat. $900 $250 

1380 ½d orange Harrison imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH with fresh appearance. ACSC 66(9)z, Cat. $275 $100 
1381 ½d orange KGV with "white gash behind King's ear" variety tied by Camooweal cds alongside a pair of 2d brown KGV 

& a 3d green airmail with Camooweal red reg label on 22nd May 1930 Camooweal "boomerang" airmail cover re-
addressed to Cobar NSW with an array of b/s's incl Camooweal, Cobar, Charleville, Qld TPO 7 S&WR, Sydney Regd & 
Qld TPO 6 S&WR. Some light staining but presentable. ACSC 66(7)s $75 

1382 ½d orange left selvedge strip of three with inverted wmk. Fresh MUH & well centred. ACSC 66a, Cat. $75+ $20 
1383 ½d orange lower positional selvedge corner block of 4. Electro 6 - 49, 50/ 55, 56 with "retouched shading behind King's 

head" variety. Also noted substantial white flaw behind kangaroo on the same unit. MUH/MLH, light creasing. ACSC 
variety (g), Cat. $105 + as this also has inverted wmk. $100 

1384 ½d orange plate block of 30 with inverted wmk, electro 7. Contains 4 listed varieties. MUH with six units having tone 
spots & one MLH. ACSC 66a(7), Cat. $900 $150 

1385 ½d orange with inverted wmk in Harrison imprint block of 8 from electro 7 with no stop after "Printer". MUH/MLH with 
couple of light gum bends but fresh with good centering.  ACSC 66(7)z, Cat. $175 (x2 for inverted wmk) $100 

1386 ½d orange, electro 6, Harrison imprint block of 4 with no stop after "Printer". MUH/MLH with some perfs separation at 
base. ACSC 66(6)z, Cat. $200 $80 

1387 1d carmine-red G10 lower marginal strip of three with lower & right selvedge both affected by misaligned double perfs. 
Superb MLH exhibition item. Not listed in the ACSC. $450 

1388 1d carmine red Die I & II horiz pair, G10. F/U, short corner perf at right. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71A(1)ia, unpriced $30 
1389 1d carmine-red on rough paper, G73, perfd "OS" in Die II, Die II, Die I positional strip of 3, pane 2: 20, 21 & 22. Fine 

used with 1920 Adelaide cds. Centred right but nice postally used example. $80 
1390 1d carmine-red SLP top right selvedge pair possibly pane VI, 5 + 6. MLH selvedge only. Cat. $80 as unplated singles $20 
1391 1d carmine-red, G73 on rough paper with Die I & Die II substitute cliché singles. Both F/U with Scott Starling certs 

(2014). ACSC 72P(2)ja & ka, Cat. $250 (2) $100 
1392 1d carmine-red, plate 4 one-line Harrison imprint strip of 12 with "Ferns" & "RA joined" varieties. MLH on 3 units 

otherwise MUH with faint toning on left selvedge. A lovely positional piece. ACSC 71(4)Zj, Cat. $1500 $400 
1393 1d carmine-red, single line perf in top left selvedge strip of 3 MLH/MH. Fresh & well centred. ACSC 70A, Cat. $120 $40 
1394 1d dark red G13 right selvedge pair, pane VIII positions 24 & 30. Pulled perf bottom right. MUH/MLH Cat. $150            

as unplated singles $20 
1395 1d reddish-pink G15 right selvedge vertical strip of 4 from pane VIII 12/18/24/30. MUH. Cat. $900 as unplated singles. $200 
1396 1d reddish-pink G15 semi-surfaced paper in right marginal block of 4 perfined "OS". 3 MUH & 1 MVLH, well centred. 

Cat. $1000 as unplated OS singles $240 
1397 1d dull red, Die II, G16 horiz pair. Fine used. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71E(1)I x 2, Cat. $80+ $30 



1398 1d dull red, Die II, G16 vertical pair. Used with Drury Cert (2018). ACSC 71E(1)I x 2, Cat. $80 $30 
1399 1d dull red, G16, perfd "OS" in positional strip of 5 from the top of pane 2: 2.1 to 2.5 (Die I, Die II, Die II, Die I, Die I). 

Fine used by Bunbury WA cds's. A couple light creases & indecipherable pencil mark on reverse of one stamp.             
Rare postally used multiple. $200 

1400 1d scarlet G17 with inverted wmk. Fresh MVLH. ACSC 719a, Cat. $60 $20 
1401 1d scarlet aniline G18 perfined "OS" right selvedge pane I positional block of 6. 1: 34, 35, 36/40, 41, 42 with "saddle          

on emu" variety.  5 stamps MUH, 1 MLH (no.36) & 1 stamp creased (no.34). ACSC 71I(l)e Cat. $790 as singles $200 
1402 1d scarlet aniline perfined "OS" positional block of 4, pane VIIL 53 & 54/ 59 & 60 with "ferns" & "RA join" varieties. 

MUH/MLH. ACSC 71(4)ia/j. Cat $390 as singles. $100 
1403 1d scarlet aniline vertical pair pane V positions 1 & 6. MUH/MLH. ACSC 71z(3)d & e, Cat. $150 as singles $40 
1404 1d scarlet aniline, G18 pre-substitute cliché. Fine to good used with 1917 cds. ACSC 71i(2)k Cat. $750 $100 
1405 1d rose carmine Die I/II pair fresh MLH. ACSC 71(L)ia, Cat. $900 $300 
1406 1d carmine rose with "neck flaw" variety in positional block of 4 - 37, 38/ 43, 44. MUH/MLH, centred left, otherwise fine. 

ACSC 71V(4)h, Cat. $145 $50 
1407 1d brownish red, Die II. Fine used & well centered. A rare shade with Drury cert. (2015) ACSC 75D, Cat. $2000 $900 
1408 1d rose G21 positional block of 4 with inverted wmk from pane 8 for 14, 15/20, 21. Small tone spot back of 20 

otherwise MUH. Cat. $300 + premium for variety with inverted wmk. $100 
1409 1d rose G21 positional pair pane VII 37 & 38 showing "neck flaw" variety. MLH. Cat. $95 $20 
1410 1d rose G21 positional pair, pane VI 23 & 24. MLH. Cat. $40 as unplated singles. $20 
1411 1d rose-carmine G22 pane V positional plate block of 6 for V 46-48 & 52-54. Bottom right rounded corner & small thin 

at base. 4 x MUH & 2 MLH. Cat $250 as unplated singles. $60 
1412 1d rose-carmine G22 positional plate block of 4 pane VII for 53/54 & 59/60 with "ferns" & "RA joined" varieties. Very 

light creasing. MUH/MLH. Cat. $225 as singles. $50 
1413 1d rose carmine G22 with inverted wmk in positional plate block of 4. Pane VI 31, 32/37 & 38. MUH with light crease. 

Cat. $300 as unplated singles. $75 
1414 1d rose-carmine inverted wmk in block of 4. Fresh MLH & well-centred. ACSC 71La, Cat. $360 as singles + premium $200 
1415 1d rose-carmine, pane 5 in positional plate block of 6. Nos. 29, 30/ 35, 36/ 41, 42. MUH, centred left. Lovely rich colour. 

Cat. $450 + premium for block. $180 
1416 1d orange red on smooth paper, G24½. Good used with light slogan cancel. Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 71P, Cat. $125 $50 
1417 1d orange-red, (G 24½). A little off-centre with light horiz bend. Drury cert. (2013) ACSC 71P, Cat. $650 $250 
1418 1d salmon, G26 with inverted wmk. Good used with machine cancel, centred right with a couple of short perfs. Lovely 

colour. Drury cert. (2018) ACSC 71Ra, Cat. $250 $90 
1419 1d salmon, G26, with inverted wmk. Used with machine cancel with minor toning. Drury cert. ACSC 1Ra, Cat. $250 $75 
1420 1d salmon, G26. Fresh MUH. Drury cert. (2013) ACSC 71R, Cat. $575 $280 
1421 1d pink G28 MLH, centred right. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 71T, Cat. $300 $60 
1422 1d pink G28. MLH with better than average centering. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 71T, Cat. $300 $75 
1423 1d pink G28. MLH. centred left. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 71T, Cat. $300 $60 
1424 1d pink, G28 with inverted wmk. MVLH, centered left. Drury cert. (2015) ACSC 71Ta, Cat. $800 $300 
1425 1d pink, G28 with variety "ferns" variety. Good used with machine cancel. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 71T(4)ia, Cat. $200 $30 
1426 1d dull rose-pink (G28), carmine-pink (G29), carmine-rose (G30), carmine red (G31), brownish-red (G32) & & bright 

pink (G28), most with varieties. All good to fine used with Scott Starling certs (2015/16). Vendor cost $600 (6) $100 
1427 1d carmine pink, G29, with "RA" joined" variety. Fine used with Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 71U(4)j, Cat. $250 $75 
1428 1d carmine pink Cooke shade fine used by Camperdown 18 FE 18 cds. ACSC 73A, Cat. $275 $75 
1429 1d carmine rose dry ink perfined "OS" positional plate block of 4 from pane V with 10 & 11/16 & 17. 1x MUH, 3x MLH. 

ACSC 74Ac, Cat. $3000 as unplated perf. OS singles. $600 
1430 1d carmine rose G30 pane 3 positional block of 4 pane VI 1, 3/7, 8 incl ACSC 71v(3)l. MUH/MLH. Stamp 7 with small 

tone spot. Cat. $225 + premium for block $60 
1431 1d carmine rose G30 plate 2 bottom selvedge positional block of 8. Pane II for 41, 42/47, 48/52, 54/59 & 60. 54 has 1 

short perf with some minor creasing on a couple of units otherwise fresh MUH. Cat. $320 as unplated singles. $75 
1432 1d carmine rose G30 plate I positional plate corner selvedge block of 6. Pane 2: 5, 6/11, 12/17, 18. MUH, centred right. 

Cat. $240 as unplated singles. $60 
1433 1d carmine rose G30 x 2, both with inverted wmks incl VII 37 with "neck flaw" & VII 54 with "corner dot". MLH. Cat. 

$75ea plus premium for inverted wmk $50 
1434 1d carmine on rough paper with "dry ink". Fine used with AU 25 1917 NSW cds. Drury Cert. ACSC 72Cc, Cat. $450 $100 
1435 1d carmine red G31 ovptd "N.W. Pacific Islands." with "ferns" variety. MUH in a deep shade. $20 
1436 1d carmine red, single line perf, Die II (G1). Fine used with neat numeral cancel. A lesser example sold for $2100+BP 

in Ace Auction 21, lot 1395. A superior example would be difficult to find. Drury cert. (2016) ACSC 70(1)I, Cat. $5250 $2,000 
1437 1d carmine aniline G33 bottom selvedge strip of 4, pane VII: 55-58. MUH, centred left. Cat. $240  $50 
1438 1d carmine aniline G33 horiz positional selvedge strip of 6 pane 5: 1-6 with "cut in left frame opposite emu's neck" 

variety. MUH, some creasing, heavier on stamp 5. BW 71z(3)d, Cat. $400 as singles $60 
1439 1d carmine aniline G33 x 5 singles with (i) MUH, couple shortish perfs; (ii) MLH, couple shortish perfs; (iii) pane VI.45 

damaged crown top MLH; (iv) pane VII.31 "wattle line" MUH, off centre & (v) pane VII.60 "RA join" MLH, off centre. 
Total ACSC cat. $320 (5) $60 

1440 1d carmine aniline on rough paper, G62, with no wmk. MLH top marginal selvedge example. Where part wmk can be 
seen in selvedge, no part of the wmk appears on the stamp. Also has a small compartment dot to the right of the crown 
top. Drury cert (2015) attests that this example has no wmk. A rare stamp. ACSC 72cab, Cat. $7500 $4,000 

1441 1d carmine rose with "break in left frame 3.5mm from top" variety. MUH but "streaky" gum disturbance.                         
ACSC 74A(93)h, Cat. $325 $50 

1442 1d carmine rough paper G62. Fine MUH vertical pair. Cat. $75 ea. $36 
1443 1d carmine rough paper with line watermark only. Lightly used with Melbourne cancel. Drury Cert. (2014).                        

ACSC No 72Cac $500 
1444 1d carmine-rose, Die II on rough paper. MLH with minute gum thin on right 3 perfs. ACSC 72Q(i)I, Cat. $750 $180 
1445 1d orange-red (G65) with "secret mark" variety. Fine used with 3 DE 17 cds. Rounded top corner but a "good example 

of a very rare shade/variety combination" as stated on Starling Cert. (2016). ACSC 71P(4)d $75 
1446 1d rosine, G68, Fine used with corner cancel, slightly heavy. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 71I, F/used, Cat. $150 $30 
1447 1d rosine, G68, with light cds, centered low right. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72I, Cat. $150 $30 
1448 1d rosine Die I & II pair perfined "OS". Fine MUH. ACSC 72I(l)ic, Cat. $1500 $500 



1449 1d rosine G68 on rough paper, pane 1, vertical marginal strip of 3 with "CA" monogram. MLH/MH with some perf 
reinforcing. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 72I(l)z Cat. $6000 $900 

1450 1d rosine on rough paper G68. MLH, centred low right. Shortish perf lower right corner otherwise vibrant fresh colour & 
fine. Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 72I, Cat. $700 $90 

1451 1d rosine on rough paper G68. Unused with part o.g. & centred low left. Drury cert. (2017). ACSC 72I, Cat. $700 $60 
1452 1d rosine on rough paper perfined "OS" in top right marginal selvedge block of 4. MUH, centered high but not as 

apparent with top margin. A1 exhibition quality. ACSC 72Ibb, Cat. $3000 + premium for block. $1,500 
1453 1d rosine, G69 on rough paper perfined "OS". Fine MLH, a few short perfs & centred high. Drury cert. (2016)             

ACSC 72Ibb, Cat. $350 $100 
1454 1d rosine, G69, perfined "OS". Fine used. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72Ibb, Cat $100 $20 
1455 1d rosine, G69, perfined "OS". Good used with light machine cancel. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72Ibb, Cat $100 $20 
1456 1d deep rosine on rough paper G70 perfined "OS". MLH, centred high right. A few ragged perfs. Drury cert. (2017). 

ACSC 72Jbb, Cat. $800 $100 
1457 1d deep rosine, G70 on rough paper perfined "OS". MUH, centered right. "Deep Red Rosine" in brackets on Drury 

Cert. (2017) ACSC 72Jbb Cat. $800 $170 
1458 1d deep rosine, G70 on rough paper perfined "OS". This stamp is MUH with top selvedge having hinge remain on front, 

so MUH premium applies. A superb example. ACSC 72Ibb, Cat. $800 for MLH $600 
1459 1d deep rosine, G70, with "rusted top right corner" variety. Centred left with machine cancel but a scarce left plate flaw. 

Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72J(2)c, Cat. $500 $120 
1460 1d damson on rough paper, G70½. MUH, centered low left. Superb colour. Drury cert. (2010) ACSC 72K, Cat. $2000 $800 
1461 1d damson, G70½. Fine used with slight corner cds & good centering. Drury Cert (2019) ACSC 72K, Cat. $200 $90 
1462 1d damson, G70½. Good to fine used with heavyish cds.  Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72K, Cat. $200 $40 
1463 1d lilac rose, G70½. Fine used with neat Tambellup cds, centered low right. Drury Cert (2018) ACSC 72KA, Cat. $350 $100 
1464 1d plum G71 on rough paper. MLH & centred low left. Another scarce shade. Drury cert.(2017). ACSC 72L, Cat. $1500 $180 
1465 1d plum on rough paper, G71, perfined "OS". Right marginal example centred top right. MLH from hinge reinforcement. 

Excellent colour. Drury cert. (2016) ACSC 72Lbb, Cat. $2250 $500 
1466 1d plum, G71. Fine used with MR 18 cds. Centered top right. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72L, Cat. $300 $75 
1467 1d plum, G71. Fine used with strong compartment line across top. Centered low. Drury Cert. ACSC 72L, Cat. $300 $90 
1468 1d crimson "dry ink" pair perfined "OS". Centred left with a couple of very light gum bends. MLH in selvedge only. Drury 

Cert. (2018). ACSC 71Nbb.c., Cat. $1500 as MUH single plus premium for vertical pair with top selvedge $400 
1469 1d crimson on rough paper, G73, in positional block of 4 with Bridgetown 13 AU 18 cds's. Pane 2: 14 + 15/20 & 21. All 

Die II. Centered right but remains an attractive block. $120 
1470 1d crimson, pane 8 with JBC monogram. MLH, centred right with "fluffy" perfs. A scarce stamp. Drury Cert. (2018). 

ACSC 71N(4)21, Cat. $2500 $600 
1471 1d deep carmine positional plate block of 4 pane VIII: 49, 50/55, 56 "kangaroo's tongue out". MLH & well centred. An 

attractive block. BW 74B(4)u, Cat. $445 $120 
1472 1d deep carmine rose positional plate block of 4. Pane V: 23, 24/29, 30 with damaged lower right frame. 3x stamps 

MLH, stamp 30 MUH. ACSC 74B(3)g, Cat. $445 $70 
1473 1d deep carmine single with secret mark variety. MLH with fluffy perfs. 74B(4)d, Cat. $325 $50 
1474 1d deep carmine with "run N" variety. MUH, centred right. ACSC 74B(4)vb, Cat. $325 $35 
1475 1d deep carmine-rose block of 4 with MUH x3/MLH x 1. Rich colour & good centring. ACSC 74B, Cat. $280+ $120 
1476 1d deep red aniline block of 9 from left hand side of plate. MUH/MLH centred left. Some light creasing but strong 

attractive colour. ACSC 71H, Cat. $540 + premium for block. $200 
1477 1d maroon Die II, G77. Good to fine used on piece with machine cancel. Drury Cert (2108) ACSC 72R(1)i, Cat. $300 $80 
1478 1d maroon with "saddle on emu" variety. Fine used. Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 72R(1)e, Cat. $300 $100 
1479 1d maroon, G77 on rough paper. F/U. Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 72R Cat. $150 $60 
1480 1d pale carmine dry ink example perfined "OS". MLH. ACSC 74Cc, Cat. $750 $120 
1481 1d deep bright red, Die III, G111 with "state 1 thin US" variety. Fine used by light slogan cancel, centred low right. 

Drury cert. (2018) ACSC 75Ck, Cat. $500 $200 
1482 1d red single line perf with "white scratch behind kangaroo" var. F/U with light machine cancel. ACSC 70(3)j, Cat. $250 $100 
1483 1d red SLP with major "run N of one" right plate variety. Minor toning but well centred & F/U. ACSC 70(4)v, Cat. $250 $100 
1484 1d red, Die II on rough paper perfined "OS". Fine MLH. ACSC 72(i)ib, Cat. $500 $200 
1485 1d red, Die II on smooth paper. MUH with perfect centring. SG 21d, ACSC 71(1)i, Cat. $1250 $700 
1486 1d red, Die II substitute clichés Die II, both on rough paper. Used examples (2) $20 
1487 1d red, Die III G110 (deep red). 2 superb F/U examples, 1 with Drury cert. Both with inv wmk ACSC 75Ba Cat. $150 ea $180 
1488 1d red, Die III G111 (deep bright red) with "break in upper frame at left" variety. A lovely MUH example. ACSC 75h, 

Cat. $275 + premium for MUH. $150 
1489 1d red, Die III with “white flaw on S of AUSTRALIA” variety. MH. ACSC 75m, Cat. $375 $120 
1490 1d red, Die III, with “white flaw on tip of beard” variety. MLH. ACSC 75n, Cat. $275 $120 
1491 1d red, single line perf, with "distorted one penny" variety. Fine used & difficult to source a better example. ACSC 

70(4)k, Cat. $250 $120 
1492 1d red, single line perf, with "dot before right one" variety. Fine used with neat machine cancel. ACSC 70(3)f, Cat. $250 $100 
1493 1d reds x 2 with "ferns" & "RA join" varieties. Both fine used. ACSC 74(4)ia & j, Cat. $200 (2) $20 
1494 1d reds x 2, one with "neck flaw" & other "thin One Penny" varieties. Fine used pair. ACSC 74(4)h & l, Cat. $200 (2) $20 
1495 1d violet Harrison imprint block of 4 with "white flaw in right frame opposite emus foot" variety. MUH/MLH with light 

gum toning & centred left but frontally fresh. ACSC 76(3)z, Cat. $650 $150 
1496 1d violet, pane 5 selvedge positional block of 6 - No.35, 36/ 41, 42/47, 48. MUH/MLH with fresh colour & well centred. 

Total cat. $120 as singles + premium for block. $50 
1497 1d green, pane V, positional plate block of 15 from bottom of sheet. Positions 31-33/ 37-39/ 43-45/ 49-51/ 55-57 

containing "break left frame", "notch crown top at right" & "white scratch behind kangaroo" varieties. Centred low left 
with overall toning not apparent from front. ACSC 77(3)ha, i & j, Cat. $300 as single MUH. $50 

1498 1½d black brown in Harrison imprint block of 4 from electro 2 with imprint 9.25mm below stamps. MUH/MLH with light 
bends. ACSC 83(2)z, Cat. $475 $120 

1499 1½d black-brown in full sheet of 120, electro 2. Right selvedge removed & some vertical & horizontal separation     
down gutter separating sheet into 2. Fresh MUH bar 7 MLH for reinforcing purposes. A rarely seen multiple.                        
ACSC 83(2), Cat. $3000+ $440 

1500 1½d green, Die I, electro 17 in complete left pane of 60. Separated into 3 units. Contains 5 ACSC listed varieties. 
MUH. ACSC 88(17), Cat. $2000 $400 



1501 1½ red with "white flaw in middle of base of right value tablet" variety. Fine used. ACSC 89(29)k, Cat. $100 $30 
1502 1½d red block of 4 with 2 varieties. MUH x1/MLH x3 & well centred. ACSC 89(22)I & j, Cat. $120 as singles $50 
1503 1½d red electro 25 in Mullett imprint strip of 4. L60 has "e" break under second "E" of "PENCE" variety. Fine MLH. 

ACSC 89(25)z (strip not block), Cat. $475 for block $100 
1504 1½d red electro 25-28, left pane units 1-6 top selvedge strip of 3 with double misplaced perf in selvedge. Stamp 6 has 

identifying variety with small white dot to left of top of "G" of "POSTAGE". Heavily hinged with some toning on back but 
striking & frontally quite presentable. ACSC 89b (plate 25-28), Cat. $600 + premium for multiple. $250 

1505 1½d red electro 26 in Mullett imprint block of 4 with "small notch in bottom frame under left edge of right value shield" 
variety on R55. Blind perf damage to top right unit otherwise fine MLH. ACSC 89(26)z, Cat. $475 $100 

1506 1½d red imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH with 2 stamps centred right. Lovely colour. ACSC 89(19)z, Cat. $625 $180 
1507 1½d red no imprint gutter block of 4, electro 22. L54 has white dot in left upper frame, L60 has small notch inside right 

border opposite top of emu's leg & R55 has a flaw in left wattles near third bloom. MVLH. ACSC 89(22)za, Cat. $475 $180 
1508 1½d red no imprint gutter block of 4, electro 23. R49 has variety "s" white scratch through left wattles. MUH/MLH. 

ACSC 89(23)za, Cat. $400 $120 
1509 1½d red with "cracked electro left side of crown" variety. Good to fine used with light slogan cancel.                       

ACSC 89(29)o Cat $150 $40 
1510 1½d red with "cracked electro" variety. Superb MUH & well centered. ACSC 89(23)r, Cat. $500 + MUH premium. $300 
1511 1½d red with "cracked plate" variety. MLH with slightly toned gum & couple shortish perfs at base but a lovely clear 

example. ACSC 79(18)r, Cat. $600 $90 
1512 1½d scarlet Harrison imprint block of 4 from electro 13 with imprint 4mm below stamps. MLH in gutter only.                  

ACSC 89(13)z, Cat. $550 $160 
1513 2d orange perfined "OS" with inverted wmk. Fine MUH. ACSC 95a, Cat. $750. See footnote; "OS" found with wmk 

inverted on electros 7, 8 & 8A. $200 
1514 2d orange with "cracked electro through base of left wattle, through left 2 & LUT" variety. Fine used example.                

ACSC 95(3)ga, Cat. $300 $160 
1515 2d orange with "cracked electro through right side" variety. Lightly used with machine cancel near crack. Rough/fluffy 

perfs at left & base. ACSC 95(U)m, Cat. $600 $220 
1516 2d orange with cracked electro stage 1 "white flaw next to 2 in right value tablet" variety. Good to F/U with corner cds. 

Scarce. ACSC 95(9)f, Cat. $600 $180 
1517 2d orange with cracked electro through base of left wattle. Attractive F/U example with part 1921 Jarrahdale cds.          

ACSC 95(3)g, Cat. $500 $200 
1518 2d orange, perfd "OS" with "cracked electro vertically through right side" variety. Good to fine used, centred low left. 

Seems to be an early stage of crack as not all parts are prominent. ACSC 95ba(1)l, Cat. $600 $200 
1519 2d red perfined "OS" with "dry ink" variety. Good used with part Melbourne machine cancel. Drury Cert. (2018).            

ACSC 96Cb.c., Cat. $110 $20 
1520 2d red perfined "OS" with inverted watermark. Fresh MUH with Ceremuga Cert. (2018). SG O72w, Cat. £1300,             

ACSC 96a/b, Cat. $2750 $1,000 
1521 2d red with "white spot top left corner" variety. F/U example with light cds. ACSC 96(12)g, Cat. $150 $60 
1522 2d red-brown with "retouched SW corner" variety. Fine used. ACSC 97A(16)m, Cat. $90 $40 
1523 2d red-brown with “large white flaw in left value tablet” variety. Well centred & fine used. ACSC 97(16)F, Cat. $150 $75 
1524 3d violet blue Harrison imprint pair from plate 1 with imprint 4.3mm below stamps. MLH/MH. ACSC 104Az, Cat. $475 

as block of 4. $75 
1525 4d lime yellow fine used by Carnarvon WA 3b SP 22 17 cds with unfortunate ink smudge . A very scarce shade with 

Drury cert. (2017) ACSC 110D, Cat. $600 $300 
1526 4d olive perfined "OS". MUH, centered low left. ACSC 114ba, Cat. $150 $40 
1527 4d olive block of 4 perfined "OS". Fresh & fine MUH. ACSC 114ba, Cat. $600 plus premium for block. $150 
1528 4d blue with “thin FOU of FOUR (retouch)” variety. Well centred with 1922 Fremantle cds. ACSC 112(2)eb, Cat. $350 $170 
1529 4d blue, Die III from Cooke printing with "Fourpence retouch late state" variety. MUH, centred low right with right 

selvedge but separated from stamp. ACSC 112(2)rb Cat. $1000 $170 
1530 4d dull ultramarine with inverted wmk. Good to fine used with light cds. ACSC 1133aa, Cat. $1000 $200 
1531 4d ultramarine with inverted wmk & "flaw on 4th bloom in left wattles" variety. MLH with gum toning & fluffy perfs.  

ACSC 113Baa(3)j, Cat. $480 $60 
1532 4½d pale reddish violet AJ Mullett imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH & folded through gutter. ACSC 118Ezc, Cat. $475 $120 
1533 4½d reddish violet pair with "shaved top frame at left" variety. MLH. ACSC 118Ee, Cat. $130 $40 
1534 4½d violet Mullett imprint block of 4 with "break in left frame" in lower right stamp variety. Fresh MUH/MLH.                 

ACSC 118Zd(vea), Cat. $575 $250 
1535 5d brown with "eight wattles at right" variety. Well centred & F/U with cds clear of variety. ACSC 122d, Cat. $75 $30 
1536 5d chestnut gutter block of 6 from the left pane with almost complete Harrison 2 line imprint. This positional block, L52-

54/ L58-60, contains the "damaged NE corner, state 11" variety. MUH/MLH with light diagonal crease across 3 stamps. 
Fresh & attractive frontal appearance. ACSC 123sa, Cat. $9500 as normal imprint block of 4. $800 

1537 5d chestnut SLP on rough paper perfd small "OS" with jumbo margins all round. A lovely F/U example. Cat. $250+ $160 
1538 5d deep chestnut with inverted wmk in left selvedge block of 4. MUH/MLH with very light gum sweating. Good centring 

& strong rich colour. Useful exhibition item. ACSC 123Aa, Cat. $7000 $2,800 
1539 1/4d pale turquoise blue Mullett imprint pair with light fold through gutter & base of margin shaved off but just clear of 

imprint. MVLH ACSC 128Aza (part imprint), Cat. $3500 as fine block $280 
1540 1/4d pale turquoise blue with "thick 1 at right" variety. MUH, centred left with small tone spot on back.                         

ACSC 128m, Cat. $600 + MUH premium. $120 
1541 1/4d turquoise blue in part Mullett imprint pair. MLH with exceptional centering makes this most attractive.               

ACSC 129Bz, Cat. $3500 as block of 4. $340 
1542 1/4d turquoise blue perfined "OS". MUH & well centred. ACSC 128ba, Cat. $375 $120 
1543 1/4d turquoise blue lower selvedge single with "thick "1" in "1/4d" at right" variety. MH, centred to left.                           

ACSC 128An, Cat. $400 $80 
1544 1/4d turquoise blue with "dry ink" variety perfined "OS". Fresh MUH, centred slightly right. ACSC 128Ac, Cat. $675 + 

premium for dry ink $280 
1545 1/4d turquoise blue. MLH with good centering & a superb F/U example with neat Boulder 30 AU 21 cds.                       

ACSC 128A, Cat. $340 (2) $90 
1546 1/4d greenish-blue with "retouch NE corner" variety. Fine MVLH with VG centering. Attractiv.  ACSC 128k, Cat. $450 $150 
1547 1/4d greenish-blue. MLH, small crease lower right corner but remains presentable. ACSC 128B, Cat. $300                             $75 



 
1918-20 Large Multiple Watermark Perf.14  

1548 ½d green block 4 with variety ACSC 65(5)s MUH/MLH & centred right with evenly toned gum. Also a top right selvedge 
block of 10 MLH on selvedge only with gum toning & 3x 1d red singles with a MUH, MLH & MH examples with "RA 
joined" variety. (couple short perfs). Total Cat. $800+ (5 items) $80 

1549 ½d green positional block of 4 for 5R 43, 44/ 49, 50. Thin fraction at right. MUH x1/MLH x 3. Well-centred with fresh 
colour. ACSC 45(5)s, Cat. $200 as single + premium for block. $60 

1550 1d carmine pink (G101) from 1918 Cooke printing in MH/MLH block of 4. Centered right with some two tone gum 
stripping however remains frontally fresh & a scarce multiple. Drury Cert. (2017) ACSC 73A Cat. $2000+ $400 

1551 1d carmine pink (G101) from 1918 Cooke printing. Light crease at top left otherwise fresh MUH. Drury Cert. (2017) 
ACSC 73A Cat. $1250 $200 

1552 1d carmine pink from 1918 Cooke printing G101. MUH, centred right with small black spot on back. Drury cert. (2017). 
ACSC 73A, Cat. $1250 $200 

1553 1d carmine pink, G101 from Cooke printing. Good to fine used with part "In the War…Enlist" slogan cancel. Centred 
left. Drury cert. (2015) ACSC 73A, Cat. $275 $100 

1554 1d carmine-pink from Cooke printing. Superb MVLH. ACSC 73A, Cat. $500 $220 
1555 1d carmine-pink left corner “CA” Monogram strip of 3 from Cooke printing. MLH in selvedge only with stamps fresh 

MUH. A lovely exhibition piece. ACSC 73A(4)z, Cat $12,500 $6,500 
1556 1d deep carmine aniline G108, perfined "OS". Fine used with light corner cds, centred right. Drury cert. (2015)               

ACSC 74E, Cat. $1250 $440 
1557 1d deep red from the Cooke printing, G203. Good used with slogan cancel. An extremely rare shade with Drury cert. 

(2015) ACSC 73C, Cat. $10,000 $4,500 
1558 1d red horiz pair, VII/37-38, with "flaw under neck" variety. MVLH, centered low left. ACSC 73(4)h, Cat. $800 $200 
1559 1d red in top left corner block 4, VII/1-2, 6-7, with "secret mark" & "break in top left frame' varieties. Centered low left 

with light vert bend affecting 2 units otherwise MUH. ACSC 73(4)d/e, Cat. $2000+ $300 
1560 1d red selvedge positional block of 6. Plate 3 VI 34-36/ VI 40-42 with "notched NW corner" variety on lower left stamp. 

MUH/MLH/MH with small stain on front at right. Well centred. ACSC 74(3)p, Cat. $600 $180 
1561 1d red top selvedge strip of 10 (5x2) broken into two blocks (6+4) with "secret mark" & run "pearl in crown" varieties. 

MLH in selvedge only otherwise fine MUH. ACSC 74(4)d + e, Cat. $1250 as singles $200 
1562 1d green with 2 blocks of 4 incorporating the varieties ACSC 78(4)d & e & ACSC 78(4)ia & j. Both blocks MUH/MLH   

but poor centering & perf imperfections. Total Cat. $400+ $50  
1924 No Watermark  

1563 1d green, plate 4, Harrison imprint (N over N) block of 4. MUH/MLH, folded down gutter. Drury Cert. (2019) This was 
accidently omitted from the last KGV ACSC. It should be 79(4)za & will be in the next edition cat. at $325. $120 

1564 1d green pair with 2 varieties ACSC 78(4)f & h & a block 4 with 2 varieties ACSC 78(4)ia & j. MUH/MLH with light gum 
creasing. Total Cat. $325 $40 

1565 1d green, pane 5 in positional plate block of 18, 43-48/ 49-54/ 55-60. MUH with some light staining on back & crease 
lower left but frontally fine. ACSC 79, Cat. $360+ $150 

1566 1½d red, electro 17 in complete sheet bar clichés L1/L2 with Harrison 2-line imprint "N over MP". MUH with some gum 
bends/folds & perf reinforcing at edges with small bits of hinge. ACSC 90(17), Cat. $5,900 (118) $400 

1567 1½d red, electro 18. Complete sheet with left & right pairs neatly separated & re-joined down gutter by hinging. 
Harrison 2 line imprint "N over MP". MUH with MLH from reinforcing. Striking appearance. ACSC 90(18), Cat. $6,000 $400  

1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 13½x12½  
1568 ½d to 1/4d complete MUH set of 18 incl all Dies & both shades of 1½d red (note 4½d Die II is CTO). Centring is 

generally very good, 1/4d centered right & 3d blue Die 1a is type B. Fresh colour. Cat. c$2000 $440 
1569 1d green Die I, Die II, Die II, Die I strip of 4. MLH/MH & attractive. ACSC 81(1)ia, Cat. $160 for two pairs. $50 
1570 1d green Die I/II & Die II/I MUH pairs. Cat. $300 $100 
1571 1d green in 3 blocks of 4 plus a block of 6 with varieties. Incls varieties ACSC 81(4)ia & ja MUH/MLH, ACSC 81(4)s & 

vc MUH/MH, ACSC 81(4)fb, g & ha MUH/MLH & block of 6 with ACSC 81(4)h, l & o. All blocks are MUH/MLH with light 
even gum toning on a couple but all well centred. Total Cat. value $700 + premium for blocks $120 

1572 1d green in 5 blocks of 4 with ACSC 8(4)f, g & h varieties with a total cat. value $1950 + premium for multiples. All 
MUH/MLH but with minor imperfections so viewing advised & 2 blocks with "corner dots" & "run N" varieties. ACSC 
81(4)s & vc with one MUH (centred left) & the other MUH/MLH with light toning. Total Cat value $2150 $150 

1573 1d green John Ash 2 line "N over N" imprint blocks x 2 with different varieties. ACSC 81(4)zb shows "ferns" & ACSC 
81(4)zb "ferns" make-ready retouch (but not variety ib). The differences to the top shading lines & the Crown tops in 
the "RA join" retouches are also interesting. MUH, MLH in selvedges only. Some minor perf sep & toning. Cat. $1500 $340 

1574 1d green John Ash imprint block of 4 (N over A) with "ferns retouch" & "RA retouch" varieties. MUH/MLH but top half 
cm of selvedge has been removed. ACSC 81(4)zd ib & ja, Cat. $100 $20 

1575 1d green John Ash imprint block of 4 with "ferns" & "RA join retouched" varieties. MH with one unit thinned & light 
creasing. ACSC 81(4)ia, ja & zb (N over N), Cat $600 as MLH. $75 

1576 1d green positional plate block of 6 with Die II Positions 2.44 + 45/ 2.50 + 57/ 2.56 + 2.57. MUH with even toning. Cat. 
$600 + premium for block $90 

1577 1d green strip of 4 in Die I, II, II, I Pane 2 No.43-46 horiz strip. Fresh MUH. Cat. $300 $120 
1578 1d green top left pane 1 marginal block of 9, positions 1-3/ 7-9/ 13-15 with plated hairline variety on 13, not listed in 

ACSC. MUH with some selvedge separation. $100 
1579 1d green, Die II block of 4 from pane II, stamps 8 & 9/ 14 & 15. MUH/MLH. ACSC 81(4), Cat $320 as pairs. $100 
1580 1d green, Die II block of 4, positions 49, 50/ 55/ 56 with two Die I/II pairs. MLH/MH with faults reflected in reserve. 

ACSC Cat. $160 $30 
1581 1d green, Die II on "Ceiloyd Limited" Perth company env tied by Perth slogan cancel dated SEP 26 1928. Env with 

faults but stamp fine & scarce on commercial cover. ACSC $600   $150 
1582 1d green, Die II positional plate block of 12. Positions 2.8 to 2.10/ 2.14 to 2.16/ 2.20 to 2.22/ 2.26 to 2.28 incl 5             

x Die I/II pairs & 5 Die II singles. MUH but even gum toning. Damaged corner perf on 2.9 otherwise well centred.           
Cat. $1250 + premium for block $150 

1583 1d green, plate 4 selvedge positional block of 4, positions VII.54 & 60/ VIII 49/55, with "ferns" & "RA retouch" varieties. 
MUH/MLH. ACSC 81(4)ia/ja, Cat. $345 as singles, $120 

1584 1½d red AJ Mullett imprint block of 6 showing void corner, 5th correction. MUH/MLH. Pity it is only a block of 6 but still 
attractive. ACSC 91(2)zg, Cat. $550 for block of 8. $200 



1585 1½d red-brown John Ash imprint "N over A" (not "E A" as recorded in ACSC!) perfined "OS". MUH/MLH/MH, centred 
right. Scarce & attractive. ACSC 93b(3)za, Cat. $650 for perf OS stamps as singles + premium for imprint.  $400 

1586 1½d red-brown, plate 1 in lower left marginal block of 24 with "cut upper left frame" variety (stamp 50). Positions 37-42/ 
43-48/ 49-54/ 55-60. Note; does not have "white dash through left frame of left value shield" variety "h" on stamp 42. 
MUH with some units affected by light gum sweating. A most attractive & striking multiple. ACSC 93(i), Cat. $645 + 
premium for block. $300 

1587 1½d scarlet marginal selvedge example with strong offset. MUH, centred right. A wonderfully striking item.                   
ACSC 92cs, Cat. $2000 $460 

1588 2d red, Die III, heavily but neatly reinforced irregular block of 4 with a spectacular printing variety caused by 
impediment between paper & plate. Perfd small "OS" without gum. Would make an excellent addition to an exhibit. $200 

1589 4d olive in John Ash imprint block 4. Fine MUH with very small hinge mark in bottom selvedge. ACSC 116(3)z $300 
1590 4d olive perfined "OS". MUH. ACSC 116ba, Cat. $75 $40 
1591 4½d violet in John Ash imprint pair. MUH with small hinge mark in bottom margin at left. ACSC 120z $400 
1592 4½d violet perfd "OS". Superb MUH & well centered. ACSC 120Bb, Cat. $750 $340 
1593 5d orange brown in John Ash imprint block 8 perfined "OS". MUH bar small hinge reinforcing on bottom central perfs. A 

scarce large marginal example ideal for exhibiting. ACSC 126b, Cat. $3500+ $800 
1594 1/4d turquoise-blue. MLH/MH with good centering. ACSC 130A, Cat. $275 $70 
1595 1/4d turquoise x 4. All fine used with neat cds cancels & full perfs. Cat $600 (4)  $180  

1926-30 Small Multiple Watermark Perf. 14  
1596 ½d orange Mullett imprint gutter block of 4 ACSC 67(9)z MLH in selvedge only with light creasing & a two line          

Ash imprint block of 4 with "N over N" ACSC 80(4)za plus 2 further blocks of 4 with 2 varieties ACSC 80(3)m & n & 
other with 3 varieties ACSC 80(4)f, g & ha. All MUH/MLH with latter MUH. Each affected by degrees of light even            
gum toning. Total Cat. $1000+ $120 

1597 ½d orange Mullett imprint horiz gutter strip of 4 showing multiple official repairs with various additional perfs into 
selvedge. MLH with hinging used to reinforce. A striking item. (Please handle with care) $180 

1598 1d green imprint block of 4 with "RA joined retouched" variety. MUH/MLH, centred left. ACSC 80(4)zc, Cat. $150 $60 
1599 1d green in AJ Mullett block of 6 on translucent paper with "ferns" & "RA of Australia joined" varieties. Superb multiple. 

ACSC 80Baa(4)z, Cat. $800 + premium for MUH + premium for translucent paper with extra stamps. $700 
1600 1d green, plate 4 in Mullett imprint block of 4 with "ferns" & retouch varieties. Fine MUH. ACSC 80(4)za, Cat. $200 $60 
1601 1d green, plate 4, John Ash imprint block of 4 with retouches. MH, some light creasing. ACSC 81(4)zs, Cat. $100 $20 
1602 1d green positional pane VII block of 4, VII, 1 & 2/ 7 & 8 with "secret mark" & "run pearl" varieties. MLH.                  

ACSC 80(4)d & c, Cat. $100 + premium for block $30 
1603 1d green with "neck flaw State I" varieties x 2. MLH, one with toned perf, other short corner. ACSC 80(4)h, Cat. $200ea $50 
1604 1d green with "neck flaw state II". MLH, aged gum. ACSC 80(4)ha, Cat. $200 $30 
1605 1d green in 2 blocks of 4 with 2 varieties in each showing both states of the "RA join". MUH/MLH.                                 

ACSC 80(4)ia & j/ja, Cat $400+ $60 
1606 1d green in 6 blocks of 4 incl (i) imprint block of 4 ACSC 80(4)za hinged selvedge only, (ii) ACSC 80(3)3m MUH/MLH 

block of 4, well-centred, (iii) ACSC 80(4)d & e MUH/MLH, tone spots & 3 blocks with "wattle line", "nick top left frame" 
& "neck flaw" varieties. ACSC 80(4)e, f, g & h plus block with f, g & ha (state II retouch). Latter MUH/MLH. Cat. $1600+ $200 

1607 1d green with inverted wmk in MUH  block of 6. Centered left. ACSC 80a, Cat. $300+ $50 
1608 1d green, plate 3 in top left corner block of 4 with "secret mark" & "break in top frame…." varieties. MUH/MLH hinged in 

selvedge only. ACSC 80(4)d & e, Cat. $160 $40 
1609 1d green in right marginal selvedge block of 4 from pane VII, 53 & 54/ 59 & 60 containing "ferns" & "RA joined" 

varieties. MUH, centred left. ACSC 80(4)ia & j, Cat. $200+ as singles $60 
1610 1d green, plate 4 Mullett imprint block of 4 with "ferns" & retouch varieties. MUH, folded gutter ACSC 80(4)za,Cat. $200 $50 
1611 1d green with selvedge on 2 sides, one part Mullett imprint. "RA joined" variety. MUH, slight gum disturbance for 

accuracy. ACSC 80(4)j, Cat. $175 $30 
1612 1d green, lower pane 8 selvedge strip of 5, positions 56-60, with "kangaroos tongue out" & "run N retouched third 

state" varieties. Fine MUH. ACSC 80(4)u/vc, Cat. $135 as single MUH $50 
1613 1d green with "run N third state" variety. MLH, centred right. ACSC 80(4)vb, Cat. $200 $60 
1614 1d green top right corner block of 4, pane VI, positions 6-5/ 6-11/ 11-12 with double perfs in top margin. Fresh 

MUH/MLH. Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 80Bb, Cat. $350+  $150 
1615 1½d red Ash imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH with fresh appearance. ACSC 93(3)zc, Cat. $175 $80 
1616 1½d red Mullett horiz imprint gutter strip of 4 with 5th correction of the void corner variety (vertical dash in selvedge 

below). MLH selvedge only. Cat. $370 + premium for imprint $50 
1617 2d brown in AJ Mullett imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH, centred right but fresh appearance. ACSC 98(16)z, Cat. $1000 $340 
1618 4d olive top marginal example perfd "OS" with complete "OS" in selvedge. MUH, centered right. ACSC 115b, Cat. $850 $180 
1619 4d greenish olive perfined "OS". Fresh MUH, centred right. Lovely bright colour. ACSC 115b, Cat. $875 $380 
1620 1/4d greenish-blue. MLH, centred left. Bright colour. ACSC 129A, Cat. $375 $120 
1621 1/4d turquoise. CTO, centred left. ACSC 129B, Cat. $150 $40  

1931-36 CofA  
1622 ½d orange positional plate block of 19 ovptd "OS" from electro 9. Positions 1-3/ 7-9/ 13-15/ 19-21/ 25-27/ 31-34 with 3 

varieties. CTO with full MUH gum, a few lightish creases. Striking multiple. ACSC 69(OS)9da, e & g, Cat. $280 plus 
premium for block. $100 

1623 1d green KGV with "OS" ovpt shifted to upper left. Fine MLH & unusual. Ceremuga Cert. (2018). ACSC 82(OS)var. $100 
1624 1d green vertical strip of 6 with each stamp having a listed variety. MUH/MLH with only top & bottom stamps hinged. A 

scarce strip. ACSC 82(1)df, Cat. $500 $200 
1625 1d green, plate 4 in John Ash imprint block of 8 (N over A) with pane VII "ferns retouch" & "RA retouch" & pane VII 

"white flaw on L of Australia" & "kangaroos tongue out retouch" varieties. Fresh MUH. ACSC 82(4)ib, ja, s & ua, Cat. 
$140+ $50 

1626 1d green, pane VIII in positional block of 8 with left selvedge, positions 13 & 14/ 19 & 20/ 25 & 26. Varieties incl 
"distorted one penny", "thin one penny" & "NY joined". Fresh MUH. ACSC 82(4)k, l & o, Cat. $100+ singles. $30 

1627 1d green ovptd "OS" in pane V positional block of 18 for positions 27-29/ 33-35/ 39-41/ 45-57/ 51-53/ 57-59. Identifiable 
by a number of minor varieties incl "notched N.E. corner" variety. MUH, centred low right. Some perf separation & 
creasing, never-the-less quite impressive. ACSC 82(OS)(3)k, Cat.$360 as singles. $100 

1628 3d ultramarine block of 4 ovptd "OS" showing "hollow S" variety. MUH/MLH. ACSC 109(OS)Ao, Cat. $40++ $50 
1629 5d orange-brown ovptd "OS" F/U block of 4 with light cds. Centered left but rich colour. ACSC 127(OS)A, Cat. $200 $40 



1630 5d yellow-brown perfined "WA" with "frame missing behind kangaroo - state II" variety. Fine used with upright 
Norseman 26 FEB 34 cds. Centred low right. Vendors notes indicates purchased from Status Auction April 2016 for 
$450. ACSC 127(3)ra, Cat. $1000 $300 

1631 1/4d greenish-blue MLH, centred right. ACSC 131A, Cat. $150 $75 
1632 1/4d greenish blue in Ash imprint block 4. Fine MUH with faint hinge trace in gutter. SG 131, ACSC 131z, Cat $1000 $600  

AUSTRALIA - PRE-DECIMALS  
1633 1912 Telegram labels top marginal block of 4. These experimental form labels were reverse printed in red on white 

paper & perf 12. These were to be used to seal telegrams but the trial was abandoned the same year. Fine MUH. 
Rarely seen. $120 

1634 1913 1d grey kangaroo "Avon River, York, WA" lettercard. Exc cond. ACSC L16(7) $100 
1635 1913 4d orange kangaroo, Die II, long Registered Letter envelope. Unused with some minor soiling/staining, torn flap & 

surface "scuffing" all reflected in conservative reserve. ACSC RE2 Cat. $1000 $20 
1636 1913 1d KGV re-engraved with kiss print evident in the "O" of "ONE" & left frame. MVLH verging on MUH. Rarely seen. 

Drury Cert. (2019) ACSC 59Cca, Cat. $1000 $340 
1637 1914 6d engraved kookaburra. Fresh MUH, centred slightly to right. SG 19, ACSC 608, Cat. $250 $75 
1638 1915 2/6d KGV War Savings. Fresh mint with 60% o.g. Highly collectable. $100 
1639 1915 (3rd Aug) Victoria 1d QV OHMS Education Department, Melbourne long env PSE with simulates perf "OS". 

Uprated with ½d green KGV tied by Inglewood Vic cds. Light staining bottom right but a scarce combination usage. $140 
1640 1915 (9th Aug) OHMS long Perth registered env with 1d red, Die II block of 4 perfined "OS". Neatly tied by Registered 

Perth cds's. Neighbouring boxed "Unclaimed", DLO cachet & Narrogin receival cds. Incl original Land Titles Dept 
enclosure. A rare combination on cover in good cond. ACSC $3000. $500 

1641 1917 (26th Feb) WWI POW mail taxed & censored cover from Sydney to Switzerland with rectangular rubber "Vendu 
par: L'agence Internationale des Prisonnier de Guerre" h/s on reverse. VG cond. $50 

1642 1918 (4th Apr) cover to USA with "PASSED" h/s bearing 2½d kangaroo (short bottom left corner) showing "scratch 
extending from Cape Leeuwin" variety (ACSC 9(2)e Cat. $120). Small stuck down red arrow pointing to variety. $30 

1643 1918 (14th Mar) OHMS long env with 1d red in Die I/II block of 4 perfined "OS". Good to fine used by 2 Registered 
Perth oval strikes. Locally addressed but "Not Known By Letter Carrier" cachet with neighbouring "Called L.C.R." & 
D.L.O. 28 MAR 1918 Perth" boxed cachets. Large red Perth regd label top left. Attractive example with original Land 
Titles Dept corres. ACSC Cat. $1000. $200 

1644 WWI Military Mail - Marlborough series "Dardanelles Combined Letterette and Reply Sheet" with crossed Australian & 
Union Jack flags inside. Unused example & rarely see. A little staining on the front otherwise good cond. $100 

1645 1919 (24th Jan) "Notification of a Case of Infectious Disease" OHMS pre-printed letter with 1½d brown KGV pmkd 
Melbourne. Completed in ink manuscript for Peter McGregor, "Gardener", aged "19", of "53 Richmond Tce, Richmond", 
with Influenza. Doctor signed. Attractive usage. $50 

1646 1922c COA Parcels Post label with 2/- kangaroo & vert pair 1d KGV green tied by large illegible oval cancel. Name & 
Address details not complete. Slightly grubby but these becoming increasingly collectable. $20 

1647 1922 (4th July) Carnarvon to Perth air mail cover with kangaroos & KGV issues to the value of 6/3d. Kangaroos incl 2 x 
2/- 3rd wmk brown. Reasonably clean but rather "tatty" & trimmed down never-the-less a rare survivor. When did you 
last see a 3rd wmk 2/- brown kangaroo on cover? Addressed to "Messrs. Goode, Durrant & Co. Ltd, William Street, 
Perth". ACSC cat. on cover $1500 $280 

1648 1923 (8th May) OHMS env with 5d bright chestnut on rough paper KGV perfined "OS" tied by 2 Registered Perth cds's. 
"Unclaimed" & "Unknown By Letter Carrier" cachets. Incls original land Titles Dept contents. Centered left but scarce 
usage. ACSC Cat. $1500 $360 

1649 1923 (23rd July) 2d red KGV Post card CTO at GPO Melbourne for U.P.U. distribution. A trifle discoloured along top & 
left edge otherwise fine. ACSC P55x, Cat $375   $90 

1650 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Fine used with central Sydney Registered cds (date indecipherable) on 
parcel piece with reg crayon in red & blue to top & left margins. Seldom seen commercially used. SG MS106a  $100 

1651 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Thinned in top selvedge & small tone spot on right selvedge otherwise 
fresh MUH. SG MS 106a $50 

1652 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. MUH with very slightly aged gum. SG MS 106a $100 
1653 1928 Kookaburra Exhibition Miniature Sheet. Very fresh MUH from top of sheet. Light diagonal bend on lower units. $70 
1654 1928 (31st Oct) "International Philatelic Exhibition Melbourne" red cds's cancelling ½d orange x 2 (Harrison printing), 

1d violet x 2 (one with "RA" joined var.) & 1½d black-brown & red-brown KGV pairs plus a single 1d, 1½d & 2d x 2 
KGV all on piece. Exc cond & an unusual group. ACSC 92(4)fb Cat. $150 plus others (6 pairs & 4 singles) $75 

1655 1929 3d Airmail, type A top left plate blocks 1 to 4. MUH/MLH with light strip shading from old time album but not 
apparent from front. ACSC 134za/zd $60 

1656 1929 3d Airmail, type A in top left blocks of 4 with 1-4 plate numbers. All MUH with 3 vals having very light tan lines 
from stockbook storage but pl. 3 is fine & all frontally fresh. ACSC 134 2a/2d, Cat. $700 $100 

1657 1929 3d Airmail, type B, top left plate 4 block of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 135zd, Cat. $275 $150 
1658 1929 1½d WA Cent set of 1-12 corner plate blocks complete. MUH/MLH with odd fault & small tone spot but fresh 

frontal appearance. ACSC 138z/zk, Cat. $240 as MLH. $40 
1659 1930 (3rd July) black-bordered mourning env (unstamped) with matching notepaper embossed "Admiralty House North 

Sydney". Letter from Gov. General Viscount Stonehaven addressed to Queanbeyan explaining a gift to his god-
daughter just before returning to the UK. Stonehaven was Governor General of Aust from 1925-1930. $75 

1660 1930 1½d Sturt in Plate 1 to 8 corner blocks of 4. Mixed MUH/MLH with plate 4 having torn selvedge but extra blocks 
for plates 1, 6 & 8. ACSC 139z/zg (11 blocks) $30 

1661 1931 2d & 3d Kingsford Smith ovptd "OS". Fine MUH. They appear to be genuine ovpts displaying the correct 
characteristics however are sold "as is". SG O123/24, ACSC 141/2(OS), Cat. $1025 (2) $150 

1662 1932 (19th Mar) 2d & 3d Sydney Harbour Bridge covers x 3 all with neighbouring "metallic" black & gold vignettes 
cancelled "Sydney Harbour Bridge - Posted on Bridge During Opening Celebrations" slogan cancels & with typed 
addresses to "Mr Oswald Wilson, Post Office, Sydney Harbour Bridge". One cover with 2d & 3d & the others with the 
respective vals x 2. A couple of the vignettes have aged & lost the black otherwise an attractive trio. (3) $40 

1663 1932 (19th Mar) 2d & 3d SHB pair on plain Regd cover with "Sydney Harbour Bridge S.E. PYLON" Reg label with 
matching cds. Addressed to Bassendean, WA with all relevant b/s's. Staining around edges but nice genuine usage. $40 

1664 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with bottom John Ash part imprint margin which was obviously 
folded over when posted because postmark stops at perfs. Well centered & most collectable. SG 143 $120 

1665 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge fine used with light cds. SG 143, ACSC 146w $130 



1666 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge commercially used with part of Melbourne parcel cancel. Good perf. This are now 
more highly desired than the CTO examples. SG 143 $80 

1667 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge CTO without gum & fluffy perfs. SG 143, retails $300 $140 
1668 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fine used/CTO without gum & well centered. SG 143 $120 
1669 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge John Ash imprint single. Fresh MLH.  ACSC 148zf, Cat. $3000 as imprint strip of 3. $500 
1670 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge mint without gum & small 4 mm tear at top. Useful spacefiller at the reserve. SG 143 $30 
1671 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. Fresh MVLH & well centered, a premium example. SG 143, ACSC 148, Cat. $550 $250 
1672 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MLH with even gum toning. Frontally fresh & well centered. ACSC 148, Cat. $550 $250 
1673 1932 5/- Sydney Harbour Bridge. MUH but a couple of minute gum spots. Remains well centered most presentable. 

SG 143, ACSC 146, Cat. $1500 $340 
1674 1932 (23rd Mar) Australasian Philatelic Exhibition Sydney Harbour Bridge illust commem cover with 2d & 3d SHB tied 

by red exhib cancels with neighbouring green cachet & "5th Aust Philatelic Exhibition, Sydney" regd label. Addressed 
to Mitchell, the cover producer in Perth with Perth b/s. Good cond & attractive. $30 

1675 1933 (22nd April) Sydney to Botany First Pigeongram Post with "Gala Day Sydney Festival Week" special vignette          
on outer cover tied by pigeon cachet. 2d KGV tied with Sydney slogan cancel. Pigeon cachet on reverse. VG cond. 
AAMC PP3 Cat. $60 $40 

1676 1933 (10th May) Secession Mitchell Souvenir covers x 2 with 1d green KGV tied by Perth machine cancel. Semi-
circular "Secession Victor Celebration Day Cover" cachet in green & other in brownish mauve. Both addressed to          
S. Mitchell. Exc cond. Single sold in Ace Auction No. 19 for $65+BP. (2) $100 

1677 1934 (24th Oct) "Parcel Only" tag from Shell Company of Australia, St George's Terrace Perth with "We Market "Shell" 
Motor Spirit……" advertising on reverse with 2d Vic Cent attached & tied by bold Narrogin cds. Most attractive.  $20 

1678 1934 Macarthur set of 4 in blocks of 4 with both 2d vals & 3d in John Ash imprint blocks. 2d "dark hills" is MLH on one 
unit with others fresh MUH. ACSC 157/60 Retail $400+ $150 

1679 1934 (9th Nov) 9d Macarthur on Melbourne University registered cover to Malvern with 3 separate b/s's. "Melb. 
University N.3 Victoria" R6 reg label. Neat usage of this high val.   $90 

1680 1934/35 "Victoria & Melbourne Centenary" labels x 11 mounted on album page plus Hagner with blocks of 11 & 8 se-
tenant & 2 singles of 1938 commemorating 150th Anniv of Sydney. (32) $30 

1681 1934/48 1/6d Hermes on thick & thin paper in matching McCracken imprint blks. MUH/MLH ACSC 162za/63z Cat $200 $70 
1682 1935 (17th May) 1d red, Die II, 2d brown KGV & 2d scarlet Silver Jubilee tied by Darwin, N.T. cds's with neighbouring 

"UNCLAIMED CLONCURRY" & matching cds. Exc cond & most attractive. $60 
1683 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d in plate 3, 4 & 5 blocks & 3d in both John Ash imprint & plate 1 blocks. Also, 2d plate 1 & 2 

singles. MUH/MLH. (7 items) $40 
1684 1935 3d Silver Jubilee Plate 1 corner block of 4 with the "apostrophe" variety on bottom right stamp. MUH/MLH with 

variety MUH. ACSC 167zb $70 
1685 1935/38 2/- "In Most Money Order Offices" booklet with inverted watermark panes. Excellent cond & rarely seen so 

fine. SG SB26ca, Cat. £450 $400 
1686 1936 Cable pair in John Ash imprint gutter blocks of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 160/70z/ze, Cat. $125 $40 
1687 1936 (25th Sept) "Queensland Philatelic Society Commemorating First Exhibition 24th to 26th September 1936" map 

illust commem cover with hexagonal cachets, one tying 1½d KGV. Cancel at right shows correct "36" but impression 
cancelling KGV & to the left has "25" for the year in slug? "Endorsed "Second Day". Good cond. $30 

1688 1937 NSW Sesqui set of 3 in John Ash imprint blocks of 4. Fresh MUH. ACSC 175zf/zb/za, Cat. $450+ $120 
1689 1937 NSW Sesqui set of 3 MUH, the 2d showing "man with tail" variety. ACSC 175e, 176/77, Cat. $1000+ (3) $300 
1690 1938 ½d kangaroo in the pale/dull orange-yellow shade also known as "mellow yellow" from the only known sheet. 

Fine MUH with normal. Brusden White Cert. (1997 - copy) ACSC 180C, sold in Ace Auction No. 15 for $180+ BP. $100 
1691 1938/41 1d green QM, die I marginal block of 6 showing ink stripping over 4 units. Upper right stamp MLH otherwise 

fine MUH. Spectacular & unlisted in ACSC. SG 165var. $340 
1692 1938/41 2d red KGVI in Plate No. 4 top marginal block of 8. Mint without gum reflected in reserve. A scarce item. 

ACSC 188zc, Cat. $2500 as MUH. $250 
1693 1938/41 2d scarlet KGVI, die II upper right corner block of 4 with vertical red stripe affecting 2 stamps. MLH in selvedge 

only otherwise MUH. ACSC 188var. $120 
1694 1938/57 4d koala, perf. 14¾x14, top selvedge block of 4 with void diagonally affecting left units, the result of an 18mm 

strip of paper falling off after printing with the inclusion indent visible from back. MUH & striking. ACSC 198 var $100 
1695 1937/48 Robes set of 3 on thin paper. All blocks well-centred & fresh MUH. Superb group. SG 176a/78a, Retail $1200 $500 
1696 1937/48 Robes sets of 3 on both thick & thin papers. Centring good to perfect except 10/- thick which is centred to left. 

Fresh MUH. SG 176a/78a & 178, Retail $400 $150 
1697 1937/48 £1 Robes on thick paper ovptd "SPECIMEN". MVLH, centred a little low. SG 178s, ACSC 216Bx, Cat. $750 $300 
1698 1937/48 £1 Robes on thin paper with "G NSW" perfin doubled. Used example. Unusual. SG 178a var. $50 
1699 1937/49 2d red KGVI upper left corner block of 4 with rectangular portion devoid of colour/design on top left stamp as a 

result of foreign matter adhering during the printing. MUH. Most striking. SG 184var. $150 
1700 1937/59 1/- lyrebird Authority imprint left corner block of 4 & no imprint marginal block with line through gutter selvedge. 

MUH/MLH. ACSC 209zi & zj (2 blocks) $40 
1701 1937/59 1/- Lyrebird block of 15 with Post Office repair resulting in spectacular paper flap/fold leaving 3 stamps missing 

the design. Only one sheet known to exist of this variety. Fresh MUH. ACSC 209var. $700 
1702 1938 (26th Oct) German addressed cover posted on board "T.S.S. Ascanius" with boxed "PAQUEBOT" cachet & 

KGV/KGVI mixed 8½d franking tied by Adelaide cds's. Correct rate was 1/9d hence "Insufficiently prepaid AIR MAIL" 
cachet applied in mauve & sent surface mail. Good cond. $50 

1703 1938 150th Anniversary of Australia complete sheet of 49 cinderellas showing iconic scenes & animals. Selvedge 
indicates "Printed in Australia" by Bloxham & Chambers Pty Ltd. Some edge wear/faults but rarely seen complete & 
comes with original env. $50 

1704 1939 (24th May) Sydney Regd cover addressed to "French Police PO Box 4040 Shanghai, China" with mixed franking 
& Shanghai b/s. An attractive survivor. $25 

1705 1940 (6th July) 5d merino on pictorial "Story Bridge" FDC with eponymous cds. "Commemorating Story Bridge 6th July 
1940 Opening" & "Joint War Fund Appeal" neighbouring vignettes make this most attractive. Addressed to a soldier in 
Papua. Not surprisingly roughly opened but remains scarce. $100 

1706 1941 (7th Feb) 10/- Robes used in combination with 4d koala & 1/4d KGVI & tied by Air Mail Secion Melbourne cds's 
on "Per American Clipper Mail" endorsed cover to England. "Opened By Censor" tab & "Passed by Censor" cachets 
complete this most attractive cover addressed to Vickers Armstrong Ltd. Sent via NZ to pick up the service. VG cond. $180 

1707 1941 2d mauve KGVI strip of with inverted wmk. Fine MUH. SG 185w, Cat. £680 $120 



1708 1941 3d brown KGVI bottom centre plate 14 gutter block of 8. Fresh MUH. ACSC 196zc, Cat. $600 + MUH premium. $440 
1709 1941/42 1½d green KGVI Authority imprint block to right of gutter, showing cracked imprint second state. MLH in 

selvedges only. ACSC 186zh, Cat. $525 $140 
1710 1941/44 2d mauve with inverted wmk. ACSC 199a, Cat. $200 $75 
1711 1941/51 3d brown KGVI left marginal block of 6 with vertical double perfs in selvedge. Fine MUH.                                  

ACSC 196b, Cat. $125 per selvedge single. $100 
1712 1942 (20th Sept) "Raising the Japanese midget submarine" b&w postcard. Unused but with name & dated in m/s. 

Printed detail reads "This postcard is a souvenir of the exhibition of Japanese Midget Submarine sunk in Sydney 
Harbour on the night of Sunday, May 31st, 1942, the night that the first attack on Sydney by a foreign power took place 
and was frustrated." Staining on reverse from scrapbook mounting but frontally good showing the sub being winched 
up with Sydney harbour Bridge in the background. Not seen before. $40 

1713 1942 1½d green QM right marginal block of 4 with misplaced perfs. Fine MUH. ACSC 226ba, Cat. $300 $120 
1714 1942 1½d green QM top selvedge gutter block of 8 showing small part of "-10-" plate number in top selvedge. MUH 

with faint tone spots. RPSV cert. (2010). ACSC 226Bza, Cat. $300 for fine MUH. $300 
1715 1942 2/6d KGVI black on buff booklet with inverted wmk panes. Unfortunately, one stamp missing on first pane 

otherwise in VG cond. Pfeffer & Crum B53Aa, Cat. $180 complete. $30 
1716 1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI block of 4 with a stunning freak flaw caused by paper tear before printing resulting in 

missing part design & minor misperf. MUH & most unusual. ACSC 230var. $140 
1717 1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI bottom marginal vertical imperforate pair MUH. Stolen from the Commonwealth Note 

Printing Branch in the 1940's. Similar sold for $300+BP in Ace Auctions Sale No. 19. ACSC 230b Cat. $450 $180 
1718 1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI ditto but horizontal imperforate pair. ACSC 230b, Cat. $450 $250 
1719 1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI selvedge block of 4 with horizontal double perfs on each row affecting gutter & half of each 

of the left units. MLH on top selvedge only. ACSC 230bc, Cat. $200 per single $200 
1720 1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI vertical block of 6 with centre units showing pre-printing paper fold. MUH. ACSC 230 var $100 
1721 1942/50 2½d scarlet KGVI right selvedge block of 6 with only 4 units printed thus a vertical stamp size blank pair. 

Unusual. ACSC 280 var $100 
1722 1942/51 5½d emu in left margin block of 4 showing double row of vertical perfs in selvedge & horizontally on left pair. 

MUH, blue crayon (?) mark diagonally which probably could be removed with care. ACSC 232b, Cat. $275 per 
selvedge single $180 

1723 1945 (6th Nov) cover addressed to Mr Geoffrey Chan, Kuching with Australian 1d QM, 3d brown KGVI, 6d kookaburra 
& 1/- lyrebird all tied by Kuching cds's. Handwritten "First Day Cover" at left with enclosed typewritten letter dated 1st 
Nov 1950 from Alan Dant of Sime, Darby & Co (Kuching branch) & addressed to stamp dealer F.A.Thornhill, 
Springvale, Victoria explaining that "Mr W.G.Tait the Postmaster-General has handed to me your letter to him dated 
October 24th, as he is apparently under the impression that I can deal with your enquiry in rather more details than he 
can" & goes on to quote from his thesis in volume 5 of the Sarawak Museum Journal of May 1949 under the heading 
"Australian Stamps Used in Sarawak". It was official for such stamps to be used from 29th October to 16th December 
1945 after which the arrival of BMA ovptd Sarawak stamps superseded the previously available Australian stamps. $100 

1724 1946 2½d Peace on no watermark paper. ACSC notes that this emanates from material stolen from The Note Printing 
Branch during the 1940's & that perhaps as many as half a dozen sheets have reached the market. MVLH ACSC 236a $50 

1725 1946 ½d kangaroo with BCOF ovpt in top left L4/5 corner block of 42 with 1st overprint forme. Fresh MUH. (42) $40 
1726 1946/48 BCOF 3d proof ovpt in black with thin type as used on ½d kangaroo. MUH. ACSC J3PP(2)A, Cat. $300 $120 
1727 1946 BCOF 1/- dull green upper left marginal block of 12. MUH, some left selvedge wear o/wise fine SG J5 Cat. £240+ $60 
1728 1946 BCOF set of 7 to 5/- Robes on thick paper. All fresh MUH, good centering, perfect on 2/- & 5/-. SG J1/7 Cat. £190 $120 
1729 1946/48 "BCOF" ovptd set of 8 from ½d to 5/- on both papers. MLH to 2/- with 5/- CTO by Melbourne corner cancels. 

Good centering. SG J1/7a (8) $80 
1730 1948 (10th July) BCOF set of to 7 to 5/- on thin paper on unaddressed cover  tied by strikes of "A.F.P.O. No 30 

R.A.A.F. JAPAN" cds's. Central fold not affecting stamps & light toning on perfs of some but 5/- escapes. Overall a 
presentable & attractive item. SG J1/7a $100 

1731 1948/59 2/- crocodile with wmk bottom left marginal no imprint block of 4, MLH selvedges only. ACSC 263zc Cat. $100 $50 
1732 1951 2/6d Aboriginal Art Emergency printing in "By The Authority" left corner imprint block of 4. MUH/MLH (2 units ea). 

ACSC 267z, Cat. $375 $100 
1733 1947 (18th Sept) Arthur Bergen "This letter was posted from the only Underground Post Office in Australia at Coober 

Pedy" commem cover with 1d QEII & ½d kangaroo tied by bold Coober Pedy cds's & signed by the Postmaster. 
Addressed to Bergen in pencil & numbered 22 of 45 on reverse. Rarely seen. VG cond. $40 

1734 1948 (20th Apr) "H.M.A. Frigate "Barcoo", driven ashore at West Beach by a hurricane on 11th April, 1948. Refloated 
4.20pm 20th April, 1948" Arthur Bergen commem cover with "This letter was despatched from the frigate while 
stranded" & "H.M.A. SHIPS H.M.A.S. "BARCOO" cachets. VG cond & a rarely seen Bergen. $40 

1735 1948 (15th Nov) "A Royal Prince is Born" Arthur Bergen cover with 1d Princess Elizabeth tied by Parafield, SA cds with 
neighbouring "DEPARTMENT OF AIR CONCESSION POSTAL RATE" cachet. Signed by Bergen on reverse & dated. 
VG cond. Estimated at $100 by Melbourne auction house in 2018. $30 

1736 1949 (12th May) Australia to Britain Grain Race Arthur Bergen illust cover carried by the Finnish Barque "Passat" to 
Australia. Race won by this vessel in 110 days with cover pmkd at Port Victoria on departure. Falmouth Cornwall b/s 
with Bergen signature below. VG cond. $40 

1737 1949 (24th Oct) United Nations Day Arthur Bergen commem cover with ½d kangaroo & 1d Princess Elizabeth tied by 
"MI P.O. WOODSIDE" SA cds's. Cachet explains this datestamp was in use at the wartime PO at Woodside military 
camp before the "L" was removed as then became a migrants reception depot. Signed by Bergen on reverse. $30 

1738 1949 (10th Dec) "30th Anniversary of the first successful flight by aeroplane from England to Australia" Arthur Bergen 
illust commem cover with 1½d QM tied by Darwin N.T. cds. Signed by Bergen on reverse. VG cond. Estimated at $100 
by Melbourne auction house in 2018. $30 

1739 1949/50 Arms set of 4 to £2. MUH with good centering. SG 224a/d Retail at $220 $100 
1740 1949/50 Arms set of 4 ditto. SG 224a/d Retail at $220 $100 
1741 1949/50 £2 Arms with "roller flaw retouch" variety. MLH left selvedge example. ACSC 271d, Cat. $200 $100 
1742 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH with good to average centering. SG 224bs/ds Retails $100 $40 
1743 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH with good centering. SG 224bs/ds, Retail $220 $100 
1744 1949/50 Arms set of 3 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH with very good centering. SG 224bs/ds, Retails $220 $100 
1745 1950's Field Post Office cds on Darwin addressed cover with "Empire personnel corresponding with home country" & 

"Australian Embassy (Migration Office) Germany" cachets. Worn cond but unusual. $20 



1746 1951 (17th Apr) "Adelaide to Dunkirk" Arthur Bergen designed cover carried on M.S. General Guisan, the first Swiss 
ship to visit Australian Ports. 2d KGVI tied by Port Adelaide cds with neighbouring Dunkirk 10.45 18-6-1951 arrival cds 
with ship cachet in blue. Typed address to Bergen & signed by him on reverse. No. 29 of 29 printed. Rarely seen. $50 

1747 1951 3d scarlet KGVI ditto but folded vertically once & a little toning in top selvedge extending to 6 stamps. $50 
1748 1951/53 3d deep dull green KGVI left marginal block with horizontal perfs double through selvedge & half of left pair. 

MLH top left only. ACSC 252B var. $100 
1749 1952 (29th Dec) 3½d Scout Jamboree on Arthur Bergen commem illust cover for opening of special Post Office & tied 

by Pan Pacific Scout Jamboree Greystanes octagonal cancel with neighbouring Brighton, SA receival cds. Self 
addressed  & signed "Arthur H Bergen" on reverse. A lovely thematic cover. $25 

1750 1956 3½d carmine-lake Olympics prepared for use but never issued due to rate change to 4d. Fresh MUH right 
marginal example with Ceremuga Cert. (2008). ACSC 322E(1), Cat. $10,000 $6,000 

1751 1956 5d QEII embossed newspaper wrapper. Lightly cancelled by Sydney roller cancel & addressed locally. Adding 
scarcity is the printed Sydney Stock Exchange Official Gazette pre-printed address top left. Complete with 4 pieces of 
sticky tape still attached. ACSC WS37, Cat. $200 $40 

1752 1959/63 5d deep blue QEII with misplaced vertical perfs further accentuated by left margin. MUH. Most striking.            
ACSC 355be, Cat. $200 $100 

1753 1960 5d Northern Territory Exploration bottom marginal single with vertical perfs misplaced 3mm to left. MUH.               
ACSC 378bb, Cat. $100 $50 

1754 1962(21st Sept)  5d QEII Lettercard & 5d Envelope ovptd "AUSTRALIA’S FIRST AUTOMATIC POST OFFICE" & both 
cancelled "Postal Station No 1" on 21 SP 61. Self addressed, unusual. (2) $100 

1755 1962 (1st Nov) Perth Commonwealth Games complete set of 25 "Royal" illust commem covers for each sport/location 
with 5d & 2/3d pair tied by respective pictorial cds. Neat typed addresses. Rarely seen. VG cond. (25) $100 

1756 1963 5d Royal Visit with grossly misplaced horizontal perfs but well centred vertical perfs. MUH. Note: ACSC footnote 
states horiz perfs are misplaced 8mm down (as this is) but also 3.5mm to right (which this isn't). ACSC 392bb Cat $100 $100 

1757 1963/65 Navigators set of 6. MUH & well centred. SG 355/60 Retails $180 $75 
1758 1963/64 Navigators set of 4 ovptd "SPECIMEN" plus 10/- & £1 on white paper (ACSC 407xb/408xb) plus £2 with lower 

right setting (409cb). All fine & fresh MUH. A rarely seen set. Cat. $1250 (7) (SG 357s/60s) $500 
1759 1963 2/3d Cable with "broken line to "E" of CABLE" variety in MUH pair. ACSC 411d $20 
1760 1966 1c brown QEII with full strong offset. MUH Spectacular. ACSC 436c, Cat. $60 $20 
1761 1966 1c to 5c QEII blocks of 4 plus 6c Kangaroo Paw, 8c Fish, 13c & 15c flowers plus 25c Wool also in blocks of 4 all 

cancelled "DISTRIBUTOR OF STAMPS GPO PERTH WA" by an oval cachet in mauve or pink dated 25th May 1970. 
Similar to postal training cancels but not the usual "Specimen" or "Cancelled". Most unusual. (10 blocks) $30 

1762 1966 50¢ Dampier, plate 1, block of 4 with plate number 5mm to left of the perf pip. First recorded late in 1972. Fresh 
MUH. ACSC 461z, Cat. $275 $120 

1763 1966 Navigators ovptd "SPECIMEN" set of 4 MUH plus both 15mm & 15.5mm settings of 75¢ & $1 vals. ACSC 
462x/65x, 462xb & 463xa, Cat. $380 $140  

AUSTRALIA - DECIMALS 
 

1764 1966 5c deep blue QEII in imperforate horiz strip of 3 fine used with indistinct cds's. Scarce. ACSC 444bb, SG 386cs, 
Cat. £3000 as MUH. $1,800 

1765 1966 60c QEII 4c red booklets x 3 all with tropical interleaving & DS 9 edition numbers. Incls Pfeffer & Crum nos. 
B77CT, B80CT & B81CT, Cat. $300 each (3) $180 

1766 1966 Navigators ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fresh MUH. SG 400/03s plus 1974 UPU also ovpt "SPECIMEN" in MUH pairs. 
Total retail $100+ $20 

1767 1970 20c Expo positional blocks for sheet numbers & "Extended downstroke" variety. & 5c Grasslands half sheet with 
"White root spot" variety. All MUH. ACSC 518 e,za & zb & 521 d Cat. $55 $20 

1768 1970 Capt. Cook M/S's x 106 incl 2 with the "double spear" variety (ACSC 528d, Cat. $35ea) & 20 ovptd ANPEX    
(with 2 consecutively numbered 699 & 700) plus 5 in sealed pres packs. All MUH & good for re-sale at this reserve.   
SG MS 465/var. Retail $1750+ (106) $100 

1769 1971 7c Sturts Desert Pea coil with missing buff & green resulting in leaves omitted. MUH ACSC 535cg Cat. $125 $30 
1770 1971 Christmas panes of 25 in both white & cream papers. MUH. SG 498a/b, retail at $195 $50 
1771 1971 Christmas panes of 25 on cream paper x 7 (tone spot on one affecting 2 stamps), 11 blocks of 7 & 4 single sets 

all on cream plus 3 blocks of 7 fine used. Useful for re-sale. SG 498a/ab Retail $1000+ $200 
1772 1971 (19 Nov) Christmas pane of 25 on large (obviously!) cover airmailed to England complete with Air Mail & "Letter" 

vignettes. Tied by Gardiner, Vic. cds's. Rarely seen usage! $50 
1773 1972 (6th June) taxed cover cancelled Thursday Island Qld & addressed locally plus 1973 also taxed to PNG & pmkd 

Thursday Is, the latter with 5¢ adhesive underpaying 7¢ surface & charge & the former with 8¢ underpaying the 9¢ 
airmail charge. Unusual. (2) $30 

1774 1972 Primary Industries "Beef" set of 4 in part sheets of 50 with sheet numbers in complete gutters. Fine MUH.               
SG 510/13, Retail $500+ $90 

1775 1972 7c Christmas horiz right hand marginal pair with skipped perfs resulting in large 42mm stamp at right. Only one 
sheet recorded. Fresh MUH. ACSC 620ba, Cat. $300 $120 

1776 1973 7c Christmas complete sheet of 100 with colour bars at base (ACSC 650z/za Cat. $24) plus 7c ABC & 7c Legacy 
each with both listed varieties also in sheets of 100. All fresh MUH. Total ACSC $120 (3 sheets) $30 

1777 1974 10¢ star sapphire, printed on the gum side MUH. ACSC 648ci, Cat. $100 $40 
1778 1974 10c Christmas in plate number pip blocks of 4 for Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 in both left & right blocks plus an No. 8 

left. All fresh MUH. ACSC 680z & zd-zn, Cat. $380 (13 blocks) $50 
1779 1974 10c Christmas vertical strip of 4 with pre-printing paper crease down entire length resulting in an irregular white 

strip on the yellow buff. ACSC 680var. $20 
1780 1977 18¢ Silver Jubilee imperforate pair. ACSC states "one sheet (300?) existed imperforate from first (Sydney) 

printing, which is believed to have gone astray during transport of the printed sheets to Melbourne for perforation". 
ACSC 765b Cat. $200 $70 

1781 1977 18c Parl House right colour bar selvedge block of 4 with shift of bluish grey resulting in blurred windows & 
"shadow effect". Another block with small black dot on one unit. Both MUH. ACSC 773cd & 773f, Cat. $400+ $100 

1782 1979 20c National Parks horiz strip of 4 with right pair imperforate at both top, bottom & sides incl between design & 
selvedge. ACSC 843b, Cat. $2500 $850 

1783 1981 24¢ Fungi vertical strip of 3 with centre unit showing smudge of magenta resulting in lighter appearance of design 
colour when compared with top & bottom units. MUH. SG 823var. $150 



1784 1981 35¢ Fungi gutter pair with misperforation resulting in "Coprinus comatus" appearing within top perfs instead of 
base of design as intended. ACSC 913var. $70 

1785 1982 27c Tree Frog top marginal block of 4 with perf shift leaving no design border at base & cutting into "AUSTRALIA" 
& value. MUH. ACSC 938var. $50 

1786 1982 60c Humpback Whale trial printing with solid blue-green background with normal for comparison. MUH  
ACSC 930E(1), SG 841a Cat. £250 $100 

1787 1985 (15th Feb) Sydney to London by Concorde. Cover signed by pilot D Leney on front with neighbouring photo of 
British Airways Concorde attached. 85c franking in butterflies tied by Sydney International Airport pictorial pmk. Back 
flap typed "Certified carried on Concorde Flt BA9061 Sydney to London 15 February 1985" & signed "NRD Tait, Gen. 
Manager UK-Australia/NZ". One of 10 only signed. VG cond. AAMC 1997b $50 

1788 1987 37c Bionic Ear from Technology set with massive misperforation resulting in "AUSTRALIA" appearing at base. 
Fine MUH. ACSC 1224b, Cat $275 $120 

1789 1989 $3.60 Christmas booklet overprinted "World Stamp Expo '89 17 Nov-3 Dec 1989" with Washington logo. Pfeffer & 
Crum B161(2). Retails $175 $40 

1790 1991 43¢ Queen's Birthday imperforate proof pair. MUH. ACSC states "although frequently offered as an imperforate 
error, the paper used for these proofs is quite unlike that used for the issued stamps". The status of this pair seems to 
be confirmed by a thin white line at base beyond the range of the background colour. ACSC 1513 PP (1) Cat. $500 $150 

1791 1992 $2.25 Threatened Species S/A hanging sheetlet of 5 totally imperforate. Vertical broad phosphor bands & 
"WORLD COLUMBIAN STAMP EXPO '92 CHICAGO" gold ovpt. Rarely seen. Exc cond. ACSC 1567cb Cat. $500 $150 

1792 1993 Women in Parliament reversed pane of 25 with "AP 93" & serial number from banknote portfolio. MUH. Only 
4500 issued. Retail $125 $20 

1793 1993-94 & 1994-95 $10 Wetlands Conservation duck stamps with each in sheetlet of 5 with joined Kakadu National 
park Ticket plus a M/S of 4 for each & additional 1994-95 with 5 extra Park tickets for 1994-95 & singles of each. 
Original cost/FV of $300. An attractive thematic. $40 

1794 1994 $10 Aust Mountain Duck imperforate colour proof corner example plus finished issue. MUH. Nice thematic. (2) $40 
1795 1994 $9 kangaroo ATM S/A sheets with each of the Advance Bank & Postpak advertisements on reverse x 2 of each. 

MUH. Retail at $90 (4 sheetlets) $30 
1796 1994 Kangaroo CPS single with "PRINTER TEST" imprint & no value. Unusual & nothing on web regarding its origin? $30 
1797 1994 40c & 45c Kangaroos & Koalas CPS sets of 6 with no "location" imprint & value in a unique font. Unusual. (12) $40 
1798 1994 Aeropex Aviation Feats Black Plate Proof sheetlet. Numbered in red. Excellent cond. Retails at $55 $20 
1799 1995 $1 & $2 National Trust perforated plate proofs in green with selvedges. These derive from the side panels of the 

composite plates. These single colour prints were stated to have been issued "to keep up the pressure across the 
printed sheet". Both on album page with photo of sheet. ACSC 1841PP(1)/42PP(1) & under catalogued at $400 each. $200 

1800 1995 $50 Howard Florey banknote & stamp sheetlet of 10 numbered in red (000742) matching banknote serial number 
in commem portfolio. Limited to 2500. Exc cond. Cost $199 with a retail of $350. $90 

1801 1996 30 Years of Decimal Currency 45c QE b'day stamp & $5 Macfarlane/Evans Polymer banknote pres folder.          
No. 2881 of 3000 with black ovpt. Exc condition. Retails $120 $30 

1802 1997 Creatures of the Night self adhesive imperforate pair with "SNP CAMBEC" imprint on reverse. Unlisted in ACSC. 
Fine MUH cond. $50 

1803 1998 45c Champagne Roses S/A block of 4 from the booklet totally imperforate. Some minor wrinkling probably as a 
result of being salvaged from printers waste. ACSC 2085b, Cat. $750 for whole booklet. $150 

1804 1999 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia. It contains 28 proofs struck from the original 
dies in black. Includes the 1d KGV, 2d Sydney Harbour Bridge & 7/6 Cook Navigator. Limited Edition on Archival 
Paper. Pristine cond. Cost $125 & retails at $375. $75 

1805 1999 Navigators M/S's perfined "A99".  3 MUH pairs. Retail at $45 per pair. (6) $30 
1806 1999 Navigators M/S's perfined "A99" from Melbourne Exhibition plus the perf & imperf pairs. MUH & CTO for each. 

Retail at $150 (12) $40 
1807 2001 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Federation". It contains 30 proofs struck 

from the original dies in blue/bluish-green. Incls the 1/- ANZAC & 10/- Arms. Incls AAT 1961 5d Mawson. Limited 
Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond. Retails at $375 $75 

1808 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $320 $60 
1809 2003 Farewell Frama issue Postcode Button set of 15 in pack plus “NPC" button set on FDC & Maxicard. Retail $90+ $30 
1810 2003 Australia Post Engraved Stamps of the Commonwealth of Australia "Royalty". It contains 32 proofs struck from 

the original dies in rose-red. Incls the 5/- & 10/- Robes & the 1939 2d Duke of Kent as Governor General proposed 
design. Limited Edition on Archival Paper. Exc cond. Retails at $375 $75 

1811 2006 $2.20 National Library International Post sheet of 40 instead of 20 having NOT being guillotined on selvedges 
hence there are 10 blank stamps forming a "gutter" between what should be 2 panes of 20 complete with the "$44.00" 
imprint top & bottom. CTO GPO Melbourne. A rarely seen modern error & highly collectable as the Int Post popularity 
continues in philatelic circles. SG 2221var.  $220 

1812 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets all neatly CTO. Rarely seen. SG MS2607/23 $80 
1813 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets. Fine MUH. Fine cond. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $70 
1814 2006 Commonwealth Games, Melbourne set of 17 Sheetlets in AP pres folder. Fine. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $75 
1815 2006 Commonwealth Games ditto. SG MS2607/23 Retails $180. $75 
1816 2006 Dangerous Australians Spider pack containing the semi-imperforate Miniature sheet with $1 Redback. Retail $55 $20 
1817 2008 Aviation Qantas Airbus A380 Imperforate Min Sheet pair with printers colour guide lines at the top plus the 1999 

Penny & $1.20 Torch Relay coin & stamp pack. Retail for both is $75. (2 items) $30 
1818 2009 Aust Legends "Signature Edition" pres pack with imperf sheetlet of 12 & final artwork sheetlet signed by Graeme 

John & dated 22-12-09. Very difficult to source at the time as sold at AP Philatelic Bureau & not on Standing Order. $40 
1819 2012 20c Pineapples blocks of 10 x 3 from bottom of sheet with "$10.00" imprint on selvedge showing the "misaligned 

printing" error on all 5 bottom stamps with normal above plus 5 single pairs. All fine MUH. SG 3743var. Selling at $40 a 
pair retail i.e. $800+ (20 pairs) $50 

1820 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map Miniature Sheet tied by 3 neat cds's for Ellenbrook, WA. Rarely seen commercially used. 
Some light indentation affecting top right stamp & selvedge but otherwise useful for F/U. Retails at $140 $30 

1821 2013 $100 Kangaroo & Map sheetlet of 10 x $10 with "Specimen" & "OS" Perfd & ovptd examples in Colonial Heritage 
pack. Scarce as withdrawn early due to validity of ovpts. Retails at $175 $90 

1822 2013 $1 Video Stamp with AP info brochure plus & an unopened example. A trial when you purchased an Express 
Post or Express Courier env/bag at Christmas 2013 to send a personalised video message that could be downloaded 
on a computer or your mobile phone. This was overlooked my majority of collectors but is perforated & a self adhesive. $20 



1823 2014 "Albany Great War Centennial Exhibition 1-3 August 2014" with $7 stamp booklet, Aust War Memorial replica 
card ovptd & Great War M/S all ovptd with show logo & wording & no. 043. Also 3 exhibition covers dated 1st, 2nd & 
3rd of August respectively & 2014 KGV Cent pres pack. Total FV $45 (7 items) $50 

1824 2014 KGV Cent with 4 x 70c panes of 10 & one mixed pane with "OS", "Specimen" etc concertina strip of 50 x 10 all 
CTO Flinders Lane, Victoria. SG 4185/88 Retail $75 per set. (10 sets) $120 

1825 2014 Nostalgic Advertisements set of 5 sheetlet in rouletted concertina strip of 50 x 5 all CTO Flinders Lane, Victoria. 
SG 4215/19 Retail $60 per set. (5 sets) $80 

1826 2015 Anzac Cent M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS4347 Retail $6 each. (100) $70 
1827 2015 "Long May She Reign" QEII M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS4430 Retail $15 ea. (100) $180 
1828 2015 $3.50 Animals in War M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS4465 Retail $8 each. (100) $100 
1829 2015 Hong Kong 20-23 Nov Exhib M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS4484 Retail $10 ea (100) $120 
1830 2015 Singapore Exhib set of 6 for each day of event M/S's x 10 sets all CTO Flinders Lane, Victoria. SG MS4411/16 

Retail $50 per set. (10 sets) $100 
1831 2016 Critically Endangered animals set of 7 imperforate sheetlets / M/S's printed on flocked gummed paper from the 

"Impressions" limited edition pack. MUH & fine. (7) $50 
1832 2016 Yearbook Sheetlets for the Gold Medallists ($1 x 8) plus the $1 Jared Tallent later gold, the $1 Dylan Alcott 

Paralympian gold & "Love to Celebrate ($1 x 9 & $2 x1). Only available in the yearbook. One MUH & CTO of each. 
Retail at $160+ (8 sheetlets) $40 

1833 2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones Medallion & M/S set of 4 pmkd each day of the Melbourne Int 
Stamp Exhib. Limited to just 250 sets, these numbered 117, 135, 143 & 144 respectively. Exc cond. Cost $180 from 
the exhibition & retail at $450. (4) $180 

1834 2017 (8th-11th Sept) $2 Koala set of Day 1 to 4 Miniature Sheets issued specially for the China International Collection 
Expo with each postmarked on the respective day. Numbered 104, 259, 563 & 812 of only 1000 for each day. Very few 
sets reported as they were only available at the show & limited to one per person per day. Exc cond. Similar set sold in 
Ace Auction No. 23 for $260+BP. (4) $100 

1835 2018 Newcastle Philatelic Society Centenary booklet set of 3. Each numbered 55 of only 150. Incls original 1947 set 
tied by NPS cachet & the Personalised stamp pmkd at Newcastle exhibition. (3) $40 

1836 2018 $4 Australian Eucalyptus Israel Stamp Championship M/S's x 100 Flinders Lane, Victoria CTO examples. SG MS 
4918 Retail $10 each. (100) $120 

1837 2018 (21st-24th Sept) The Great Barrier Reef set of 4 embellished M/S's issued for the Macau International Stamp 
Exhibition. Each postmarked on the respective day & numbered. Only 300 produced each day & sold out. Exc cond. 
Low numbers with 0033, 0044, 0065 & 0090. Selling on Ebay at $400+. $120 

1838 2018 (26th Oct) Holden's Motorsport Legends & 50 Years of Bathurst 50c PNC ovptd "2018 Brisbane Stamp & Coin 
Show 10 & 11 November 2018 PATRON" in gold & numbered 085 of 100. Exc cond. $60 

1839 2018 (26th Oct) Holden's Motorsport Legends & 50 Years of Bathurst 50c PNC ovptd "2018 Brisbane Stamp & Coin 
Show 10 & 11 November 2018 PATRON" in gold & numbered 091 of 100. Exc cond. $60 

1840 2018 The Great Barrier Reef Macau set of 4 embellished M/S's. MUH & CTO sets. (8) $40 
1841 2018 (10-11th Nov) "Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show 2018 PATRON" gold ovpt on "And so it is Peace" M/S.                    

No 85 of 100. MUH $30 
1842 2018 (10-11th Nov) "Collectors Day Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show" ovpt in green on AAT Crabeater Seal M/S pmkd 

Mansfield Qld on opening day also in green & "Remembrance Day" ovpt in red on AAT Aurora Australis M/S for same 
event with matching pmk for following day. Both numbered 073 of 100 issued. MUH (2)  $30 

1843 2018 Finches set of 6 embellished M/S's as issued for the Thailand World Stamp Show. MUH & still in original 
packaging. (6) $30 

1844 2018 (28th Nov-3rd Dec) Finches embellished set of 6 M/S's issued for the World Stamp Exhibition in Thailand. Each 
numbered & pmkd on respective day. Limited to 300 each day & less than 50 sets thought to exist. Nos. 104, 003, 058, 
181, 013 & 105. Sets selling for $350+ on Ebay. (6) $120 

1845 2018 (28th Nov-3rd Dec) Finches ditto with each numbered & pmkd on respective day but then tied by gold foil pictorial 
cancel to official covers. Scarce as postmarked on the stand. Nos. 030, 058, 114, 156, 072 & 134. Exc cond. (6) $150 

1846 2018 (28th Nov-3rd Dec) Finches ditto with set of 6 on individual covers but only tied by the gold foil pictorial cancels. 
Again postmarked on the stand by Sprintpak. Exc cond. (6) $50 

1847 2018 AAT Crabeater Seal M/S's ovptd "Ace Stamp Auctions" with logo & 2018 auction dates. MUH & CTO examples. 
Ltd to 100. (2) $30  

AUSTRALIA - FIRST DAY COVERS  
1848 1932 (15th Feb) 1/- Lyrebird (large) on plain cover cancelled Perth with "Prevent Bush Fires" slogan cancel. Good cond 

with a little staining around stamp but a difficult cover to source. $120 
1849 1937 (10th May) 1d QM & 2d KGVI official POC illust FDC uprated by 3d KGV & 1/- Lyrebird for airmail transmission to 

England plus3 matching normal FDC locally addressed. Perth WA cds's on each. Light fold on UK addressed but not 
affecting stamps. Nice usage. (4) $40 

1850 1937 (1st Oct) NSW Sesqui Sydney Regd illust cover addressed to Mitchell with all 3 vals plus another with set 
uncancelled & 5 with just the 2d & 3d vals all on similar covers. Mixed cond, the first with small tape stain at top. (7) $20 

1851 1946 (18th Feb) Peace set of 3 on plain Albany registered cover with each tied by neat Albany cds's & then 50 years 
later, a set of the 3 commem 45c & 1.50 Peace Anniv stamps of the same design have been applied on reverse & tied 
by FDP Perth cds's. Most unusual. $30 

1852 1946 (18th Feb) "Peace and Victory" Arthur Bergen illust cover with Peace set of 3 tied by Greenock, SA cds. Signed 
by Bergen on reverse. Exc cond & his earliest recorded cover. Estimated at $400 by Melbourne auction house in 2018. $75 

1853 1946 (14th Oct) Mitchell set of 3 on 5 diff illust covers incl a Challis, Wide World, Royal Geographic Soc. & Mitchell plus 
one unknown. Fair to good cond with 2 regd. A useful group. (5) $50 

1854 1949 (10th Oct) 3½d UPU Arthur Bergen "globe" illust cover with neat Greenock, SA cds * signed by Bergen on 
reverse. Exc cond. $30 

1855 1949 (28th Nov) 2½d John Forrest on Arthur Bergen created cover with "Posted from the town of Forrest (W.A.) named 
after this famous Australia" added in red on Wide World cover. Neat "Forrest" cds applied with another strike on 
reverse & signed by Bergen. VG cond. $30 

1856 1949 (28th Nov) 2½d John Forrest on another Arthur Bergen created cover with "Born near Bunbury (W.A.)" added 
along with date of issue all in red on Wide World cover. Neat "Bunbury" cds applied with neighbouring full strike. Self 
addressed & signed by Bergen on reverse. Most attractive. $30 

1857 1953 (10th Feb) War Memorial pair, 3d Produce Food x 2 & Coronation x 2 on Guthrie covers plus 1957 7½d QEII & 
1958 8d Kingsford Smith also on Guthrie. All unaddressed bar QEII that has their own address label. (7) $40 



1858 1953 (25th May) 3½ & 7½ Coronation Arthur Bergen illust covers with 3½d tied by "TRANS AUST RAILWAY PAY 
TRAIN 1" cds & the 7½d by "QUORN ALICE SPRINGS T.P.O SOUTH AUST" cds. Both signed by him on reverse with 
the former also backstamped Port Augusta &Brighton, SA. Good cond & a scarce pair. (2) $100 

1859 1956 (22nd Nov) Olympic Games "Royal" FDC registered "Richmond Park Kiosk 1, XVI Olympiad, Vic Aust No.0723" 
& with set of 4 tied by two pictorial "stadium" cachets. P.M.G S DEPT D.7 QLD.AUST 26NO55" (error), Registered 
Brisbane 25 NO 56 & the stadium pictorial b/s's. Slight staining around reg label but this lot sold for $190 in Macray 
auction on 30/3/99. $75 

1860 1961 (18th Oct) 5d AAT Mawson on set of 6 Royal illust embellished covers all with diff colour combinations of the 
same design. Neatly hand addressed in very good cond. (6) $40 

1861 1963/64 7/6d, 10/- & £2 Navigators on individual AK Atkins FDC's all with typed addresses & the characteristic "FIRST 
DAY OF ISSUE" red boxed cachet. 10/- is self addressed. Good cond & rarely seen. (3) $50 

1862 1963 (3rd Dec) 2/3d Cable on set of 6 Royal illust embellished covers all with diff colour combinations of the same 
design. Neatly hand addressed in very good cond. Unusual. (6) $40 

1863 1983 (9th Feb) $2, $5 & $10 Paintings ovptd "SPECIMEN" on "Map" illust cover tied by South Perth (1) cds with 
neighbouring Ausipex cinderella. First FDC for these seen & certainly unofficial! $20 

1864 2002 (20th & 22nd Feb) 45c Bradbury & 45c Camplin Winter Olympics Gold Medallists covers with GPO Brisbane & 
Melbourne cds's respectively. Difficult FDC's to find. Exc unaddressed cond. Retail. $25ea (2) $20 

1865 2008 (24th July) 50c World Youth Day / Pope set of 5tied by "WYD Moments" Sydney cancels. Rarely seen as not part 
of standing order. Retails $75+ $20  

AUSTRALIA - PNC COVERS  
1866 2000 (21st Jan) Australian Legends - ANZACS PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $110 $30 
1867 2000 (24th July) Victoria Cross - Valour $1 PNC Coin First Day Cover. Exc cond. Retails $225 $80 
1868 2000 (17th August) Olympic Sports - Aquatics & Athletics Coin First Day Covers. Contains 2 x $5 coins. Retails $185 $30 
1869 2001 (15th Feb) Army PNC $1 Coin First Day Cover. Exc. cond. Retails $120 $30 
1870 2002 (6th Feb) QEII Accession Golden Jubilee PNC 50c Coin First Day Covers x 3. Exc cond. Retail $320ea (3) $180 
1871 2007 (16th Jan) Ashes "Howzat" Aust Wins the Ashes Cricket $1 PNC First Day Cover. Numbered 1934 of 8000. Exc 

cond. These retail at $180 but this is conservative considering their scarcity. $50 
1872 2010 (2nd Nov) 150th Anniv Melbourne Cup 50c PNC with gold Flemington pictorial pmk. No. 631 of only 1861. Exc 

cond. Retails at $275 & one of the difficult to find PNC's. $50 
1873 2011 (9th Feb) Burke & Wills set of 5 $1 coin & 60c pmkd Parkville" Downies PNC's showing the scenes "Leaving  

Royal Park", "Camp at Cooper's Creek", "Crossing Stoney Desert", "Return to Cooper's Creek" & "Death of Burke". 
Exc cond. Sold for $150 +BP in Ace Sale 23. (5) $120 

1874 2011 (27th June) Duntroon PNC $1 coin First Day Cover with "MAWSON 100 YEARS CANBERRA STAMPSHOW 
2012" ovpt in red with map outline. No. 187 of only 250. Exc. cond. Sold for $80+BP in Ace Auction 24. $50 

1875 2013 (12th Mar) Centenary of Canberra PNC with 20c Canberra coin & matching stamp issue tied by Canberra 
Parliament House pictorial pmk. No. 10 of only 20 by Leng's Collectables. $30 

1876 2014 (5th Dec) Set of 3 PNC's celebrating the "South West Coin Club" 50th Anniv in WA. Each with a 50c coin & a diff 
cover design & stamp franking each related to coins. No. 3 & 2 x 4 of only 10 of each produced. Issued by Leng's 
Collectables. Most attractive & not seen by us before. (3) $75 

1877 2016 (15th Oct) QEII 90th B'day set of 3 Machin Portrait 20c x 2 & 50c covers pmkd Sydney. All three overprinted "The 
Sydney Money Expo October 15-16 2016" in gold with ANDA logo. No. 385 of 750. Exc cond & most attractive. (3) $60 

1878 2017 (30th Mar) "Rare Beauties" Gemstones $1 coloured coin & $2 stamp pmkd in green on opening day of Melbourne 
Int Stamp Exhibition. Limited to 500, this is number 477. Sold out first morning of the show. Exc cond. Similar cover 
sold in Ace Auction No. 21 at $80 + BP. $50 

1879 2017 (30th Mar-2nd April) Holden 160 Years 50c coloured coin & tabbed stamp set of 4 pmkd each day of the 
Melbourne Int Stamp Exhib. Limited to 1000 sets, these numbered 0549, 0577, 0371 & 0641 respectively. Exc cond & 
opening at less than cost! (4) $150 

1880 2017 (24th May) 50th Anniv of 1967 Referendum 50c PNC with Mabo coin & 60c issue with $1 "Yes" issue pmkd 
"Count Us Together Make Us One People" Canberra pmk. No. 5 of 10 by Leng's Commemoratives, WA, a private 
producer but quality cover. $30 

1881 2017 (7th-9th July) Trans-Australian Railway set of 3 $1 PNC's each with "Perth Stamp & Coin Show" imperf M/S's tied 
by each days respective pmk & numbered. Limited to 100 each day with very few sets thought to exist as sold out 
daily. These were selling on EBay the week after the show for $400+. Nos. 056, 144 & 254. Exc cond. (3) $150 

1882 2018 (6th July) QEII 65th Coronation Anniv PNC pmkd Perth Stamp & Coin Show with cover signed by the coin 
designer, Neil Vance from Perth Mint. Numbered 120 of 150. Sold out before show opened! $50 

1883 2018 (10th & 11th Nov) "Collectors Day Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show" ovpt in green on Invictus Games $1 coloured 
coin PNC & "Remembrance Day" in red for same event on John Monash PNC. Both numbered 75 of 100 produced. (2) $100  

AUSTRALIAN STATES   
New South Wales  

1884 1844 (Aug) wrapper addressed to Wesleyan Missions, London with oval crown "PAID SHIP LETTER SYDNEY" in red 
& arrival cds for 9 JA 1845 on reverse. Sent from Windsor NSW with neat wax seal. $75 

1885 1850 1d brownish red on hard greyish paper with 3 good margins, just cut into at bottom left. Fine used with light 
cancel. SG 11, Cat. £350 $200 

1886 1851/52 1d carmine Laureate pair, no wmk, on piece tied by barred grid cancel with circular Sydney crown cds dated 
JA 13 1853 on same piece from reverse. SG 45, Cat. £320+ $100 

1887 1891/97 20/- Postage Due, perf 10. Pulled perf at right otherwise a fresh & fault-free CTO example. SG D10, Cat. £100 $50 
1888 1891 20/- Postage Due CTO with 3 ring "NSW" centrally struck. SG D10, Cat. £100 $70 
1889 1891 Postage Dues ½d (2), 1d (4), 2d (8), 3d (3), 4d (4), 6d (5), 8d (2), 10/- (3 CTO) plus MLH 5/- & 10/- (latter hinge-

thin). Useful group with conservative reserve. Cat. £1300+ (33) $280 
1890 1891 Postage Dues set of 10 CTO with corner cancels by NSW obliterators. Written up on page identifying perfs & 

shades. SG D1/10, Cat. £280 (10) $150 
1891 1891 Postage Dues set of 10 ovptd "SPECIMEN". 1d with offset of ovpt plus misperfed resulting in larger stamp. MUH. 

SG D1s/D10s, Cat. £225 + premium for MUH. $250 
1892 1897 2½d (2/6d) Diamond Jubilee Consumptive Homes charity on local cover tied by Newtown cds for JY 3 2.45PM 97 

just 5 days after issue. Cover stained but stamp fine & scarce early usage. Cat. £450 $200 
1893 1897 Diamond Jubilee/Consumptive Homes charity pair. MVLH with usual gum bends/cracks on 2/6d plus uneven 

darkening of gum. RPSV (1981) cert "genuine unused". SG 280/81, Cat. £300 $140 



1894 1897 Diamond Jubilee/Consumptive Homes charity pair. MVLH/MLH. SG 280/81 Cat. £300 $150 
1895 1905/10 1d shield with "double impression" of design. Small tone spot & aged gum but frontally fine. Only one sheet 

printed. SG 334a, Cat. £600 $120  
Queensland  

1896 1882/95 £1 deep green, wmk sideways on thin paper. MLH, centered high. SG 165, Cat. £375 $50 
1897 1898/99 Scenic Post Cards with 1d brown "Ploughing and Harrowing, Green Hills Farm, Warwick" & "Gold Mine and 

Works Charters Towers" plus 1½d sepia postcards for "Charleville Bore" & "View of Works, Mount Morgan. All fine 
unused. Also 1899 Wrappers x 2 F/U to Gordon & Gotch Sydney from Gympie & Cloncurry. (8 items)  $120 

1898 1900 1d (6d) claret & 2d (1/-) violet Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund pair. Mint with large part o.g. Some gum 
irregularities, odd tone spot on 2d with crease but frontally fresh. SG 263/64, Cat. £490 as MLH $160 

1899 1900 1d (6d) claret & 2d (1/-) violet Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund pair with 1d (6d) MLH & 2d (1/-) without gum & with 
ironed out creases. Frontally fine. SG 263/64, Cat. £490 as MLH. $120  

South Australia  
1900 1902/4 8d ultramarine plate 1 corner single with serial number in red in top selvedge (hinge reinforcement on reverse) 

(SG 272) plus 6d, 9d & 10d singles with 2 shades of the latter. Hingeing varies but frontally fresh. Cat. £80+ (5) $30 
1901 1904/11 8d bright ultramarine, 9d brown lake, 1/- brown & 2/6d bright violet plus 1905/12 4d orange red perf 12. All 

fresh MLH. Cat. £155 (3) $50 
1902 1904/11 5/- pale rose QV, perf. 12½ (small holes). MLH, with irregular perfs. SG 290b, Cat. £130 $40 
1903 1906/12 6d blue-green, perf. 12½ thick “POSTAGE” corner pair with value page number. MLH. ACSC S44z, Cat. $50 $30  

Tasmania  
1904 1845 Hobart-London pre-stamp entire with a good example of crowned "General Post Office Hobart Town" date stamp 

in red & receival mark of 31 JA 1845 on reverse. Addressed to a clergyman in Pall Mall, London. Attractive usage. $120 
1905 1853 4d bright red-orange, plate 1, with 4 even margins just touching at right. Lightly used. Trivial pinhole on lower 

edge otherwise a bright fresh example. SG 5, Cat. £1000 $180 
1906 1855 2d green imperf with full margins top & bottom & just touching each side. Fine used with lovely strong colour.    

SG 16, Cat. £550 $250 
1907 1855 4d deep blue imperf. Close margins just touching at top. Fine used clear of portrait. SG 17, Cat. £130 $60 
1908 1855 4d deep blue strip of 4 used with "BI" Barred Numeral. First stamp cut into at base, others with clear margins 

touching at top right. SG 17, Cat. £480 $75 
1909 1855 4d deep blue with four close but even clear margins & possible original gum but when angled to light there is a 

suggestion of a cleaned horiz line (i.e. cleaned fiscal mark). Sold "as is". SG 17, Cat. £4250 $120 
1910 1855 4d blue imperf with close but clear margins. Fine used example. SG 18, Cat. £130 $50 
1911 1858 6d & 1/- Chalons in Perkins Bacon Plate imperforate proof blocks of 4 in black on white wove paper. Varying 

margins, the 1/- being marginal. Most attractive. $1,000 
1912 1858 (12th Sept) cover to Bedford, England with light crowned handstamp of Hobart-Town in pale red with 6d lilac 

imperf tied by BN "62". Crisp "B Bedford No 13 58" cds in blue on reverse indicating two-month journey to destination. 
"Per Mail Steamer via Southampton" in m/s at top. VG cond. $100 

1913 1860 2d slate-green imperf with full but close margins. Unused without gum but faded colour. Dealers mark on reverse. 
SG 34, Cat. £425 $120 

1914 1863 6d dull lilac rouletted 3 sides & cut straight at base. Unused without gum or used with no cancel. 
SG 55, Cat. £500 for used, no val for unused. $500 

1915 1865 1d carmine serrated perf 19. Very fine used example with rich colour. SG 118, Cat. £275 $150 
1916 1868 6d slate-violet with serrated perf 19. Fine used with lovely colour. A superb stamp. SG 122, Cat. £1200 $900 
1917 1871/78 3d pale red brown (SG 146), 1899/1900 4d, 5d & 6d pictorials all M/M. 6d with small thin otherwise free of 

stains or other faults. Total cat. £140+ (4) $20 
1918 1914 1d red, Die II kangaroo postcard (P26) perfined "T", the first use of this official perfin we've seen used on an 

Australian postcard. Tied by Dec 1917 Launceston cds. The message on the back appears to be of an "official" nature 
"thank you for letter of the 27th Ulto. Up to time of writing, however, the lists referred to have not been received... 
(signed R.H.Crawford) Addressee J.Miller Esq, Manager, Storey's Creek, Tin Mining Company, Avoca. Light crease 
otherwise VG cond. A second perfd "T" cover is also incl dated 2nd May 1958 with 1d QEII & 6d kookaburra on 
"Tasmania for your Holiday The Scenic Wonderland" Tourist Bureau pictorial env. (2) $150 

1919 1940's "Tasmania Motor Spirit Ration Tickets Series A. Valid in all States One Gallon" in complete sheet of 10 plus 
similar sheet for "Two gallons". Fine mint cond. (2 x sheets of 10) $100  

Victoria  
1920 1853 (14th Oct) Cover to Ireland bearing 2d Queen on Throne & 3d "half-length" imperfs with light oval cancels. 

Summerhill 28 JA 1854 b/s with transit mark the day before at Kilcock. Light soiling, but remarkable for its age. $180 
1921 1853 (24th Dec) stampless cover to England with "P Ship Brilliant" in m/s & Geelong oval handstamp on reverse 

together with orange circular PM 31 MR 1854 receival mark. Addressed to a solicitor in Maidstone Kent. Sealing           
wax & torn flap, front with "3" indicating payment collected. Nice early usage. $60 

1922 1890/94 & 1895/96 10d Postage Dues with flaw left of "1" on each. Both with toned 50% o.g but frontally fresh.            
ACSC VD7 & VD17d, Cat. $250 ea. (2) $80 

1923 1890/94 Postage Dues with dull blue & brown lake simplified set to 5/- & later mix of ½d to 5/-  (9). 5d, 10d & 1/- bluish 
green frame, others yellow green. All MLH, hingeing varies from VLH to remnant or sweated removal. Min total cat. 
£850+ (19) $160 

1924 1895/96 10d, 2/- & 5/- bicolour Postage Dues with CTO Melbourne strikes. ASC VD17w(Cat. $60), VD19w ($125) & 
VD20w ($200) (3) $80 

1925 1900 Empire Patriotic Fund MLH pair. 2d (2/-) val with hinge sweated off leaving dry patch. SG 374/75, Cat. £425 $120 
1926 1901 3d chestnut block of 10. Fresh & fine MUH with strong colour. SG 389a, Cat. £190+ $90 
1927 1901/10 £1 rose KEVII, perf 11. MLH with good perfs & centering. SG 407, Cat. £375 $120  

AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY 
 

1928 1930/31 BANZ Antarctic Research Expedition cover franked with 4½d violet KGV pair tied by "1930-31"  pictorial 
cachet with penguin. Hobart 25 MR 1931 b/s. The British Australian (and) New Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition 
(BANZARE) was a research expedition into Antarctica between 1929 & 1931 involving two voyages over consecutive 
Austral summers. It was a British Commonwealth initiative driven more by geopolitics than science. Good cond & 
highly collectable especially in the thematic world. $600 

1929 1966 Definitives set of 12 to $1 Mock Sun x 14 MUH sets & 3 pres packs. SG 8/18 Retail $1200+ (17 sets) $120 



1930 1995 Whales & Dolphins M/S's overprinted "SYDNEY CENTREPOINT 95 STAMPSHOW" in black showing the 
Centrepoint Tower. Both tied to matching covers with one tied by 19th Oct Sydney Aquarium Darling Harbour Sydney 
pictorial pmk & the other by Stamp Show Exhib cancel in red dated 22 Oct 1995. These are scarce covers & with the 
Exhib cover retailing at $110, the Aquarium example is unrecorded. (2) $50 

1931 2014 Antarctic Expedition Homeward Bound M/S ovptd "Canberra Stampshow 2014" in gold with the ADF logo.             
No. 229 of 250. MUH $20 

1932 2018 (10-11th Nov) Crabeater Seal M/S ovptd "Collectors Day Brisbane Stamp & Coin Show" in green & pmkd 
Mansfield Qld on opening day also in green & Aurora Australis M/S ovptd "Remembrance Day" in red for same event 
with matching pmk for following day. Both numbered 074 of 100 issued. MUH (2)  $30 

1933 2018 AAT Crabeater Seal M/S's ovptd "Ace Stamp Auctions" with logo & 2018 auction dates. MUH & CTO examples. 
Limited to 100. (2) $30  

CHRISTMAS ISLAND  
1934 1958 (20th & 28th Sept) British Forces Air Mail covers addressed to UK with 3d franking (2½d + ½d on the 2nd cover) 

tied by "B.F.P.O. Christmas Island" cds's clearly struck. Roughly opened on reverse but seldom seen pre-1960. (2) $20  
COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS  

1935 1991 (43c) on 90c Coconut Official overprinted "OFFICIAL PAID MAINLAND" in top selvedge block of 4 with              
central Cocos (Keeling) Islands Indian Ocean undated cds. These were only issued CTO but scarce in multiples.           
SG 01, Cat. £90 ea. & retail at $100 ea. $180  

NEW GUINEA   
1936 1915 "G.R.I. 3d." Surcharge on "Herbertshohe" registration label. Superb unused with full perfs. SG 36, Cat. £300 $250 
1937 1925 Huts to £1 with MLH to 3d before mint without gum to £1. Incls 2 shades of ½d & 6d. Some perf faults on higher 

vals. Cat. £410+ (15) $80 
1938 1925 Huts with "OS" ovpts to 2/- incl both 6d shades. Also 1932/34 Undated birds in "OS" imprint pairs to 1/- & single 

of 2/- all MLH. Cat. £445 + premium for imprints. (11 singles, 10 pairs) $180 
1939 1931 ½d to 5/- Huts with "Airmail" ovpts. Fine MVLH with 5/- MUH. SG 137/47  (11) $75 
1940 1931 BOP with "Airmail" ovpts set to £1. Fresh MLH/MVLH & well centered. SG 163/76, Cat. £300 (14) $250 
1941 1931 BOP ovptd "OS" set to 5/-. Superb MUH with6 marginal. SG O31/41, Cat. £225 (11) $180 
1942 1932 Undated Birds to 2/- (excl 9d) ovptd "OS". Fine used, 2/- stained at left. SG O42/50 & O52/3, Cat. £280 (11) $70 
1943 1932/34 BOP set of 16 to £1 ovptd "Air Mail". Fine used & well centered. SG 190/203, Cat. £300 (16) $200 
1944 1932/34 BOP set of 16 to £1 ovptd "Air Mail". Fine MUH & the freshest we have seen. SG 190/203, Cat. £250+ (16) $280 
1945 1932/34 BOP without dates ovptd "OS" set of 13 to 5/-. 1/- with a couple of toned perfs not apparent from front 

otherwise fine MLH. SG O42/55, Cat. £275 (13) $100 
1946 1932/34 undated birds ovptd "OS" to 1/- (excl 2½d & 3½d). Fine used with Rabaul 20/7/32 cds's on all. SG O42/O52 

(excl O45, O47), Cat. £250+ (9) $75  
NEW GUINEA - NWPI  

1947 1915/16 2d grey horiz strip of 5 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types "a,c,c,c,b" se-tenant. MLH on outer units 
with inner 3 MUH. SG 73, Cat. £110 + premium for MUH & se-tenant format $200 

1948 1915/16 2½d blue plate 2 block of 30 for pos numbers 1-30 with "islands east of Cape York" variety at 2L11 (ACSC 
9(z)d). Bottom row shows transfer error yielding types a,c,c,c,b,c. MLH on corner stamps & centre pair of bottom row 
only. Rarely seen in such a large positional piece. SG 74 $1,000 

1949 1915/16 2½d indigo 1st wmk horizontal strip of 5, lightly hinged on outer units (3 MUH) showing transfer error resulting 
in ovpt types "a,c,c,c,b" se-tenant. Well centred strip with good perfs. SG 74 $200 

1950 1915/16 3d yellow-olive, Die I horiz strip of 3 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types "c,b,c" se-tenant. MUH/MLH 
with minor perf variations. SG 76, Cat. £70 + premium for MUH (2 stamps) & transfer error $140 

1951 1915/16 5d brown horiz strip of 6 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types a,c,c,c,b,c se-tenant. MLH. SG 72 var. $350 
1952 1915/16 6d ultramarine type "a". A couple of shortish perfs at top & slightly toned MLH. SG 78 $30 
1953 1915/16 9d violet Die II in horiz strip of 3 showing transfer error resulting in ovpt types c, b, c se-tenant. Centre stamp 

MLH, others MUH. SG 79 var, Cat. £180 for normals + premium for se-tenants with transfer error $280 
1954 1915/16 5/- grey & yellow strip of 3 with "a", "b" & "c" ovpts. Fine MUH/MLH & well centered. SG 92abc $280 
1955 1915/16 £1 brown & light blue with "N.W.P.I." type "a" ovpt. Fresh MUH, centered upper right.SG 85, Cat.£500 as MLH $280 
1956 1918/22 ½d green KGV large multiple wmk inverted. MUH. SG 119a, Cat. £130 + premium for MUH $60 
1957 1918/23 ½d green & 1d carmine-red, Die II. KGV. MLH pair. SG 102 & 103b, Cat. £110 (2) $40 
1958 1918/22 10/- grey & bright pink plus shades in deep aniline pink (centred to left) & bright pink. All MLH/MVLH with 

lighter bright pink with disturbed/stained gum. A useful trio. SG 117/var. Cat. £170 ea (3) $180  
NAURU  

1959 1937/48 ships to 10/- on shiny paper missing only ½d perf. 14. Fine used with fresh colours.                                           
SG 26B/39B, Cat. £225 (14) $50  

NORFOLK ISLAND  
1960 1947 1½d emerald green By Authority imprint corner block of 4 on green tinted paper with normal for comparison. The 

characteristic light green tinged selvedge confirms this rarity. Fresh MUH/MLH. Similar block sold by Melbourne 
auction house for $2250 with 2 units MLH & thin in 2011. SG 3evar. $750 

1961 1947 (10th June) 3d & 1/- Ball Bay First Day Cover with R6 provisional Registered label with "NORFOLK ISLAND" h/s 
in mauve. Addressed to Scotland via Brisbane with Regd cds b/s. Most unusual. $100 

1962 1959 5d on 4d APO Anniv complete sheet of 80. A rare survivor in fresh MUH cond. SG 23 $30 
1963 1968 5c QEII coil with complete offset showing pair. Most unusual & attractive. SG 95var. $20 
1964 1976/77 Butterflies set of 17 to $2 in complete sheets of 50. PO fresh MUH with Harrison & Son Ltd London imprints & 

sheet numbers. SG 179/95, retail $600+ $120  
PAPUA   

1965 1907/10 ½d "Papua" perf. 11, wmk upright in complete sheet of 30. Reinforcing hinges affecting 6 stamps otherwise 
MUH. Light even toning. SG 47 $140 

1966 1931 5d on 1/- Ash printing in complete sheet of 40. Stain spot top left & "K24" in pen m/s bottom right otherwise all 
fine MUH. Scarce in full sheets. SG 125 $180 

1967 1932 Pictorials to 2/6d. Fine MLH. SG 130/142, Cat. £130 (13) $60 
1968 1932 Pictorials complete to £1. MVLH, 10/- with vert crease & two short perfs at top & 3d has two missing perfs. Clean 

set. SG 130/45, Cat. £550 $100 
1969 1935 (5th Feb) Part of a printed 4d orange Lakatoi Registered Letter env with 3d Papua stamp affixed & tied by Port 

Moresby cds's. Addressed to Adelaide. Cost vendor $250. $100 



 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA  

1970 1958/60 1/7d Cattle corner Authority imprint block of 4. Fresh MUH $75 
1971 1959 1/7d red on brown kraft paper registered postal stationery envelope in fine unused condition. (very lightly bend at 

base). A very little used piece of stationery before it was withdrawn. H&G 4 $30 
1972 1985 Ceremonial Structures Trial stamps as above but in MUH blocks of 4, 3 bottom marginal & again with a normal 

set for comparison also in blocks. Retail at $2000+ $500 
1973 1993 Conservation Foundation "Parrots" gutter strip of 4 in complete sheets of 20 sets. Attractive thematics, which 

have no postal validity despite showing a face value of K1.50 per stamp (i.e. K120 per sheet),  fetched A$180-$200 per 
sheet around time of issue. This lot is of five complete unfolded sheets in fine fresh MUH cond. (100 sets in 5 sheets) $80 

1974 1994 Emergency ovpts set of 11 fine MUH. SG 730/40 Cost vendor $300, retails $425. (11) $100 
1975 1994 Emergency ovpts ditto. SG 730/40 Retail at $425. (11) $100 
1976 2006 Elvis Presley set of 4 plus K10 val in both stamps & M/S's. SG 1146/49 & MS 1150/51, Cat. £55 $30 
1977 2007 "PNG's First Personalised Stamps" with the Orchids issue. Full sheets of 20 with tabs each with a different tab 

design with vals to K5.35. Tabs incl Seasons Greetings from PNG Stamp Bureau staff, Woodlark Island Cuscus, 
Endangered Species- leatherback Turtle, Fly islands & Milne Bay Province. MUH & retail at $450+ (20 sheets of 20) $180  

GREAT BRITAIN 
 

1978 1839 Treasury Competition Essay. This Charles Whiting essay number 10 is in black & red with "NOT TO EXCEED 
HALF OUNCE 1 PENNY" in design. Close to touching margins & small burn mark at left? Ref SG GB Spec Vol. 1  
page 6. Cat. from £1600+ $250 

1979 1840 1d intense black, plate 1a, tied by red Maltese Cross on wrapper with 3 large margins, cut into at top. Unusually 
affixed inverted in relation to address. Clear boxed red "Falkirk J Y 31 1840" b/s & addressed to Denny (8km west of 
Falkirk). SG 1, Cat. £750 $150 

1980 1840 1d intense black, plate 8, indistinct black MC. 3 wide margins touching at base. Lettered "FK". SG 1, Cat. £525 $100 
1981 1840 1d intense black on small cover from Peterborough to Camden Town. 3½ margin example tied by red Maltese 

Cross cancel. Posted SE 28 1840 & delivered the following day with both marks in red on reverse. SG1, Cat. £750 on 
cover + premium for shade. $200 

1982 1840 1d black, plate 1b fine used by crisp red MC. 4 large margins & lettered "RA". Exceptional quality SG 2, Cat. £375 $150 
1983 1840 1d black, plate 6, with a neat full strike of the Maltese Cross in black. 4 margins just touching top right. Lettered 

"MJ". SG 2, Cat. £375 $100 
1984 1840 1d black, plate 7 centrally cancelled by black upright MC. 4 large margins & lettered "NE". SG 2, Cat. £400 $120 
1985 1840 1d black, plate 10 with red Maltese Cross cancel. Large to touching margins, lettered "BL". Some staining 

reflected in reserve. SG 2, Cat. £950 $120 
1986 1840 1d grey black, plate 1a. Red MC with 2 large margins, others close to touching. Lettered "SH". SG 3, Cat. £500 $80 
1987 1840 1d grey black, plate 4, fine used with light red Maltese Cross. 4 margins & lettered "GJ". SG 3, Cat. £500 $120 
1988 1840 1d grey black, plate 9 F/U by neat black MC cancel. 4 clear margins, lettered "CK". Attractive. SG 3, Cat. £625 $160 
1989 1841 (26th Feb) 1d black (4 margins) on cover tied by crisp black M/C & addressed to Camden Town, London. Neat 

neighbouring Lynn cds at lower left in black. Wax seal & red 27 FE 1841 receival on reverse. Unusually small cover 
(100mm x 60mm) but most attractive. SG 2, Cat. £750 on cover. $200 

1990 1840 1d Mulready envelope with black Maltese Cross struck top centre. Addressed to Bristol with broken wax seal on 
reverse. Minor flap damage otherwise good appearance. SG ME2, Cat. £550 used $120 

1991 1840 2d blue with complete Maltese Cross in black. 3½ margins, touching at left. Lettered "AB". A little toned but 
central MC makes up for it! SG 5, Cat. £950 $120 

1992 1840 2d blue with indistinct MC cancel in red., Large even margins & lettered "JL". Lovely colour. SG 5, Cat. £950 $150 
1993 1840 2d blue in the distinctive steel-blue shade. Superb used with black Maltese Cross cancels. Good to huge margins 

& lettered “MB-MC” Rare shade in multiples. SG Spec DS4 Cat. £3800 as singles with normal pair cat. £4000 Stunning $2,000 
1994 1841 1d red brown horizontal strip of 4 fine used by BN "110" of Dumbarton struck three times contrary to postal 

regulations. Touching at right & NW corner otherwise clear margins. Lettered "RI/RL". SG 8, Cat. £140 plus premium $75 
1995 1841 1d red brown imperf with inverted wmk. Cancelled by BN "76". 4 margined & lettered "TF". SG 8wi, Cat. £400 $80 
1996 1841/57 1d red brown imperfs x 7 used showing normal blued paper & varying degrees of the "ivory head" on reverse. 

Prussiate of potash was added to the ink as a security measure & diffused through the paper when damped, showing 
the outline where the ink was at its darkest/deepest. (7) $70 

1997 1847/54 1/- pale green embossed. Very fine used with "242" barred numeral. Huge lower margin from base of sheet 
just touching at top & clear at sides. The finest example we have seen. SG 54, Cat. £1000+ $250 

1998 1847/54 1/- green pair on piece tied by Liverpool 466 BN in black & partial cds in red. Attractive. SG 55, Cat. £1000 ea. $180 
1999 1847/54 1/- green embossed cut square touching at left only. Good to F/U with partial duplex "52". SG 55, Cat. £1000 $150 
2000 1847/54 1/- green embossed on New Brunswick addressed cover. Cut square with margins touching at top & left but 

broad at right & base. Tied by BN "11" obliterator with neighbouring "2" handstamp in red. Fredericton b/s. 
Contemporary repair not affecting adhesive. A rare survivor. SG 55, Cat. £1900 on cover $250 

2001 1847/54 6d mauve embossed in vertical strip of 3 fine used with BN "949" x 3 strikes. Large to touching margins but 
neatly cut & exhibition quality. SG 58, Cat. £3000+ $500 

2002 1847/54 6d mauve embossed with wmk reversed. Cut square with design touching on two sides. Rich colour & MLH 
with original gum. SG 58, Cat. £19,500 $2,800 

2003 1847/54 6d dull lilac embossed cut square & touching design on all sides. MLH with full original aged gum. A scarce 
survivor. SG 59, Cat. £19,500 $2,500 

2004 1847/54 6d purple embossed with 4 clear margins. Smudged obliterator cancel but otherwise sound. SG 60 Cat. £1000 $80 
2005 1847/54 6d purple embossed. Fine used with upright  barred numeral "7" cancel. Margins just clear to touching on all 

sides. SG 60, Cat. £1000 $120 
2006 1847/54 10d brown with 3 clear margins, touching at right. Neat "diamond" BN. Lovely colour. SG 57, Cat. £1500 $180 
2007 1852 (March) 1848 10d brown embossed cut square on cover to St Servan, France tied by "852" BN in black. French 

Angl Calais transit for 21 MARS 52 in red with ringed "PD". Backstamped 19 March Welshpool in black with another 
transit of 20/3 in red. St Servan arrival on 22/3 in black. Two hinge marks on rear of cover & some soiling. Very small 
cursive message (11 lines) at right angles on left of cover suggesting that 10d rate included this "privilege". 
Remarkable. SG 57, Cat. £3200 on cover $500 

2008 1861 1d rose red horiz strip of 7 lettered KE-KK, letter engraved. MLH with usual gum cracking & small stains on perfs 
vertically. Centred low but a scarce multiple. SG 42, Cat. £1750 $220 

2009 1864/79 1d lake red, plate 174, MLH block of 10. Lettered AH/AL-BH/BL. Usual gum cracking but MLH on one stamp, 
others MUH. A rare multiple. SG 44, Pl.174, Cat. £50 x 10 + substantial premium. $280 



2010 1858/76 2d blue, plate 13. Unused with minimal o.g. SG 47, Cat. £375 as MLH. $50 
2011 1870/74 1½d rose red, plate 3. Two unused examples, one with small thin near hinge mark, second with 70% o.g with 

usual gum cracking. SG 51, Cat. £500 ea. (2) $100 
2012 1855 4d rose QV, large garter wmk, horizontal pair with AP 29 1859 London "78" duplex cancel. Centred high 

otherwise attractive with good perfs & rich colour. SG 66a Cat. £300 $30 
2013 1856 6d lilac, plate 1 with emblems wmk inverted & reversed. Good used example with left wing margin. RPSL Cert. 

(2011) SG J70(3)g, unpriced & rarely seen. $700 
2014 1858 front to Sydney bearing 1855/57 6d lilac QV pair. Repaired tear near Sydney AU 6 1858 receival mark. 

Addressed to "Lt Green Esq Assistant General Superintendent to the Australian Agriculturate". Nice usage. Cat. £240 
on cover + £110 for additional 6d adhesive $75 

2015 1860/67 6d reddish lilac on blued paper QV postal fiscal. MLH, light vertical bend. SG F11, Cat. £220 $40 
2016 1862/64 3d deep carmine rose ovptd "SPECIMEN". Centered low left. Fresh MUH with good perfs. SG 75s, Cat. £500 $250 
2017 1862/64 4d bright red with wing margin, 4d pale red, 4d bright red with Hair Lines all good to F/U plus a bright red on 

piece tied by ANGL CALAIS 1863 cds with left margin trimmed. A useful group. Total Cat. £500+ $20 
2018 1862/64 9d bistre. MLH with large part o.g. Slightly clipped perfs at right but rich colour & rarely seen. SG86 Cat £5,800 $500 
2019 1863/67 3d rose pl. 4 (faults), 1867/80 pl. 10, 1873/78 plates 14-16 & 21 & 1865/67 4d plates 7, 11, 12 & 13 plus 

1873/80 6d grey plates 13 to 17. Also 1867/80 1/- green plates 4 & 5 & 2/- blue plate 1 (corner fault).  A couple with 
trimmed perfs & cancels vary from light to heavy reflected in conservative reserve. Total cat. £1350+ (18) $75 

2020 1865/67 3d rose plate 4 with large white corner letters. Large part o.g., centred low & with nibbled lower right corner 
perf but lovely colour & a good buy at reserve. SG 92, Cat. £2500 $200 

2021 1865 4d dull vermilion QV, plate 7. Well centred with very good perfs & colour. Fine used with superb upright MALTA 
JY 11 66 cds. SG 93, Cat. £180 with premium $90 

2022 1865 4d vermilion QV, Plate 10 with light partial barred numeral pmk. Centred left with slightly trimmed perfs at right 
reflected in conservative estimate. SG 94 Cat. £150 $20 

2023 1865/67 4d vermilion & deep vermilion QV complete set of plate numbers from 7 to 14. Cond ranges from used to F/U, 
5 with quite heavy cancels. SG 94/95, Cat. £810 (8) $100 

2024 1865 1/- green QV F/U by light barred numeral cancel. Wing margin at right deflecting low left centering. Light staining 
on wing margin that could be cleaned up. SG 101 Cat. £275 $20 

2025 1867/80 2/- dull blue QV. Small part o.g with some light creasing & stain at top reflected in reserve. SG 118 Cat. £4200 $280 
2026 1867/73 5/- rose, plate 1 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Fresh MLH. Good centering & perfs. SG 126s, Cat. £1100 $400 
2027 1867 5/- pale rose QV pl.2 well centred example with light duplex. SG 127, Cat. £1500 $180 
2028 1867/83 10/- grey-green, plate 1 on blued paper. Good to fine used with part barred cancel leaving bottom half clear. 

Very well centered example with good perfs. Lettered BG. A difficult stamp. Richter Cert. (1989) SG 131, Cat. £5200 $2,800 
2029 1867/83 £1 brown-lilac, plate 1 on white paper. Used with part Paisley cds & box cancels. Two ironed out horiz creases 

not visible from front. Retains strong colour & well centered. Lettered DG. SG 136, Cat. £9000 $1,700 
2030 1873/80 3d rose QV, plate 18 wing margin at right example with perfs removed. MH with paper hinge remnant & small 

surface thin top left. Useful spacefiller. SG 144, Cat. £525 $50 
2031 1873/80 4d sage green QV, plate 15. Fine used with neat London SW cds. Nice true colour. SG 153, Cat. £325 $60 
2032 1873/82 6d plate 17 on 1882 cover (damaged) addressed to Victoria bearing containing original letter & photo on 

photographer's advertising card. Balerno b/s & ex Dundee. Interesting. $60 
2033 1877 4d sage-green, plate 15. Superb used example with upright Ballymena cds dated AU 8 77. Exhibition quality.          

SG 153, Cat. £600 with premium. $250 
2034 1880/83 2½d blue, plate 22. Light horiz gum bend otherwise Fresh MLH/MH & well centered. SG 157, Cat. £450 $180 
2035 1880/83 3d on 3d & 6d on 6d QV. MLH with stained/toned gum but frontally fresh with former very well centered.             

SG 159 & 162, Cat. £1325 (2) $240 
2036 1883/84 2/6d lilac QV in block of 4 with individual Manchester parcel cancels. SG 178, Cat. £160 ea. $40 
2037 1883/84 5/- crimson QV ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH, well centered. SG 181s, Cat. £450 $120 
2038 1883 10/- ultramarine. Superb used with central Manchester Telegraphs cds of 1889. SG 183, Cat. £790 with premium. $200 
2039 1883/84 5d dull green QV on 1886 cover to India tied by London squared circle datestamp & "Sea Post Office 18 Fe 

86" b/s with "Asanso" arrival for 5 Mar 86. Stamp with minor faults but true colour & lovely usage. SG 193, Cat. £350 $80 
2040 1883/84 6d dull green QV fine used with almost complete Gainsford JU 19 85 cds. True colour with good perfs. 

Lettered ED. SG 194, Cat. £480 with premium $120 
2041 1887/92 £1 green QV F/U with Royal Exchange cds's for "JA 29 94". Red reg crayon through portrait. SG 212 Cat £800 $180 
2042 1887/92 £1 green QV. Superb used with light oval regd cancel. Well centered & fresh. SG 212, Cat. £800 $340 
2043 1887/92 4½d green & carmine Jubilee MLH marginal pair plus 9d marginal single MUH (toned gum with light bends) & 

1/- dull green MLH. SG Cat. £500+ (4 stamps) $100 
2044 1902/10 KEVII basic set of 14 to 1/-. MLH/MH with most vals having central paper hinge remnant. No 4d green & 

brown. Frontally fresh & attractive with rich colours. Cat. £650 (14) $100 
2045 1902 2/6d lilac KEVII DLR fine used with full bold Ealing JY 30 03 cds. A superb example with rich colour.                     

SG 260, Cat. £220 with premium. $90 
2046 1902 2/6d dull purple MUH (Cat. £600+), 5/- bright carmine MVLH & 10/- ultramarine MH with hinge remnant. Fresh, 

well centered examples. SG 262/63 & 265, Cat. £2000 (3) $400 
2047 1902 5/- carmine KEVII MLH with gum disturbance & toning plus 10/- used with small TPO cds but faded.                  

SG 263, Cat. £350 (2) $40 
2048 1902 £1 dull blue green KEVII used with two oval registration strikes of 1907. A sound example. SG 266, Cat. £825 $180 
2049 1902 £1 dull blue green KEVII. Fine used with part oval regd cancels. Good centering & perfs. SG 266, Cat. £825 $200 
2050 1918 2/6d, 5/- & 10/- Bradbury Wilkinson seahorses sound used. 2/6d light slogan cancel, 5/- cds (slight smudge) & 

10/- watery oval illegible rubber stamp. Useful at this reserve. Cat. £795 $40 
2051 1924 British Empire Exhibition postcards in sepia, one with aerial view of the Wembley Stadium where it was held, the 

other of Limassol, Cyprus (Tuck's). Both addressed to Bunbury WA, the "Stadium" card with 1½d BEE (correct p/c 
rate), the other with 1d BEE & Australian 1d P/D alongside with hexagonal boxed "T/10" mark. Each with Empire 
Exhibition machine cancel. Stamps alone Cat. £100 + premium for use on postcards. (2) $60 

2052 1929 £1 PUC F/U with part duplex cancel. Light corner crease otherwise sound & genuinely used. SG 438, Cat. £650 $150 
2053 1929 £1 PUC bottom right corner marginal example lightly used with indistinct cancel. SG 438, Cat. £550 $200 
2054 1929 £1 PUC. Fine & well centered MLH. SG 438, Cat. £750 $340 
2055 1934 Re-engraved Seahorses set of 3 to 10/-. MVLH with VG centering. SG 450/52, Cat. £575 (3) $200 
2056 1939/48 KGVI high vals set of 6 with the 10/- dark blue & £1 both MUH, others with barest suggestion of a hinge mark. 

Lovely fresh set. SG 476/8c, Cat. £425 as MUH. $120 



2057 1955 QEII Castles on Shaftesbury Registered plain FDC's typed addressed to Western Australia comprising 10/- & £1 
dated 1 SP 55 on one cover & 2/6d with 23 SP 55 cds on the other. Both with Subiaco b/s's. SG Cat. £850 for first & 
£650 for second if 5/- was also present. Rarely seen. (2) $300 

2058 1959/68 2/6d Castle BW printing in complete sheet of 40 with Plate 9A inscription. MUH & striking in sheet. SG 595a $20 
2059 1960's Postal Training School obliterated issues with 2 black parallel bars on 1d to 5/- PD's (2 x 5/- vals) plus 10/- & £1 

with "SCHOOL SPECIMEN" ovpts in violet. Also 2/6d castle with 2 vertical bars. MUH & increasingly collectable. (12) $120 
2060 1963 (15th Aug) Red Cross phosphor set on plain FDC with slogan "1863 Red Cross A Century of Service 1963" 

machine cancel. Most attractive. SG 642/44p, Cat. £60 $20 
2061 1964 1/3d Shakespeare with phosphor bands with inverted wmk. Fresh MUH. SG 648pWi, Cat. £400 $200 
2062 1988 Castles in blocks of 4, 1992 original set of 4 Harrison printing in blocks of 6 & £10 Britannica pair. MUH. FV £115 $120 
2063 1993 40p turquoise-blue Machin imperforate pair. Fine MUH. SG Y1711a, Cat. £850 $350 
2064 2013 Defin Coin Set in commem Melbourne International Coin & Banknote Show pres folder making up the shield 

design x 3. All in exc unopened cond. (3) $30  
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL ISLANDS  

2065 Guernsey 1940 (27th Dec) 2d Stamp Cent bisect tied to postcard by “Guernsey Channel islands” cds. Hand 
addressed & in VG cond. SG 482a   $40 

2066 2003 £5 Alphabet proof issue with silver omitted resulting in missing value & QEII head. Incls a 2-line inscription unlike 
the issued example with one line. MUH with "25th March 2003" marginal imprint. Scarce. $90 

2067 Jersey 1993 57p Tornado F3 from RAF Anniv set in totally imperforate block of 4 from the centre of neighbouring 
sheets complete with "The House of Questa" imprint & "Royal Air Force JERSEY" title in top selvedge plus colour 
logos. Central vert fold & some wrinkling from the removal from secured waste!! SG 623var. $150  

COMMONWEALTH & FOREIGN 
 

2068 Abu Dhabi 1964 defins to 10R & 1966 New Currency surcharges to 1d both in complete fine used sets of 11 (SG 1/11 
& 15/25) plus Bahrain 1964 defins also complete F/U. (SG 129/38, Cat. £48). Total cat. £448 (33) $180 

2069 1965 Falconry set of 3. MUH & sought after thematic set. SG 12/14, Cat. £65 $30 
2070 1968 Sheikh's Accession set of 4 MUH & 1972 Dome of the Rock set of 3 MUH. SG 45/48 & 81/83, Cat. £270 (7) $120 
2071 1972 "UAE" ovptd provisionals set of 13. Fine MUH. The stamps of Abu Dhabi were replaced by UAE defin issues on 1 

Jan 1973. SG 84/95, Cat. £1100 (13) $500 
2072 1972 "UAE" overprint inverted on plate 2E corner block of the 5f value. Only one sheet recorded. A spectacular 

positional piece. SG 84a, Cat. £3800+ $2,000 
2073 1972 60f provisional with "UAE" ovpt transposed due to misplacement resulting in Arabic ovpt being only 7.5mm above 

Roman capitals. Fine MUH. See footnote in SG "Arabia" catalogue. $200 
2074 Albania 1931 Tirana-Rome Flight set of 7. Fine MLH. SG 295/301, Cat. £250 (7) $60 
2075 Angola 1951 Birds complete set of 20. MH & subsequent removal has resulted in thins on 2a50, 12a50, 40a & 50a 

vals. Facially attractive & a key set for bird collectors. SG 458/81, Cat. £475 as MUH $50 
2076 Antigua 1908/17 2½d blue (SG 46a), 1/- (SG 49) & 2/- (SG 50) all MLH, latter with toned gum. Total cat. £170 (3) $30 
2077 Ascension 1963 10/6d QEII booklet. Very fine & unopened. SG SB1, Cat. £70 $20 
2078 Austria 1950 birds Airs set of 7 to 20s. Fine MLH. SG 1215/21, Cat. £475 as MUH $75 
2079 Austro-Hungarian Military Post Italy 1918 22¢ on 2sh Newspaper Stamp, perf. 11½. Fine used. SG N23a, Cat. £450 $120 
2080 Bahamas 1882 4d rose, perf. 12. MLH with BPA cert stating "unused, regummed, toned, is genuine". SG 41 Cat. £550 $75 
2081 Barbados 1882 3d QV x 2 MH (deep purple shade has stained gum) & 1/- also x 2 good used. Cat. £300 (4) $40 
2082 1905 ¼d, ½d, 2½d & 6d Badge MCA vals. MLH/MH. SG 135, 136, 139 & 141, Cat. £100 (4) $20 
2083 1906 Nelson set of 7 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Light toning at top of 6d & 1/- vals otherwise fine MLH SG 145/51s Cat. £160 $50 
2084 Bechuanaland 1932 2d violet Postage Due in F/U vertical strip of 4. Nice genuine usage. SG D6, Cat. £190 $70 
2085 1932 Postage Due set of 3 with 2d violet having large "D" variety. Fresh MLH. SG D4, D5 & D6a, Cat. £170 (3) $70 
2086 Belgium 1915 10¢, 20¢, 25¢ & 35¢ Railway Parcels, the latter two with imprint below design. All MUH with 

handstamped ovpt in violet. P161/4, Cat. ¢1950 incl P163a (Cat. ¢1000) however latter with dubious ovpt. (4) $200 
2087 1952 Consecration of Basilica Miniature Sheet. Fine MUH. SG MS1392, Cat £600 $180 
2088 Bermuda 1940 & 1941 Censored covers, the former to USA & taxed 4¢ bearing KGVI 1½d with mark applied in New 

York & 4-line misdirection handstamp of 7 Oct & Worcester Massachusetts May 10 1940 cancel. The latter bearing 1/- 
x2 to cover airmail fee + 5½d postage with censor tape "Opened...Examiner 625"  & Bermuda Red Cross vignette. (2) $30 

2089 Brazil 1930 Condor Syndicate Airs surcharges (Scott 1CL10/1CL13, Cat. US$50) & registration ovpt set of 3 (Scott 
1CLF1/1CLF3, Cat. US$200+). All fresh MLH. (7) $100 

2090 British Guiana 1888/89 $4 green with "Inland Revenue 4 Dollars" in black. Fine used with good colour. A rare stamp 
appearing to be genuine but sold "as is". SG 188a (larger figure "4"), Cat. £2750 $100 

2091 1938/52 KGVI Pictorials set to $3 MLH plus extra 1¢, 60¢ & $3. Also St Helena 1953/59 F/U to 10/-. Cat. £180 (29) $50 
2092 Cameroons (British Occupation) 1919 "Buea British Kanerun" provisional labelled registered cover to Switzerland 

with marginal strip of ½d on 5pf x 3 plus singles of 1d on 10pf & 2d on 20pf. B/s's incl Victoria (Cameroons 12 AP 19), 
transit Liverpool (9 MY 19) & arrival in Bern (13.V.19). Mild soiling but otherwise fine & desirable. Stamps Cat. £60 but 
SG indicates "rare on cover" & does not provide usual "multiple" guide for those on cover.  $250 

2093 Canada 1908-1948 MUH/MLH group incl 1908 1¢ MUH (Cat. £32+), 1927 12¢ & 20¢, 1935 50¢, 1937/38 13¢ (small 
tear), 20¢ & 6¢ Air & 1942 14¢ to $1 plus 1951 $1 fisherman & couple of others. Total cat. £450 (17) $50 

2094 Ceylon 1857/59 1d blue (thinned), 2d yellow green (2 margins), 6d purple brown x 2 but one faded with close margins 
& 1/- pale violet (thinned) plus 1863/66 9d cut to shape (perfs on 2 sides) & 10d orange all used. Also 1899/1900 
2R25c blue M/H. High cat. group but nothing above "fair" cond. (8) $30 

2095 China 1873/83 Large Dragons set of 4 on thin paper plus extra shade of 3ca fine used . One 1ca unused with several 
pulled perfs otherwise fine with good perfs. 5ca is yellow shade with a neat Customs cds. SG 1/3a group with a min 
cat. £1700 (not counting unused 1ea) $300 

2096 1960 Goldfish, 1960/61 chrysanthemums (10f choc with blunt top left corner perf), 1963 Hwangshan Landscapes & 
butterflies in complete CTO sets. Total cat. £280+ (66) $100 

2097 1962 Cranes, 1963 & 1973 Pandas & 1964 peonies (8y "15-5" creased) All fresh MLH. Total cat. £815 as MUH. $150 
2098 1980 "Fresh Lotus on Rippling Water". MUH. SG MS3002 MUH, Cat. £375 $150 
2099 1982 Birds set of 5 plus M/S. Fine MUH. SG 3202/06 & MS 3207, Cat. £75 $40 
2100 1982 2y Head of Bodhisatva M/S MUH. SG MS3217, Cat. £65 $30 
2101 1983 Western Chamber 2y M/S. MUH. SG MS3241, Cat. £150 $80 
2102 2005 "The Plage Scene of Dalian" & "In commemoration of the Stamps Jointly issued by China and Liechtenstein" pres 

folders with stamps, sheetlets & covers. Most attractive. Basic cat. £60+ (2) $30 



2103 Cook Islands 1965 Internal Self Government set of 4 in imperforate horiz pairs with BPA certs (1990) stating "proof 
from the printer's archives". MUH & fine. SG 175/78 var. $400 

2104 Curacao 1901/02 "CURACAO" surcharges. MLH. SG 51/53 Cat. £80 & 1916 50¢, 1½g & 2½g MLH. SG 93/5, Cat. £75 $24 
2105 1923 Silver Jubilee set of 7. MUH SG 98/104 Cat. £325 + premium for MUH. Also 1927 unissued Marine Insurance 

Fund set of 7, MLH. SG 105/11, Cat. £50 (14) $60 
2106 1936/39 Queen Wilhelmina set of 12 complete simplified. MLH to 1g50 with the 2g50 MUH. SG 160/71a, Cat. £80+ $20 
2107 1941/42 Queen Wilhelmina defins complete set of 12. 15c with toned perfs otherwise fine MLH. SG 183/94, Cat. £180 $30 
2108 Cyprus 1921/23 10pi KGV used (SG 85, Cat. £18), 2½pi & 18pi KGVI & QEII 250mils & 500mils MLH (SG 185/86, 

Cat. £54 as MUH) plus 1985 £5 used. Total cat. £120 (6) $20 
2109 1924/28 £1 purple & black on red KGV. Fresh MLH. SG 102, Cat. £300 $120 
2110 1928 50th Anniv set of 10. MLH. SG 123/32, Cat. £300 $120 
2111 Czechoslovakia 1920 Air imperfs plus 28k on 200h trial ovpt in carmine (expertised on back) MLH. Also 1922 set of 3 

MUH (50, 100h marginal) accompanied by 1970 Exhibition facsimile cards showing ovpt on white ground. Ex Wood. (3) $60 
2112 1920 Airs in perfd blocks of 4. 14k & 24k line perf with 28k comb perf. All signed "Gilbert". Fine & fresh MUH. Mi 192B, 

193B, 194C, Cat. €700 plus premium for MUH blocks. Ex Ross Wood. $180 
2113 1920 Airs perfd set on small pieces with 1921 cds's. 28k line perf. Mi 192B, 193B, 194C, Cat. €290 (3) $70 
2114 Dominica 1921/22 Roseau from the Sea, script wmk set of 8 to 2/6d & ovptd "SPECIMEN". Note that ovpt reads 

upwards on 1½d. MUH. SG 62s/70s, Cat. £160 (8) $75 
2115 1923/33 £1 black & purple on red KGV. Fine MLH. SG 91, Cat. £225 $100 
2116 Falkland Is 1938/50 KGVI Pictorials complete simplified to £1 MLH. SG 146/63, Cat. £475 $100 
2117 1938/50 KGVI Pictorials complete simplified to £1. MUH/MLH with 5 low vals & 5/- MUH. SG 146/63, Cat. £475 $120 
2118 1891 "½d." ovpt on half of 1d brownish claret bisect. MLH with gum faults but frontally fine & low est. SG 13, Cat. £600 $150 
2119 1939 (6th Nov) cover with 1938/50 5/- indigo & pale yellow brown tied by Port Stanley cds & addressed to New 

Zealand. Hand addressed in good cond.SG 161b, Cat. £90 x 5 on cover $150 
2120 Fiji 1915/19 ½d KGV with "WAR STAMP" ovpt inverted. Several tone spots on back but MUH & not apparent from 

front. SG 138c, Cat. £650 for MLH $150 
2121 France 1872 (4th Nov) Montebourg to Rouen cover bearing 40¢ block of 8 with "GC" 2446 lozenge obliterators & same 

on 2 pairs & pair of 5¢. Ex Roumet auction. Worn cond but remains striking & blocks of this size are rare on cover. $80 
2122 1948 National Relief Fund & Centenary of 1848 Revolution set of 8 in MUH blocks of 6. SG 1028/35, Cat. £160+ $50 
2123 France-Antarctica 1948/50 French Antarctic Expedition postcard with 10f & 1f Madagascar tied by Terre Adelie 

Antarctique cds's with "Expedition Antarctique Francaise 1948-1950" & "Batiment Polaire Commandant Charcot" 
cachets. Addressed to Sydney with Hobart 23 FE 50 transit cds. Good cond. Similar realised £230 in London auction. $50 

2124 French Equatorial Africa 1943 50fr on 2fr25, 100fr on 10f, 200fr on 10f75 set of 3 with Red Cross ovpts & surcharges. 
MLH, latter with dull gum from tissue interleaving removal. SG 190/92, Cat. £275 (3) $90 

2125 German East Africa 1916 "WUGA" mission-printed rouletted issue with 2½h & 7½h se-tenant type I/II pairs. Left hand 
7½h torn but incls 7½h single in type I x 2 (one with thin) & type II. Both se-tenant pairs are in type II/I order. Unused. 
Mi Cat. IIIW2 & 1Vov2, Cat. €600 plus singles Cat. €120. (7 stamps) $300 

2126 Germany 1899/1900 2pf "Reighspost" with characteristic tiny dot below variety. F/U. SG 45a, Cat. £225, Mi Cat. €180 $60 
2127 1933 1m Chicago Flight ovpt tied to piece by Friedrichschafen cds with neighbouring complete Graf Zeppelin 1933 

Sudamerica-Chicago cachet in red. Piece is stained at top but not affecting the adhesive which could be soaked for 
F/U. SG Cat. £600, Mi Cat. €500 $120 

2128 1935 Ostropa M/S fine used with Exhibition cancels incl full impression in margin. Small pale violet mark in margin at 
top left corner otherwise fine. The cleanness of the paper indicates the acidic gum has been washed off (as per 
German PO advice) at an early stage. Expertised Schlegel BPP on back. SG Cat. £1400, Mi Cat. €1100 $400 

2129 Germany-Berlin 1951 20pf Lortzing (Berlin B74, Cat £75 MLH) & DDR 8pf (1952) with same composer. Also, Austria 
1969 Centenary of State Opera sheet of 8 + label. $20 

2130 Germany-West 1954/60 Pres. Heuss set of 20 to 3Dm. Fresh MVLH. SG 1103/22, Cat. £325 as MUH $40 
2131 Gibraltar 1886 ½d to 1/- "GIBRALTAR" ovpts on Bermuda. MLH, toned perf on ½d & light bend on 1/-.                            

SG 1/7, Cat. £1200 $400 
2132 1886/87 4d orange brown, 1889/96 20¢ (SG 24), 1898 1d carmine & 6d all MLH plus 1938/51 6d perf. 13½ mint 

without gum. Total cat. £230 (5) $30 
2133 1889 ½d to 1/- Spanish Currency surcharges set of 7. MLH, a couple with aged gum. SG 15/21, Cat. £200 $60 
2134 1889/76 5c to 5p QV set of 12 in Spanish Currency. MLH but 1p toned & small thin on 5p. SG 22/33, Cat. £225 $40 
2135 1898 ½d to 1/- QV Sterling Currency reissue set of 6. Fine MLH. SG 39/45, Cat. £180 $70 
2136 1903 ½d to 8/- KEVII "SPECIMEN" ovpts (excl 2/-). Fresh MLH with bright colours except 4/- no gum. SG 465/545 

(excl 525), Cat. £200 $50 
2137 1912/24 1/- black/green KGV on ordinary paper. Fine MLH. SG 81a, Cat. £900 $400 
2138 1912/24 ½d to £1 KGV simplified set of 10. 8/- with toning otherwise fine MLH & £1 MVLH. SG 76/85, Cat. £325 $100 
2139 1931 KGVI pics set of 4 perforated "SPECIMEN". 1d & 1½d toned gum, 2d MLH & 3d MUH. SG 110/113s, Cat. £200 $75 
2140 1935 KGV SJ set of 4 perfd "SPECIMEN". MLH, but 2d blunt cnr & 3d & 1/- with odd split perf. SG 1145/75, Cat. £200 $50 
2141 1937 Coronation set of 3 perfd "SPECIMEN" MLH. SG 118s/20s, Cat. £190 $60 
2142 1938/51 1½d carmine KGVI, perf. 13½. MLH with slight gum discolouration. SG 123a, Cat. £275 $50 
2143 1938/51 KGVI set to £1, perf. 13 MLH plus extras of all vals to 10/-. Cat. £300+ (48) $60 
2144 1946 Victory pair perfd "SPECIMEN" MUH. ditto. SG 132s/33s, Cat. £160 $60 
2145 1946 Victory pair ditto MUH. SG 132s/33s, Cat. £160 $60 
2146 Gilbert & Ellice Island 1960 (1st May) Reg cover from Ocean Island to Victoria with h/s mauve cachet for reg label 

plus a 1941 (14th Nov) Fiji Airmail cover carried on the "First Transpacific Airmail Suva, Fiji to Canton Island" with           
1½d Die I, 3d blue & 5d blue cane. Both in good cond. (2) $20 

2147 Gold Coast 1939-1941 censored covers with Passed by Censor handstamp of numbers 5 & 7 with 2 of each & 11. 
One to Cape Town, one to Birmingham by surface mail & another airmailed plus 2 to USA by surface mail. VG cond (5) $60 

2148 1940-1952 KGVI covers comprising 1940 Reg'd Kumasi to California bearing 6d tied by oval reg "Kumasi Gold Camp", 
1952 Axim to USA with 2/- castle x 2 (double rate airmail), 1948 Takoradi- to England with 2 strikes plus Senondi to left 
of adhesives surface mail (2½d) & 1946 internal Konongo to Kumasi with sheet 0269 corner block of 4 x 9d tied by 16 
AU 46 cds of Konongo sent by surface mail. (4 covers) $30 

2149 Greenland 1945 Pictorials set of 9 fine used & well centered (2k MLH). SG 8/16, Cat. £350 (9) $100 
2150 1945 Pictorials set of 9. MLH with minor remnants. Well centered. SG 8/16, Cat. £300 (9) $60 
2151 Helioland 1887 (31st July) "Foreign Post Card" to Breslau with 1.8.87 receival cds & Helgioland double half ring cds. 

Formular "5 farthings 10 pfennig" under crowned shield at left. Message in pencil on reverse. Good cond. $40 



2152 Hong Kong 1904/06 30¢, 50¢ & $1 KEVII, 1912/21 25¢ KGV type A, 1921/37 8¢ (unused), 12¢ & $1 & Silver Jubilee 
set plus 25¢ KGVI MLH, $1 dull lilac & blue, $2 red orange & green & both $5 colours & $10 green & violet. Some 
colour "washing" but all good to F/U . Total cat. £400+ (17) $60 

2153 1936 5c green, 8c brown & 20c grey KGVI Postal Stationary imprinted envs all overprinted "SPECIMEN" in same 
colours. Exc cond. (3) $40 

2154 1938-1952 KGVI defins complete perf. 14½x 14 incl ordinary & chalky papers. All SG listed shades plus extra shades 
incl 8 distinct shades of the $10 lilac & blue. Fine used range. Difficult to assemble. Cat. £700+ (78) $200 

2155 Iceland 1930 Parl Millenary set of 5 MLH with print adherences on gum (from album page). SG 174/8, Cat. £190 $40 
2156 India 1969 (2nd Oct) Gandhi Centenary commem illust stamp booklet issued by Indian Posts & Telegraphs with 4 

issues pmkd Bombay GPO in centre pages. $30 
2157 Indian States-Jind 1937 ½a to 10R KGVI ovptd “JIND STATE SERVICE” set of 7. Fresh & fine MLH.                        

SG O66/72, Cat. £1000 $600 
2158 Indian States-Travancore 1943 8ca on 6ca scarlet Maharaja’s 29th B'day pair. Imperf vert pair. MLH SG 75ab Cat £55 $40 
2159 Indian States MLH & used dupl range of Convention States MLH & used to mid vals with other ovpts on India incl 

Burma, Muscat & Pakistan. Extensive Feudatory States in no particular order. (c1500) $100 
2160 Iran 1935 "Iran" ovpts on 1930 Airs mixed MLH & F/U to 2t with 14 MLH & 2 used incl 1t. SG 770/85, Cat. £125 $40 
2161 Ireland Forerunners: 1907/16 Sinn Fein Propaganda labels in deep blue & black with Celtic Cross perf. 11¼ with 8 

singles plus block of 6 with write-up drawing attention to characteristics of the 6 transfers used to make up the sheet of 
72. Incls "Wolfhound & Harp" "broad crown" example in 2 shades & "narrow crown" in one, all perf. 11½ (Hiberian L17 
x2 Cat. €60, L19 Cat. €40) plus example on postcard with GB KEVII 1d tied by 1908 cds & addressed to France 
(Cat. €400). Also, a Celtic Cross label on small piece tied by 1921 Ballsbridge DOI cds contrary to postal regulations at 
the time. Lovely group. Total cat. €725+ (block of 6, 11 singles, small piece & postcard) $200 

2162 Forerunners: 1916 (April) "Manchester Martyrs" labels with two horizontal imperf pairs on album leaf with explanatory 
background notes. Hiberian Cat. L33a, Cat. €150 per se-tenant pair. $120 

2163 Forerunners; 1865/67 Fenian Essays prepared in USA but never put into use because of the failure of the Fenian 
Uprising of 1867. Each was typographed from a single wood block. Written up on 3 pages with the first showing 1¢ 
black on pale blue (Hiberian L3, Cat. €2000), 3¢ green (L4, Cat. €1200), 24¢ deep green (LG, Cat. €1500) & 24¢ 
mauve-purple (L6, Cat. €2500). Second page with 24¢ black/pale buff & 24¢ black/buff produced from a different block 
plus "essays" recorded in the "American Stamp Collectors Magazine" as early as 1868 differing from original colours & 
possibly produced to satisfy some collector demand. Final page shows 4 forgeries differing in size & colour from the 
original 24¢ "essays". The paper is more modern & the plates lacked the depth & detail of the 1865 printing. Whilst 
offered "as is" at a low estimate, the catalogued items total €7200 & were considered genuine by the original philatelist, 
Derek Dewhurst, who assembled this collection. (10)  $500 

2164 1922 2d orange, Die I with inverted Thom ovpt. Right marginal example. MVLH. SG 12a, Cat. £200 $100 
2165 1922 "Saorstat" ovpt on 2/6d Seahorse showing major re-entry. This is a major re-entry on any Seahorse resulting from 

poorly & inconsistently erased original entry. Mounted with blow-up of design & annotation on album page. MLH with 
aged gum. SG 64a, Cat. £1200 $400 

2166 1922 2/6d pale brown Seahorse with "Saorstat" ovpt with reversed accent. MLH but minute thins near hinge mark.           
SG 64c, Cat. £700 $200 

2167 1923 KGV range with three-line ovpts by Harrison & Sons for use in horizontal & paste up coil rolls. This study on 
leaves shows the set of 4 in blue-black & another set with shades ovptd in flat black ink with both showing the 
characteristic rounded base to "1" in "1922" plus set in horizontal pairs with long 1" on right hand stamp in each pair. 
Also 1½d horizontal strip of 6, vertical strips of 4 (incl one with join) plus pairs of all vals with joins. All MUH/MLH.            
Cat. £300+ (16 singles, 10 pairs, 3 strips) $120 

2168 1925/28 Seahorses with wide date on 2/6d (2), narrow date on 5/- (2 shades) & 10/- dull blue. Ovptd in dull black ink. 
MLH but tone spot on 5/- & 10/- & other 5/- with small paper thin but frontally fine plus 2/6d in 2 shades & 5/- bright 
rose-red & 10/- dull grey-blue all with ovpt in dull to shiny black ink with "dots between "S" & "a". SG 83/5 Cat £600 (10) $150 

2169 1935 Seahorses with "Dublin Castle" ovpt on re-engraved set of 3 with extra 5/- shade plus ink stripping variety on 2/6d 
with "I" of "eireann" almost entirely missing. MLH but toned gum. SG 99/101 (2/6d, 5/- x2 ea, 10/-), Cat. £570+ (5) $250 

2170 1935 (12th July) 2/6d re-engraved Seahorse with "Dublin Castle" ovpt on airmail cover to Perth, Western Australia tied 
with 1d "map" by Cillairne (Killarney) cds paying 2/7d, the correct rate for airmail covers between 1 & 1½oz. Ink 
stripping apparent on "Saorstat" part of ovpt. Attractive usage. $100 

2171 1952 (31st July) 6½p regd cover uprated with 1/- x 2 & 1½d to make up rate for airmail to Western Australian. Sydney 
transit mark of 6 Aug & Perth 8th Aug receival. Also 2007 Castles M/S MUH & Netherlands 1978 Year Pack & booklet. $24 

2172 Japan 1871 imperf set of 4 on native laid paper FU with broad margins all round & finest we have seen Scott US$1595 $350 
2173 Japan 1871 imperf set of 4 on wove paper plus shades of the blue, vermilion & green. All outstanding 4 margin 

examples fine used. Scott Cat. US$3200 as cheapest types. (7) $400 
2174 1872 perf. 9 to 12½ used set of 4 plus extra shades of brown x 2 (one thinned) & blue (very rough perfs). All on native 

laid paper, the vermilion & blue green with reasonable perfs while others mixed. Min Scott cat. value (excl thinned ½s 
brown & very rough 1s blue) is US$2110 (7) $200 

2175 1875 birds used on wove paper with syllabics comprising 12s (syll. 1 & 2), 15s (1), 45s (1 & 3 x2). 15s & 45s (syll. 1) 
have Japanese character for "imitation" in design but others appear genuine with cork cancels. Also 1919 Peace set of 
4 MLH x 2 sets (Cat. US$33 ea.). Scott 2016 Cat. US$1175 (excl "imitations"). (14) $100 

2176 Jordan 1964 500f & 1000f birds both fine used. SG 628/29, Cat. £125 (2) $40 
2177 1964 high value birds. Fresh MLH. SG 627/29, Cat. £250 (3) $60 
2178 KUT 1938/54 10¢ black & green block with "mountain retouch" from pl.7B R6/7 var. MUH SG 135a, Cat. £95 $50 
2179 1949 30c UPU with "dropped "A"" variety in the CA wmk following damage to the dandy roll. Fine used. SG 160a var. $150 
2180 Kuwait 1923/24 ½a to 10R KGV opt set of 15. Fresh MLH. SG 1/15, Cat. £550 $400 
2181 Labuan 1904 "LABUAN 4 cents" overprint on 50c Arms with double overprint. MUH & 1 of only 50 from the affected 

sheet. Ceremuga Cert. (2007) SG 136a, Cat. £375 $75 
2182 Liechtenstein 1921 2r yellow olive Arms, perf. 9½ in blocks of 6 & 4 plus 2½r black brown block of 10 with Eschen cds 

of 4.1.24 (blocks of 4 & 10) & 20.XI.23 (block of 6). SG 47A(B) & 48(A), Total cat. £390 $70 
2183 1976 15¢ Yang di Pertuan Agong imperforate horiz pair. Fine MUH. Int Stamp & Coin Co Cat. MR800 ($270) $90 
2184 Malta QV range of Great Britain issues x 35 off paper used plus 2 pieces with pair on each all with A25 (SG types 23, 

26) or "Malta" cds's from part duplex of SG 24 type. Many elusive incl 4d sage green & 10d brown (2), 1/- (274) etc. 
The pieces with 2d blue pl.14 pair (234) & 4d pl.13 pair (249). All items "flagged" with SG number. Also 1882/84 Crown 
CA ½d orange x 4 used with A25 obliterator. Rare opportunity! Cat. £1800+ (39 + 2 pieces) $400 



2185 1860 ½d buff QV on blued no wmk paper MLH (Cat. £1300) plus brown orange mint (Cat. £1300) & buff (Cat. £850) on 
white paper. All off centre, the last-mentioned (SG 3) having stains at centre-right (as viewed from the gum side). 
Seldom offered. SG 1-3 (3) $300 

2186 1863/81 ½d QV in 5 different shades with A25 obliterators. Minimum Cat. £300 but includes SG 6 orange -brown          
Cat. £110 so must be at least £350. (5) $60 

2187 1863/81 ½d orange QV with Crown CC reversed wmk Off centre & one short perf at top otherwise fine MLH/MH with 
lovely fresh colour. SG 7x, Cat. £1900 $250 

2188 1863/81 ½d bright orange yellow QV right marginal block of 4. MUH/MLH with 2 of each, hingeing light.                         
SG 12, Cat. £275 x 4 plus premium for MUH & marginal multiple. $350 

2189 1863/81 ½d yellow buff QV. Fresh MUH/MLH block of 12. Exceptional cond for this issue with 10 of the 12 stamps 
MUH. SG 10, Cat. £85 x 12 plus premium for MUH & large multiple. $400 

2190 1882 ½d orange yellow (horiz bend & toned gum), 1899/1901 5d (MH) & 1926 5/- Postage ovpt MLH Total cat £100 (3) $20 
2191 1899/1901 10/- blue black ovptd "SPECIMEN". Very lightly hinged on crazed gum. SG 35s, Cat. £200 $80 
2192 1917/18 ½d & 3d "War Tax" ovptd "SPECIMEN". MLH pair. SG 92s/93s, Cat. £150 (2) $70 
2193 1921/22 10/- black with script wmk. MLH. SG 104, Cat. £350 $150 
2194 1922 "SELF-GOVERNMENT" ovpts on MCA & script wmks complete to 5/- plus 10/- shipwreck (Cr CC) & extra MCA 

2/- showing brighter ovpt but with gum stains. Hinge remnant on 10/-, stained perf at right of script 2/- otherwise good 
to fine MLH with variable freshness. SG 105/20, Cat. £670 plus the stained extra 2/-. (17) $180 

2195 1922 10/- blue black "Malta Postage" Shipwreck of St Paul with "SELF-GOVERNMENT" ovpt. MLH. SG 105, Cat. £250 $100 
2196 1922/26 defins to both 10/- incl shades of 3d ultramarine/cobalt. £1 sideways wmk has sulphuretted colour & other vals 

have odd stained perf/variation in gum colour/freshness. All frontally fresh apart from first £1. SG 123/40, Cat £250 (19) $60 
2197 1922 £1 St Paul with wmk sideways & wmk upright. Both fine used with true colours, the latter centred high.                      

SG 139/40, Cat. £675 (2) $180 
2198 1925 Postage Dues, script wmk, set of 10 ovptd "SPECIMEN". MUH/MLH with gum toning. SG D111s/20s, Cat. £275 $50 
2199 1926/27 "Postage" pictorials to 10/- ovptd "SPECIMEN" complete set of 17. MLH with evenly toned gum on all vals.       

SG 157s/72s, Cat. £400 $150 
2200 1930 "Postage & Revenue" set of 17 to 10/- perfd "SPECIMEN". MUH with gum evenly toned except for paler stripes 

from wrap around selvedges. Still a scarce & worthwhile set. SG 193s/209s, Cat. £400 + premium for MUH. $220 
2201 Malaysia-Pahang 1935/41 2¢ orange "prepared for use but not officially issued" left marginal half sheet of 50 with 

plate 1 in lower selvedge. Superb MUH fresh. SG Cat. £200 $70 
2202 Memel (Lithuanian Occ) 1924 large piece with 17 stamps cancelled by "Klaipeda 11.VI.24" cds. Incls 2¢ on 50m          

(SG 52 x 4), one of which has double ovpt while others are misplaced. 5¢ on 100m (SG 55, 55a), 10¢ on 400m            
(SG 57 x 6) incl 3 types of "10" & ovpts misplaced. The 10¢ on 25m (SG 46) in vertical pair, 15¢ on 25m (SG 47) x 2, 
one with surcharge high & missing bar & finally 30¢ on 25m (SG 109, Cat. £75). Some light staining on some but 
overall spectacular! SG £500+, Mi €800 $90 

2203 Morocco Agencies 1903 KEVII set of 7 with "SPECIMEN" ovpts. SG 178/235, Cat. £225 $100 
2204 Neth Antilles-Curacao 1873/79 King William defins F/U to 2g50. Odd nibbled perf & no 15¢. Min SG Cat. £495 (11) $100 
2205 1931/39 Airs set of 13 MUH/MLH plus 1934 10¢ on 20¢, all fresh. SG 126a/34, 154, Cat. £68 (14) $20 
2206 1942 Airs set of 15 fine used. SG 201/15, Cat. £95 (15) $30 
2207 1943 POW ovpts MLH & used, 1944 Red Cross MLH & used & 1947 Airs to 70¢ MLH. Cat. £150+ (37) $50 
2208 Netherlands 1852 5¢, 10¢ & 15¢ King William imperfs. Just touching to large margins. Fine used examples with all 

having cds cancels. SG 1/3 Cat. £320 i(3) $60 
2209 1864 5¢ Leiden to Amsterdam with town name cds of 1866 in red & adhesive tied by boxed "Franco", 1933 Special 

Flight Amsterdam-Batavia cachet on airmail front addressed to Banjermasin & Suriname & 1949 regd KLM FFC 
Paramaribo-Amsterdam with cachet in violet & Amsterdam receival cds of 25.V.1949. (3) $30 

2210 1864 King William perfd set of 3 all with boxed Franco cancels. SG 8/10, Cat. £180 $30 
2211 1869 Arms set of 6. Fine used with cds cancels. 2½¢ may have been re-perfd, as is smaller than the others, with closer 

margins. Stained perfs on ½¢ & 1¢ green damaged lower right & ignored in total cat. value of £360 (6) $40 
2212 1870 10¢ purple on blue PD perf. 13-13½. Mint with large hinge remainder leaving 25% o.g. SG D77, Cat. £450 $50 
2213 1872 King William III simplified set to 2g50. Corner faults on 10¢ with others good to F/U. Useful group. Cat. £350 (11) $50 
2214 1872/91 2g50¢ ultramarine & rose. Centred a left with good perfs & dotted obliterator. SG 75, Cat. £180 $50 
2215 1883/92 2g50¢ ultramarine & rosine perf. 11½x11 fine used with complete cds of Boxmeer (1899). SG 161, Cat. £225 $60 
2216 1893/98 5g lake & bronze green with neat 1899 cds. SG 165, Cat. £700 $150 
2217 1899/1910 10g orange-red fine used with light corner cds. SG 197, Cat. £1000 $300 
2218 1906 50¢ on 1g Postage Due. Fine used & well centred. SG D214, Cat. £225 $40 
2219 1913 10g orange vermilion Independence Cent with centrally illegible cds. Good centering & perfs. SG 225, Cat. £1100 $250 
2220 1913 Armenwet ovpt set of 7 used (Cat. £100), 1924 PD's ovptd used plus 1934-1994 International Court of Justice 

issues complete CTO (Cat. £200+) on 2 Hagners. (101) $100 
2221 1920 "2.50" surcharges on 10g. Fine used pair.. SG 236/37, Cat. £340 (2) $80 
2222 1920 Queen Wilhelmina ditto F/U. SG 236/37, Cat. £340 (2) $60 
2223 1923 2½g & 5g 25th Anniv of Queen's Accession fine used examples of this elusive pair. SG 268/69, Cat. £650 (2) $180 
2224 1942 Legion pair of sheetlets lightly cancelled. SG MS569a/b, Cat. £310 $100 
2225 1947 Postage Due complete set of 27. Mixed MUH/MLH. Above average centering. SG D656/82, Cat. £75 $20 
2226 1950 Child Welfare set & 1953 "Summer Series" Flowers on official FDC's both addressed. NVPH €600+ (2) $30 
2227 1951 25g blue black seagull Airmail fine used. SG 743 Cat. £170 $40 
2228 1951 15g & 25g Seagull Airs. Fine used. SG 742/43, Cat. £400 (2) $100 
2229 2013 "Orange in Silver" complete collection of 24 issues reproduced in silver stamp ingots on pres cards in 2 vols.  

Cost to vendor was €19.95 plus P&P x 24 = €480 (A$750). Exc cond & most attractive. $90 
2230 Netherlands Antilles 1874/75 Postage Dues 10¢ green/yellow with boxed "SPECIMEN" ovpt & 20¢ green/blue perf. 

13x14 used. D57s, D58, Cat. €110 (2) $30 
2231 Netherlands Indies1864 10¢ carmine imperf pair with boxed "Franco" cancel. Seldom seen in multiple & an attractive 

with clear margins. SG 1, Cat. £170 x 2 $80 
2232 1923 Queen's Silver Jubilee set of 7 lightly used. SG 296/302, Cat. £300 (7) $70 
2233 1941 1g, 2g & 25g Queen Wilhelmina. All fine used with neat corner cds's. SG 440, 441 & 444, Cat. £280 $75 
2234 1948 Queen Wilhelmina set of 10 to 25g with latter MUH, others MLH. SG 517/26, Cat. £160 as MUH. (10) $40 
2235 1948/49 "INDONESIA" ovpts to 25g. MLH. SG 532/40 plus 544/45 Cat. £450 (11) $75 
2236 New Hebrides - English 1920/21 Weapons & Idols surcharges F/U. SG 30/34 Cat. £120 (5) $30 
2237 New Hebrides - French 1938 Lopevi Islands ovptd "POSTAGE DUE" set of 5. MLH but 5¢ & 20¢ toned. SG D6/10 $20 



2238 New Zealand 1858 1d dull orange Chalon imperf cancelled by Wellington "10" barred numeral. Clear to large margins, 
just touching at base. SG 8, Cat. £750 $120 

2239 1858 1/- dull emerald Chalon imperf with 3½ margins, slightly cut into at upper left. Fine used. SG 16, Cat. £1800 $240 
2240 1913 "Auckland Exhibition 1913" ovptd set of 4. A couple of minute tone spots on 1d otherwise fine MLH. SG 412/15 

Cat. £300, NZ Cat. NZ$1000 $380 
2241 1913/25 2/- & 5/- long QV Postal Fiscals ovptd "OFFICIAL", the latter with neat Paeroa cds. SG 085/86, Cat. £190 $60 
2242 1935 (23rd Dec) 4d regd envelope uprated with 2/- Cook x 2, 1/-, 6d, 4d & 1d pictorials & airmailed to England via 

Australia & Singapore. Auckland registration label on reverse as front filled with addresses & adhesives! Minor creasing 
at lower right affecting one 2/- otherwise sound & unusual. Stamps cat. £185 incl x 2 for 2/- (others at normal cat. val) $75 

2243 1936/42 Pictorials MUH/MLH group ovptd "Official" comprising 2½d plate 3 (reversed) block of 4 (couple of tone spots) 
& marginal block of 6, 2d block of 6 & 2/- perf. 12½ single with "COQK" variety (SG O132ea, Cat. £225). Also, 5d perf. 
14x13½ block MUH/MLH & 2/- perf. 12½ strip of 4 (slight toning) MUH without ovpt. Total cat. £1080 (25) $200 

2244 1940/58 £2/10/- Arms. MLH. SG F207, Cat. £450 $100 
2245 1948 (19th Nov) "Golden Jubilee of Great Barrier Island Pigeongram Stamp" cover with Health stamps tied by Okupu 

(Gt Barrier Is) cds with neighbouring "Golden Jubilee Flown Etiquette" in gold & indigo modelled on original design plus 
a replica of original 1/- pale blue to be affixed on return "flight". Naturally an "air Mail" etiquette is also affixed! $40 

2246 1955/59 1d orange QEII imperf pair. Fine MUH. Vendor paid £100+BP at a UK auction over 10 years ago. SG 745var $100 
2247 1964 Health M/S's with the 2½d + 1d sheet showing no red on eye of small gull on R1/3 & 4. Not a listed variety. The 

2½d is not perfd through top selvedge thus creased vertically through "M". SG MS 823b vars., Cat. £48 (2) $24 
2248 Newfoundland 1941/44 14c black Newfoundland Dog from Waterlow printing with strong offset on gum side variety. 

Fresh MUH. NSSC Cat. C$190 $60 
2249 Northern Rhodesia 1964 ½d Arms with value missing. Fine MUH. SG 75a, Cat. £1200 $600 
2250 Norway 1925 Amundsen Polar Flight Airmail set of 7 on registered cover with Oslo 25.X.25 cancels & addressed to 

Perth WA with 23 NOV 26 b/s. Stamps alone cat. £120 plus significant premium for reg cover. $80 
2251 Poland 1938 Warsaw Philatelic Exhibition perf & imperf M/S's each tied to unaddressed covers by Exhibition cancels. 

Fine cond. Cat. £260 as used (2 covers) $90 
2252 1962 Ski Championship set of 3, perf. 11x11½ or 11½x11 M/S's. All fine CTO. Cat. £400 for MUH, unpriced used. (3) $100 
2253 Qatar 1966 New Currency surcharges on 1964 defins missing lowest 4 vals. Fine used. SG 145/51, Cat. £800 (7) $150 
2254 Russia 1977 Olympic Sports set of 5 to 20k+10k Archery in complete sheets of 30 plus matching sheetlets of 20 so 50 

sets in total. Fine MUH & a useful thematic for re-sale. SG 4684/88, Cat. £335 $40 
2255 Samoa 1935/42 £5 indigo blue with "Western Samoa" ovpt on Cowan paper. Left marginal fresh MUH example.               

SG 194, Cat. £225 + premium for MUH $150 
2256 1945/53 2/6d to £1 Arms on Wiggans Teape chalk surfaced paper MLH plus 1955 set of 4 MUH with wider setting of 

ovpt on 5/- to £2. All with even gum toning, the 1955 5/- with hint of staining at lower left. SG 207/10 & 232/5, Cat. £270 $100 
2257 San Marino 1931 Airs complete set of 10. MLH but 1 lire badly damaged. SG 164/73, Cat. £650 (10) $140 
2258 1950 500L Europe Sheetlet of 6. Fresh MUH SG 415, Cat. £325  $80 
2259 Sarawak 1934 $2, $3, $4 & $5 Charles Brooke. Fresh MUH. SG 121/4, Cat. £205 + premium for MUH $100 
2260 Saudi Arabia 1934/57 100g & 200g, perf 11 thus issued in 1942. MUH. SG 341B/342B, Cat. £320+MUH premium $100 
2261 Sierra Leone 1938/44 KGVI Pictorials set of 14 to £1 (excl 1938 1½d, 2d, but incl 1941) on large Babcock & Wilcox 

business cover cancelled Freetown 1 JY 44 & locally addressed. Cat. £76 x2 on cover. $50 
2262 Singapore 1840 (July) stampless entire addressed to London bearing boxed "SHIP LETTER PLYMOUTH" in red & 11 

DEC 1840 cds receival with "Per City of London" in m/s. Some staining but at least it arrived… after 5 months! $40 
2263 1955/59 QEII pictorials set of 15 to $5. Fresh MUH. SG 38/52, Cat. £130 (15) $90 
2264 1970 World Fair M/S, 1971 Festivals & M/S, Art, National Day & 1973 Landmarks sets all MUH. Total cat. £130+ $60 
2265 Slovenia 1941 Prov Admin set of 10 ovpts on Yugoslavia airmails. MUH & Gilbert guarantee h/s's. Mi 34/43 Cat. €600 $150 
2266 South Africa-Boer War 1900 (4th Dec) GB 1d mauve tied by British Field PO cds on Orange Free State Railways           

env & addressed to Adelaide with GPO JA 7 01 b/s. "On Active Service, South Africa" in m/s at topon. Worn cond. $40 
2267 South West Africa 1954 1d red-brown with horns of springbok to right wmk. Fine MUH strip of 4. SG 154w, Cat. £70+ $20 
2268 Spain 1927 Coronation Airs set of 10 & "75¢" ovptd set of 4. Fresh MLH. SG 445/54, Cat. £200 & SG 455/58 Cat £170 $100 
2269 St Lucia 1853 1d red GB QV with strong central "A11" barred cancel of Castries. Very fine clear strike.                                

Ex Sir John Marriott with RPS Cert (1980). SG Z1, Cat. £1300 $800 
2270 1930 1d & 2d Postage Dues in unused (no gum, as issued) blocks of 4. SG D1/2, Cat. £130 (8) $50 
2271 Suriname 1953 12½¢, 15¢, 17½¢ & 25¢ animals M/S. MUH with small gum disturbance top edge.SG MS418 Cat £120 $20 
2272 Swaziland 1889/90 ovpts on Transvaal 6d blue  x 2 & 5/- slate blue all with forged Mbabane cancels. Mbabane PO 

opened in 1904 but these ovptd stamps were withdrawn from use by order on 7 Nov 1894! (3) $30 
2273 1890 2/6d buff & 10/- dull chestnut Arms with Transvaal ovpts. Appear genuine but offered "as is". Cat. £7325 (2) $100 
2274 1938/54 KGVI to 10/- MLH with perf varieties & some shades. Comprises ½d, 1d, 2d, 1/-, 10/- x 2 ea., 1½d, 3d, 4d, 

2/6d & 5/- x 3 ea. plus 6d x4. Total cat. approx. £500. (29) $100 
2275 Switzerland 1854/56 1f grey lilac "Sitting Helvetia". 4 close but clear margins with Zurich 1860 cds. SG 39, Cat. £1100 $100 
2276 1881 1f gold on granite paper. Some doubts about the cancel which begins "Central Ban…" in lower section of cds 

thus sold "as is". Cat. £25 MLH & £1500 used $90 
2277 1882/1903 "Standing Helvetias" perf. 9½ set of 5 in the basic shades. Total cat. £1760 with 40¢ cat. £1000 (5) $200 
2278 1936 National Defence Fund M/S with 2 bold Bellinzona cds's dated 28.XI.36. MS 367, Cat. £325 $80 
2279 1936 National Defence Fund M/S. Fine MUH. SG MS367, Cat. £65 $30 
2280 1943 Cantonal Stamp Cent imperf Miniature Sheet. SG 430a, Cat £75 $30 
2281 1945 War Relief Fund (Lifeboat" Miniature Sheet. Fine MUH. SG 446a, Cat £170 $50 
2282 Thailand 1974 Int Correspondence Week & Thai orchids M/S's. Fresh MUH. SG MS809, Cat. £65 & MS 817, Cat. £70 $50 
2283 Tonga 1891 "FOUR PENCE" on 1d rose missing stop after "PENCE". MLH with hinge remnant. SG 5a, Cat. £50 $20 
2284 Trinidad 1905/06 2d Postage Due with inverted wmk. This example has gum & a small black surface at top right. SG 

D11w, Cat. £350 used & unpriced MLH $75 
2285 Turks & Caicos Is 1922/26 KGV 3/- black/red block of 4 tied to small piece. Fine used. SG 175, Cat. £168 as singles. $120 
2286 Ukraine 2014 5k to 70k set of 6 Trees & Fruit with Fieldpost handstamp overprints in blue or red inks. These were 

apparently used by the Ukraine Forces following the Russian insurgency. First we have seen. MUH (6) $20 
2287 United Arab Emirates 1975 2nd Gulf Long Distance Swimming Championships set of 3 prepared for use but not 

issued. All in MUH lower right plate pairs. Very scarce. SG Cat. £550 per set. $500 
2288 1977 Sixth National Day set of 3. All left MUH marginal. Withdrawn from sale on day of issue as date in Arabic was 

wrongly inscribed backwards. SG 96/98, Cat. £1200 (3) $500 



2289 1977 Sixth National Day with 15f x 3 & a 10f used. Withdrawn on day of issue (2 Dec 1977) but two of the 15f vals are 
on piece with a machine cancel showing part "Jan 78" indicating that the original purchaser was not aware of the 
withdrawal! SG 96/98, Cat. £1200 as MUH & unpriced used. (4) $300 

2290 USA 1893 1c to $5 Columbus complete set of 16. Fresh MUH with only an occasional gum disturbance. One of the 
finest sets seen since my years at SG. Top vals especially fine. Scott 230/45, Cat. US$8900, SG 235/50, Cat £11,000+ $4,000 

2291 1988/91 25c "Official Mail USA" imperforate pair. Fresh MUH & a rare modern US error. Scott O141a Cat. US$1000, 
SG O2354a Cat. £1100 $440 

2292 1998/2000 "Celebrate the Century" sets of 10 post office sheetlets each with 15 commem stamps x 2 of each. All fine 
MUH. Cat. £300, FV US$100+ ($140+) (20 sheetlets) $90 

2293 2000 "World Expo 2000" Space themed M/S's set of 5 with holographic designs to $11.75. MUH. Rarely seen & 
attractive thematics. SG MS 3832a/e, Cat. £180 (5 M/S's) $50 

2294 USA-Hawaii 1882/92 3¢ blue green (Scott UX3, Cat. US$60) & 1893 2¢ black ovptd "Provisional Government 1893" in 
red (Scott UX6, $US55) unused postal cards. 10,000 & 21,426 printed respectively. (2) $40 

2295 Zanzibar 1895/98 "2½" surcharges on 2 exhibition sheets showing layout of fount types. Comprises red surcharge on 
1a6p sepia, type 3 MLH & 7 used (unrecorded in these settings), types 2, 3, 6 & 7 used plus 7 MLH. On 1a plum are 
types 3 used with 5, 6 & 7 MLH (2) & F/U plus on 2½a blue types 6 (2), 7 used & 4 & 7 MLH. Surcharges in black on 
1a6p sepia none but on 1a plum with type 3 used & 5, 6 & 7 MLH. Very scarce material with a cat.  value of £1900 for 
red surcharges & £760 for black surcharges plus a premium for unrecorded types as per write-up on sheets. (21) $1,000 

2296 1896 "2½" in red on 4a myrtle green with Types 5 (used), 6 (used) & 8 unused (unrecorded) on exhibition sheet 
showing layout of font types. The type 8 may be type 3 based on distance between fraction bar & denominator as 
impression is light. Cat. £125 plus type 6. (3) $100 

2297 1896 "Zanzibar" ovpts on British East Africa with 2½a used & others MLH neatly displayed on exhibition page with 
annotation of varieties represented on each stamp. SG 41/46, Cat. £260 for basic set. $100 

2298 1896 4½a orange Seyyid Hamid-bin-Thwain x 5 with varieties incl "no right hand serif to left hand 4" F/U (SG 166a) & 
"no fraction bar at right" MLH & used (SG 166b with APS cert) plus orange & orange brown single MLH examples, the 
former with flags in deep purple red (overinking?) & showing fraction bars joined to "1". Neatly written up. Cat £610+ (5) $250 

2299 1896 Sultan set of 15 ovptd "SPECIMEN". Mixed cond with rupee vals stained & 5a w/o gum. SG 156s/74s, Cat. £275 $60 
2300 1896 Sultan set to 5 rupees with mainly MLH. 4a, 2r & 3r are used only but ½a, 3a, 5a, 7½a & 1r are all both MLH & 

used. 2½a bright blue also in block of 14 with squared circle cancel plus 1898 cover bearing 4½a & ½a on registered 
letter to USA with Zanzibar & London cancels for 22 Feb & 20 March respectively & arriving in Illinois on 1st April. Gum 
varies with 1r MLH stained. Cat. £225 + $100 allowed for cover. (30, block, cover) $180 

2301 1898 Sultan set to 8a with multiple rosettes wmk incl shades ("a" numbers). MLH except 3a & 7½a. Also, a 1900 
registered letter to Dares Salaam with mixed franking of 1898 2a x2, 3a & 1899 2½a. Rate abroad was 9½a, triple rate 
registered. Hingeing varies on the mint. Stamps cat. £90 + $80 allowed for cover. $100 

2302 1899 ½a to 5r Sultan Hammud ovptd "SPECIMEN" incl extra 5a in "dark bistre" shade but no 1a to 2a, 3a or 4½a blue-
black. Rupee vals are fresh MLH with lower vals having hinge remnants. SG 188, 192, 195, 197-204 Cat. c£300 (12) $140 

2303 1899 8a grey olive Sultan Hammud bin Mahammad imperf plate proof pairs on ungummed wmkd paper. One with 
selvedge at right. Fine cond. (2 pairs) $500 

2304 1899 Sultan Hammud bin Mahammad set of 17 mixed MLH & used plus extra shade of 2a & wmk sideways on ½a & 
1a vals. Rupee values are all MLH (2R used). SG 188/204, Cat. £280 (20) $140 

2305 1899/1901 2r, 3r, 4r & 5 rupee all ovptd "SPECIMEN" on exhibit introduction page. The 2r & 4r with large hinge 
remnants with the 3r stuck to black backing hence needs careful attention but the 5r is fine MUH.                               
SG 2015/45, Cat. £200 + premium for specimens. (4) $80 

2306 1902 Regd cover to France with pair of 1899 2½a to cover 5a foreign letter rate plus 1902 surcharges set of 6 MLH 
with extra 2½a on 7½a varying in thickness of surcharge. SG 205/09, Cat. £80 (Cover purchased by vendor for $95) $90 

2307 1904 1r & 2r Coat of Arms with wmk sideways. Fine used with neat squared circle cancels. SG 221a, Cat. £385 (2) $180 
2308 1904 Coat of Arms complete set of 15. Mostly MLH with light bend & toning on 5r. SG 210/24, Cat. £275 (17) $120 
2309 1904 ½a to 3r Coat of Arms ovptd "SPECIMEN" excl 1r, 4r & 5r vals. Hinge remnants on anna vals & 3r is without gum. 

Cat. £190 for full set (12) $60 
2310 1905 (10th Feb) ½a postcard uprated by ½a & tied by squared circle cancel. Addressed to Germany with 11 MR 05 

arrival cds. Also, a 1907 registered letter to Austria with 2½a tied by squared circle cancel. Backstamped & redirected. 
Vendor paid $375 for the latter item. An attractive duo in good cond. (2) $200 

2311 1908/09 6¢ to 10R Sultan Ali bin Hamoud bin Naherud recess printed with 50¢ used 7 others MLH plus wmk sideways 
for 6¢, 12¢, 15¢, 1R & 2R vals used (15¢ mint). Also 15¢ cover to Germany with stamps tied by squared circle cancel & 
boxed "Paquebot" at left. (cost vendor $175) Hingeing varies & 10R is script wmk (SG 295, Cat. £200), 4R no gum. 
Useful group. Cat. £600 + cover (18 + cover) $250 

2312 1908/09 25¢ sepia Sultan Ali bin Hamoud bin Naherud imperf proof pair on ungummed wmk multiple rosette paper plus 
"SPECIMEN" ovptd set to 5R MUH/MLH but 10r with faults (SG Cat. £325). Also 1¢ & 3¢ used with additional 3¢ with 
wmk sideways & used on PPC (Native Christians) to Uruguay tied by Italian paquebot. An attractive written up group. $350 

2313 1913 Sultan Kalifa bin Harub, mult rosettes wmk, set to 10R mixed MLH & used incl wmk upright on 75¢ (Cat. £150). 
Also "SPECIMEN" ovpts on 12¢, 1r-5r & special small print setting on 75¢ (Cat. £95). Rupee vals tropicalised but 2r & 
5r unovptd are fine MLH. Used 10r is script wmk (SG 295, Cat. £475). Total cat. £1150+ (23) $400 

2314 1914 Sultan Kalifa bin Harub, wmk Mult Crown CA, "SPECIMEN" ovptd set to 75¢ & 5r (latter tropicalised) plus a range 
of mixed wmks MLH/used incl script 10r F/U (SG 295, Cat. £475). Annotation on display leaves have been corrected 
where necessary. Cat. £750 (32) $300 

2315 1921/29 Sultan Kalifa bin Harub "Specimen" 6¢, 8¢, 10¢, 50¢ & all rupee vals to 5r MLH with both wmks of latter. Also 
1924 regd "Silk, Ivory & Curio Merchants" company env to Genoa with 6¢ x 6 & 1¢ x 4 = 40¢ paying the regd fee of 20¢ 
& postage. Cat. £160 + cover (35 + cover) $100 

2316 1926/27 Sultan Kalifa bin Harub serifed "cents" set to 75¢ MLH (10¢ used) & 6¢ on 1947 cover to Bombay plus 1936 
sans-serif "cents" to 7/50 MLH plus 10/- used & 1947 airmail cover to England with cds tying 1/-. 2r in place of 2/- & 5/- 
with hinge remnant otherwise all fine. Cat. £150 (24 + 2 covers) $80 

2317 1937 (18th Feb) Large registered (380x240mm) cover to Pietermaritzburg, Natal with 1936 Sultan's Jubilee sets of 4 x 
14. Carefully folded vertically to avoid stamps which are all cancelled with 17 clear "REG. ZANZIBAR" cds's with 
another 2 on reverse. Remarkably clean with stamps alone cat. £126 + premium for on cover. $200 

2318 1954 "Jamhuri 1964" ovpt on 2/50d Mangapwani Cave with "green omitted". Fine MUH. SG 433a, Cat. £160 $80 
2319 1963 (10th Dec) Independent State issue in MUH blocks & on FDC & Republic "Jamhuri 1964" h/s on SG 374/413 plus 

50¢ pair showing one without handstamp before a range of MLH & 7 covers to 1967. (88 + 7 covers) $40 
2320 Zululand 1894/96 QV set to 2/6d. MLH, small corner crease on 2/6d otherwise fine & fresh. Cat. £190+ (7) $75 



 


